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INTEGKATION

OP

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
BETWEEN TWO OB MORE VAMABLES.

SECTION I.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER AND
DEGREE.

1. In that part of the Integral Calculiis which relates to

the integration of explicit functions of one variable, we have to

determine the relation between y and x from the equation

in the present portion, we have to determine it from the equa-

tion

or to assign the relation between x, y, z (where a is a function

of the independent variables x and y), or between a greater

number of variables and their functions, from the equation

fdz dz

^[ix^ ^'^'^'^)=^'

or from other equations in which a greater number of variables

and differential coefficients of higher orders are involved.

2. A differential equation is said to be of the w"" order,

when the differential coefficient of the highest order which it

involves is the «".

A differential equation of any order is said, moreover, to be

of the first, second, &c., degree, when the differential coefficient

H. I. E. 1



which marks its order, is raised to the first, second, &c., power

:

or when it involves a product at most ofm dimensions in differ-

ential coefficients and their powers, it is said to be of the m"'

degree.

To integrate a differential equation of any order, is to pass

to the primitive equation between the variables and the con-

stants, from which the proposed may have been derived by the

process of differentiation. ^^ ' ' _.

3. We shall begin with the simplest case, viz. that of

differential equations of the first order and degree, which will

be of the form

ax

Jif and N being functions of x and y.

Every differential equation of the first order and degree is

either the direct derived equation of a primitive ; or it results

from the combination of the derived equation with its primitive,

so as to eliminate a constant which enters in each only to the

first power ; the former sort are called exact, the latter inexact.

4. First, let u=f{x,y)=0 be an equation between x and

y, by virtue of which y is a function of x; then, as is proved

in the Differential Calculus, -^ is given by the equation

du du dv
1

.
—^ =

dx dy dx '

the partial differential coefficients -5- , -=-, being formed as if

the variables x and y were independent of one another; or, since

du du
n. •^ J ^ J

are lunctions 01 x and y which we may represent by

JVf and^,

dx

a differential equation of the first order and degree, of which

/( "> I/)=0 is the primitive or integral. Now if / (x, y),



besides other constants wliicli are affected with x and y>

contain a term + G independent of x and y, this will not

enter into M and N, having disappeared in differentiating;

and if there be no such term, we may add it, and/ (x, y) + C=0
is still a relation between x and y which satisfies the equation

under this form it is called the complete integral ; and the con-

stant C, which does not appear in the differential equation, is

called the arbitrary constant; if the integral did not contain

such a term as + (7, it would not be sufficiently general, and

would be only a particular case of the complete integral.

We shall presently give the test which every equation of

this sort must satisfy, and the mode of integrating it. It is

evident that no equation of the first order which is not of the

first degree can be exact.

5. Next, let C^ be another constant which enters to the

first power in the equation

fix,y) + C-^0,

then C^ will be affected with x and y, and will consequently

appear to the first power in

ax

and if a value of C, be obtained firom either of these equations

and substituted in the other, the result will be

an equation of the first order and degree, involving all the con-

stants which enter into/(a;, y) + C— 0, except C^. Hence whilst

the direct derived equation of

f(x,y) + C= 0,yiz.M+N^ = 0,

does not involve the term C which is independent of x and y,

there will be as many other differential equations of the first



order and degree that have f{x,y)->rC=(i for their primitive,

as it has independent constants entering only in the first power

;

if any constant enter in a dimension above the first, the diffe-

rential equation obtained by eliminating it, will evidently not

be of the first degree.

There are two principal methods of integrating equations of

this sort, which consist either in separating the variables, by

substitution, or some algebraical process; or in restoring the

factor which makes them exact.

Exact Di£Ferentml Equations of the First Order.

6. Let ^ be a function of x determined by the equation

u=f{x,y)=0;

then the equation which gives the value of -^ is

du du dy _ Ma-N^ — O-
dx dy' dx ' dx '

the differential coefficients -7- , -3- being formed on the hypo-

thesis that the variables x and y are independent of one another

;

then, as proved in the Differential Calculus,

dM^dN
dy dx

'

Conversely, an equation of the form M+ N-^ = being

proposed in which M and N are functions of x and y, if the

condition

dM^dN
dy dx

(which is called the criterion of integrabUity) be satisfied, the

equation results from the immediate differentiation of an equa-

tion of the form ./(a, y) = 0; and to find its integral amounts

to finding a function of two variables f {x, y) whose differential

shall be Mdx + Ndy, and then to put f {x, y) equal to a con-

stant; if the above condition be not satisfied, there exists no



equation by the simple differentiation of which, the given equa-

tion can be produced.

7. To integrate the exact differential equation

ax

Let the equation from which it is derived be

,, du ,_ du „ 1 dM dN
thenT-=if, -j- = N, and -^ = -r-;ax ay ay ax

.-. u=JdxM+Y,

denoting hj Y a, ftmction of y which may have disappeared,

since M is the differential coefficient of u relative to x, on the

hypothesis that x and y are independent

;

du d , ., ,,, dY •».

.-. ^=N-
J-

(JdxM), and Y=fdy {N-^ {J<ixM)],

.: u = JdxM+Jdy {N-^ {JdxM)} + C= 0,

the complete integral involving one arbitrary constant.

8. Obs. The equation Y=Jdy{N-~{JdxM)] will be

d
^

absurd, unless the expression N—-j-{JdxM) be independent

of X : therefore its differential coefficient with respect to x must

vanish

;

dN_d_ ^( (fj M\ —^_A. ^ t M \r\ _^_^^
' ' dx dx dy^^ '

~ dx dy dx ^^ '
~ dx dy

must equal zero ; which it does, since the criterion of integra-

bility is supposed to be satisfied. Hence it will be necessary

only to integrate those terms in iV which involve y only ; and if

N can be reduced to such a form as to contain no such terms,

the solution will be u=JdxM+ 0=0.
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9. As the simplest case of exact equations, we maj first

notice those in which the variables are separated ; they will be

of the form

^+ ^|-».

where X denotes a function of x only, and Y a function of y
only ; here the criterion of integrability is manifestly satisfied,

for

dy dx '

and the complete integral is

JdxX+idxY^=C, or JdxX+JdyY= a

To this case may likewise be reduced the equation

which becomes, when divided by X, Y^,

^ Y dy ^
1 i=

Ex.1. + -j==, /- = 0;

. _, a; • -1 y • -1 G
.*. sm - + sm - = sm —

,

a a Ob

or sin-pyrr<+^AA^=sin--^,

or X Va' —y' + y Va" — a;' = aC;

at which we may also arrive, by multiplying the proposed equa-

tion by xy, and integrating by parts, which gives

-y'^a''-x''+Jdx'^a^-a?-^-x'^a'-y'+Jdx'/^^+C='0,
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or, since the part affected by the sign Jdx viz.

is equal to zero by the proposed,

y Vo* - a' + X '<la^—y' = C.

Ex.2. H-2^ +/ + (l+a; + a;')^ = 0,

C{x-\-y + l) =2xi/+x+y-l.

10. The following axe instances of the integration of exact

differential equations by the method of Art. 7.

Ex.1. ax + ht/ + c+{hx+my + n)-^=0.
dx

dy dx

'

-y-=ax + by + c; .: u =— + {by + c)x+ Y,

du , ,
dY ,j-= bx+ -j- = ox + my + n;

dy dy

dY
.: -j--my + n; .: Y=^mi/'+ny+ C;

.'. i {aa? + mf) + {by + c) x + ny + C = 0.

1/1 X \dy
^

log [x+ 'iof+f) + ca; + C= 0.

3/»+ar + (l-a^)£
'Ev 4 „ = 0. Shew this to be exact.

•

2/' + Sayx - a + a'ar
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Ex. 5. {x' + i/'-a')^ + (a^ + 2xy + o") = 0,

a'o; + a^y + I a;' + Jy - a'y = C.

^^- '• x\x-xyY-a^ = ''' here /cfeJf+ 0=0,

or log $±^ii^l^- ?^+ C= 0.

Va - a; (1 — xy) «

Homogeneous Equations.

11. We come next to the case of inexact equations, in

which the variables are separable by substitution ; of these the

most important class is homogeneous equations.

Let M+ N-j = be a homogeneous equation, that is, one

in which each of the functions M and N is or can be expressed

by series of the form

M= ay^'af^ + J/x'"" + cfx'"' + &c.,

N= a-fx"-^ + ^y'x'-^ + 'yy'aT' + &c.,

the sum of the dimensions of x and y in each term of M and N
being eqiial to r.

Let y=xz where e denotes a new function of x, then

M=x^{a^^ + b^ + &c.) = xy{z),

N=x' («^+^5 + &c.) = xX^),

dy _ dz

dx~ dx'

Hence, making these substitutions in the given equation, and
dividing by af

,

in which the variables are separated. Similarly, the variables

may be separated by making x = yz; and the latter substitution



will be more convenient when ^ is a more complicated expres-

sion than M.

Hence it is easy to effect the separation of the variables in

equations which are either homogeneons, or can be made homo-

geneous ; besides these, the number of equations in which that

separation is possible, is very limited.

Ex. 1. 3ya;+2a;'+y»^=0.

Here -t^=——i
= 3- + 2-y= -+-|;N If y jf z z

''•

x'^l 2 'dx' ' ^^ x^ z'+?,z'+^dx~ '

1 + 7' + "
z z

1 / 2z z \ dz .

.-. log CB + log (a* + 2) - ilog (s' + 1) =log G;

.-. 2i£iJ = (7; or v=+2x'=C'V?T?.

2. y' + {ay + c^)^ = 0, y=Cyy/l + 2|.

6. a;^+y = V^+?, 2Cy+ C = a;'.

,
2 _, /2VaB-Vy\ ^

log(y-V^ + a;) + ;;75tan ^ Vs^ J"

H. I. E.
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12. In the following instances, the equations are not homo-

geneous, but are made so by simple substitutions.

Ex. 1. ax +bi/+ c + {mx +ny + p) -^ = 0.

Let ax + bi/ + c = e, mx + ny +j? = v,

z and V denoting functions of x ; then t^ =— , and

, dy dz dy _dv
^

dx~ dx' dx dx'

mv — nz dv ,, . dv .
.. ,— =^5- or mv — nz + {bz — av) -T-^^O:

av —ozdz ^ dz

this being homogeneous, assume v = zw, w being a function

of a,

1 iaw — h) dw
a n—{m + b)w + ato" dz

'

in which the variables are separated.

Ex. 2. a;" (ay + bx^ = y" (ay +fix^,

or^{bx''-^f)^. = {ay'-ax'')l.

Let x" = z, y'' = v, z and v being functions of x,

m _\ dz n dy _1 dv rix dy z dv

^

'

' X z dx^ y dx v dx' '
' my dx~ v dz'

which is homogeneous.

dv
Ex. 3. -J- + ay'^a?+ b^aT = will become homogeneous by

making y = a'~" , the equation of condition between

m, n,p, q, being (p+ 1) (1 - j) = (m + l) (1-n).
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Ex.4. ^= '^'
.

dx a* + xy

This may be written — t- (-) = ^ ,

^ ha;
y

and therefore Incomes homogeneons when z is written for - .

Linear Equations of the First Order.

13. The next important class of inexact equations of the

first order which admit of being integrated, are linear equations,

the general form of which is

Pand Q being functions of x; they are called linear because

they involve no power of y above the first.

Assume y = vz, v and 2 being functions of x,

dz dv -r, ^
.'. « J- + 2 J- + Pvz = Q.dx dx

Now z being an indeterminate quantity, may be assumed so

that the equation last written down may resolve itself into two
others, each of which admits of the separation of its variables

;

to this end let

dz
. nv^+Fzv = 0,

or, dividing by v, t- + P2 = 0, or - -5- + P= ;

.-. log 2 = -JdxF, or 2 = e"-^*^.

The remaining part of the equation gives

z -z- = Q, or, substituting for a, -j- = Qe^^

.-. v=JdxQ/'^+C,

and y = e"-^"^ [JdxQe^'^'-+ C},

the complete primitive involving one arbitrary constant.
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Obs. It is unnecessary to add a constant after performing

the integration indicated in the equation z = e''^'^''; for let

then y=zv= 0^'^" {^Jdx Qe/'"'^- cU e--^""" (/cfo Qe/"^^ CQ,

which is the same result as before, since (70, is equivalent only

to a single constant.

14. If we differentiate the result

we get e^*"' (^ + Py) = e^'"' Q,

which shews that if we multiply the proposed equation by e'*',

each member is separately integrable; and this is the most con-

venient practical mode of integrating it. When it is once known

that the factor which makes the equation integrable is a func-

tion of X only, its value may be immediately found ; for let it

be denoted by X; then

x'^+{Py- Q)X=Ois exact,

..g.|(i.,-C)j:.pjr. orig-P,

.-. log X=JdxF, orX=/*'''.

15. It must be observed that if the second member of the

equation -^ + Py = Q he multiplied by any power of y, it is

still reducible to the standard form of a linear equation of the

first order. For suppose the equation to be

then dividing both sides by y", and multiplying by — (n— 1),

we get
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Hence the factor which makes both sides integrable is

g-,«-i)/*xi.^ and the result is

y'
JL = e'"-"-«" {- (n - 1) /dic(2e-<"-"^'"+ C].

T? 1 iy ^ " — ^

X

1
.-. 6^*^" = -

y _ f J ^ n— *** n

Ex.2. ^+3^=V.

P=-2, /<fo;P=-2a;, e-^'^=e-^;

.-. C = idxe*' (- 2a;) = e-^o; -^dxt^ = g-^a; + ^ e"* + C

;

^- t+^^ = ^' 3^ = a:^(l + <74

6. ^=a?f-xy, ^= x'+l + Ce^.

dv . , J sin a; + cos a;
, ^ sj,

7. ^ = asina;+6y, y = -a. j—^ 1- Oe .
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Riccati's Equation.

16. There are certain cases of the equation

^+ hf = ax''
dx

(called Riccati's Equation, after the Mathematician who first

considered it) in which the variables are separable.

dy

First, let m = 0, then -^ = a- hf, or _,, = 1, where the

Tariables are separated.

Secondly, let m = — 2, and assume y = - , m being a func-

tion of X :

\ du u M a
_

'

' xdx X* a^ a?'

du , ,
.*. x--j- = a + u — ou,

where the variables are separated.

Thirdly, let m = — 4, and assume ^ = t- + -^

.

, 1 2m 1 du 1 2u bu^ _ a

^^^^~b^~l?'^x*di'^b^^'^'^ x*~x''

.*. a^ -J- + bu^ = a,
ax

where the variables are separated.

17. Besides the above, the variables are likewise separable

— 4t . .

in the cases when m =
, i being any integer from to in-

finity ; all which values of m evidently lie between and — 2.

First, let «t =^; a^ume 3,= ! +^;
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dy _ 1 2 \ du

dx ~ bx* a?u a?v?^

'

therefore adding these together,

1 du
X'" — -

,du

xu aru ax

or ar"^ + aw'a;"*'" - 6 = 0.
ax

_i

Now, let X = «•"*", then

du du dz . =5<?M

^ = 2fo-^=('" + ^)' di'

.: {m + 3)
«"•*'g + aM'z"*' - J = ;

du a . b -^ <£m , - „

<zsTO + 3 W14-3 dz ^
'

_ .
— 4i w + 4 4t —

4

4(t — 1)b^*'» =
2?::T'

•• -^ri:3=-27=3=-2(t- !)-! = '"••

Hence by these substitutions the equation is transformed

into another of exactly the same form, with t — 1 instead of i in

the index of the variable in the second member.

1 1 -5-
Similarly, by substituting t— H 5 for u, and «"'^' for z,

we shall transform the equation into another of the same form

where m^ = ——
; and consequently, after { substitutions

the index of the variable in the second member will become

zero, and the variables will be separated.

— 4* 1
Secondly, let m= ; assume y--, then
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.-. - (m + 1) #'^ + J = oz^' u\
dz

du a
or ^ +

but m-

dz wi + 1 w + 1

— 4^ »M — Ad — 4t

2t + l' 7M + 1 -2i + l 2t-l

Hence by these substitutions this case is reduced to the

— 4;
former ; and therefore when m = -—.—- , the variables in the

2t + 1

equation -^+ Jy* = oic" can be separated. It may be observed

that the more general equation, -^ + hy'a?'^ = ax', is reducible

to this form by putting x' = s.

18. We shall now give some other instances of equations

in which the variables are separable by particular substitutions.

Ex.1. a(.|-y) = (. +^|)V^T7^.

When an equation contains the expressions

y^^'"' "'S-2''
^^^+2^'

the introduction of polar co-ordinates will sometimes effect the

separation of the variables ; that is, to assume

x = p cos 6, y = p sin 9,

p being supposed a function of 0, for then

dy
^

dx dp dy dx ,

yfe^^'de'^PTe' '"-£-^19 = ^-

Hence the proposed equation, which considering x and y as

functions of 0, may be written
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becomesV= P^ '^7^\ or a = i ^f^^' ^

;

.-. aO = V^^T^- a sec"' ^ + (7,
a

or a tan"' ^ = Va;* + «»-«*- a sec"' +^ + C.
a; a

Ex.2. y_a,|+|y^^^7^=0,

assume - = «, « being a function of y,

theny^-x = /^; .-. 2,' - + V{a« + 5)^3^ = 0,

where the variables are separated.

Ex. 3. •4-=f{jnx + ny). Let mx + ni/ = z,ihtn

— = 7n + n-T^=m + w/'(a), where the variables are separated.

Ex. 4.
-J +i' + 2^ + *y= 0, ^, g^, and r being functions of

X. Having given y = u a, particular integral, to find the com-

plete integral.

Assume y = u + z~\ then

dz
5 {q + 2ur) z — r = 0,3, linear equation

;

ChC

•
^ -z- /'^"+'""-' y /rfyyf"-^'^"-^'"".

Thus for the equation -^ -1 + {x-y) {ax-by),

dx̂
= l+aa^-{a+h)xy + hf,

H. I. E.
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q = {a + b)x, r = — b, and evidently u=x;

.-. fdx{q + 2ur) = ^{a — h) al';

.: ^—= - Je*"-""^ X fdxe-^-'^''.y-x

Ex.5. {l-xy)^-+f+ax = 0.

Assume y = , so that a = ^ ;^ 1 + as 1 - a;y

ii 1 dz X ^
then -, . -J- + — 3 = 0,

s'— o ax 1 + aa?

where the variables are separated.

Ex.6. (y— x)-^ = ^\ ^ — ; assume w=:— .^ ' dx iJTZ^ " 1+xzdx Vl + ic"

dz 1
;
= 0.

(l+s')(3 + wVl+s'') dx l + x"'

Ex.7. ^ =_y(!i+£^. Let.= f^lTl^ 'dx y + a+bx + cx y + a + bx + car

1 dz

{n — zy — b {n — z) + ac' s dx {a + bx + esc') {n + ex)
'

Ex.8. J+i> + 2y + »:y' = 0, where2 = ^log/y/|.

.-. tan"' (y aJ-J +Jdx'/^= C,

or y — KJ- tan {C—jdic\/rp).

d_

dx
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71 '~~ 7th

Thus if we take p = x'", r = x", then q = , and the

solation of

i + ^'" + izi^-^)y+^f=o, is

y = x' tan-^G -y"
\ WJ+ W + 2J

Euler's Equation.

19. To integrate the equation

^ Va + lx-{-ca?+ex^ +Jx* + \/a + by + cy" + ey' +fi/* = ;

or, considering x and y as functions of a new variable t.

Let the function of t which expresses x be determined by

the equation -^ = "/X, and therefore that which expresses

y by the equation -^=— VF; also let x+y=p, x—y = q,

p and q being functions of t.

Then since {-^\ = X

;

dxcPx_dX ^x_.dX

similaily ^=i-^-

•'*
tie'

"* \dx dy)

= i {2&+ 2C {x+y) + 3e (a'+j^^) + ^/{x' + y")]

= h-Yc(x + y) + ^-[[(x + yy+{x-yy\
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and J.§=^- r=6 (a; -y) + c {a?-f) + e{x'-f) +/(x*-y*)

or
V2dt\q dt)

~^ dt^ -^ dt'

or '^X-'^Y={x-y)->/G+e{x +y)+f{x+yy,

the integral required. The discovery of this integral, which is

due to Euler, was of great importance, as being the first step

towards the foundation of the Theory of Elliptic Functions.

20. To integrate the equation

Vl-c'sin'^/r + Vl-c'sin^ ^=0,

or considering
<f)
and i/r as functions of another variable /,

Vl-c'sin=>/r^ + Vl-c'sin'<^^=0.

Let ^ = Vl-c^8in^<^, and .-. ^= _ Vl -c''sin>;
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Let p = ^ + ->fr, q = ^ — yfr,

d'p , .

-•- -^ = — csinpco3q,

d^_
• c cos^ sin g.

= — (cos 20 — cos 2^) = — c' sinp sin q

;

(ir-S =S|S^ .•...g(|) = .og(Odn„;

.•. -^=Cs\nq; similarly ^= Csin^;

.-. Vl — c" sin* + Vl — c'sin'i^ = Csin (^ + i/r)

is the integral of the proposed equation ; which is only Euler's

equation under a different form.

The equations Vl+y' + Vl+a;*^ = 0,

are immediately reducible to the above form, viz.

v'l-isin'-«/r + Vl-isin'0^ = O;

the former by making a- = tani0, y = tanj'^; the latter by

making 'Jx= cos 0, Vy = cos ^.
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On the Factors which render integrable a Differential Equation of the

First Order.

21. The most natural way of obtaining the complete integral

of a differential equation of the first order, is to prepare it so that

its first member may become an exact differential coefficient ; for

then we shall have only to integrate and add a constant. This

preparation is always possible by means of a factor, when the

equation is reduced to the form -^ + K= 0. For let an equation

f{x, y, C)=0 be resolved with respect to C, so that

.-. by differentiation, = P+ Q-f,
or A + -q = 0-

Now the equation M+ N-^^Q may be put under the form

~+K—0, which agrees with the preceding, and may conse-

quently be supposed to have arisen from the elimination of a con-

stant between the primitive f{x, y, G) = 0, and its immediately

derived equation. On this supposition, therefore, •^+K=0 is

identical with ^ + -^ = :

ax Q

dx

dx -^4(^^«S)'

or ^ "!> (a;. 3') = Q (^ + -^) , identicaUy.

The second member therefore is an exact differential co-

efficient, which proves that there always exists a factor proper

to render the expression -^ +K integrable.

22. But although the existence of the factor in every case

is thus established, the investigation of it is usually attended

with greater difficulties than the solution of the original equation.
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For let P+ Q-^ = be an exact differential equation ; and

let z, a function of x and y, be a common factor of P and Q so

that P= Mz, Q = Nz, by the removal of which, the equation is

reduced to the inexact state

then because P+ Q-r- = is exact,
ax

dP^dQ d {Mz) ^ d (Nz)

dy dx' dy dx '

dM T,^dz dN „dz
dy dy dx dx

y,dz Tuf^_ /<?if dN\
dx dy \dy dx)^

an equation between x, y, z, and the partial differential coeffi-

cients of z, for determining the factor z. The consideration of

this equation in its general state must be reserved till we come

to treat of partial differential equations of the first order ; but

the following particular cases may be noticed.

23. First, suppose that the factor is a function of only one

dz
of the variables x, then^ = 0> and the equation becomes

1 ^ _ J_ fdM_ dN\
z dx~ N\dy dxj'

which, being integrated, gives z; for the hypothesis requires

that the second member should be independent of y.

Similarly, if the factor be a fonction of y only, it will result

from the integration of

1 dz 1 /dN dM\
z <^~ M\dx dy J

'

dy M\dx dy I

of which the second member is independent of x.
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r^y.Hence, if in any equation M+ N-^- = we find

1 fi^- ^\ -X
N\dy dx)~

a fiinction of x only, or

l_ fdN_ dM\ ^ YM \dx dy}~

a function of y only ; the factors which make it integrable are

respectively /^^, Z""^.

Ex. 1. ^ + {Py— ^)=0) the linear equation of the first

order.

This compared with M+N ~ = 0, gives

M=Py-Q, N=l;

' ' dy dx~ ' N\dy dx) '

a function of x only ; therefore the factor is e^"^"".

Ex.2. 2^+(i_a;2,)g= 0,

M=y', N=l-xy,

dN dM_

r, 1 (dN dM\ / , 3 , 1
••• ryM\di—d^r-]^y-y=^''^?'

therefore the factor is -3

.

y

Ex.3. {y-x)^-j-=0.^ ' dx 2ca;

The factor by which this is made integrable is a function of

both the variables - d^', as may be shewn by introducing it,

and applying the criterion of integrability to the equation.
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Ex.4. ^ + 1^_1^«= = 0,
dx qdx p dx

where^ and q are any functions of x, is made integrable by the

factor r^ , and its complete integral is

a{p+9.y) vi^
24. In the case of homogeneous equations, a factor proper

to render them integrable, is readily discovered by means of the

property that if m be a homogeneous function of n dimensions of

the independent quantities t and z, then

du du
nu = t-j-+Sj-.

at az

For suppose V, a homogeneous function of x and y of to

dimensions, to be a factor which makes M+N^ an exact dif-
' dx

ferential coefficient, M and ^ being homogeneous functions of x

and y oi r dimensions ; then if U denote the primitive function,

it will be homogeneous and of m + r + 1 dimensions, and we

shall have

ax dx

hence since VM and VN are the partial differential coefficients of

Uvnth respect to x and y respectively,

xVM+y FiV= {m + r+l) U;

__± =__L_ 1^
Mx +Ny m + r+1'Udx'

and as the second member is an exact differential coefficient,

it follows that the first is so likewise, and consequently, that

M+ N-p- is made exact by means of the multiplier
dx

1

Mx 4- Ny

'

II. I. E. 4
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25. The property of homogeneous functions assumed above

is easily proved. Let m be a homogeneous function of the inde-

pendent quantities t and z oi n dimensions
; then if we change t

into t{l + h) and z into s (1 + h), u will become

M (1 + hy = M + nuh + &c.

But by Taylor's theorem, u will also become

du T du , „

at dz

therefore, equating the coefficients of h,

du du

dt dz

And, generally, if m be a homogeneous function of n di-

mensions of any number of independent quantities <, z, w, &c.,

and we change them into t{l+h), z{l + h), w{l+k), &c.,

the new value of u will be equally expressed by m (1 + h)" or

by e^ *" '* u ; and equating the coefficients of A"" in these

two identical expressions, we get, separating as above the sym-

bols of operation from those of quantity,

d d d
+ ..{n-l)...{n-r + 1)u = (t^^+z^^+w

dw

Ex. xy + f+{xy-x^)-£ = Q.

The factor is

{xy + y^ X -^ {xy - a?) y ifx'

.
xy + f .

xy-x^ dy
" 2/x "^ Hfx dso~ '

is an exact differential coefficient, and gives the primitive by
Art. 7.

^ + ilog(a^) + (7=0.
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26. Whenever the variables can be separated in an equa-

tion, a factor which makes it integrable can also be found.

For suppose tliat M+N-^ = 0, by the introduction of two

other variables u and z, is transformed into Ii+ 8^- = 0, so
dz

that

(tsc cLz

and suppose F to be a function of u and 2, such that if we

divide B+S-j- by it, the variables are separated, i.e. ^con-

o
tains z only, and t?- contains u only

;

is an exact differential coefficient; and consequently p., which,

upon restoring the values of u and z, becomes a function of x

and y, is a factor which makes if+ ^-/ = integrable.

Ex.1. a + Ja;V + a;=j = 0.

Assuming y = -
, we find

a + Jar'y' + a;*-/ = a + iM' + a;T

—

m,

and dividing by a; (a — m + Jm"), we get

a + bxy ^ar^ J ^^

a; (a — tt + Sk") a; a — m + iw"

'

1 1

a; (a - M + Jm") ax — a;'y+ Jaiy

is a factor which makes the proposed equation integrable.
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The integrating factor here is -rrz rj ; as resiilts
CC (1 ^ 3^^) —" Cb

from the substitution by which (Art. 16) the variables are

separated.

Ex.3. /+aa; + (l-a;y)^ = 0.

By assuming y = -—^— , it may be shewn that a factor

which makes the proposed integrable is

1

y + ^ayx — a + cira?

Ex. 4. M+N-^ =0, a homogeneous equation.

In this case we know, that making y = xz, we have

M=xy{z), N=x'4,{z),

and ilf+ i^^ = x'f{z) + x^<^ {z) [^ + x^);

consequently, dividing by

^'^'
{/(2) + ^<P (2)1 =Mx + Ny,

we get

''^"'^..i,. *<
Mx + Ny X f[z) + z<^ {z)

'

1

Mx + Ny

is a factor which makes the proposed equation integrable.

M+N^
Obs. That

2ix + Nv ^^ ^^ e,^a.ct differential coefficient,

provided M and N be homogeneous functions of x and y of the
same dimensions, admits of an easy proof as follows.
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We must shew that

d_ t M \ _ d_ / N \

dy \Mx + Ny) ~ dx \Mx + Ny)

Now putting " = a, we have

M I \ I I

Mx + Ny x' ^1 x'l-irF{z)

N ^ 1 /, _ M^ yi 1 1

Mx +Ny y\ Mx + NyJ y yl-\-F{z)

dFjz) 1

*' dy\Mx + Ny)~ x' {\ + F[z)\"

("L.
dFjz) y

\__1 dz

p~ y' ITT
X

dx\Mx+NyJ y'{l+F{z)}"

which expressions are evidently equal to one another.

27. There always exists an infinite number of factors which

render an equation of the first order and degree integrable.

For let z be the factor by means of which the equation

dx

is made integrable, and m = its complete primitive, so that

multiply both sides by F{u), where F{u) denotes any ftinction of

ti, and we have

zFiu){M+N'£)^Fiu)'£;

and as the second member is an exact differential coefficient, it

follows that the first is so likewise ; therefore zF (u) is a factor

which makes the proposed equation integrable, whatever form be

assigned to F{u).
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Geometrical Problems producing Equations of the first order and

degree.

28. The following geometrical problems are added to illus-

trate this part of the subject.

I. To determine the trajectory of a given family of curves.

Let AA', BB' (fig. 1) be two of a family of curves resulting

from the equation /(X, Y, c) = 0, by giving particular values to

the constant c ; and let AB be a curve which cuts AA', BB', and

all the curves resulting from the equation by giving all possible

values to c, at the same angle ; then AB is called the trajectory

of this family of curves. Let x, y, be the co-ordinates of the

point A in AB, between which we are required to find a

relation ; AT', A T, tangents to the curve and trajectory at A,

tan TAT'=a ; and let a value ^{X, Y) oi-ryhe, obtained from

the equation f{X, Y, c) =0, not involving c ; then at the point

A, tan A T'N= -^ {x, y), and tan ATN=£

,

1 + ±̂-^i^'y)

the differential equation to the curve AB ; and as it does not in-

volve c, AB will cut every curve in the series at an angle whose

tangent = a. The equation when integrated will involve an

arbitrary constant, and consequently will represent a system of

cxu-ves, every one of which cuts the former system at the same

angle ; the constant may be determined, if a point through which

the trajectory is to pass, be given. If the angle TA T' be a right

angle, or a be infinite, the differential equation to the trajectory,

which is then called orthogonal, is

Ex. \. To find the orthogonal trajectoiy to all cui-ves re-

sulting from the equation y' [c — x) = a?, by giving all possible

values to c.
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„ «' , Sar" 2a;' J«
Here c — x-=-r, .•. — 1= —j-

ir -r-\
y y y dx-

therefore, substituting for -^ (a;, y) its value, the differential equa-

tion to the trajectory is

2a.'+(/+3a;«3,)g = 0;

a homogeneous equation whose integral is (Art. 11)

Similarly, \&tf{j>, 6, c) =0 be the equation to the curve AA'

tJff

referred to polar co-ordinates, and let it give for p -5- the value

yfr {p, 6) independent of c ; then considering p and 6 as co-

ordinates of the point A in the curve AB,

t&n8AT'=:yjr{p,0), tarn SAT = p^,

.: a = ^
i+^{p,e)pj-^

which is the differential equation to the trajectory ; or if it be

orthogonal,

Ex. 2, Let the curves be a system of circles touching a

straight line in the same point, then taking that point as the

origin and measuring 6 from the line, their equation is

p = c sin d,

1 cos 6 dO dO sin ^ , , „.

... l + «^pf =0, orcos^ + 8in^p^=0,
cos d'^ dp dp
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or -J- I
—^ I

= ; .'. p — C COS 0,
dp Vcos 6J

'^

the equation to the orthogonal trajectory, which represents a

system of circles passing through the given point and having the

given line for their diameter.

We may generalize this problem, by finding the orthogonal

trajectory of all circles described through two given points.

II. To determine a curve such, that the locus of the ex-

tremity of its polar subtangent shall be a straight line.

The polar subtangent is a line drawn from the origin per-

pendicular to the radius vector to meet the tangent.

Let p, 0, be the polar co-ordinates of any point P in the

curve sought (fig. 2) ; then those of the extremity Tof its polar

subtangent will be p'-j- and 0--^, which must satisfy the

equation to a straight line, viz.

p = c sec {0' — a)

;

,dd fn 'n-\ c

P -= c sec {0—a —
dp \ 27 sin {0 - a)

c . ,. .d0 , c
-5 = sin (0 — a) J- . and - = cos (0- a.) + C;
P

^ ' dp p

C+cos {0-a.)

the equation to curves of the second order, having the pole for

one of their foci.

III. To find a curve in which SG varies as 8P, PG being

a normal at P, and 8G a fixed line through S, (fig. 2).

Taking SG for the axis of x, the equation to the normal at

Pis

(r-,)|+A'-.. = 0;

therefore making F= 0, X= SG = .r + ,y -^ ,
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and 8P=^/^^Tf, .: a;+3/^| = e V^T/,

or Va^ +y = ea;+ C,

the equation to a curve of the second order.

IV. To find a curve which is always cut by its radius vector

at an angle proportional to the corresponding angle of revolution

;

that is, ^SPTx aASP, (fig. 2).

Let p, 6, be the co-ordinates of any point in the curve, then

the angle at which the radius vector cuts the curve, has for its

d0
tangent p j-

;

dd , a 1 dp cosnd /pY . a
.'. p -7- = tan no, or - ^ = -: z >

•'• r?v = ^m nff.
'^ dp p da sm no \ UJ

V. To find the locus of the centre of an ellipse rolling along

a straight line.

Let 0^ be the line along which the ellipse rolls, and which

touches the ellipse at P; ON=x, NG= y, the co-ordinates of

its centre; then CP is a normal to the locus of C (fig. 7), and

therefore

-yy^dy_

dx.

but a' + h'-CP'^'''^^
ON''

the difFerential equation to the required curve, in which the

variables are separated. Generally, if p =f{p) te the relation

between the radius vector and perpendicular on the tangent in

any curve, then the locus of the pole, when the curve rolls along

a straight line, will have for its equation

H. I. E. 5
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Thus if the cuiTe be a parabola, to find the locus of its focus we

have p = \ap
;

.:y = ^a^\l + (-|)]^ or y^a^1 + (^^)\

the equation to the common catenary.

VI. To find a curve such that the intersection of the tan-

gent at any point and a line drawn from the pole inclined at a

constant angle to the radius vector of that point, shall trace out

a given curve.

Let zASP=d, SP=p (fig. 2) be the polar co-ordinates of

any point P in the required curve, YQ a tangent at P inter-

sected by a perpendicular upon it from S in Y, and by a line

through S inclined at a constant angle PSQ = a to SP in Q.

Also let /.ASQ= ff, SQ=p be the co-ordinates of Q, which is

supposed to lie in a given curve whose equation is -r =./ {6')

;

then ff=e + a.; and, calling ^PSY=
(f>,

1 cos (a + rf>) cos a. sin a. dp . , 1 dp
-J = J— = s— -js, since cot d>= ^k-
p pcos<f) p p' dd' ^ p dO

Hence the equation to the locus of P is

d f\\ cota_ I

\pj p sin a^^i:;]+— = ^^77/(^+«)'

p sm a
' J \ '

„ a cos /3 + c cos 6'
„ ,buppose — = , a curve of the second order

;

€t COS 6
then-+ C'e-*'=<>'''= +ccoa6, another curve of the second

p COS cc

order when (7=0. The result seems to fail when a = ^ tt ; but

in that case, first changing the constant into C + £21^ . -^^
cos a

find

-+ G'-dcos^ = ccos0.
P



SECTION II.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER BUT NOT
OF THE FIRST DEGREE.

29. When a differential equation of the first order is of

a higher degree than the first, we know that it is not obtained

by the direct differentiation of its primitive, but results from

eliminating a constant, (which enters into the primitive in a

dimension above the first,) between the primitive and its de-

rived equation ; the degree of the differential equation and the

dimension of the constant eliminated above the lowest dimen-

sion in which it appears, being always the same. The.general

form of such equations free from radicals, is

the coefl5cients being functions of x and y.

If this can be resolved with respect to -y- into its n simple

factors, it will assume the form

then each of these factors put equal to zero, will be an equation

of the first order and degree, whose integral may be found by

the methods of the preceding Section ; and any one of these

integrals, as well as the continued product of any number of

them, will evidently satisfy the proposed equation. If, there-

fore, we integrate the n equations,

and complete them all with the same constant C, as the pro-

posed equation is of the first order, we shall obtain the required

primitive involving C in the n*^ power, by equating their con-

tinued product to zero.
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Ex.1. (±]\?^^-i = 0;
\dxj y ax

dy

dy X r x* " dx
•• J + - = ±\/ 1 + - .

or
, ^ = + 1

;

dx y -y f Vy + ar'

.-. +V/ + a;= = a;+0, and - -ifT^ = x -V G

;

.: {V^+^-C-x){'/f + ^''+ C+x) = 0,

... f+ a?-{C+xy = 0, or f = 2Cx + a'.

and -logg
+V'^) = '°K\/^ + ^-S=" + ''=

.•. Var*+ y^ + y = cxe", changing the constant,

dy
, r^-,—

5

dx\x/

and Vaf >r')^ — y — cxe^
;

. (Var* +/ - cxe'' + y) (Vx" + / - case' - y) = 0,

dy

or

/ + (a; - cf = «' + 2na:,

the equation to a circle.
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This ia the solution of the Problem to find a curve in which

the square of the normal is always proportional to the sum of

the abscissa and subnormal.

30. When the resolution of the proposed equation into its

simple factors is impossible, there are still various forms for

which the complete primitive can be determined, or its determina-

tion made to depend on elimination ; this is done by means of

substitution, or differentiation, or other analytical artifices, of

which we shall now give some instances.

Obs. The arbitrary constant in what follows is often reserved

under sign of integration.

31. "When the equation contains only one of the variables,

X suppose, and can be solved with respect to that variable, so that

x=f\-^\; let-T^ be denoted by^, then x=f(j>); and inte-

grating the equation ^ =py>J parts, we get

y = xp-Sdx-£ =pf{p) - !dpf{p) ;

between which and the equation x=f{p), eliminating p, we
shall obtain the required integral.

Similarly, if we have ^=/(^), since

dx _dx dy 1 df{p)

dp dy' dp p dp '

we shall have to eliminate ^p between y=f{p),

andx=felfe).
J p dp

Ex.1. x + x(-^] = l, or a;

1+y

'=rf?-*^°"^ + ^'

2/
= Va; (1 - a;) - tan" a/^-^ + C.
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Ex.2. y = a^\ +p', x+ C = alog {'^y' -a' +y).

This is the solution of the problem in which it is required to

find a curve such that the perpendicular on the tangent from the

foot of the ordinate shall be constant.

dy d
Ex.3. y^Jl+f = ap. Here ^= ^—_^-,^,

;

.-. x+C = ^dp—j--—^.= ^ + alog —fl^—- ,

p

or X + (7=V«-,^ + «log^^,=^^J.

This is the solution of the problem to find a curve such that

the tangent terminated at the axis of x shall be of a constant

length.

.32. An equation not coming immediately under this case,

may sometimes be reduced to it by putting j? = xz, or p =yz.

Ex. [-^ ) + «a; -^ + a;' = 0. Let p = xz,

az
then X (z' + 1) + as = 0, or a; = - —— 3

;

^ 1 + 2

dy_dy dx _ aV(2g°-l)
" dz~ dx' dz~ (z' + lf '

and z must be eliminated between the integral of this, and the

az
equation x = — 7——3

.

^ 1 + z

33. When the equation contains both the variables x and

y, provided it be homogeneous with respect to them, we may

assume - = z; then the equation will take the form, (which is

not solvable with respect top by supposition,)
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Suppose this capable of being solved with respect to z, and let it

... . dz
giye s = 9 (p) ; now y = xz givesp = z + x-y-

,

1 1 dz
or - = J- ,X p— z ax

substitute the above value of z, and integrate this equation ; then

p must be eliminated between the result which will be of the form

loga; = i^(^), and^ = a;^(^).

Ex. 3/—i=«v^+(iy-'

.*. ^ =
J) + w Vl +f

;

" X _reVi+/ «Vvi+/ " Vi+jj" /'

.-. loga;= {log (^ + Vr+y) +w log VT+^I + log C;

I

between which equations ^ must be eliminated.

This is the solution of the problem, to find a curve such that

the perpendicular upon the tangent from the origin shall vary as

the abscissa to the point of contact.

Let ?i = 1. - = 1 +y +p Vl +/, 'i-=p+\/l +/;X X

...»!l±^=2!'=,>+/)(^+vrT?r.§',

or y^ = 2Cx — a?, the equation to a circle.

34. Another integrable form is ^ = ^^+/(^)' which
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is called Clairaut's form, after the Mathematician who first

considered it. Substituting p iox -^ , and differentiating, we

get successively,

dx -P-P + '' dx^dpJ^P> ' dx'

which resolves itself into the two

The first of these gives p = ^{x) suppose ; this value sub-

stituted for p in the proposed equation, furnishes a relation

between x and y which satisfies the proposed equation, but which

involves no arbitrary constant, and cannot therefore be the

complete primitive. The other equation must therefore lead to

the complete primitive ; but this givesp= G, and by substituting

this value of p in the proposed we find

y=Cx+f{C).

Hence Clairaut's form has the property, that the complete

primitive is obtained by substituting the arbitrary constant G
for p, in that form. If we integrate^ = (7, we find y= Cx+G';
but the condition of the proposed equation being satisfied gives

C =f{G), the same result as before.

We shall afterwards return to the consideration of the other

solution, which is called the singular solution, and is not de-

rivable firom the complete integral. It is evident that Clairaut's

form may be put into the rather more general shape

y={x-\-c)p+f{p).

Ex.1. 3, =^ + ^il±£!)
P
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Differentiating, we get^ =jj + a; -^ + a f 1
2] ;^ ,

.-. g = gives^=C, and3,= (7x + ^^i+ill,

the complete integral; and

" /^ . / «* + "~;;;5 = o givesp = + A/—-—

,

P V a;+ a

which, substituted in py = a + p' {x + a), gives the singular

solution

-^V^=°^"' or / = 4a(a; + a).

Ex.2, y = a; (p - c) + Va'' - c' +J9V,

y = x{C-c)+ ^a'-c'+ CV, the complete integral

;

1/ (x — cV
-5 j 4 2— = 1, the singular solution.

The two foregoing examples are the solutions of the problems

to find a curve for which the locus of the intersection of the

tangent and perpendicular upon it from the origin shall be a

straight line, and a circle, respectively. For the co-ordinates of

the said point of intersection are

p{y-px) ^_y_-px
1+/ ' 1+/'

and these substituted in the equations to a straight line and

circle, viz. X + a= 0, F' + (X — c)' = a", lead to the preceding

equations.

Ex. 3. To find a curve such that, a, /S, 7 being the angles

which the sides of a triangle on a given base and with its vertex

a point in the curve, form with the tangent at that point, we

may always have tan" /S= tan a tan 7.

IT. T. K. 6
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Let the given base SC=c, SN=x, NP=y, the co-ordi-

nates of a point P in the curve, PT a tangent, PG a normal at

that point, .4P parallel to SC; ^APT=^a, SPT=^,CPT=y
(fig. 8) ; then tan^yS = tan a tan 7 gives

1 5-!- = tan a tan (7— a)

;

cos a

fSG\'_ GN PN _ GN

("+y|y y ^y

.

x' + y' x — c dx'
or 1 r-—5— =

or

'' +y^-' (^ +^^)
x—c X +y

dp
'^ dx /dpV ,^. dp

.,^=^ + (,_,)|_^^|; ,. | = 0,or^=C;

.•. \a? +y' =[x —c) C + -p! the complete integral,

representing a conic Section, the two fixed points being its focus

and center, and its eccentricity = C; and (a;— 2c)' + y' = 0, is the

singular solution, representing a point, viz. the other focus.

Ex. 4. y = xp + VP + aY,

y= Cx + ^6"+ CV, the complete integral,

ay -1- Va? = c^V, the singular solution.

This is the solution of the problem to find a curve, such

that the product of the perpendiculars dropped from two given
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points upon the tangent may be invariable; for taking the line

joining the two given points (whose distance suppose = 2c) for

the axis of x, and their middle point for origin, and x, y the

co-ordinates of any point in the curve, the equation to the tan-

gent at that point will be

.^^Y-y^'£iX-x), orr=|x+(y-..

and the lengths of the perpendiculars dropped upon this line

from the points (c, o), (— c, o) will be

-pc-(y-xp) pc-{y- xp) _

and the product of these = —— ^
^
—~ = V, suppose

;

.*. y = xp+ ^b' + a'p', putting a' = b^ + c'.

35. A still more general case is the equation

y = xf(p) + ^{p),

which by differentiation is reduced to a linear equation of the

first order in a;; for we get

• dp f{p) -p f{p)-p'

which gives x = F{p); then p must be eliminated between this

and the proposed equation.

o dp ^dp
Ex.1. y=xp'' + 2p; •- F=P+^^f£ + ^-^'

dx 2x 2
or J- + z—T = ~ zs

dp p-1 P -P
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which is made integrable by the factor (^-1)";

.-. x{p- 1)'= - jdp^^^ = -2p+ log/ + a

But p =—"i'v/+~; therefore substituting this in the

preceding, we obtain the complete primitive between x and y.

Ex.2, y = xmp -hnjl •\-p^
;

2m-

1

Ex.3. y+p{a— oc)=nfdx'^l+j)^;

^ 2c"(K + ])^2(w-l)(a-a;)"-'^

This is the solution of the problem of finding the path of a

point P which moves uniformly towards another point Q also

moving uniformly in a straight line.

For taking A (fig. 3) for the origin, and A£, which is per-

pendicular to Bi/ the line in which Q moves, for the axis of x,

we have, supposing P and Q to start together from A and B,

BQ^nAP, or if AN=x, NP=y, AB=a,

y + {a — x)p = n^dx VI +p'.

36. In the following examples the method of substitution

succeeds.

Ex.1. {l-f)xy=p[x'-f-^),

which expresses that the normal bisects the angle between the

focal distances; 2c being the distance of the foci, the origin at

the middle point between them, and the line joining them the

axis of X.

Let p= — , .'. if = ^z — c' ;
^ y

" 1+2'

therefore, difierentiating,

dz

(!+«)'] dx
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this resolves itself into

a; = +
, which gives y^-^ [x — cy=0,

the singular solution

;

and -=- = 0, OT z= C, which gives y^^ Cla?—-—^j, the com-

plete integral.

Cx
If we integrate p = —- , we get y^ = Cx' + C, where C

must be determined by the condition of the proposed equation

being satisfied ; and by this condition, in general whenever the

method of solution raises the order of the equation, must the

number of constants be reduced.

By the same substitution may be solved the more general

form

axyp^ +P {a? — ay' — h) —xy = 0.

E... 4_,=AV(iy-f 2+..

or
dx X x\ \dx x) a?

'

dti dz y dz
Let y = xz, then -^=z-ir x-j- = - +x^-

;^ ' dx dx x dx

•' ^\-z^dx~x^a?-X^'

If X= 1, we have sin"' a =sec~'a;+ C,

or sin~* ^ = sec'' X+ C.
x

Ex. 3 and 4.

y — oip / tc \
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Introducing polar co-ordinates, we get for the first,

P" r, s de f{p)
-f{fi), or -j- = -—

|y+^="''^'' '^P-PVPMTW?

The second gives

^/C

= /(co3 0), or —^ ^'

«'pV^„^~''' " P^~ /(cost/}

The former expresses that the perpendicular on the tangent

from the origin is a given function of the radius vector; the

latter that the sine of the angle at which the radius vector cuts

the curve is a given function of the cosine of the angle at which

it is inclined to the axis of x.



SECTION III.

ON THE SINGULAR SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER.

37. From the complete integral of a differential equation

we can deduce as many particular integrals as we please, by
giving to the arbitrary constant particular values. But some

differential equations are satisfied by a relation between x and

y not containing an arbitrary constant, and not deducible from

the complete integral; such a relation is called, as has been

said, a singular solution of the differential equation. The
existence of such solutions depends upon the fact, that when

a solution of a differential equation has been obtained in any

manner, it will still be a solution after a quantity of any kind

has been introduced in any way, provided the same derived

equation result. This is merely an extension of the principle

on which the arbitrary constant is added.

38. Before entering upon the general theory, it may be

useful to consider the following particular instance.

Let the equation

y-.t + a + aftV (Ddx \dxj

be proposed, which, since it falls under Clairaut's form, has for

its complete integral

y=(7a; + a+a(7'; (2)

C being the arbitrary constant. If we now regard C, not as

a constant, but as a function of x, and differentiate, we get

dC
|.(7.(...a0f;

and if we eliminate C between this and y = Cx-ira+ aC^, we

shall obtain a differential equation, but not the proposed one.
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for that arises by eliminating C by means of the equation

-^ = C. But if C be so determined as to make the coefBcient
ax

dC X
of -J- vanish, that is, if C = —— , then the derived equation

will be ^ = C, and the result of the elimination of C will be
ax

the proposed equation.

Substituting for C its value, we get

2 2 2
x' X X

^ la ia ia

a relation which manifestly satisfies the proposed equation ; for

it gives
;f-

= — ^: ^^^ these values of y and -r^ , being sub-

stituted in the proposed equation, make it identical. But this

solution contains no arbitrary constant, and being the equation

to a parabola it cannot, either by making (7=0, or any other

constant quantity, arise from the complete integral which is the

equation to a straight line ; it is consequently a singular solu-

tion, and arises from the complete integral by changing C into

a function of x so determined as to make the term involving

-J— disappear from the value of -^

.

Thus we see how the singular solution arises from the com-
plete integral; next, let us consider its geometrical signification.

The proposed differential equation expresses that the curves to

which it belongs have the property, that the tangent at any
point is intersected by a perpendicular upon it from a given

point, in a given straight line.

Take the given point S (fig. 4) for the origin, and T8, AS
respectively parallel and perpendicular to the given line AC,
for the axes of x and y. Let TC be the tangent at a point

whose co-ordinates are x and y, then its equation is

Y-, = '£iX-x),
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and the equation to the perpendicular upon it from 8 is

ax

and for their point of intersection

but this point is always in ^ C for which Y=A8= a;

dy /dyV

dx \dx,

the same as the proposed equation.

The complete integral y = Cx + a{l + C'), which represents

a series of straight lines, evidently satisfies the problem for all

values of C; for let Tb be any one of these lines, then y = —Y,

is the equation to a line through S perpendicular to it; and

combining the equations to get the co-ordinates of their point

of intersection, we have

y = -C'y + a{l+C), ory = a;

the intersection consequently falls in A C. And as a straight

line is its own tangent at every point, the equation

y = Ca3 + a (1 + C), for all values of C,

represents a line such that the intersection of the tangent at any

point, and a perpendicular upon it from ;S', falls in the given

line A C. Now the curve which is generated by the perpetual

intersections of these lines will also satisfy the problem; for

each of the lines will be a tangent to it, and therefore per-

pendiculars from ,8' upon its tangents will intersect them in

the various points of A C. To get the equation to this curve

we must, according to the usual method, differentiate with

respect to the parameter C, which gives

= x + 2Ca,

and eliminate C between this, and the equation

H. I. E.
'^
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which gives

X*
y = — -.—V a, or 4a (a — 3/) = 3^,

the equation to a parabola, vertex A, focus S, of which curve

it is a well-known property that the perpendicular from the

focus intersects the tangent at any point, in the line touching

the parabola at its vertex.

This result being obtained by exactly the same process as

the singular solution was obtained, of course coincides with it

;

hence it appears that the singular solution belongs to the curve

which touches the family of curves resulting from the complete

integral by making the arbitrary constant assume all possible

values. The conclusions arrived at in this particular instance,

we shall now shew to hold generally.

39. Having given the complete integral of a differential

equation, to find its singular solution.

Let fix,y,^\ = Q be a proposed difierential equation, and

suppose it to result from the elimination of the arbitrary con-

stant c, between the equation F {x, y, c) = 0, and its imme-

diately derived equation

M+N^ = 0.
ax

Now change c into c any function of x and y, then our equa-

tion becomes F {x, y, c') = ; and its immediately derived equa-

tion is

,r + .V'j4-C'£=0 (1),dx dx

c entering into M' and N' just as c did into M and N, and
dc
-J- being formed in the usual way for a function of two variables

X and y, the latter of which is dependent on the former. Now
C is the diiferential coefficient of F {x, y, c) with respect to c,

regarding x and y as constant, and vsdU therefore usually in-

volve X, y, and c ; and if put equal to zero, will give such a

value for c as makes the last term of equation (1) disappear;
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and then the elimination of c' must evidently produce the pro-

posed equation /fa;, y, -^ I
= 0. Let this value of c be sub-

stituted in F{x, y, c') = ; then this equation is changed into

^ (^j y) = 0, and furnishes a relation between x and y which

satisfies the equation f(x,y,-j-\=0, but contains no arbitraiy

constant, and is not deducible from the complete integral by
giving a particular value to the constant ; since it results from

the complete integral by substituting for c a variable value

deduced from the equation -5-F {x, y, c) = 0. Consequently,

the relation ^ [x, y) = is the singular solution required.

40. To explain the geometrical signification of the singular

solution of a differential equation.

Let F{x, y, c) = (1) be the complete integral of a difterential

equation between two variables ; if we differentiate it with regard

to c, we have -^ F{x, y,c) =0 (2) ; and if between these equa-

tions we eliminate c, we get <p {x, y) =0 (3) where c does not ap-

pear, and which is a singular solution of the differential equation

of which (1) is the complete primitive. Suppose equation (1) to

be the equation to a system of curves, in which the position and

dimensions of any particular curve is defined by a particular

value of the parameter c ; also let equation (3) be the equation to

a curve referred to the same co-ordinate axes. Now equations

(1) and (2), when c receives a certain value, are satisfied by the

same values of x and y. Hence from the manner of its forma-

tion, equation (3) is satisfied by the same values ; or the curves

which are represented by (3) and (1), with a particular value of

c, have a common point. But equations (3) and (1), being each

a solution of the same differential equation, furnish the same

value of -r- for the same values of x and y ; consequently the
ax

curves touch one another at their common point. The same

thing happens for every one of the system of curves which

equation (1) represents. Therefore the curve represented by

the singular solution touches in a point every curve represented
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by the complete primitive. This is the geometrical interpret-

ation of the singular solution of a differential equation of the

first order.

41. Having given a solution of a differential equation, to

find whether it is included in the complete integral or not.

dii
Let -f-^fixjy) be the proposed differential equation, and

y = F{x, c) its complete integral, c being the arbitrary constant

;

and when c= c , let this become y = u,u containing no arbitrary

constant ; then y = u\& a, particular integral of the proposed.

Hence since F[x, c) — u becomes zero when c = c, we have

F{x,c) — M = (c — c')". z = az suppose,

z being a function of x and c, which is neither infinite nor zero

when c = c', or when a = ; and m expressing the highest power

of c — c' which enters into every term of F{x,c) —u. Conse-

quently the complete integral becomes

y=u + az,

which being substituted in the proposed equation,

dy dz ., » , ,

S'""^^ dx^^di "•^^'^' ** + ''^^ (^^•

Now since z is neither infinite nor zero when a = 0, we may
expand it in a series of ascending powers of a, in the form

z = K-\-Aa<'-{-Ba^ + &c.,

a, /S, &c. being increasing and positive, and K, A, B, &c. func-

tions of X

;

du dz _du dK dA
j

' ' dx dx dx dx dx

Again, the development of/(a;, u + az) will be of the form

f{:x,u + az)=f{x,u) +ilf(a3)"'+iV"(as)" + &c.,

m, n, &c. being increasing and positive. Hence, by substitution

in equation (1), observing that -5-=/ (x, u), we get
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dK dA _,, .

ax ax

= Ma"^ {K+ Aa'' + &c.)'" + Na' {K+ Aa' + &c.)" + &c.

Now unless this equation is identical, y = u cannot result from

y = F{x, c) by changing c into c ; and therefore y = u cannot be

a particular integral of the proposed; and consequently if it

satisfies the proposed, it must be a singular solution. Now the

indices m, n, &c., are known, for they result from writing u + az

for y iny(a;, y) and expanding according to powers of az; and

we must endeavour to determine a, /3, &c. so that the two mem-
bers of the equation may be identical. If m be > 1, this can

easily be effected ; for we must have -3— = 0, orK= a, constant

;

ax
dA

a+l = m, and -3— = MK"" ; and so on for the other terms. Con-

sequently it will be possible to make the two members identical,

and 7/ = u will be a particular integral. In the same way the

identity may be established i{ m = l. But if m < 1, there is no

term on the first side corresponding to MK"'a'^ ; and since K
cannot be equal to zero, it is impossible to satisfy the identity

;

and therefore y = v, is a singular solution. Hence to discover

whether a given solution, y = u, of a difiierential equation

is a singular solution or not ; we must write m + A for y in the

value of ---, and if the expansion in ascending powers of A in-
dx •

volve a power of A, whose index is < 1, the solution in question

is a singular solution ; otherwise it is a particular integral.

42. To deduce the singular solutions from the differential

equation, without knowing its complete primitive.

Let y= M be a singular solution of the equation

then by the preceding article, substituting u + hfoi y, we get

f{x, u + h) =f{x, u) + Mhr + Nhr + &c.
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where m, n, &c. are proper fractions

;

.-. ^f{x, u + h)=-^f{x,u + h) = mMhr-" + 7iNhr-' + «S:c.

;

consequently, when h = 0, -5-/(0;, w) = 00 .

But -J-fix, u) is what -j-f{x, y) becomes when y= u; and

therefore, conversely, every value u ofy,which satisfies— =f{x,y),

and makes 7-/(«, y) = 00 , is a singular solution of the equation

43. It is not essential to give the equation the explicit form

-r=f{x,y). Yovh,i-T- = p, and let F= be the given rela-

tion between x, y and p ; then we may regard ^ as a function of

X and y determined by the equation F= ; hence forming the

dV dV
differential coefficients -5— , -5- as if y and p were independent

of one another, we get

dV dV^^Q
01- ^ = -— ^^

dy dp dy ' dy dy dp'

Hence the condition -j-f{x, y) =ao is equivalent to -j- = 0,

provided -5— remains finite ; and therefore the singular solutions

of the equation V= F{x,y,p) = 0, are determined by eliminat-

dV
ing p between V=0 and -5— = 0, provided always that these

solutions satisfy the proposed equation and do not make

dV
-J-

= 0. And conversely if the solution of an equation be given,

and we deduce from it the value of -r- =jp, then if this value

dV ... . dV
make -5- vanish without making at the same time -3- = 0, it is
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a slngiilar solution ; otherwise it is a particular integral. It is

evident that if we consider y as the independent variable, and

put the equation under the form

dx\

^'=4'3.'S)=«'dyl

the same reasonings would shew that singular solutions may
dx dV

be obtained by eliminating ^' = -5-
, between F= and j-7 = 0,

provided that these solutions do not at the same time make

— =
dx

Ex. 1. To find the singular solution of

dy
, y

y — x-r- -^x — *!-=a.
^ dx dy

dx

Here -=-= — a;+^ = 0; .•. p' = ^, and the proposed becomes

(x + y — a)p=y + xp^, or {x + y — a)p=2y,

or {x + y — ay = 4ixy,

which may be reduced to the form Vx + Vp = Va.

x — 'M-\ = c^. iocy = a*.

dx/

The three former examples determine respectively the curves

which have the properties that 0T+ OT' is constant, that the

area of the triangle TOT' is constant, and that TT is constant,

TT' being the tangent at any point meeting the axes Ox, Oy in

T and T, (fig. 5) ; the last determines a curve such tliat the
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product of the portions of two fixed parallel straight lines inter-

cepted between the tangent at any point and the axis of x, shall

be invariable.

Here -y- = a; — tan"' p — ,
^ , = :

dp -^ 1+p' '

1/ = J—i^
, .: x = cos ' Vy + Vj/ -/,

wliich represents a cycloid whose base coincides with the axis

of X, the origin being in the centre of the base. This is the

sohition of the problem to find a curve always touched by the

same diameter of a circle rolling along a straight line.

dx Va;'+/-a'

^ -a: \__y 1

.•. the relation x' + r/^ — d' = makes -^ infinite, and satisfies

the proposed equation ; it is consequently a singular solution of

the proposed. But if we suppose the solution given, we may
find whether it is comprised in the complete integi'al or not,

by Art. 41. For we have y^'Jd' — x"; therefore substituting

wd' — x' + h for y in the value of -^ , we get

X — X V2A

when developed according to powers of h ; and as the index of h
is a proper traction, x^+y'—d' = cannot be comprised in the

complete integral, and is therefore a singular solution.
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7. (a;— a) (-^j —y-^+ a=0, to find whether y^ = ^aix—a),

y=x, are particular integrals or singular solutions. We get

dV
Hence the solution y = x which gives p=l, does not make ^—

vanish, and is therefore a particular integral. In fact the pro-

posed equation being

, .dy a

dx

its complete integral is (Art. 34)

y={x-a) 0+-^;

and this becomes y = x, when C = \. But the solution

y = 4a (a; — a) gives yp = 2a;

and these values of y and p reduce -j- to zero without making

-5- vanish ; consequently «' = 4a (a; — a) is a singular solution.
dy

«• 2/'(|) + 2^2 + '^ + *^ = '-

^= 2y ipy+x), -^ = 2p{py + x).

dV X
The value of ^ which makes -^ vanish is ^ = --, and the

dV
result of the elimination of ^ is aa; + Jy - a;" = ; but as -^

vanishes for the same value of p, this cannot be a singular

solution. In fact, it does not satisfy the proposed equation, and

is not a solution of any sort.

H. I. E.
^
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fdvy dv , dV JF „

the value of^ which makes -=- vanish, isp=ay, and this value

dV
does not make -y- vanish ; but the result of the elimination

dy

of p, ay = hx, as it does not satisfy the given equation, is not

a singular solution.

44. Every factor proper to make a proposed differential

equation integrable, is made infinite by the singular solution.

Let j^ +y*(a;, y) = be the proposed equation, F{x, y) = c

its complete integral, and z the factor which makes it integrable,

30 that

^{|+/(-,^) \=iF{x,y);

also, let y =u be the singular solution ; then this is not deduci-

ble from the complete integral, and therefore if u be written for

y in F(x, y), the result will not be constant; if therefore we
substitute u for y, in the preceding equation, since the second

member will have a finite value, and the factor -^ +f{x, y) of

the first member will be zero, the value of the other factor z

corresponding to this substitution must be infinite.

This property will sometimes lead to the discovery of the

factor which makes an equation integrable ; as in the example

(a* - a;«)^ + a^ = a V^TF^.

a singular solution of which is x* + ^' — o*= ; if we try a

factor of the form

{a?-aY{y'+x'-a')'',

we arrive at 7w = — 1, n = —\; and the factor which makes the

proposed integrable is



SECTION IV.

DIFFEKENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND OEDEE, AND OP
HIGHEE OKDEES.

45. Evert differential eqiiation of the w* order admits of

a primitive with n arbitrary constants.

Let f(x, y, c,, c,, ... cj =0 be an equation between the

variables x and y, containing n constants c^, c^, ...c^. Let the

first n derived equations be

7- la;, y, ^ , ^^, ... ^„ , c,, ... c,; -0.

Between these n equations and the original, the n constants

may be eliminated, and the result will be

Fix y iy ^ iy\=o (1)

a difierential equation in which none of the constants enter.

Conversely, a differential equation of the n* order being

proposed, it must admit of a primitive containing n arbitrary

constants, because that number of constants, and no more, can

be eliminated in its formation. Hence every differential equa-

tion of the n* order admits of a primitive containing n arbitrary

constants.

46. Again, between the original equation and its first n — 1

derived equations, » — 1 of the constants may be eliminated,
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and a differential equation of the (n— 1)"" order with one constant

will result.

Every such differential equation, having the same primitive

with equation (1), is a first integral of that equation; hence

a differential equation of the w* order has n first integrals,

each a differential equation of the {n — l)"" order, and containing

one constant.

Also, between the original equation and the first r of its

derived equations, r of the constants may he eliminated, and a

differential equation of the r**" order containing n — r constants

will result, which is an integral of equation (1). Now r constants

can be eliminated in a number of ways equal to the number of

combinations of n things taken r together, or

n{n—\) ... (« — r + 1)

1.2.3 ...r

This then is the number of integrals which equation (1) has of

the (w — r)* order, each a differential equation of the r^ order

and containing n — r constants.

47. Of the general equation of the second order

W ' die '
2'' *; - "'

we shall first of all consider the following particular cases, in

which -T^ is involved with only one, or two, of the other

quantities a;, y, ^ ; and which admit of integration, or rather

of reduction to forms of the first order.

I. ^\^^ x\=0. Let this by resolution give

g =/(-), .•.|=/^/(x) + (7;

and integrating again and adding another constant, we obtain

the complete integral. The same process applies to -r^ =/(«).
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Also, if we have F {g^ , -^ = 0, and put^ = u, vre get

-f f^ , M j
= ; and if this can be integrated, and gives u =f{x),

it is reduced to the case just noticed,

,-. j/ = alog- + C7x+ C

. y = \ (2c'+ x») -JT:^ + \ &x sin-' - + (7a; + C".

II. ^( j4 , 'T'] — ^- -L®* *^is ^y resolution give

3-/(1). "I-/W- p«'i"5j-^^

rfa; _ 1 _ . , 1

p must be eliminated between these two equations.

Ex. ag=^; .:f=P-, .-. log^ = ? + (7,

da? dx' dx a' ^^ a

, dy dy dx a . „,

•. - + C=log^
-c

m. i?'fS,3^) = 0. Let this give g=/(y);^'^y-"- --— 6"- dor'
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and this, treated as above, gives a; = <^ (m) ; and if x = ^ (m) can

be solved with respect to u, it is brought under Case I.

.-. asin"'-^= a;+C".
V(7

Ex.2. «/g-l = 0; i(.-cT=iy-|.

This is the solution of the problem, in which a curve concave

towards the axis of x is sought whose radius of curvature shall

vary as the cube of its normal : for this requires that

(!+/)»-g = ny(l+/)'.

Ex. 3. Voy T^ = l.

^ = I {^/^+ cy - 20-17^70+ c:

This becomes of the first order inp and x, by putting p for

-p and -^ for ^^ ; let its integral be ^ {x, p, C) = 0.
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If this by resolution give p or -^ =/(«)> then y=jdxf{x) ;

among other cases, this will happen when the proposed is of the

form -TT^ + P-r-— Q; for the latter can be solved as a linear
oar ax

equation of the first order.

If it gives X =f{p), then

y = fdxp=xp-fdxx-^ = xp-fdpf{p) ;

and p must be eliminated between these equations.

Ex 1 ^+1^ = 0- .: x^ + '^ = —(x^]=0-
da? X dx '

dx' dx dx\ dxj '

Ex.2. (l-.^g+l+(|) = 0;

" ^ l+cx c\l+cx /'

.-. 2^=^log{l+ca;)-?+C'.

Ex.3. x{a + hx)-^ + {c-iex)-£^=:0;

^ 1 dp c + ex _ ex"

p dx X {a + hx) ax~^ + i a + 5x

'

:. p= c'ic"^ (a + hxf''^ andy= O+c'/tfa; x"' {a + Jaj)'"

'

Ex.4

dx'
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This is the solution of the inverse problem of the radius

of curvature, in which it is required to find a curve whose
radius of currature shall be a given function of the abscissa.

Es.5. g+(^_i)J..- y = .' + ft- + C'.

^- ^©. S. *)-»

Putting -j-^p, we get

d^y _dp dy dp

da? dy' dx dy'

and the substitution oi p-4- for -y4 , and of^ for — , will make

the proposed of the first order in p and y ; let its integral be

<}> ip, y, C) = 0..

If this by resolution give P = -t- =f{y)i tben

If it gives y=f{p), then

^=sdy'-=y^jdyy,f=y^sdp^-^,
p p p "y p p

aftd^ must be eliminated between these equations.
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dp

'dy
yp^+^p'+^ = ^>

ilog (1 +/) + n logjf = ilog C;

.-. ^ = VC^^"-1, &ndix=jdy

This is the solution of the problem in which it is required to

find a curve whose radius of curvature shall vary as its normal

;

for this condition gives

- dx

— or + according as the curve is convex or concave to the axis

of X. If n = 1 the curve is a circle, if n = 2 a cycloid, if n = — 1

a common catenary.

Ex. - HI)'-^3--h(l)T

dx _ y
d^~V{Gy+lf-f'

As there is no substitution by which this can be generally

reduced to an equation of the first order between two variables,

the artifice to be employed in any case will depend upon the

H. I. E. 9
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nature of the example proposed. Among other substitutions

for -74 1 tlie two following may be noticed,

'da?'
a,-^=i.U±(y\\ and x^ = ^^^-2^^

' " dx\ dx \xj]
'

dx^ da? dx

Ex.1. x»g==23,;

^!i5yl_2^=?^ or
<^'(a?y) ^2 d{xy)

dx^ dx X '

da? x dx '

d , . ^ , , Co? C.:^{xy)=Cx; and 3,=— + -.

Ex. 2. {a? +yj '^ + a'y = 0, let | = s, then

d / 2 dz\ a" » _
dir&^)'^x'{l+zY~^'

^dz d / , dz\ c^z dz _
'• ^ di'd^Vdi) (l+sT

^
~ '

•••(-|)'-r^=-.

,dz
or a; T-dx"J'^*^-'

1 ^

,

Vl + s"
or = /as

Ex.3. -^ = ax + ly;

d?

^^d^^^^^y)=^^^+^)^

which becomes ^ = hz, putting oo; + Z>y = z, and so falls under

Case III.
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48. Of the general equation of the second order involving

X, y, ^ , -j^ , the following particular cases may be noticed, in

which P denotes a function of x.

^cPy \dP dy
da? 2 dx' dx

this when multiplied by 2 -^ may be written

d_

dx

Thusif(l-a;=)g-a!g+ 2^j^ = 0;

1_

dy 1 1 . _. ffw

which may be put under the form

y= G^ cos (y sin"' a;) + CI, sin (j sin"' a;).

Similarly, {ax + Ja;") T;^+(-a + Ja;j-^+cy = 0,

leads to
, „ -y- =

,
.

i^C-ci^ax 'Jax-rha?

.-. y=Cxjdx.^^e-J^''.
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48*- When the equation

is homogeneous, reckoning the dimensions of j) and -p to be

and — 1 respectively ; it may be reduced to an equation of the

first order by putting

y = xz, andg = |.

For each term, if r denote its dimensions, will consist of some

function of^ multiplied by a factor of the form

m and n being any numbers from to oo ; therefore upon making

the substitutions stated above, every term will be divisible by x",

and the equation will assume the form

and if this can be solved relative to q, we shall have

q = <t>{.,p); but2 = a,|=l^|=(^-.)|;
dx

let this give

dz
p = ^{z), then i/r (z) = s + a; -g-

,

which will give the required integral z = ~ =f{x).

putting I =p, y=xz, I = |, we find

{l+p'^i = q^l + z'
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nn+p*)^ , .dp

which is the same as Ex. 5, Art. 18.

Linear Equations of the Second and Higher Ordets.

49. The linear equation of the n* order is

all the coefficients being functions of x, and each term of the

first member involving either y, or one of its differential co-

efficients, in the first power. The first step towards the

integration of this equation is the establishment of the following

theorem.

If there be n particular values m,, Mj, m, ...m„, fiinctions of

X, which, when substituted for y, satisfy the equation

dry tZ-'V d^^'^y

its complete integral is

y = a^u^-\- a^u^-\- a^u^ + ... + a^u^,

a^, a^, ... a^ being arbitrary constants.

For let this value of y be substituted in the expression

d'y .
d'-'y

,

and it becomes

Jn-1

or, collecting the terms multiplied by the factors a^, a^,...an,

/d'u, d'-\
. ,

\

/d'u, <Z""X
, , ^ ,
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Now, since u^,u^,...u^ satisfy the equation, each of the

quantities within brackets is equal to zero, and therefore the

whole is identically zero; and therefore the assumed value of

y satisfies the equation; and it contains n arbitrary constants,

consequently it is the complete integral of the equation.

Thus the equation -y^ — w"^ = is satisfied by y = e", and

since it is not altered by changing the sign of n, it is also satis-

fied by y = e"^; .'. y = afi'" + a.f^ is the complete integral.

Linear Eqaations Trith constant Coefficients.

50. To integrate the equation

all the coefiicients and q being constant.

First write y +— instead of y, and the equation becomes

which shews that we may treat the proposed equation as if it

had no term q independent of y, provided we divide that term

by the coefficient of y and add the quotient to the value of y
obtained on the supposition that q = 0.

Let y = e"", .-. e"" {mT +^,w""' + . , . +j)„) is the value of the

first member; now this will vanish if m be any root of the

equation

m" +p,m''-' +iJ,wi"-^ + ... +j>„ = 0, or ilf=/ (w) = 0,

which is called the auxiliary equation of the proposed linear

equation.

Hence the n real or imaginary roots of' this equation,

OTj, TWj, ?Mg ...7n„, provided they be all unequal, will give n

different particular values of «/, 6"'% e"^, ...e""*, which satisfy

the proposed equation; and therefore its complete integral is
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51. But if any of the roots axe equal to one another, as,

for instance, m^ = m^, the value oiy becomes

y={a,+ a,) 6"'"=+ a/^ + ... a„e'^^

which contains only n — 1 arhitraiy constants (because a^ + a^

can be reckoned only as a single constant), and therefore cannot

be the complete integral of the proposed equation. In this

case, in order to discover the complete integral, first suppose

the two roots ?»,, m^, to be only very nearly equal to one

another, so that m^ = m^ + k, where A is a very small known
quantity ; then the part of the value of y corresponding to these

roots is

a.e"'^+ a^e'^^ = e"'' (a.+ a/') = e"'^ (a,+ a,+ «,y + "^ ]~2 + *^^-)

= e"'"' (q + c^ + \cjix' + 1 cji'x^ + &c.)

,

replacing the constants a, + a, and aji, by c„ c^ respectively.

Now let A = 0, then this becomes e"'''^ (c, + CjX) ; and the com-

plete integral consequently is

^ = (c, + c^) e"'^ + a^e"'^ + . . . + a„e"-^

52. Generally, if we suppose r roots of the auxiliary equa-

tion to be nearly equal to one another, and therefore to be

represented by

where \,\,...hr are very small quantities, the complete in-

tegral takes the form

2^ = e"'''(a/'"4-a/>^+ ... +a/'-'') + a,^ie'"'+'== + &c.,

or, expanding e*'% e"^, &c.,

or, replacing the constants

2(a), S(aA),.- |y_i '
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by Cj, c^...Cr,

y = e""'"" (c, + CjjX + ... + cX~' + terms multiplied by \, \, &c.)

+ ar+i«^'^' + &c.

Now let A, = = Aj= ... = A,, in which case the auxiliary

equation has r roots each = m^ ; then the solution becomes

y = e"''' (c, + c,a; + c,a^ + . . . + c^-^') + a^^e^'+i" + . . . + a„e'""%

which contains n arbitrary constants, and is consequently tha

complete integral.

53. Of the correctness of the above modification for the case

of equal roots, we may assure ourselves by the following reverse

process. Let y = e°"M, then since by Leibnitz's theorem

d'^juv) d^v d^ du njn-l) dT^v dSi_ „

<fe" ~&;""'^"(fe"-''<^»"^ 1.2 •dx'^^'d^^ '

dx\
{e'"'u) = e™ {m\ u + nrrC-\^ + ""^f J^ m""^^ + &c.}

" ^ '
' dx 1.2 dx '

dx)

separating the symbol of operation from that of quantity

d
Hence the first member of the equation, or /( t- )

^""'m,

becomes

/ dy^

Now let m = »i„ then since f{m) = has r roots equal to m^.
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each of the quantities f{m), f'{m), .../'''"' («0 becomes equal to

zero, and the first r terms vanish ; and if

M = a, + a^ + a^a? + . . . + a^x'''^,

then J—̂ , -5-f+, ,... -5-j likewise become zero, and all the re-

maining terms vanish. Hence for each group of r equal roots

whether real or imaginary in the auxiliary equation, there will

be in the value of y a term of the form

e"'^ (a, + a^+af?+ ... + a^'~')

.

In the treatment of the linear equation with constant co-

efficients

\dx)

great use will be made of the formula just obtained,

When « is negative, since ( -5- I is equivalent to jdx, tlie former
\dx,

leads to

54. Let h ± h V — 1 be a pair of imaginary roots in the

auxiliary equation, then the corresponding terms in the value of

y will be

or e*' { C (cos hx +V^ sin 7i^) + C (cos hx -v^ sin Z»;)

)

= fi" {Cj cos Tex + c^ sin ix] changing the arbitrary constants,

or _ Vr'-t-c"d" I ,

'^' cos /cr + ^==== sin ^a;
[

H. T. K. 10
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= ^e*^cos {kx + a), again changing the constants by putting

\/c,' + c/ = /3, and -tana = ^.

And if there should be r pairs of imaginary roots in the

auxiliary equation, equal to h±k V^O^, the corresponding part

of the value of y will be

e"" (flj + a^ + . . . + a,^*"') (cos he + V— 1 sin kx)

+ e'" {\ + l^x+ ... + J^"^') (cos kx - V^ sin hx),

or, changing the arbitrary constants,

^' (Hj + a^x + ... + a^""') cos kx.

+ e*" (^, + /S^a- + . . . + /g^*-') sin kx.

55. We shall now give some examples of integrating linear

equations with constant coefficients, by the elementary method

just investigated.

Let y = e'"", .-. »iV" + me""' - 2e"" = 0,

or w^ + TO — 2 = ; .'. to = 1 , or — 2
;

3. g + .V = 0.

Let 3^ = e"" ; .-. m' + m' = 0, or to = + «V^
;

= Cj (cos nx + V— 1 sin nx) + C^ (cos na; — V— 1 sin nx)

= (Cj + Cj.) cos nx + (C, - Q V- 1 sinwx

= Oj cos »ia; + a^ sin na;, changing the constants,
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= fi (cos naj COS a — sin nx sin a) = y9 cos {nx + a).

This equation, -t4 + ''V = ^i ^^ which the solution is

y= a^ cos rwB + a^ sin nx, or y = yS cos (na; + a),

is of very frequent occurrence. Hence also the solution of

4. -t4 +i^y+ax+h = Q, or

'"/ ax h\ ,/ aa;&\„.

w + -J- + -j = ;8 cos (na; + a).

.*. y =6"" (CGOSna;+ (7'sinma;).

y = e^"^ COS (a; Vw*— m" + a)
,
{n>m).

y = e^ (i= + l) (A -!)' = 0;

.-. y = e'' (a, + «,«) + /3 cos (x + a).

8
^*y J^-2n*^+n*v =a

y = ^ + (a+ flSjO;) cos nx + {b + \x) sin wa;.
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y=e'", [{k + mf + nJ^O;

•' y = / 2 —572 + e~^ (a + o.a;) cos «a; + e'"" (h + b.x) sin luo.

dSi . dS „ dSi , <Zw

y — 4 = e'' (c„ + Cjic + Cja;" + Cjx').

Integration of linear equations with constant coefficieuts by separation

of symbols.

56. Before proceeding to the general case of linear equations,

we shall consider the case of a linear equation with all its

coefficients constant but having a function of x, X, for the term

independent of y. This equation can he shortly treated by the

method of separation of symbols : for if we separate the symbol

of operation -v- from its subject y, the equation becomes

or if a, , Oj, . . . a„ be the n distinct roots of the auxiliary equation

/(s)=2"+^,a»-'+...+p„ = 0,

d \ f d \ id

A^, A^, &c., having the same values as in the resolution of

into a similar series of terms, and being therefore known in

terms of a^, a^, &c. respectively. {Integral Calculus, Art. 34.)

But by Leibnitz's Theorem (Art. 53) we have,

(J-
+ ,«y" r, = e-- [fdxYe'^u ;
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and in the present case

the arbitrary constants being reserved under the signs of in-

tegration; or if they be expressed, we must add to the above

value of y,

Cy+(7,e°«^+...+ (7„e°-',

which is called the complementary function, and is the value

assumed by y when X= 0.

If we denote -5- f{z) by /'(z), then since A^ = j^r,—r , the

above result may be written

3' = ^{7^/'^^-"^^}-

57. K the auxiliary equation have r roots equal to a,,

.then from (1),

and this function of -p may be resolved into partial fractions

{Integral Calculus, Art. 36), so that

-2

-a,\ +...

But
(J-

-a^X= e"- (~^\-'^^X= e-.V-rfo!"' (e^-'Z)+

e°'"(Co + c,a; + ... + c^ia;""'), c„ c, &c.,

bemg the constants introduced after each integration,
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.-. y = A^e''^'Sdx{e-'-^''X)+A/^'Pdx^{e-'^''X) + ...

+ ^,e°'7''<fo''(e-"'"X).

+ A,^^e'"'^^^dx{e-"-'^^X) + ... + Ay'-'Sdx {e-^-'X)

+ (C„+ C^a; + ... + (7,., a;-') e"'> C',„e"''''+' + ... + (7„e"°",

a single constant being substituted for the sum or product of

several constants in forming the complementary function.

58. Again suppose

flj = p (cos 6 + V^l sin 6) = pe"^''

to be an imaginary root of the auxiliary equation, then since -4,

is a function of a, it will be of the form

R (cos a +V^ sin a) = Ber-^^,

and the term involving a^ in the value of y will consequently be

l^gCf cos e g(o+xp sin 9) \'=i
fgxe'''''

^os 9 g - a»> sm « V^ jf

or iZe'''«'^» {cos (a + xp sin 6) + s/~\ sin (a + xp sin ^)

}

y.^dxe-^"'^^ X[coB [xp sin 0) - V^.sin [xp sin ^)}.

Now the term in y involving the conjugate root to a^, will result

from this by changing the sign of V— 1 ; and therefore the sum
of the two terms introduced into the value of y by the pair of

imaginary roots p (cos^+ V— Isin^), will equal twice the real

part of the foregoing expression, that is,

2R^'^»cos{a. + xpsm.ff) {/cfee* «»"»=* cos (a:psin0)X+ C]

+ 2Be^'^^ sin (a + xp sin 0) [Jdxe-=^'^'^ sin {xp sin 0) X+ C] :

where 2i?e^«'=*
{
C cos (a + xp sin ff) + C sin (a + xp sin 0)],

are the terms introduced into the complementary function, and

may be replaced by

gsipcoss
jg pQg (jj^p gjjj ^ + c' sin {xp sin ^)].
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59. Exactly in the same way, if the imaginary root

a^ = p (cos 6 + \/—l sin 6) = pe*^

occur r terms in the auxiliary equation, it will produce in the

value of y, r terms of the form

or since A^ is a function of a^ and may be assumed

= i?„. (cos a„ + V~l sin a„) = ii^e"^^,

of the form i?^,e^':oseela„-favsm6)V~ (J^^^«'g-a-pcoseg-xpsm9N/=i_X-^

or J?„e=^'=<'^«{cos (a„ + xp sin Q) + V^sin («,„ + xp sin 0)}

X (/ia;)'"e-»*'™'*{cos {xp sin 0) -V^ sin {xp sin 6)} A'.

But the root conjugate to a, will produce a term precisely the

same as this except with — V— 1 instead of + V— 1 ; conse-

quently the sum of these terms will produce twice the real part

of the foregoing expression, that is,

2i?,„e^»s»cos (a„ + a;p sin &) (Afoj^e-^^^^cos (a:psin 6) X
+ 2i?„.e*''»^«sin (a,„ + xp sin 6) {fdx)'"e-'^">^^3m {xp sin 0) X;

and to get all the terms introduced into the value of y by tlie

pair of imaginary roots p (cos 6 ± V— 1 sin 6) that occur r times

in the auxiliary equation, m in the above formula must receive

all values from 1 to r. Also we see that the part of the comple-

mentary function introduced by these roots, by substituting a

single constant for the sum or product of other arbitrary constants,

will take the form

{c, + c^x + ... Cr.ia:'"') e^'=°^*cos {xp sin 6)

+ {c,'+c^x+ ... + c',_^x'-') e'o^^'sin (a;jo sin ^).

60. We shall now give an example of each of the cases that

have been examined. It may be observed that for equations

capable of being reduced to either of the forms
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the process may be greatly simplified. For in the former case

since -v- e"" = m^, the symbol -7- is equivalent to the factor m

;

so that the solution of the equation f [j-] y=c""' ^^ y = -71—

T

+ complementary function. And in the latter case if lyf j-}r

can be expanded in a series of powers

' dx ' V^^

then as every differential coefficient of X higher than the wi""

is zero,

Also ifX= cos (mxH- a) or sin {mx + a), since in either case

-y-j- = — rr^X, if the proposed equation contain only differential

coefficients of an even order, that is, be of the fonn

then its solution is

cos(7w.r+a)
\ . e. .

y ——
-J-,

j7 V complementary fiinction.

Ex. 1 . 5^3_ 6n ?f + »w» f^ - 6«'v = «'.
dx dx dx "

the roots of the auxiliary equations are w, 2w, 3?i; and «'"= e"'"*";

•• y = 71 \T\
"\

N n r^ + V" + <^/""+ c/""-
" (log a — n) (log a — 2w) (log a — 3n) °

' ^

the roots of the auxiliary equation are 2 + 5V— 1, 3, 3; and

/(I) = 104,

•' y- ;— + (« + «'«) e'^H- (h cos 5a; + J' sin 5x) e^.
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= a (a;' - 6a^ + 18a; - 24) + (c + c'x)e-^.

cos (mx + a) „ , /;t o% ^, , /-
•• •3'=:^?r5^^+^*=«^(^^2 + ^)+(7'cos(xV3 + 7)-

Ex. 5. ^ - a«w =X
dx ^

Let Z» = a (cos </> + V- 1 sin <^) = oc* "^^ be a root of the

auxiliary equation e" — o" = 0, where (/> = , r being any in-

teger, then if B {z— J)"' be the term corresponding to this root

in the resolution of (s"— a")'' into partial fractions,

Hence the corresponding term in the value of wa""' y is

_ .arcos<)g(o*sin(j)-B^-l-<i)v'^ /•^^g-(iircos^g-a.rsin<>\/-l J^

_ gfucos^ jcog (aa, sin <^ _ w0 + ^) + V—1 sin (oo; sin ^ — w^ + ^)

|

x/<?a;e"'"'=°^*{cos (aa;sin <^) - V- 1 sin (aajsin^)] X;

and as the root conjugate to b will produce a term exactly the

same as this, only with - V- 1 instead of + V- 1, doubling the

real part of this expression, we get

H. I. E. 11
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2gOJ^ cos <l>

;;rj- COS {ax Sin
<f>
— n(j) + ij)) Jdx cos [ax sin (j)) Xe-"^

'='"*

2gar cos «^

H s=j- sin (ax sin <^ — n^ +
<f))

j dx sin {ax sin <j)) Xe"'-"^"^'^

for the general term in the value of y, where ^ = - 2r7r, and to

get all the terms, r must be taken from to ^{n — 1) or ^,
according as n is odd or even; only the terms that result from

this by making r = or r = ^, must be divided by 2.

d^y
Ex. 6. -r^ + a"y = X, The process, and the expression

for the general term in the value of y, are exactly the same as

in the preceding example, except that
<f>
= — {2r + 1) v, where r

is any integer ; and to get all the terms we must take r from

to J (« — 1) or ^ w — ] according as n is odd or even ; only

the term that results from taking r = ^{n — 1) must be divided

by 2.

d"'ii d"ii
Ex.7. ^-2cosea''^+a^y=.X

da^ djd

Let & = a(cos <^ + V—isin^) =ae*^-* be a root of the

auxiliary equation z'^"— 2 cos 6a''z''+ a^=0, where (j>= - (2r7r + 0)

r being any integer. Then if B {z — 5)"' be the term corre-

sponding to this root in the resolution of (z*"— 2 cos 0a"z"+ a**)"',

into partial fractions, since 6°= a" (cos 6 + V— 1 sin 6),

1 1 g-(n-i),;.Vn

~ 2n {b"- a" cos d) 6""' ~ 2nV- 1 sin ^a'J""'
~ 2^^^ sin da^''

'

Hence the corresponding term in the value of n sin Bc^'^y is

1 _ _
or 7^=^ga*cos<j) g(axsin<(i-nc(i+t)])V_i r^^^pg-ox cos i^ g-ar sin <(>">'-IV"
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°^ JvCl e""'* {eos (aa;sln0-w^+(/)) +V^ sin {axsm<j>-n^+<f>)}

X f dxe-'""'^ * {cos {ax sin </>) - V^^ sin (aa; sin ^)}X
Hence taking double the real part of this expression we get for

the general term of the value of n sin Od^'^y

g<«co8« sin (^^ sin </) - n(/> + <^) /tire-'"™^* gos (aa; sin ^) X
_gM:cos« cos (ox sin ^ - w^ + ^) /Jxe"

'«'=»'* sin (aa; sin ^) Z,

when </) =— (2r7r + ^) , and to get all the terms, r must be taken

from to M — 1

.

61 . The solution off{j^ y = e"" in the form

fails, when m = a^ a root of the auxiliary equation. Suppose

that ttj, the root to which m becomes equal, occurs twice in the

auxiliary equation, so that /(a,) =/'(aJ = 0; then by altering

the constants the value of y may be written

y = 77^ (e""" - e°'^ - hxe"^") + (c + ex) e'^' + &c.

Now let m = flj + A where A is a small quantity, then

or, making A = 0,

^ = 7?7-T + (c + c'a;) e"'" + &c.

And if the root a, to which m becomes equal, occur r times,

y=p^ + (c„ + c,a; + . . . + c,_,x'-') e'^' + &c.

These results are easily obtained by diiferentiating the
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numerator and denominator of the vanishing fraction —-?r,—

^

in the usual way.

The principle employed here and in all similar cases is to

suppose the arbitrary constant to have such a value as to make

the expression which becomes infinite, assume the indeterminate

form -; then its real value can he assigned by the ordinary

rules. In the instances which follow, a negative value is as-

sumed for the arbitrary constant, which becomes infinite : so

that the difference between the two infinite quantities inay be

finite.

Ex. 1. --=^^ — a*y = 6". First suppose the second member

to be e'^, then

g*"* _ g'™

y=~i J-
+ c,e"^ + c„e"'^ + i8 cos (aa;+ a);m — a

hence making m = a,

y = -^ + c/'^ + c^e"™ + /3 cos (oa; + a)

.

d*y
Ex. 2. -^ — a*y = cos ax. Suppose the second member to

be cos mx, then

cos mx — cos ax
y = J J h c,e + c„e + c, cos ax + c, sm ax ;•^ m —a 12 3 i

hence making m = a,

a; sin aa;
,

,
, r .•

y — T—

3

h complementary function.

Ex. 3. -r^ + ''^y = cos 7ix,
day

x sin nx , .

y =— h c cos nx + c sm nx.

62. To deduce the solution of the linear equation of the

w*" order with variable coefficients

d"y d'^-^y d'-'y
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from the solution of the same equation when the term inde-

pendent of y is supposed to become zero.

Let M„ Mj, ... M„ be the n particular values of u which satisfy

the equation

^+i'.^^+i'a5-;^+-+P»« = o (1),

with which the proposed coincides if we suppose its second

member to become zero ; then, as already proved,

If we now divide both sides by m, and differentiate, we shall

eliminate c^ ; next dividing both sides by the coefficient of c^ in

the new result which suppose v^, and differentiating, we shall

eliminate c./, again dividing by v^ the coefficient which now
affects Cg and differentiating, we shall eliminate c,; and pro-

ceeding in this manner till all the constants are eliminated, our

final result will be of the form (where each symbol of differen-

tiation affects the whole of the expression after it)

d I d \ d \ d u

dx v^^ dx v„_^
'" dx Wj dx u^

'

in which the coefficient of t^ is evidently ; there-
dx »V:«„-ii---V,W,

d"u
fore dividing by this, so as to make the coefficient of -5-j imity,

we get

d \ d \ d 1 d u

which must be equivalent to the first member of equation (1).

Therefore the same expression, only with y instead of u, must

be equivalent to the first member of the proposed equation,

and therefore equal to X. Hence equating these equals, and

reversing the operations, we find the integi-al of the proposed

equation,

y = ujdxvjda:v^...5dxv^jdx—— —

;

112 • " «-i

(each symbol of integration affecting the whole of the expression

which follows it), which is a general formula for deducing the

solution of a complete linear equation of the /i"" order, from the
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solution of the same equation when the term independent of y is

supposed to become zero.

63. The application of this method is seen in the following

examples.

If we suppose u to denote the value of y in this equation

when 05 = 0, since the roots of the auxiliary equation are —2, —2,

in which expression the coefficient of -^ is ^, therefore dividing

by this coefficient, and changing u into y, we get

Ex.2. g-2m^^+K + ^')2, =X
dx^ dx

If we suppose u to be the value of y in this equation when

X = 0, we have

u = C,e'" cos mx + O^e"'^ sin ivx

;

.-. dividing by e""' cos nix, and diiFerentiating, we find

J- e~"" sec Jia; . M = G^ %*<^mx ;

d „ d ___
.•. T- cos jjic -7- e sec «x . M= 0,

ax ax

in which expression the coefficient of -^^ is €""" cos nx, therefore

dividing by this coefficient and changing u into y, we get

e"" sec rvx -5- cos'' «x -g- e"'" sec mx . y = X;

.•. y = e'"^ cos n.x /c&c sec" nxjdxe"^ cos wajX,

or, if we suppose the constants to be added after each inte-

gration,

y=e"^{Ccos7ix+0' sinnx) + e""'^ cosnxJdxsec'nxJdxe^" cosnxX.
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Hence the solution of -^4 + »*V = -X^ is

y = C cos nx+ C sin nx + cos nx jdx sec^ nx Jdx cos na;A'.

Also if we take X=A cos {mx + a) + £cos (wa; + /3),

then fdx cos nxX
A= —J i jm sin (mx+ a) cos nx — w cos (mx + a) sin nx\

+
2 ji^^^^

(^"^ + ^) + x cosM ;

r 7 2 rj V -^ cos (mx + a)
.•. jdx sec nx jdx cos nxX= ^

j,

5^ -

m —n cos nx

B (x sm (nx +8) sin jS , 1

2 { n cos nx 2n
J

.•. y = G cos KJc + C sinnx + -^ = cos (mx + a)
W — TO ^

+— a; sm (was + p)

.

Ex.3. g + 2.t-?| = -:(«x + i-l);da? dx a? nx

here u=c^{l-^ + cJl + —) e"^-", (Ex. 2. Art. 64.)

and^=(iax4-C')(l-^)+c(l + i^)e--

64. As this method cannot be applied till we have obtained

a solution of the proposed equation deprived of the term inde-

pendent of y, the following propositions are sometimes of use

for equations of the second order.

If ^ = M be a particular integral of the equation

the other particular integral will be u^dx {u^e ^^. For if we

denote the two values of ^ by m and v, we have

d% -r,du „ „ d'^v Tidv ,
„
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(Pv _ d\ M pf ^^ ^^\ — n
d^ dx^ \ dx dx) ~ '

.: v=Ou.Sdx{xo-^e-^-^'').

Ex.1. g+mpg-m'(P+l)j/ = 0.

It is easily seen that ^ = m = e"" is a solution

;

.-. y = e^{C' + C jdxe-"^--^'^).

2
Suppose OT=1, P= -, - JdxP= log {x+3Y;

.-. y = 6=^
{
C" + CJdxe-^ {x + sy] = C'e'^ + Ce"" {x" + 7a; 4 12^)

is the solution of

Ex. 2. -j4 + 2n -j^ -^ = 0, of which y = w = l is a solu-
dx dx XT "^ nx

tion, and thence we get jf = C (
1

)
+ C* ( 1 H ) e"^"'.

-r, „ c^V 1 / m. \dy tn+1 / „ , 2«i \

y = x^, from which the complete integral may be obtained,

of which y = M = x" is a solution.

— 'i'r"* — ^-r"'
P= ^r^-, ..IdxP^-losix-^ + x--)

m'
•'

««" 8 5

^=^^+^'& + ?i)-
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65. It is easily seen, by actual substitution, that li y = u
satisfy the equation

then the equation

will be satisfied by the value

Thus for the equation ^4 H 5^ + nV =
dor X dx "

y=u= (7a;"*{cos(wa;+a) + na:sin(Ma;+a)];

•"• ^ = Cb"*
{
(nV- 3) cos {nx + a)- 3nx sin {nx + a) }

,

&nie^'^ = x*,

.: y = C{{n'a?-3) cos (ms + a)- 3na;sin {nx + a)}

is the complete solution of -r^— -5^+ w°y= 0.

66. If we know a particular integral of a linear equation of

any order that has no term independent of y, we may reduce it

to another equation of the same kind, of the order immediately

inferior.

Let y = M be a particular integral off(-T-]y = 0,

orJ+I>.^+F,^+...+p.y-0, (1),

and assume y=u Jdxz, z being a new variable, a function

of X ; then, separating the symbols of operation from those of

quantity, we have

H. 1. E. VI
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-J- being understood to affect u only, and -7- to affect jdxz

only.

Hence, substituting for the differential coefficients in the

proposed, by this formula, and again separating the symbols of

operation from those of quantity, we get successively

/d d'Y ,j [d d'Y'\,

But since m is a particular value of ^, /(t-)m = 0; hence

reversing the order of the terms and observing that/"' (-=- ] de-

notes the same function of the symbol ^- , that —~^ does of v.•^ dx dv^

we get for the depressed equation

Similarly, if we know another particular solution m, of

equation (1), then -^ f —M will be a value of « in equation (2),

and we may depress this equation to another of the same form

of the (n — 2)*" order ; and if we know r particular solutions of

equation (1), we may in this way depress it to an equation of the

same form of the (re — r)"" order.
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Method of Parameters.

67. There is also another mode of integrating linear equa-

tions, which deserves to be mentioned, called the method of

Parameters, which we shall now explain. It may be stated thus.

The complete integral of the linear equation of the «"" order

will be of the form

y = V^U^ + VjM,+ ... + t)„M„,

where u^,u^, ... m„ are the n particular integrals of the equation

when the term independent of y becomes zero ; and u,, v^, ... v„

are functions of x, determined by equations of the form

Let the proposed equation be

and suppose y=v^u^ + v^u^ + ... + «„«„ = S {vu),

and as we hare made only one assumption respecting the n

independent quantities v^, v^ ... v., we may make w — 1 more

;

putting for the first ofour additional assumptions S ( m t- j= 0, (1)

;

Substitute these values ioi y, £, j4 . ••• -jS » ^ ^^^ P™"

posed equation, and the first member becomes

+ &c. + «« (^+i'i-^;Fr+ - +i>n«») +-^.
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which manifestly reduces itself to X, since each of the quan-

tities within brackets is equal to zero ; hence if the parameters

Vj, v^, ..- v„ be determined subject to the above n equations

of condition, the assumed value of y will satisfy the equation

;

and since there are n equations in which the n quantities

dv^ dv^ <?y„

dx' dx '
'" dx

enter to the first degree, each of the parameters v,, v^, &c. will

be determined by an equation of the form -ji
=f^ (x), and

so n arbitrary constants will be introduced.

Ex. -T^ + n^y = sec nx.

d'v
The solution of -7^ + n^y =0 is y = a, cos nx + a^ sin vx.

Let .*. y = v^ cos nx + v^ sin nx
;

dy
.'.

--f-
= — v^n sm nx + v^n cos nx,

1 • '^v, dv, .makmg -y^ cos nx + -p sm nx = 0.

j^ = — v^n cos nx — v^n sin nx + sec nx,

1 • dv. . , dv.
making —-^ n smnx + -r^n cos 71a; = sec nx

;

or V, = — log cos nx+ C,

.

or «, = - + (?,;

•' 2/=[~i log cos no; + C,
j
cos nx + (-+ C^j sin nx.

Change of the Independent Variable.

68. Besides linear equations with constant coefficients, very

few equations of the second and superior orders admit of being

integrated ; and those only by particular methods. Sometimes

dv^

•'•d^~
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the integration of an equation may be facilitated \>j changing

the independent variable; and this is the method which has

been attended with the greatest success. Thus in the example

if we make y the independent variable, and consequently for

^ ^ write 4- -^^(±X
dx' cfe"

^^^ ^' df \dxj'

dy

the equation is transformed into the integrable shape

d^x dx ,

df dy

69. In the above example there is no difficulty in fixing

upon the new independent variable. In other cases we must

consider x and y as functions of a third variable t, and substi-

tute the values of -f^, -t4, &c. corresponding to that sup-

position. When the equation is thus generalized, we must

assume for x ox y some known function of t, adapted to the

particular form of the equation, so that there may arise for de-

termining the function of t which expresses y oi x, a. differential

equation simpler than the proposed one; between the integral

of which and the assumed function, if we eliminate t, we obtain

the required relation between x and y.

The generalized equation is

x" X

Hnr* d X
using x, x, &c. to denote -t- , -^ , &c.

Let X = cos <, .*. x = — sin t, x' = — cos t, therefore by sub-

: 0, which gives

^ = .4 cos n« + J5 sin n<

;

stitution -^ + nV = Oj which gives
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.•. y = A cos (n cos"' x) + B sin (m cos"* x).

Ex.2. x*-^+ cy = Q.

The generalized equation is

I It t rixy —yx
.

_

let x' = — x\ or a; = - , .*. x" = 2a;',

t

hence by substitution we get

y" +
ly'

+ cy = o, or ^|^ + c<^ = 0;

.". ty = ^ cos (< Vc + o), or y=^x cos ( ha).

n n

If c = — w', the solution is y = oj [c/^ + c^e").

where m denotes a given function of x. This when generalized

becomes
I II I II

a;
(£+«)4+»^-^^

1 . I ^ rj 1 du X
leta;=M, ori=Jaa;-, .•. -?- = —r,M dx X

hence by substitution we get the integrable form

Ex 4 a?^4-x^-v--^^

Here the substitution x = c* gives
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e'-l>
.-. y = c/ + c.e-' + ia+ ia (e"' - e') log {^^

.
c,

,
ax"

X w — 1

Ex.G. f^ +-^f+^-^,y = 0.
aa; a + oa; oa; (a + oa;)

"^

The generalized equation is

a" ^a + Ja; a;'^(a+6a;)'2'-"•

Let a;' = a + Ja;, or e'* = a + bx; .'. x" = lx'

;

hence, substituting,

the solution of which is

y = c^e""' + c/"'' = c, (a + Ja;f + c, (a + Sa;) "

,

m and to' being the real roots of m' + (-4 — J) to + jB= 0.

If the roots be impossible, and of the form to + n V— 1, the

solution is

m n

y = /3e"" cos {nt + a) = )8 (a + Ja;) " cos {log [a + Ja;)" + a}.

The same substitution of course succeeds for the equation
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which, hy putting a + hx = s, may first of all be reduced to

the form

„ d'y „_, d''~^y „ dy ., .

and then to a linear equation with constant coefficients, by the

formula

where z = c', and^,,^j, &c. are such that the roots of

k' -pjc*-' Vp.]^-^ - &c. . . . + p^Jc =

are 0, 1, 2, 3 ... (w — 1) ; so that the preceding formula may be

written

=S(l-)s-)•••(^-)}-
70. The result just noticed

^dTy d (d \ (d ,
\

where x = e', may be written

"^
tie" ^»W^'

using the symbol P„ to denote the product of the n factors

formed by subtracting fi-om -^ the n numbers 0, 1, 2, ... w — 1.

Hence multiplying by a;" = e**, we get

But by Art. 53 we have
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which shews that in the expression f{-r] ^y we may remove

the power of e' from the operation of the symhol f{-j], and

prefix it as a factor of the whole expression, provided we add

the index of the power to -j ; and conversely in the expression

e'°'/fJ +OTJ y we may transfer the power of e* to he a factor

of y, and so bring it under the symhol of operation, by subtract-

ing the index of the power from -j-\-m. Hence

^ ;^=^''lT,-'»*]«">

71. Hence an expression such as

(a + Jx + c:j^ + ... + &*) x" -TT,
ax!

is transformed by the substitution x = e' into

aP„ (d) y + bP„ {d - 1) e'y + cP^ {d-2) e^y + ... + IP„ {d- r) e"y,

where for convenience d is written for -t, the differentials of t

dt'

being omitted ; and consequently an equation such as

{a + bx + ex' + &c.) x" -j^ + (a + h'x + c'x^ + &c.) a;""' -j-^

+ (a" + h'x + &c.) a!"-=^+ . . . + (a'"' + V'x + &c.) y = X

is transformed into

aP„ {ct)y+ a'P^, {d)y + a"P^, (^ «/+••• + «'"V

+ bP„{d-l) e'y + h'P^, {d-\)e'y + l"P^, {d-l)e'y+...+ V^e'y

+ cP^ [d- 2) ^y + c'P^, {d-2) e^y+ c"P^, {d-2) e^y+ ...+^'e^y

+ &c, = T {a, function of e'),

H. T. E, 13
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which is evidently of the form (where /„(«?), /^ (<^), &c. denote

rational and integral functions of d)

/o (^ 2/ +/. {<i) e'i, +/, id) ^y + &c. = T;

and in this form only differential coeflBcients affected with con-

stant multipliers enter. By this transformation, the object of

which is to bring all the variable quantities under the symbols

of operation, we can in several cases effect the solution of the

equation, or its reduction to a simpler form.

72. Thus suppose the first member reduced to a single

term

f,{d)e"y=T, or e"f^id+r)y=T, or f, {d+ r) y^e^'T,

an ordinary linear equation with constant coefficients. This

happens to the equation

(a + hx)'^, -¥A{a + bx)"-'^ +&c. + Ly = X,

which by replacing a + hxhj xis first transformed into

and then, making x = e', into

b'T„ {d)y + Air-'P^, {d}y + ... + Ly=T,

which is of the form f^id) y= T.

Ex. a?^ +ax^^+hx% + cy = X;

this becomes [dJ' -\- {a- i) d" + {- a + i + 2) d + c] y = X,

d\j
if therefore a = 3, h=\, c = -\, and X^x'", -jl-y^e"".

, e*"' a /27r< N
and V = —^—r + c„ + a cos

de

- + c„ + (8cos(^'-p+aJ

" ^^^^ + ^0 + ^ "^o^ [j log x + aj.
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Orifa = -3, i = 7, c = -8, then (<^- 2)'^ = X,

and y = e" {fdty e^^'X= a^
( Jdx

i)". ^,

because Jdt prefixed to any subject is equivalent to Jdx -

.

73. The meaning, in the above and similar cases, of such

a notation as (^fdx^u is that the complex operation fdx-

(which consists in dividing the subject by x, and then integra-
tmg It with respect to x) is performed three times in succession

;

first upon u which gives a result m,, then upon m, which gives a
result Mj, and thirdly upon «,. Thus to get the complementary
function in the above result, we must make X =

; then

fdx^O = Jdx = C„ Jdx 1.0,= C, logx+ G„

Jdx i
(
C, log X +. CJ = J C; (log xY + C, (log x) + C,;

and the complete value oiy is

y=a? [jdx^J^,+ x^^C, (loga;/+ C, (logx) + Q.

Hence for a.' J^, _ 3x^^ + 7xf - 8y = ^ii-1^
dx^ dx^^ dx ^ (1+a;)'

'

y = x^\og{l+x) + a? {c„ + c, log a; + c, (log xf]

.

74. Next suppose the first member of the transformed equa-

tion to consist only of two terms

fAd)e-'y+f„{d)e-'y=T,

or e'"/„(t?+m)2^+e-/„(6? + »i)e<»-""'y= T;

which by dividing by the coeflScient of y, is reduced to the form

y + <f,{d)e"y=T,.

Let V +'<^{d) e"v = T^ be an auxiliary equation whose solution is

known for any function T^ of e', as the value of its second mem-
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ber, and with which we wish to make the proposed equation co-

incide. Assume y =f{d) v then

f{d)v + 4>{d)e''f{d)v=T„

and in order that this may coincide with the auxiliary equation

we must have the two conditions

f{d)--^' f{d)

the latter of which gives

//^^-ii^//^_.^-iM) <f>id-r)... _<l>{d)
^^ '~-<^[dY^ '~ir[d)-y{r{d-r)...~ 'ylr {d)

'

where P^ denotes the product of an infinite nimiher of factors

formed from -j-Wv by replacing dhj d—r, d—2r, &c. Hence,

f{d) being known, T^=^ {/{(i)]''' ^i can be computed; then v is

known from v + 4^ (d) e"v = T^ an equation which is supposed to

admit of being solved when T^ is any given function of e', and

thenw = P ^-^v

Ex. 1. '^%^^''+'^)'^-£ + ^^ +Va'') y = ^'

.: d{d-l)y + ia+l)dy+{b + q^e'')y=T,

or {d^ + ad + b)y + ^e"y=T;

--•y-^dT^i^'y^'^-

As the proposed equation can be solved when a = — 1, J = 0,

let the auxiliary equation be

Assume y =f(d)v ;
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and such values must be given to the constants a and h as will

produce a value oi f{d) that will allow y to he determined from

the equation y =f{d) v =f{d) /3 cos {qx+ai) when X=Q.

If (^ he preceded by a negative sign, the value to be used

for V in this and the following examples will be ae'^ + ;8e~*".

f{d)=P,-j^^ = d{d-2)...{d-2n + 2);

y=d{d — 2) {d — 4:)...{d-2n + 2) yScos {qx + a)

;

£
dt'

but the symbol of operation -r. — r prefixed to any subject, is

equivalent to

rt<^-rt r d 1 ^, d \

dt ' dxaf dx x"'

y =x— a;'— i a;'—- af'"'-^ -^^ dx' dx a?' dx X*
'"

dx ai"''^''

x^ \ dx)
jy /3co3 (ga; + g)

Let n = 2, then the equation is

and its solution

y = /3 {— <f^ cos (ja; + a) + g'a; sin {qx + a)}.

f{d)=P,^^^^^{d-l){d-Z)...{d-^n^^y^
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.-. y = {d-\) id-^) ...(rf-2n+l)/3cos(ja; + a);

dt'
and, as shewn in the preceding example, -j— r prefixed to any

subject is equivalent to x'^^ -5- x''

;

_ ^ d \ i d }_ 6<^_1 ^n d ^
'

'
" dx x' dx x^' dx x^'" dx x'""'

1 / 3 (iY ;3 cos [qx + a)

X V dxj a:

d^y
4. x^-^^-n{n^\)y^4xY=^.

If in this equation we replace y by x^y, it is reduced to the pre-

ceding example ; and consequently its solution is

= _L /" 3 <^ Y /3 cos {qx + g)

if we make n equal to 1, 2, we shall find the corresponding

values of y to be

— ^q sin (jic + a) cos {qx + a)

;

and — /3
(

2" ^j cos {qx + a) + -^ sin {qx + a)

;

a and /3 denoting arbitrary constants.

5. o;^ -3^ + (x + ax + g'x") -^ + by=Q;

•'y+
d'i~ad+h

^^y=''-

Making « = — 1, J = 0, let the auxiliary equation be

le'v

~d
V + ~T- = 0, where v = a + ^e'*",

•••/(^=^'^?^'
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and the constants a and h may receive suitable values as in the

foregoing examples.

6. ^ -^+ qx^ j--n{n+ l)^=Q, here a=-l, h= -n{n+\),

ff^^P d{d-\) _ {d--i){d-2)...{d-n)
'^"'' '{d+ n){d-n-\) {d+l){d + 2) ...{d+ n)-

But d— r\s equivalent to a;*"^' -j- x"", and {d+r)"^ to a;"'' {^dx) a;'"'

;

• ^ =
('^
S"^ {x-^jdxYx"-' (a +/3e-n.

Let « = 1,

2

qxj

is a solution, and if we substitute it in the proposed equation to

determine the supernumerary constant, we find C =— . The

necessity of adding a constant in finding y arises from the disap-

pearance of the factor d—1 from the auxiliary equation.

= _a_^+^('l+i.)e-'^ Hence, « = -a-—

Letw = 2, y={f-j^
i(a;-^/Ja;)'a;(a + /3e-'^)

= a+—-— +5(^1 — —
a; ar" V qx g^ar*

6C" 12a .

bmce y — a-\ 5— is a solution, the supernumerary

constants C and C" must be determined by substituting this

value in the proposed equation ; and the exact solution will be

found to be

/ 6 12 \ o /, • 6 12«=a(l-— +J-J+/8 1 +— + -2I5 e
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or V - ,j Mj —TT^ y = 0.
" (d— m){d— m—\) ^

Making w = 0, let the auxiliary equation be

(^-^)^-^£ + 2^^ = ^'

where v = a cos (^ cos~^ a;) + /3 sin {q cos"' x), (Art. 69)

"^^^-
\^(/l) ^" = ^'

.-. 2^=(;((^-l) (<;-2) ... {d-m + l)v

= a;'" T-l {a cos (g' cos 'a;) +y8 sin (5- cos 'a;)j.

If g^ have a negative sign before it, the value of v is

75. Thirdly, suppose that the transformed equation can be

put under the form

y + aj{d) e'y + aj{d)f{d- 1) e>

+ aj{d)f{d- l)f{d - 2) e^y + &c. = T;

then since f{d — 1) e^y = e'f{d) e'y

;

.: f{d)f{d- 1) e-y =f{d) e'f{d) e'y = {/(d) e'Yy,

and generally

f{d)f{d- l)f{d- 2) ...fid-n + 1) e'^y = {/(^) e'}^,

consequently the proposed equation becomes, if we denote the

symbol of operation f{d) e' by p,

{1 + a,p + a,p^+ ... + a„p'^]y= T;

.-.
.y = (1 + a,p + a,p' + ... + a^p")- T
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resolving the function of p with which T is affected into its

partial fractions,

or y = iVjMj + iVjMjj + ... +iV„M,„, where u^, u^, &c.

are determined from the equations,

M,

-

Sj{d) efu, = T„ u,- qj{d) e'u, = T, , &c.

76. J£ f{d) =d'^, the equation just treated of is the linear

equation with constant coefficients

:

for tliis leads to

P, (J) y +p,P^, id - 1) ^y +p,P^ [d - 2) e'V + &c. = 2^;

El ^t„ J ^ ju^, _i_ ^„ i_

.

[d)'°'-^+f^'^ + J(fc)^> + *'=-=^

which is of the assumed form. For all other values of f{d) the

equation has variable coefficients. If the equation be

fid) = ^d-n+\ '

which leads to a linear equation of the first order for the deter-

mination of Mj, Mj, &c.

x" ^ i^^^^) = 9,an«. ; if T, = 0, this gives m, = Caj'-'e'.^

\if{d) =a + b {d— r)~^, the partifsular values of^ are determined

from linear equations of the first order,

-J-{u^{l— q^ax) x^ — T^x-'] = qj)u^x~'.

Ex. {l-irax + lx'^c^^-\2r + {r-2)ax-^hx^}x^

+ {r (r + 1) - rax 4 ibx^] y = X.

H. I. E. 14
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Changing the independent variable into t = logx, this be-

comes

(1 + oe' + be") d{d-l)y - {2r + {r -2) ae' - iJe"} dy

+ {r{r + l)- roe' + 2he"} y = T,

OT {d-r){d-r-l)y + ae'{d+l){d+l-r-l)y

+ be"{d+2){d+2-l)y=T,

or {d-r) {d-r-l)y + ad{d-r-l)e'y + hd{d-l)e"y = T,

d , T d d — 1 5, _,
or V + a J ey + b -j . -^ e y = T.,

"^ d-r " d-r d-r — \ ^ '

or (1 + ap + Ip^) y = T^, putting t— e' = p,

or (1 + ap + bp')y= (1 - ^.p) {l-q,p)y = T,
;

••• y = ir^^ +7^^) ^. = -^A + -^.''.'
Vi - g'lP 1 - q^pJ

where w, is given by the equation

(1 - iip) Wi = T„ or u,-q,^i—^e\ = T^,

or (<^ — r) (m, — rj = q^diu^,

Further applications of this method may be seen in the

Philosophical Transactions, where Mr Boole has treated this

subject with great generality. As a concluding application of

the method by changing the iqiependent variable, let us solve

the equation

Taking z for independent variable where a + - = a;, we find

(.-l)«=g + 2.»|-«(« + l)(.-l).y = Z.
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Now assume z = e', then

{e'-\)d{d-l)y+'ie'dy-n{n + \){e'-l)y=Z,

or e'(rf+«+]) [d-n)y-{d-n-l) {d + n)y = Z,

or {d + n){d-n-\){e'y-y)=Z;

or (2n + 1) (z - 1) J, = z"*'/c^g z"""^ Z- g-'/c^z a""'Z
If Z= 0, we have

cz"*' + c'z""

y= z-1 '

and if for s we substitute its value \{x + Va;''-4), we shall find

, /x + 2 { , , c?m)

where m = a;" + a;""' - (w - 1) x""* - (n - 2) a;"-' + &c.

the general term of the series for u being

/ iSr(»-»"-l)(w-»--2) ... (71-27-+1), „(- ir-^
1.2 3 ...r

^(w-2r+wa;-ra;) x"-^-'.

Simultaneous Equations.

In these equations, which sometimes occur in the higher

parts of Dynamics, instead of one equation between x, y, and

the differential coefficients of y with respect to x, being given to

determine the relation between x and y ; we have two equations

containing x, y, and t (of which x and y are considered as func-

tions) and the differential coefficients of x and y relative to t, to

find that relation.

77. To integrate the simultaneous equations of the first

order,

ax + by + -£=T, a'x + b'y+ -£= T',
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T and T denoting functions of t. Multiplying the latter by an

indeterminate quantity w, and adding it to the former, we get

ax + hy-\-m (u'x + h'y) + -j.{^ + '^V) = T-'r mT',

d , , , ,, , J + mb' > ™ rni
or -J- {x + my) + (a + ma ) ix H -, y) = T+ml .

Let , = m, which will give two values of m, m. and
a + mu ^ '

m^; then the equation, under this condition, becomes a linear

equation of the first order ; and we obtain by integration

{x + my) e'"-^" = Jdt {T+ mT') e'"""^"

;

and by substituting successively the two values of m, we obtain

two primitive equations each containing an arbitrary constant,

which will farnish values of x and y in terms of t, and the re-

lation between x and y, if t be eliminated. If the two values

of m are equal, we shall obtain only one equation between x, y,

and t ; but if this can be solved with respect to x or y, and we

substitute the value so found in one of the given equations, we

shall obtain a second relation either between x and t, or between

y and t ; and then t may be eliminated as before.

Ex. 1. 5x - 2y + -^ = e', Gy - x + -^ = 6"

;

-I
dt'

.•. {5 — m)x + {—2 + 6m) y+ -j-{x + my) =e' + m^,

let —1 = m, or m^' + m — 2 = 0, or to = 1, or —2;
b — m

:^Ax+y) + 4:{x + y) = e' + e';
dt

x + y = ^+^+Ce-*';

e' 2
similarly « — 2v=^— -«"+ C,e"",

which determine x and y in terms of t.
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Ex.2. ^+5x + y=:e% ^^ + 3y-x = e";

'
dt

^^ "*" "*^^ + (5 - m) X + (1 + 37n) y = e' + me^

;

.-. -= = 7», or 1 - 2m + m" = (1 - mY = 0.
5 — m ^

Hence the values of m are each = 1, and integrating, we
find

x + y = C,e-^' + ~e' + ^e\

By means of this, eliminate y from the fii-st equation, and

we get

and y = Le'+Le-+ G,{l + t)e-^- C/"".

The more general form

may evidently be reduced to the above by successively elimi-

dy dx

78. To integrate the simultaneous equations of the second

order,

d^x „ , ,, , d'y
ax + bi/ + c + -^ = 0, ax+by + c+-j^ = 0.

Multiplying the latter by an indeterminate quantity m, and

adding it to the former, we get

d'
{a + ma) x+{b+ mb') y + c + mc + ^{x + my) =0,
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or ^ (* + '«^y + Ci) + (a + »»a') (a; + wi^^ + c,) = (1),

.J, J + mV . , c + 'wc'
it ,

= m (2), r=c,

:

therefore, integrating equation (1), and substituting successively

the two values of m given by equation (2), we obtain the two

required primitives; or if the values of m be equal, we must

proceed as in the former case.

Ex.1. :^-(3x + 43,-3)=0, ^ + (aJ + «/+5)=0;

Let = m, or m''' — 4»» + 4 = (w — 2)" = ;

.-. ^(a;+23/)-(a; + 23/-13)=0;

.-. a; + 2^^ - 13 = ce' + c'e"*,

and eliminating a; from the latter of the given equations, we

find

^-2^ + 18 + ce' + cV = ;

and a;=-23+c (< + i)e'-c' («- 1) e"*- 2ae' - 2a'e"'.

79. If we have three variables a;, y, a, which are functions

of t, and if

^ + aa; +% + c« = r,

J + a,a; +% + c,3=2;,

^+aja; + J^ + c^=7;,
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then if we multiply the second and third by indeterminate con-

stants w, m, and add them to the first, and assume

a + wia, + m'Oj = s,

b+ mb^ + m'b^ = ms, c + mc^ + m'c^ = ms,

we get

j- {x+ mi/+m'z) + s (x + my + me) = T+mT^+m'T^.

But the three preceding equations give

s—a = ma^ + m'a,, m {s — b^) =m'b^+b, m' {s — c^) =mc^ + c;

and if values of m and m' be obtained from the two latter and

substituted in the former, we get to determine s tlie cubic equa-

tion

{s-a) (s-6,) (s-Cj)-J,c,(s-«)-a,c(«-J,) -ba^{s-c^)-afi^c-aj>c=0.

Hence if «j,, th,'; jw,, m^; m^, m,'; be the values of m, m,
corresponding to the three roots of this cubic, we have by
solving the linear equations,

X + mji + mlz = jF, (t),

x+m^ + m^z = F^{t),

x + m^y + m^z = F,{t),

from which equations x, y, z may be found in terms of t. It

may be observed that if b^ = c„ c = a^, and o, = b, so that the

cubic equation is

(s -a){s- b,) {s-c^) - c^ {s-a)- a/ (s- 5J - V {s-c^ - 2c^aJ!>=0,

then all its roots are real {Theory of Algeb. Eq. Art. 58).

80. This method readily leads to Jacobi's solution of the

equation

{A + Ax + A'y){x^-y)-{B + Bx + B'y)^

+ {C+C'x+C"y)=(i,

which, upon introducing the independent variable t, becomes

[{A + A'x -H A"y) x-{B + B-x + B"y)} §
= [{A + A'x + A"y)y-{C+C'x+C"y)}^^,
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and resolves itself into

^-{A + A'x+ A"y) x+{B+ B'x + B"y) = 0,

dy

dt
-{A + A'x + A"y)y+ {C+ C'x+ C"y)=0;

dz
or {putting -^ = — [A+ Ax + A"y) z] into the system,

dz
-j- + Az + A'xz + A"yz = 0,

^^+Bz + B'xz + B"yz = Q,

^^ +Cz+ C'xz + C'yz = 0.

Multiply the second and third by m and m respectively, and add

them to the first, and assume

A+mB+m C=s, A'+mB'+m 0'=ms, A"+mB"+m'C"=m's (1);

then -J- {z + mxs + m'yz) + s {z+ mxz + myz) = ;

which gives 3(1+ mx + m'y) e" = C, or zue" = C
But equations (1) lead successively to

s-A=mB+m'C, m{s-B')=A'+m'C', m'(s- C") =A"+ mB";

the two latter of which determine m and m from s by the equa-

tions

m{{s-B'){s-C")-B"C'} = A'{s-C")+C'A"
m'{{s- C") {s-B')-B"G'}=A" {s-B')+A'B" ." (2),

and the values thence obtained of m and m substituted in the

former give for finding s the cubic equation

{s-A){s-B'){s-C")-B"C'(s-A)-A"C{s-B')

- A'B (s - C") + A"BG' + A'B"C = 0.

Let the three values of s in this equation be 5,, s^, s,; and let

the corresponding values of m and m, be m^ and m.\ , m^ and

m'jj, m, and m', ; then corresponding to the three roots of the

cubic we get the three integrals.
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and if we raise these equations respectively to the powers s^ — s,

,

S3 — Sj , «! — Sg , and take their product, z and e' are eliminated,

and we find the required solution

or (1 + WjO; + m\y)'^'^ x (1 + m^a; + m\y)'^-''

X (1 + wjjo; + m\y)''-''' = C,

where wi^, ot'^ are given in terms of s^, m^, m\ in terms of s^,

and TWg, m\ in terms of s,, by equations (2). This includes as a

particular case the equation (Ex. 7, Art. 18), in which Euler

separated the variables,

{a + bx + ex' + y) -^ — {n + ex) 1/ = 0,

or ex (^|-^) + («+^-^ + ^)i-"-^ =
"-

81. When the proposed equations are linear with constant

coeiEcients, we may separate the symbols of operation from those

of quantity and then obtain by the ordinary processes of elimina-

tion an equation containing only one of the unknown quantities

:

for as the symbols of operation here employed combine according

to the same laws as ordinary algebraical quantities, they may be

treated precisely as if they were symbols of quantity. Thus the

equations of Art. 77 (suppressing the dt in jA may be written

{d + a)x + by=T, {d+b')y+a'x=T;

the latter gives ;/ = —y—77- ; and substituting this value in the

former we get

ld+ a){d + h')x-dhx={d+h') T-bT,

an ordinary linear equation with constant coefficients, from which

the value of x may be obtained, containing two arbitrary con-

stants ; and thence the value of y by the equation

y=^-T-\{d + a)x.

H. I. E. 15
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Ex. -^ + 2cx-y = f, ^-2cy + 5c'x = e^;

e"" — 5c^x
the latter gives for y the value y = —-^—-—

,

and sutstitutlng this in the former we get

{d'+c'')x = e'"'+2{t-cf).

e"" 2 4
.-. a;=

a + -2 (<- c<') + -3 + /3 cos (c« + a)

;

m + c c c

and y = (^ + 2c) a; — <°

771 + 2c 10=—

J

2 e"" -5f+ -„- - |8c sin (ct + o) + 2y3c cos (c< + a).m +c c / <- \ /

82. Again, suppose the equations of Art. 78 to be

{d' + ad+b)x={md + n)y+ T,

{d'-ad+h')y={m'd+n')x+ T';

obtaining a value of y from the latter, substituting it in the

former and reducing, we find

{d* — {a^ — b—b' + mm) d' + {ah' —ah — mn — m'n) d+hV — nn]

x

= {d'-ad+ h') T+{md + n) T

;

from which the value of x may be obtained ; and if it be substi-

tuted in one of the proposed equations, we may deduce the value

of y.

Ex.1. {d-\Yx = '2dy + 005,1

{d^ + 2d-\-(,)y = -{d + 5)x + smt;

eliminating y, we find

{d* + bd^ + %)x = l co&t-2 sin t,

7 — —
.-. a; = - cos < — sin « + c cos {t V2 + a) + c' cos {t Vs + /3)

;

and the value of y may be now obtained from the former of the

proposed equations.
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Ex.2. {d^ + {n+^d+n^]x==dy+T,

eliminating y, Ave find

[d* - (2 +m^) d'-\-\]x= \d^-{n + l\d + 11 T,

or {d^'-md-l) {d^ + 'md-\)x=\d^ -{n+^d+^,- T,

which gives x ; and then y can be obtained from the former of

the given equations. In these examples d is used for -j .

Solutions expressed by Definite Integrals.

83. Sometimes the complete integral, of a differential equa-

tion may be expressed by a definite integral, as in the following

instances.

d^' =
a:^ + »w.

Let u = a, I dte'i'" . e"" , a^ being a constant quantity

;

' Jo

then j^, V, =< j "dtf-'e^i'^'e-n = o^" (^ + ^t) ;

ax Jo

change a, into a^, Oj, &c., and let v^, v^, &c. be the correspond-

ing values of Vj

,

'^"'ii>„ = a„"(l+xi;„).
«ic'

Now suppose Hj, a^, ... a, to be the n* roots of unity; then

multiplying each of these equations by arbitrary constants
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(?, , Oj , &c. sucli that Oj + Cj + . . . + c„ = OT, and adding them toge-

ther, we find

^H=i (Cj^'i + c^v^+ + c^v„) = m + x{c^i\-\- CjWj + ... +c„v„).

Hence y = c^v^ + c^v^ + . . . + e„v„ is the complete integral of the

proposed equation, containing only n — 1 arbitrary constants by

reason of the equation of condition ; or it may be written

y=l dte'n [ce^^ + c,ae»'* + c,aV'<* + . . . + c^^ a""' e°°" '^j

,

JO

a being a primitive root of A;" — 1 = 0.

Let OT = 0, « = 3, then -^ = a;?/, the solution of which is

y=i c?<e-JP-^^J5e^+i(5+^V3)cos-p

-i(^ + 5V3)sin^j.

Let OT = 0, ?i = 2, then -~ = a;z/, and

r = (7
I
<^<e"2" (e"^ + e~") = -= (^se^ cos xz, putting t =z V— 1,

Jo V— 1^0

_ ifi

2C '^•^e'
^(j^/'2^e^, (Integ. Cal. Art. 112).

VZi" v'-2

which agrees with the result obtained by direct integration.

Ex. 2. If the more general form were proposed,

assume «.^. = ^-. .•.| =i|=^|,
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and to this form may the still more general case

-^5#, = axy ^-hx -^ cy ^r e

be reduced. (The above solution is taken from Crelle's Jour-

nal, Vol. X.)

Approximate Solutions of Differential Equations.

84. When all the known methods of integrating a proposed

differential equation fail, we must endeavour to resolve it ap-

proximately, that is, to obtain from it the value of y in terms

of X, in the form of a series. The first mode which presents

itself of effecting this, is to assume for y a series arranged accord-

ing to powers of x, with both its coefficients and exponents

imdetermined ; for in most cases it happens that the exponents

do not follow the progression of the natural numbers, and that

particular artifices are requisite for discovering their law.

When the form of this series is known, we may determine its

coefficients by substituting it and its differential coefficients,

for J/, -p , &c. in the proposed equation. The following appli-

cation of the method to Riccati's Equation will give an idea of

the mode of obtaining both the exponents and the coefficients.

Ex. 1. ^ + hf-ax" = 0,

let by = --r> •'• j3 "" «^2a;" = 0, or putting c for - ah,

Assume z = af {A + Boifi + Ga?^ + &c.) ; then

a{a-\)Ax''-^ \

+ (a+,S) (a+/3-l)5x"*''-'+(a+2y3) (a-f-2^-1) Ca;"«P^+&c.[ = 0.
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Hence /3 must equal n+2; and then to determine a, A, B,

&c., we have

a{a-l)A = 0,

(a+ n + 2){a+ n + l) B+ cA = 0,

{a + 2n + 4) (a + 2n+S) G+ cB= 0,

(a + 3w + 6) (a + 3n + 5)Z>+c(7=0,

Hence a may be either zero or unity, and A remains undeter-

mined ; calling therefore A and A' the two values of A corre-

sponding to a = 0, a = 1, we get

^"^ (n+l) (w+2)
"^

(n + l) {n+2) (2w+3) (2n+4) ~ ^'^

^^•^t^ («+2)(»i+3)^(n+2)(n+3) (2«+4)(2»j+5)
^^

1 «fe
and substituting this value of a in the expression y =-7- -5-

,

we shall obtain the value of y, involving only one arbitrary

constant —n.A
As the terms of the above series have divisors of the forms

(« + 2) i + 1, where i is an integer ; if w be such that

(n + 2) t + 1 = 0,

one or other of the series will be illusory, and we shall only

obtain a particular value of z ; and if w + 2 = 0, both series

become infinite, but in that case the equation may be exactly

integrated by Art. 16.

Ex.2. (;.^-4)g + a.^-«V = 0.
dx^ dx

Assume 3^ = a^ («„ + a^a^ + a^^ + agx"^ + &c.),

.-. y = (a'-n") a,x-+ {(a+/3)''- Ji=} a^a;°-'^-4a (a- 1) a^a;""' + &c.

+ {(a + »-/3)'-«'}a,a;''-^^-4 (a-2r+2) (a-2r+l) a,_,x"-*+ &c..
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the first term shews that a may he either + ra or —n, a, being the

arbitrary constant ; the next terms shew that /3 = — 2, i.e. the

series is a descending one ; and that the coefficients are derived

from one another by the law (taking a = n),

_ (w-2r + 2) (w-2r + l)
**'"

r{n-r) '''-''

+ a\ [x-^ + nx--^ + 'L^* + 3) ^-^ + &c.}.

As the solution of the proposed equation is (Art. 48)

x\
y = % cos I n cos -^ I + a„ sm \n cos -z] ,

if we make x = 2 cos 6, we get the well-known result,

cos nO = (2 cos 6^ - n (2cos 6^^ + liilLzi) (2cos 6)"-* - &c.

85. The transformation of Art. 71 may be employed in the

case of linear equations to find the solution in the form of a

series : for suppose the transformed equation to consist of three

terms

fM)y+A{d)^y+fA'^e-y = o.

Let y = M^a;"" + M„4..a;'"" + . . . + K_^^^ + v,_^x'~' + u^' + &c.,

where m, in the general term m^ is an invariable function of the

index r, and x" is the lowest power of x that can enter into the

development of y. Now substitute this value of y (having first

replaced x by e') in the proposed equation : then since

f{d)e"=f{r)e",

the first member will become

/o {m) M„e"" + {/„ {ra + 1) «„« +/, {m + l) «.} e""^"'+ . .

.
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which will vanish, provided

/oW M.,. = 0, /„ (m + 1 ) u„^^ +/i («i + 1) «„, = 0,

and if for eveiy value of r from m + 2 upwards, we have

/o ('•) Wr +/i W t<r-i +/2 (») Mr-2 = 0.

The first condition f^ (m) = 0, determines the values of vi, m,„

being an arbitrary constant : the second condition gives m„^, in

terms of m„ ; and the third determines any coefficient u^ from the

values of the two preceding. The third condition comprises the

other two when we make r = m, r =m + 1, if we consider that

as M„,a;'" is the lowest power of x that can enter, m„^j=0, u„_^=0.

As many real unequal values as exist for m, so many ascending

series there are for y: ii m have equal or imaginary values, the

method fails.

Ex.1. (l-.^)g-4 + <,= 0,

OY d{d-l)y + [n' -{d- 2y] e"y = 0.

Assume y=u„,x'"+u,„^ja-'"'^^ + ... +u,sxf + &c. ; then the first mem-
ber of the equation becomes

m {vi - 1) M„/" + TO (w + 1 ) M^+ie""""'" + . .

.

+ [r (r - 1) M, + {n' - (r - 2)'] «,J e" + &c.

which will vanish, provided we have

TO (m - 1) M„, = 0, M„^j = ;

and v.. = T-^
——.--

r {r - 1)

for all values of r from m + 2 upwards. Hence since the second

term vanishes, the 4'*', 6*, &c. term vanishes ; and taking m
successively equal to 0, and to 1 , we get the complete value of i/

;

»iV
,

«'(«'- 2')^,

.2.3.4
""
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which agrees with well-known results (Trig. Art. 134), as the
solution of the equation is

j/= Ccos {n sin"' x) + C sin (w sin"' x).

Ex.2. (-=-4)g + 2(^+l)|-„(n + l)3, = 0;

.-. e''{d+ n + l){d-n)y + 2e'dy -id {d- 1) 7/ = 0,

and dividing by e^ in order to obtain 3^ in a descending series,

we get

{d+n + 1) (d-n) y + ie'^dy - i^e^-'d {d- l)y = 0,

or {d-n){d+n+l)y+2{d+\)e-'y-4.{d+ \){d+'2)e-^'y = 0.

Since the values of m are w and - (« + 1), we may assume

y = ,f„e"'+ M,^,ei""'" + M,^,e'"-'"+ u^/"-'^' + &c.

then the first member of the equation becomes

- 2wM„_,e'""'>' - 2 (2« - 1) u^/"^" -3{2n- 2) u^e''''" + &c.

+ 2«M„e'»-'" + (2w - 2) M,^.e'"-"' + {2n - 4) M,^,e'""'" + &c.

- 4 (n - 1) nu„e"-^" - 4 (« - 2) (w - 1) M„_.e'"-'" + &c.

Hence, equating the coefficients of the powers of e' to zero,

we get

«,-, = «„, «.-, = - («-!)«„, «„_, = -(«- 2) M„,&c.;

and since m„ = c, an arbitrary constant,

^ = a;"+ a;""'- (n - 1) a-""'- (n - 2) x"' + ...

(-1Y
+ -^^-j-^ (n-r-1) (n-»--2) . . . (n-2r+l) {n-2r+ {n-r) x} a;""''-' + &c.

Similarly the series corresponding to m = — n — l may be found.

86. In the preceding instances we arrive immediately at a

complete result ; but it often happens that the solution we obtain

by the method of indeterminate coefficients involves no arbitrary

constant. To supply this defect, we must introduce, instead of

H. I. E. 16
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the arbitrary constant, a value of y corresponding to a given

value of X ; that is, supposing these to be h and a, we must sub-

stitute in the given equation,

y = h + u, x = a+ t;

then determine m in a series all whose terms vanish when t = ;

and replace u and t by their values y — h and x — a; in this way

it is evident the arbitrary constant will be involved implicitly

;

for, from the complete integral

/(x,y, (7)=0,

C may be expressed in terms of a and h.

Ex. 1 + ^=^--,

this becomes -j- + }> -V u = g [a + t)"

;

assume u=if- {A-\- Bfi + Gp + &c.)

;

.'. = a^i'-' + (a + /S) 5r+^-' + (a + 7) CV'^-' + &c.

+ h + Af- + BV'*^ +&c.

- ga" - mgoT ' t \
' goT f- &c.

.-.« = ], /S=l, 7 = 2, &c.

A = .9a"' - J, 25 = ^^ma*""' - (/a" + b,

6C = gm{m-l) oT^ - gmoT'^ + gd^ - h, &c.

87. The approximate solution of a differential equation

may sometimes be obtained in the form of a continued fraction

by assuming

_A^B^ Cxi

^~TTTT 1 4- &C.

First, suppose x to be very small, and for y substitute

Aa^ in the given equation; then, retaining only the terms of

lowest dimensions in x, A and a become known by equating the

coefficients and exponents of those terms. Next, write y =
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in the proposed equation, and in the resiilt put z = Bafi, and

determine B, )3, as before, by supposing x to be very small

;

Bafi
then in the transformed equation in z, put z = ; and so on

for the rest.

Ex. my + {\+x)-j- = 0.

Let y = Aaf- ; .-. {m + a) Aaf- + Aaa;^ = 0,

or Aaaf^^ = 0; .-. a = 0,

and A remains undetermined. Next, put

dz
and we get successively m{l + z) = {l+x) ^ ,

m+BxP{m-^)=0Bx^-\ or m = B^x^';

.-. /3=1, B=m;

similarly, putting z = , and t = Cx'',

we determine C and 7 ; and thus we obtain

m— 1 x m + l X »i — 2 x m + 2 x m — 3 x

_ A mx \ '2 3 "2 3 '2 5 "2 5 2

^~iT 1^ 1+ 1+ 1- 1- 1 + &C.

Since the proposed equation when integrated gives

y = A{l + xr\

the above continued fraction is the development of ^ (1 + x)~^.

88. We may approximate to the integral of a differential

equation by successive substitutions, in a manner similar to that

employed by Newton for the solution of algebraical equations,

as in the following instance.

Ex. j^+ n^y + ai^ + a = 0, where a is a very small quan-

tity.
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We may assume

y = u+ aw, + a^Wj + a'wj + &c.

which gives

+ «lS + '*''^^+HV

+ a'(^ + n\ + 2mm,) + &c. = 0.

Hence, equating the coefficient of each power of a to zero,

we get

d'u „

-5-^ + nu + a = 0,

-^^ + n\ + u' = 0,

-t4+7i\+2uu^ = 0, &c (3).

The first give u = = + c cos rue + c sinnx ; and this value

substituted in the second reduces it to the form

the integral of which by Art. (67) may be shewn to be

Mj = cos nx (c, JdxX^ sin nx) + sin nx {c\+-jdxX^ cos nx).

Similarly, these values of u and u^ substituted in (3) reduce

it to the form

d^u. „ „

which may be in like manner integrated ; and in this way the

coefficients of the powers of a may be deduced one from the other

by a uniform process.

89. We have seen (Art. 63) that the solution of

-j^ + n^y =A cos {mx + a) +B cos {nx + /8),
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18 y = c^ COS nx + Cj sm nx

A B
+ -: tCos {mx + a) + -- a sin inx + fi).

rr — m ' 2n

Hence, if from the proposed equation we had to determine y
approximately, we could not neglect the tenn

A cos {mx + a)

even when A is exceedingly small, provided m and n are nearly

equal to one another ; because in the value of y this term is

divided by n' — m^ which is very small. With respect to the

last term in the value of y, we remark, that it is not periodical,

but may increase indefinitely, as x increases. The equations

which present themselves for solution in physical Astronomy are

usually of the above form ; and upon the peculiarities just no-

ticed depend some of the most interesting results in that subject.

The following example supplies an omission at the end of

Art. 83. When m is an integer we have obtained (Art. 74, Ex. 4)

the solution of the equation

cfw , m (m + 1)

When «t is a fraction, assume y = a;"'^' m, then

<?M 2»l + 2 d?M
j-2 H J- + n-M = 0,
ax X ax

the complete integral of which is

u = ^\ dt[f -n^)'^ COS {xt+ a),

a and /3 being the arbitrary constants ; for this gives

^ = - /3 r <Z< («= - n')" sin (x< + a) . <

=2^ /" dt {e- «=)•»- cos {xt + a)

,

^^ = - P l' dt {f-n^ C0B{xt + a) . e

=-^r dt{e-nT {^-n'+ «') cos [xt + a)

;

r" 2»n +2 du
;
+ «V = -/S dt (e-nT*' COB {xt+ a) =--^~^.



SECTION V.

ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS INVOLVING TWO OR MORE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

90. If M be a function of any number of independent varia-

bles X, y, z, t, &c., and if u+hu be the value of u when these

variables simultaneously become a; + Sx, y + hy, z + Bz, &c.,

then Su = -j- .Bx+ ^j- . 8y + -r .Sz + ...
ax ay dz

+ terms of two dimensions in Sas, By, &c.

If we now suppose all terms to be neglected of more than one

dimension in 8x, By, &c., and denote the value of 8m correspond-

ing to that supposition by du, we have

, du ^ du ^ du ^
_du= ^i- . ox + -^ . by + ^}- . bz + ... ;dx dy ^ dz

according to which definition, it appears that du denotes that

part of the increment of u as given by Taylor's Theorem, which

involves only the first powers of the arbitrary increments of the

variables on which it depends ; hence, in conformity with this

definition, Bx, By, Bz, &c., must be represented by dx, dy, dx, &c.;

for if /(a;) =x, then

f(x+ Bx) —x-^-Bx;

consequently that part of the increment oi f{x) which involves

the first power of Bx is, in this case, the whole of it Bx, therefore

dx = Bx; and so on for the others

;

, du , du , du , „
.". du = -T- • dx -\- -T- . dy + ^- . dz + &c.,

dx dy ^ dz

where dx, dy, dz, &c., are the arbitrary increments of the inde-

pendent variables x, y, z, &c., and are entirely independent of
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those variables ; and du is that part of the corresponding incre-

ment of the dependent variable u which involves only simple

dimensions of dx, dy, dz, &c. ; and which approaches nearer and

nearer to the value of the whole increment of u, the smaller dx,

dy, dz, &c. are taken.

ftft (Itl

The quantities -j- . dx, -j- . dy, &c., are called the partial

differentials of u with respect to x, y, &c. respectively ; and du
is called the total or complete differential of u, or the differential

of M merely.

91. According to the above definition, the differential of du,

or the second differential of u, will be, supposing it to involve

only two independent variables,

^^' ^ di ^^"'' '^^dy ^^"^ •
^y

d (du -, du J \ ^ d (du , du , \ ,

because in this process dx and dy are independent of x and y

;

being, in fact, the arbitrary increments of those variables, which

might have been denoted by h and h, did not a due regard to

the precision and symmetry of the notation require it otherwise.

And in general, if m be a function of any number of indepen-

dent variables x, y, z, t, &c., the m* differential of u will be

given by the formula, (where the symbols of operation are sepa-

rated from those of quantity,)

d\i = {dx.-T-+dy .^Ydz .-^ + &c.)" u.

92. Hence we see that the differential of a function of

several variables has no reference to one variable rather than to

another; but in its formation, all the variables of which it is

a function are supposed to undergo simultaneous unconnected

alterations ; and the value of the differential depends upon the
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values of all those alterations. Whereas in forming a differential

coefficient, one particular independent variable only is changed,

the rest remaining unaffected; and a quantity is produced,

wholly independent of the value of the alteration which that

variable may have received.

It is evident that the rules for deriving differential coefficients

suffice for finding the differentials of functions.

Having, for instance, formed all the partial differential co-

efficients of the first order, if we multiply each by the arbitrary

increment or differential of the corresponding independent varia-

ble and take the sum, we shall obtain the first differential of the

function ; and similarly, the differentials of the second, and

higher orders, may be formed by means of the formula at the

end of the preceding Article.

Integration of Differential Functions of two or more Variables.

93. Total integration of a proposed differential is the find-

ing a function whose differential is the quantity proposed. This

operation is denoted by the symbol /; the process, like the

former of total differentiation, having reference to all and not to

one in particular of the variables. When an expression pre-

sented for total integration can be reduced to the form f(v) dv,

its integral =jdvf{v), and can be obtained immediately.

Ex.1. liu=x'' + y\

du = 2{xdx + 1/dy) is the differential of u
;

also f{xdx + ydy) = i(a;* +/),

since the latter quantity differentiated produces the quantity

under the symbol of total integration.

y

Ex 2 du^ y^'^^y'y^^^ = ^ xdy-ydx

= -1^== ^«. putting I = y

;
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yu = Vr+? + C= ^ v'a;'+ .?/ + C.

94. To integrate du = Pdx + Qdy, u being a function of two

independent variables x and y, and P and Q functions of x
and y. This amounts to finding the integral of a differential

function of two variables of the first order ; and involves the

same process as was used at Art. 7 for exact differential equa-

tions of the first order between two variables ; since all such

equations by being multiplied by an integrating factor are ren-

dered differential functions.

Since Pdx + Qdy must be identical with -j- dx + -^ dy,

we have

-.=- = -P, -T-= Q, with the condition -5— =—
;

dx dy dy dx

.-. u=SdxP+f{y), /(y) involving y only

;

•••« =| = |(/'^-^) + ^/(^)'

f{y)-Sdy{Q-^^UdxP)];

consequently u is known ; and we may observe that in finding

the value of f{y) it is only necessary to integrate those terms

of Q which involve y only. If we had begun by integrating

with respect to y, the result would have been

u=idyQ+idx[P-^^UdyQ)];

and as before it is only necessary to integrate those terms of P

which involve x only.

du y du _ X
^^""^ ^=(^+1;?' dy--{x + yr'

H. I. K.
17
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and differentiating with respect to y
— 1 y d .. , du X
x + y {x + yY dy' ^'^ dy (x +yf

.: ^f{y)^Q,^ndLf{y)=C,

as we might have foreseen, since there is no term in Q that

involves y only

;

C- y

Ex. 2.

x-\-y

J _ ydy + xdx — 2xdy"~
{x-yY

'

u = \og{x-y)-^^ + C.

95. To integrate du = Pdx + Qdy + Bdz, u being a function

of three independent variables x, y, z.

Since Pdx + Qdy + Rdz is identical with

du , du -. du f-^.dx + j^.dy + j-.dz,
UrvU LLU iJU£i

, du
-r,

du ^ du r,^^^^^^
Tx = ^' Ty='^' Tz=^'

together with the equations of condition

dP_dQ^ dQ_dR dR^dP
dy dx ' dz dy ' dx dz

'

which are found by supposing each of the quantities s, x, y
to be constant in succession (as* we are evidently at liberty to

do, since those variables are independent of one another), and

then taking the corresponding equation of condition for du being

the exact differential of a function of two independent variables.

Hence

u = JdxP+ w, w being a fiinction of y and z
;
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which two equations giving the values of the partial differential

coefficients of w, its value may be found by the preceding Article

;

and so the value of u completely determined.

Ex. 1. du = yzdx + xzdy + xydz
;

, du du du

dw dw
xz = xz + -T- , or -T- = :

dy dy

dw dw ^
xy = xy + ^, or^ = 0;

.". w = C, and u = xyz + C.

Ex. 2. du = —^ dx + —^ dy + ,
^

,, dz ;a — z a —z^ [a — zy

a — z

96. Differential equations involving more than two vari-

ables admit of division into two classes, Total and Partial. A
total differential equation is one which expresses the relation

between the differential of the dependent variable and the other

variables and their differentials, and sometimes also the de-

pendent variable itself; it is consequently equivalent to a system

of equations in which each differential coefficient of the dependent

variable is given explicitly. Thus z being a function of the in-

dependent variables x and y, the total differential equation

Pdx+ Qdy + Rdz = 0,

in which P, Q, and R are functions of x, y and z, amounts to the

same as the two equations

P+i?g=o, e-f4;=o.

A Partial differential equation, on the contrary, is a relation be-

tween all or certain of the partial differential coefficients of the

dependent variable, and the variables : as in the instances
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^d^z ^ d d
,

.^d'^z ^

^d^^+^^^ymdy'^ydy'-'^

z in toth being a function of the independent variables x and y.

Total Differential Equations.

97. We may first consider the equation

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz = 0,

one of the three variables x, y, z, being a function of the other

two, which are independent. ,

Since the proposed equation may arise from combining the

results of differentiating two separate equations, we have first to

examine whether it can be satisfied by a single primitive relation

between x, y and z. If x, y, z be co-ordinates of a point, the

cases will be distinguished according as the proposed equation is

the differential equation to a series of surfaces, or to a series of

curves in space.

For example, the equation

{z — c) xdx + [z — c] ydy = [x {x — a) +y {y — b)] dz,

arises from combining the results of differentiating the equations

for these equations give respectively

dz dz ^ , , dz , ^^ dz

from which if -y- and -t- be determined, and substituted in
dx ay

dz =-T- .dx + -=-. dy,
dx dy ^

we get the proposed equation; which, consequently, cannot in

general be satisfied by a single relation between x, y, z. It is the
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analytical expression of the conditions of the problem, to find a

surface belonging at the same time to surfaces of revolution about

the axis of z, and to conical surfaces.

98. To find the equation of condition for

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz = 0,

admitting a solution of the formy (a;, y, z) = C.

If the proposed equation can be satisfied by a single relation

between x, y and s, then

dz = -^dx-^dy

is the differential of a function of two independent variables
;

dz^__P ^__Q
'' dx~ R' dy~ E'

with the conditional) =1(1);

or, since P, Q, R may contain z which is a function of x and y,

dy \Rj "^ dz [rJ dy~ dx \RJ
"^ dz [rJ dx

'

therefore, substituting for -j- , -j- their values,

^d^[Rj~^d'z[R)^-^d^ [rJ ~^Tz [rJ
'

and performing the differentiations and reducing we get

-(f-s)-«(f-S)-^(S-i)-».
the equation of condition for

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz =

admitting a solution of the form/(a;, y, z) = C.

99. If the above equation of condition be not satisfied, then

the equation

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz =
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cannot, by being multiplied by any factor, become susceptible

of a solution of the form

f{x,y,z, C)=0.

For suppose V to be a factor wliich renders

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz

the immediate differential of some function u of x, y, z considered

as independent of one another

;

Tym^i^yQ), iiVQ)=Ty^y^)>

ay ay ax ax

''f-«f-^f+<^ »•
uz t*i& uu ^H

ax ax dz az

Hence, multiplying the first of these equations by B,, the

second by P, and the third by Q, and taking their sum, the

factor V disappears, and we find

nf-f)-*(f-S-^(S-f)=» <^>

the same equation of condition as in the preceding Article.

100. If this equation be satisfied, which will be the case

only when the proposed admits a primitive of the form

f{x,y,z, = 0,

equations (1) afford a means of determining V. Then

du = VPdx + VQdy + VRdz,

whence u can be found by the method of Art. 95, and m + C=
is the required relation between x, y, and s.
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Or, without determining V, we may integrate considering

one of the variables constant, and add an arbitrary function of

that variable ; then differentiate the result with respect to that

variable and compare it with the proposed equation, and so the

function added will become known.

In the majority of cases which present themselves, the factor

V is capable of being determined by inspection.

Ex. I. (ay — hz) dx + [cz — ax) dy + {hx — cy) dz = 0.

Divide by [ay — hz) hx — cy), and the resulting equation

dx [cz — ax) dy ^^ _ci
hx — cy [ay — hz) [hx — cy) ay — hz

satisfies the conditions, considering x, y, z as independent,

dP^dQ^ dQ_dR dR_dP_
dy dx ^ dz dy ^ dx dz '

and therefore the first member may be regarded as the differential

of some function, m, of x, y, z considered as independent

;

'•i^h^- and« = ^log(Ja.-cy)+«.;

1 _ dw
' ' ay — hz dz

'

cz — ax c 1 dw
[ay — bz) [hx — cy) h'hx — cy dy '

dw a — 1
or ^- = T •

, , 1 ady — hdz
; hence aw = — t —-—r— 5

dy b'ay — hz' h'ay — hz

.". w = —T\Qg[ay — hz) + C;

,. „=llogf^^)+C = 0, or*^=C.
b ° \ay — hzj ay — bz

Ex. 2. xdx+ydy^-[3?^-f)[\- z"') dz = 0, x' +/ = Cz^'e'^.

When in an equation of this sort, the differentials enter above

the first degree, it is not integrable unless it can be resolved
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into rational factors of the form Pdx + Qdy + Rdz ; for what-

ever be the integral, it must upon differentiation produce a

result of that form.

101. If the equation

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz =

he susceptible of a primitive of the form/(a!, y, e, C) = 0, and be

homogeneous and of n dimensions with respect to x, y, z ; then,

putting x = vz, y = wz, and dividing by z", it becomes

8 [vdz + zdv) + T [wdz + zdw) + Udz = 0,

S, T, U being functions of v and lo

;

dz Sdv + Tdw
°^

z
~ Sv+Tio+ U'

hence the second member is an exact differential since the first is

so, and it may be sometimes integrated by inspection, or by the

method of Art. 94.

Ex. 1. {y + z) dx + {x + z) dy + {x + y) dz = ;

put x = vz, y = wz,

dz {lo + l)dv + {v + l)dw _

dz , d (v + w + vw)
or \-l — = ;

z V + w + vw

.'. log z' (v + w+ vw) = log G, OT xz + yz + xy = C.

Ex.2. {y'+ yz + z')dx + {x'' + xz+z')dy

+ {x^ -i xy + /) dz = 0.

Make x = vz, y = loz,

dz {w'' + w + 1) dv + {v^ + v+l) dw _ _

'z~ V [w'' + w + \) + w {v" + V + \) + v" + vw + w" ~ '

but of the latter fraction, the denominator

= vw {w + V+ 1) +v {w + 1 +v) +w{v+l+w)

— {vw + v + w) {v + w + 1),
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and the numerator

= {^+v + w)d{v + w + vw)-{v + w + vw)d{v + w);

,
ds djv_+je+^vw} _d(l + v+w)
Z V + W + VW 1 +V +10 ~ '

>»^{^^?Tf^}-%C;

.-. zx-\-zy + xy=G{z + x-\-y).

Ex. 3. 2 {:y + z) dx+{x+^y Jr^z) dy + {x + y)dz=(i.

By the same substitution this becomes

^dz
_
^dv + dw dw

Ex. 4. (a? -f+ z') dx- z'dy + {y -x) (z' + xy + x')- =
z

putting X — vs, y = wz, this is reduced to

dw= {l + v^ — w^) dv

;

' * "
--fdve-^ + C, (Ex. 4. Art. 18)w — V

or = jdxe z= + Cfe,y-x

s being constant under the sign of integration.

102. We have seen that the equation

Fdx + Qdy + Bdz = 0,

when the equation of condition (Art. 98) is not satisfied, does not

admit of being derived from a single primitive equation involving

two independent variables. The integral in this case will be

exhibited by a system of two equations ; and the proposed equa-

tion cannot be regarded as the differential equation to a surface,

but to a system of curves in space all endowed with some com-

mon property.

H. I. E. 18
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Ex. 1. dz= aydx + hdy.

Since the equation of condition in this case is not satisfied, x

and y cannot be independent, and we may assume y —f(x) ;

,". dz = af{x) dx + h -j-fix) dx,

.: z = aSda:f{x) + bf{x),

which, with y=f{x), constitutes the integral of the proposed

equation.

In general, if Fbe a factor which makes Pdx + Qdy an exact

differential considering z as constant, and we find

/ (
VPdx + VQdy) =w + <f>{z),

it is eyldent that

w + ^ (z) = 0, together with -^+-j-^{z)-VB = 0,

satisfy the proposed equation, where <^ (z) denotes any function

of z.

Ex. 2. zdx + xdy + ydz = 0,

d
y + z\ogx + (t>[z) = 0, \ogx + -j-^<f>{z)

x'

Ex. 3. [x {x — a) + y {y — h)] dz = {z — c) {xdx + ydy),

x^+y'+ 2<f>{z)=0, x{x-a)+y{y-b) + {z-c)-^(j){z)=0.
a z

Partial Differential Equations. Equations of the first order.

103. In partial differential equations of two independent

dz
variables, the differential coeflScients of the first order -^

,

dx
dz
-=- , of the dependent variable z, are usually denoted by the

symbols p and j ; and -^-^ , , , -^-^ , the differential co-

efficients of the second order, by r, s, t, respectively. A partial

differential equation is said to be of the n**" order, when it in-

volves one or more of the partial differential coefficients of the

dependent variable of the n"* order; but none of a superior
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order. To be the general equation of the to* order, it ought to

contain the independent variahlea, and the dependent variable

together with all its partial diflferential coefficients from the first

order to the n**" order inclusive. To integrate a partial differential

equation, is to find for the dependent variable an expression

between the differential coefficients of which that relation exists

which is indicated by the proposed equation ; and under the most

general form possible.

104. The complete integral oif{x, y, z, p, q) = 0, the gene-

ral equation of the first order, will involve one arbitrary or

general function.

For let u=F[x, y, z, <p (v)] = 0, be an equation by virtue

of which » is a function of the independent variables x and y,

V being a known function of x, y, and e. Then j) and q are

given by the equations t- = 0, -^- = 0, each of which will in-

volve -J- (j) (v) or <})' {v) , and may involve
<f>

(v) ; consequently,

du du
between the three equations m = 0, -5- = 0, -5- = 0, it will be

possible to eliminate ^ {v) and ^'{v), and there will result a re-

lation f{x, y, z, p, q) — 0, wholly independent of the form of the

function ^ (v) ; and it is evident that in general more than one

function cannot thus be eliminated. Conversely, an equation of

the form

f{x,y,z,p,q)=0

being proposed, its complete integral to have all the generality

possible must be of the form F{x, y, z, <j>{v)} = 0, where the

form of
<f>

{v) is arbitrary.

For example, let

u = z + mx + ny — tp {v) = 0,

where v= {x-a)* + {y -hy + {z - cY

;

then ^=p+m-<l>'{v){2{x~a)+2{z-c)p}=0,

'^= q + n-<l>'{v) {2 {y -h) +2 (z-c) q] ==0.

dy
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Hence, transposing and dividing one result by the other to

eliminate <l>'{v), we find

p + m _(x — a) + (g— c)p

q + n [y — b) + {z — c) q'

ox p{y —h —n{z — c)} — q[x — a — m{z — c)}

= n {x — a) — m {y — h),

the partial differential equation of which the complete integral is

z + mx \- ny = ^ {{x — of -[ {y — hY \- {z — cf}.

105. To integrate an equation in which only one of the

differential coefficients of the first order enters with x, y, and z.

Let the equation be

Integrate it, considering y as a constant, and in place of the

arbitrary constant G, add a function of y of arbitrary form. The
resulting solution, containing one arbitrary function, will have

all the generality that can be attained.

Ex {x^+f)
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106. To integrate the equation of the first order,

Pp+Qq = B,

P, Q, and R being functions of x, y, and z.

Let the primitive be F {x, y, z) = 0; therefore, denoting

^ F {x, y, z) by F' (x), and so on for the other dififerential

coefficients, we get

F'{x)+F'{z).j, = 0,

F{y)+F{z).q = 0;

.'. PF'{x) + QF'iy) + RF'{z) = 0.

But dF {x, y, z) = F'{x) dx + F' {y) dy + F{z) dz = 0,

.-. PF'{x)dx + PF'{y)dy + PF\z)dz = Q;

and PF'{x) dx + QF(^) dx + RF'{z) dx= 0;

.'. F'{y) [Pdy - Qdx] + F'{z) [Pdz - Rdx} = 0, (1)

which is satisfied by

Pdy- Qdx = Q,\

Pdz -Rdx-.;:::}
«•

Suppose that by integrating these equations either separately

or conjointly, we obtain M— a, N= h, two relations between the

three variables and the arbitrary constants a and h, which satisfy

them. By means of the equations M= a, N= b, any two of the

variables as y and z can be expressed in terms of a and b and

the third variable x. The complete primitive then becomes

F{x,y, z) = <f>{x,a, 5)=0,

and the differential of ^ {x, a, h) must by virtue of equations (2)

be identically equal to zero, therefore ^ {x, a, b) cannot contain

x, and consequently

= <^ (a, J) = </) (Jf, N) , or'M=f{N).

The assumptions (2) satisfy equation (1) independently of

the forms of F'{y), F\x), that is, independently of the form of

F; therefore the form of ^, and consequently of/ is arbitrary.
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Hence M=f {N) being a solution of the proposed equation and

containing one arbitrary function, is the general primitive.

107. For the success of the method, it is in general neces-

sary that of the three equations

Pdy - Qdx = 0, Pdz - Rdx = 0, Qdz - Rdy = 0,

one at least should contain those two variables only whose in-

crements or diflrerentials appear in it, or that by their combina-

tion such an equation should be produced. For by integrating

it we shall obtain an equation by means of which one of the

variables may be eliminated from either of the other auxiliary

equations. They are called the reducing equations of

and may be easily remembered under the form

dx_dy _ dz

'P-'Q^E-

108. By a similar process, partial differential equations of

three or more independent variables can sorhetimes be integrated.

If a be a function of x, y, t, and the equation be

Tn +Pp+ Qq = R,

where n = -^ , we have
at

R-Pp-Qq

which, substituted in

dz = ndt + pdx + qdy,

gives Tdz - Rdt =p (
Tdx - Pdt) ^q^iTdy- Qdt)

.

A 1 -OxT^ J.'
d^ % ^^ ^'

And if the equations 'p^Q-^-'j" °^

Tdz-Rdt = 0,' Tdx~Pdt=0, Tdy-Qdt = 0,

givei=a, M=b, N=c,

then the solution is

<^ {L, M, iV) = 0, or i =/(M, N).
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109. To explain the geometrical meaning of the solution of

a partial differential equation of the first order.

If we regard x, y, z as the co-ordinates of a point, and the

proposed differential equation as the equation to a system of

surfaces, M=a, N=b are the equations to two surfaces which,

being satisfied by the same values of x, y, z that satisfy the

differential equation, conjointly represent a line situated on one

of the surfaces represented by the primitive. By giving any

alterations to a and 6 we obtain other lines in space; but in

order that these lines may always lie on the surface in question,

these alterations must not be independent but connected, accord-

ing to some law expressed by the relation a =fffi), or M=f{N).

For example, the equation px + qy = z is the differential

equation to a conical surface, and

- = a, - = 6,
z z

are the equations to any straight line through the vertex. If a

and b midergo all possible variations consistently with the

restriction imposed by the nature of the directrix, the assemblage

of straight lines thus formed is the conical surface.

110. We shall now apply the preceding method, which is

due to Lagrange, to some examples.

Ex. 1. jpx + qz + y = 0.

This compared with Pj)+ Qq=B, gives in the place of

Qdz-Rdy = Qi, Fdz-Rdx = 0,

the reducing equations

zdz + ydy = 0, xdz + ydx — 0.

From the former, which alone is immediately integrable, we

get z^+y'^a^; then by substitution in the latter

xdz + >Jd'-z'dx=0, or -===+— =0;
V a — z •'

Z -IT sin" — 7

sin''- + loga; = logJ, or xe « = 6;
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but o = Va^+y, therefore sin"' - = tan"' - ; and b=f{a),

hence are**""' ^ =/(V?+p),

is the integral of the proposed equation.

Ex. 2.
J) {x — a) + q {y — h) =z — c.

Here the reducing equations are

{x -a)dz — [z- c) dx =0, {y — h) dz — {z - c) dy = Q ;

X — a -h
z — c z — c

y — h _ .fx — a\
'

' z —c ~^ \z —cj
'

Ex. 3. mp + nq = l;

.'. mdz — dx=0, ndz—dy = 0;

.'. x — mz = a, y — nz = P;

.'. y — nz-=f{x — mz).

Ex. 4. {x — mz) p-\- {y — nz)q = 0;

.'. {x — mz)dz = 0; .'. z = a,

[x — mz) dy — {y — nz) dx = 0,

or (a; — ma) dy — (y — na) dx = ;

x — ma , , , .,,. .fx — mz= 1; but a=/(6), .-, z=f
y — na " " \y — nz.

5. px -\- qy = nz, z= a?f

y x z' ^ "^ \xj

7. rx^^qf= z^ i=i+/g-i).

8. z —j>x —qy = n Vx'' + y" + z",

a:-'(3 + V^?T7TP)=/(|).
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9. p{y + x) + q{y-x)=z,

tan-^ - log (x^ + /)*=/
y "' ^' •'Wx' + y

,. dz dz dz dz „ /./a; y u

111. The following examples require artifices in the com-

bination of the reducing equations.

Ex. 1. (2as + cx) p+ {2bz — cy)q= {ay + hx) c.

The reducing equations are

{ay + hx) cdx — (2a3 + ex) dz,

{ay + hoc) cdy = (25s — cy) dz.

Multiply the first by y, and the second by x, and add them

together, then

cydx 4- cxdy = 'izdz, or z^ — cxy= a.

Multiply the first by — b, and the second by a, and add them

together, then

— hdx + ady = —dz, or z+ ay — bx = ^;

.: z + ay —bx = ^ (2" — cocy).

Ex. 2. {y — b — n{z — c)}p-[x—a — m{z — c)}q

= n{x — a)—m{y — b),

the equation to surfaces of revolution. Here the reducing equa-

tions are

{n{x-a)-m{y-h)]dx-{y-b-n{z-c)]dz=Q, (1).

[y -b-n{z-c)] dy + [x-a-m{z- c)] dx = 0, (2).

[x-a-m{z-c)}dz + {n{x-a)-m{y-b)}dy = 0, (3).

Multiply (1) by a;- a, and (3) hy y-b, and add, then

[n {x-a)-m {y-b)] {{x- a) dx^ {y - h) dy+{z-c) dz}=0;

.: {x-a)dx+ {y -b)dy+ {z-c) dz = 0;

or {x-a)'+{y-hy + {^-cY^ct.

11. T. E.
^^
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Multiply (1) by m, and (3) by n, and add, then

{n{x—cL) —m{y — h)\ {mdx + ndy \-dz)=Q-^

.'. mdx + ndy + dz=0,

or mx + ny + s=^ =/(<")

;

.-. s + mx+ny=f{{x-aY-{- {y-by+ {z-cf}.

Ex.3. (y + z)p+{x + z)q=x + y.

The reducing equations are

{y + z)dz = {x+ y) dx,

{x + s) dz= {x+ y) dy

;

.*. {y — x)dz = — (x+y) {dy — dx)

{x + y) {dx + dy + dz) =2 {x+y + z)dz;

dx + dy+dz_ 2dz 2 {dy — dx)
_

x+y +z x+y y — ^ '

••• {x + y + z) {y-xY = a.

Similarly, {x+y +z) {y — zy= ^;

.-. F{{x + y + z).(2/-x)% {x+y+z).{z-yy'} = Q.

Ex.4. {x + y + z)^+{t +y+z)^

> dz
+ {t + x + z)-^ = t + x + y.

The reducing equations are

{x + y + z)dz = {t + x+y) dt,

{x + y + z) dx= {t + y + z) dt,

{x + y+z)dy={t + x + z)dt;

.-. {x+y + z) {dz-dt) = {t-z)dt,

{x + y + z) {dx — dt) = {t— x) dt,

{x+ y + z) {dy - dt) = {t-y) dt,

{x + y + z){dx + dy + dz + dt)=3{t + x + y + e)dt;
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, dz — dt dt dx+ dy + dz + dt
hence = = —:r-,

—
r-;t-s x + y+z 3(x+3f + z + «)'

.*. {x+ y + z -\- 1) . {z — ty = a; similarly

{x + y-{-z + t).{x-ty = ^, {x+y + z + t).{y-ty = y;

.-. {x +y + z + t).{z-ty=

F{{x + y + s + t).{x-tY, {!^+!f + s + i)-{y-ty}-

Method of solving linear Partial Differential Equations by separation of

symbols.

112. As the symbols of operation here employed -7- , -r- are

independent of one another, and as they are subject io their

combinations to the same laws as algebraical quantities, we may
by separating the sjmabols of operation from those of quantity

readily effect the solution of many partial differential equations

by the same processes as were employed for differential equations

between two variables of the like class. In particular the whole

class of Linear Partial Differential Equations bears a strict

analogy to equations of the same sort between two variables,

both in the mode of treatment which they admit, and in the form

of the solution obtained.

Great use will be here made of the symbolical expressions

for Taylor's Theorem, applied to a function of one or more

variables : viz.

d

f{x + h) = e •^f{x) , fix + h,y)=e ^/{x, y),

f{x + h,y + h)=e^""^'f{x,y);

and this use of the symbols e '^, e "", must be particularly

attended to, as having an important bearing on the interpretation

of the results obtained. For since, when only two independent

variables x and y are involved, after every integration relative

to a; an arbitrary function of y, ^(y), must be added instead of an

arbitrary constant, if an operating factor such ^^{j^-^-^.
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be applied to a subject /(a;,y), we shall have by Art. 53, (taking

notice that in operating relative to x, we must treat y and the

symbol -j- like simple constants ; and the same holds relative

to X and -7- when integrating or differentiating relative to y),

Tx-"" 1^)"-^^^' y^ = '"'^^ Udxe-<f{x, y)+<i> (j,)]

= e'^dy fdxf{x, y — ax) +<f>{y + ax)

,

where we see that an arbitrary function of a "binomial, viz.

^{y + ax) here takes the place of the term Ce" consisting of an

arbitrary constant multiplied by the exponential quantity e"^,

which is always met with in the solutions of linear equations

between two variables. In the following examples we shall

often for the sake of convenience write d, d', d" instead of

-7-
, -J- , -J-, suppressing the differentials ; and arbitrary func-

tions of x and y will sometimes be denoted by c,,, c„.

113. We shall begin with the linear equation of the first

order having constant coefficients.

dx

or e° 02 = e~
« '^^'%^+3+*(*4')

Suppose f{x, y) to be a rational integral algebraic function

of n dimensions

;
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then z = hl + l{ad + hdyrf{x,y)

= -{l--{ad+ hd')+-,{ad+bd'y-&c.±\{ad + bd')"}f{x,y)
c c c c

. ,
bx\

+ e

where we stop with the «"" term of the development of the

operating function, because any power of cZ or d' higher than

the w"", applied tof(x, y), produces zero. Hence iif{x,y) =g,
a constant,

9 . -5J. J / bx\
z = ^^ + e.,j>[y--);

imless c = 0, when s —^ + <f>(y J;
and if/(a;, y) =gxy,

xy ay + hx 2qab _h , / bx\
-=3-j-ff^-^+y+e''4>{y--).

Again, supposing f{x, y) to be equal to ye""*"", or to

g cos [mx + ny], the values of « will be found to be, respectively.

.=-^
am + bn + c ^ "P\^ a)'

c COS (mx+ ny) + (ma + nb) ain (mx + ny) , _2., , ,

s = q. ^^ ^-rj ;—iXa
^^ ^+ e <'d>{ay-bx).^ c + {ma + nby ^^ " '

114. K the proposed equation be

then assuming 2 = e°, or v = log z, where v denotes a new fimction

of X and y, the equation is reduced to the same form as the pre-

ceding, viz.

:
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hence the solution is

ae '\osz = e-^fdxe^f(x,y + ^-^)+,f>(y-^-^y

Thus let fix v)=
"^"^^^ ^], a5 + /3« __g.

•^ ^ ' ^' (ay— bx) y bay — hx by'

.f bx\_ a.b+ ^a I a^ 1

••J\^,y ^J— ^ -y b ay + bx'

, ah+0a X «/8 1 / \ , . / ix\
... „iog,= _^.__^-_log(a3,) + .|,(^y--j

is the solution (where c = 0) of

dz ,dz _ay + ^x e

dx dy ay — bx'y'

A particular case of this is

dz dz az bz
-J TO-j- = h
dx dy y mx + y

'

a hx

for which z=3r "" .^'*^ .^{y+ mx).

Again, let f{x,y) = ^+^ +^,

then Jdxf{x, y + -^j =a\ogx+~\og[y + -^j

+ 27v^iog (^^^ +\/f + «=)

;

.'. aloga = aloga; + ylogy + 27y'|log^Vx + y'^j

is the solution (where c = 0) of

dz
^
,dz /«

,
/8

, 7 \

ria; rf!/ Va; y Nxyi
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A particular case of this is

dz dz /a yS

Ixy

dz dz _ /a p 7 \

dx ^ dj/~ [x y V^/'

for which = a:;"^™U/a;+ a/^J '".(f>{7/
— thx).

115. Next let an equation involving three independent
variables be proposed,

dz dz J dz „

or {d+ad' + Id") z = ;^yt

;

_n_ ad' + hd" 2abd'd"\~ \d d'^ + d' J
^•^''

these being the only terms necessary to be preserved in the de-

velopment of the operating function, since d'^yt = ; therefore,

effecting the operations indicated,

e = -^x''yt-— {at + by)x* + —abx' + <f>{y-ax, t-hx);

the complementary function being

^-M^^^,^
(y, t) = ,i>{y-ax,t- hx).

116. We come next to the case of the complete linear equa-

tion of the second order with constant coefficients

[a^-ifhdd' + cd'^ + ad'+fid + y) z =f{x, y).

This may be integrated whenever the operating function

can be resolved into two factors rational with respect to d and d';

the condition for which may be shewn, by putting the operating

function equal to zero and solving it relative to d, to be

{V - 4ac) 7 = Ja/3 - aa? - c^.

Thus, suppose 5 = 1, a = c = 0, then 7 = ay3, and

{dd' + ad' + ^d+ a/3) z =f{x, y),
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d
. \fd

i^^M^^y-f^^^yy'

+ ^)z = (£ + ayfix,y)=e-^Jdxe'-f{x,y)+e-"0,,
d_

Hence, changing the arhitrary functions, we find

z = e^^^ldyi" [Sdxe'^fix, y)] + e'^'c, + e^'c',,

for the solution of

d'^z dz nds
. o j-i \

Hence if /(a;, y)
=6"^"", since in this case -j- and -j- are

equivalent respectively to factors m and n,

(wi + a) (w 4- yS)
"

Again, let f{x, y) = e"" cos ny, then

{dxe^fix, y) = ; ^;

'. z=-m + a J
dy^" cos ny

e"" n sin ny + ^ cos ny
_^ ^.^^ ^ ^_p^

m+a n' +^ + e-"c, + e-V,.

Similarly, if we suppose a = l, 6=7 = 0, then c = — ^, and

the equation is

{<r-^d'' + aid' + ^d)z=f{x,y),

or (^+|c^')(c^-|<^'+/9)s=/(x,2,).

If we assume/(a;, y) = 0, this gives

= e-^ ef'<f> (y) + e-j'^ {y) = e""'.^ (y + ^) + >^ (3^
-
^)

z

for the solution of

d^'~Wdy'^dy-'^-
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If J" = 4ac, we must have

6a/3 = aa" + c/S", or l^ = 2ai;

then the proposed equation becomes

{(Va^+Vo<f' + ^-^y-(g-7)|.=/(.,3.);

and the operating function can be separated into two real factors,

if /S* > 4a7.

117. Kext, let the equation be of the w"* order

the index of differentiation being the same in every term ; and

V denoting a function of x and ?/ ; then the equation may be

written

Let a be a root that occurs singly, and b a root that occurs m
times, in the auxiliary equation

v" +j?, v''''+py^+ . . . +i>„ = ;

then by resolution into partial fractions we shall have

Hence substituting -y, for v, we get

(Ad
,
BJ-

,

B^,d-' B,d .oAj-^v

.-. z = Ae'^'Jdxe-°'^'d"^*' V+ BJ^' {Jdx)'"e-'"""d'-'*^V+ &c.

Instead of reserving the complementary functions under the

sign of integration, we may obtain them explicitly by supposing

V=0; then since

jdx = c„ Udx)'^o = c; + xc;' + x\' + ... + x^-'c;-"-",

H.I.E. 20
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the part of the complementary function due to the root a and the

m roots h is, changing the arbitrary functions,

^c,^.+ B^ {c\^+ xc\^,+ x'c",^,+ ... + x^-'c';:;^) ;

and similar terms will be introduced by the other roots of the

aiixiliary equation.

••• s =
j'Tn'd'^

=-d-^[l+ n'
^^

j + &c.} cxy = d^cxt/,

all the other terms being neglected, because when the operations

are performed they vanish of themselves

;

_ c 3 ,

•'• ^ — 'n ^ 2/ "^ ^v+nx'i' (^ i/-nx-

\dxj \dxj dy dx \dy) \dyj
'

or {d-2d'y{d-dyz = e"^'';

since d and d' operating upon e""^" are equivalent respectively to

tlie factors m and n.

If the second member of the equation be x^+y^, then

^~d^-i(fd̂ t32Z'=^(i+4+^4>-'+^)'

these being the only terms in the development of the operating

function which it is necessary to retain
;

_ a;y x*y x' „

-n „ '^''2 , ,, d'z ^ d^z .,
Ex.3. ^,+ (a + &)^^ + a6^=/(x,3,),

or {d-\-ad) {d+bd') z =f{x,y) ;
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=^ {e-'-''Jcbrf{x, y + hx)- e-^^'Jdxfix, y + cuc)}.

Let f{x, y) = 0, then {d+ ad') {d+ Id') a = gives

z = e--',/, (3^) + e--^> (y) = ,/, (3,
- aa:) + 1 (2/

- hx),

which shews the form of the complementary functions, whatever
be the second member of the equation. H f(x, y) be a rational

integral algebraic function of x and y, then

z=\d-^-dr'[{a+h)dd-+abd'^}+&c.]f{x,y)+^{y-ax)+^{y-hx).

Thus let f{x,y) = c-'tm{x + y)-\-nocy,

then z=[d^-{a + h) d'^d'] {c + m{x + y)+ nxy]

= -{c + my) x' + -{m+ ny) a;' -— (a + J) (4ot + nx) x'

+ ^ (3^
- aa;) + \|, (y - hx).

Change of the Independent Variables.

118. The method by changing the independent variables

is applicable to partial diflferential equations, and will generally

lead to the solution of any equation of a form analogous to one

of those for which the method succeeds in the case of differential

equations between two variables. The change of the inde-

pendent variables that has the most extensive application is to

assume x = e', y = e', as we proceed to shew in the following

instances, making use of the formulaj of Art. 70.

_, dz , dz T7-

Ex.1. ax -T- + by
-J-

+ cz = V

;

this becomes

dz T dz
_

_-

''dt+^dv +
''=^'

the integral of which has already been found (Art. 113).

Let V^x'-'y^ then U=e'^'";
mt+nv et / lx\

. -T +e"6v--),
am + bn + c ' \ a J

z=-
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or, restoring the values of ( and v, and changing the arbitrary

function.

«"*^.'*

z= ^ \-x 'dil^,am + bn + c ^ \x

Ex.2. -=^+(a + J)-y^^ + ¥^= +-^
dz

+ cy-3— CZ = 0.

This, by the same substitutions as in the foregoing example,

becomes

ad{d-l)z + {a + i) dd'z + hd' {d' - 1) z + c {d+ d' - I) z = 0,

or {ad + hd' + c) {d + d' - 1) z = ;

M-dTL

= e~°^ [v
J
+ e'l^ {v-t);

hence, restoring the values of v and t,

z = x~''i>{2/x'h + ^[l).

Ex.3. -'£ + (2a + i).^yJ|^

.-. [ad {d- 1) («Z - 2) + (2a + b)d{d-l) d'

+ {a+ 2h) dd'{d' - 1) + bd'{d' -l){d'-2)}z = 0,

or {ad+bd'){d+d'-l){d+ d'-2)z = 0;

= <^fr \-\-e'y^{v-t) +e''x{v-t)
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Ex 4 a:""^'^ I nx-'i/
^'^

I

"^""^^
x"-^^'

'^"^
I &c•*•

"" ^x" + "^ ydx-'dy^ 1.2 ^ y dx^'-'df^^^-

+ y» j-5; = 0. Here we have (Art. 70)

{d{d-l) ...{d-n + \) + nd{d-l) ...{d-n + 2)d'

+ "^—^ d{d-l) ...{d-n + Z)a {d' -\) + &c.} s = 0,

or {d+d'){d + d'-l) ... (<Z+(i'-n + 1) s = 0,

as is easily seen by equating the coefficients of m" in the product

of the expansions of (1 + m)", (I + u)"", and in the equivalent

expansion of (1 + m)"'^. Hence

« = e-'VoW + «""^""/.
(*') + ... + e-'^'-'^y^, {v)

=/o (« - + «'/. {v-t)+... + e<"-"'/^, (« - <)

Ex. 5. [x^+y^] - +i', (^^+ 3/^J - + - +i'»« = 0.

Since {x-^+y^^'={d + d;){d+d'-l)...{d^-d'-n + l),

the equation may be transformed into

{{d+ d'Y + q,{d + d'Y" + ... + 2,1 :2 = 0,

or (d + d'-a^ {d+d'-a^ ... {d+ d' -a„) z = 0;

.-. z = e'''e-^f,iv) + e'^e^flv) + ... ^e^'^e^fM

119. Other substitutions either for the dependent variable

or for the independent variables, that may be sometimes em-

ployed, are the following.
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dz dz
Ex. 1. P^ + ^ J"

= •^/(^) ^^®r® -P' *3' and ^ are fiinc-

tions of X and ^.

Let V denote a function of z determined ty the equation

dv _ 1

^^ ";/(^)

'

then the equation becomes

ax ay

Thus let the equation be

{y^ + mxy) [^-m-~^ = {max + hy) (s' + 1)

,

then V = tan"' z, and the solution of

dv dv max + by _a a — b

dx dy y^ + inxy y y -\- mx

I / \ « 1 {a — h)x
IS ^, = ,^(3, + ^x)--logy-^^P^;

f I / \ <>! 1 (a — 5) a;]
.-. z = \a,n \<b [y -'r mx) loer w — -^ — >.-^\a J ^ &a y-lf-mx

]

-J-,

1 dz m dz _az hz cz

let a!" = «,
y'' = v;

dz dz f a h c \
.-. -7, + w-T-= — +—I—7=^ s

;

at av \nt nv nStvl

.-. z = e.v^-. (V< +y^i z,)""^,^ (t,

-

mt) ;

or a

120. Since when operating relative to x we may treat y and

the symbol -%— as simple constants, and vice, versa when operating
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relative to y, we may often solve a partial differential equation

by integrating it with respect to one of the independent variables,

and introducing arbitrary functions of the other instead of con-

stants ; and then efifecting the operations indicated relative to the

second variable, and interpreting the result in the usual way,

which will be attended with no diflBculty when only the expo-

nential symbols e "^ or e '" are involved.

Ex. 1 . -3-5 — a^ -3-2 = ; this may be written

^,- {ad-yz = 0, or (£-ad')(J^ + ad')z = 0;

.-. z=e'^ ^{y) + e'""' ^ {y) =^{y + ax) +yk {y- ax).

TT d'z ^dz . d'z
Hence «.^, + 2^ = aa.^,

which may be written J ^' - a —-^-^-^ = 0, gives

xz — ^{y-\- ax) +^ {y — ax).

-n « td^z „d^z ^ .d^z . j,,.j
Ex.2, aj^-s — a^-r = 0, or x* -^, — (ad) z =0;

dx drf dx

.."- = e^'<l>{y)+e-"^U{y)=<l>[y +
l)
+ ^[y-i

(Ex. 2, Art. 69.)

<fz d'z 2z ^

d'z J, dz 2z „
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Ex 4
^' m(:ni+\) d^z

az Ilk xm-Y 1) , 7,>2 .

-"'^'='^-^;

cfa TO(m+l)

J1.X. 5. ^^-— ^ - « ^2 = <>'

^, = (^3 1^)-
<^(y + «")^+f(-V-«^) . (Ex. 3, Art. 74.)

-r, „ „ d^z „ dz „ , ~ o^s .,

Ex. 6. a;" -t-^- 2inx ^r + ^mz — oV -5-5 = 0,
dx dx ^ dy

^^,= (^^j,y>(y + y^)+^(y-g^)
. (Ex. 2, Art. 74.)

If m = — 1, in Ex. 4, we get the solution of

d^{xz) 2xz ^ d^jxz)

dx' x" ^ df ~
'

^(Pz „ dz „ ^ «dz
or x -j—„ + 2x-j 2z — q d^ T-g = 0) viz.

dx dx dif

x^z = qx [^' [y + qx)-^' {y-qx)]-<^{y + <ix)-^{y- qx)

.

dxdy x + y \dx dy) {x +yY

Make y + x=t, y — x = v, tlien

.-. fz = t<j>' {t + v}- tyjr' {v- t) - <}> (t + v) -^k [v-t)
;

.: z {x+yy= {x+y)
\<f>' {2y) -y}r' {- 2x)} - ,p {2y) -Vr(_2a;).
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Ex.8. g + ^^_a'^ = 0. (Ex. 3. Art. 74.)

Hence if ?i = 1, we get, as in Ex. 1,

X3 = (y 4- ax) + V^ (y — cw)

;

and if n = 2, we find

x'z = ^ (y + ax) +yjr{y — ax) —ax<f>'{i/+ ax) + axyfr' [y — ax).

Ex. 9. a'"2 + ^"^^£— ^^ " ^- ^^^- ^- ^- '^^•)

•JO g

Ex.10. (.^+y|y.-2(.^4-y|). + 2. = a,V.

^ = (^ +»-lKl + .-2) + "'^(f)+"'-^(|)-

Ex. 11. fix) .g + m^) •I -
«'
J = 0, (Ex. 1. Art.48)

z = <l>{y + ajdx Ux)-i} +^ [«/ - a/^ir {/(x)}"*],

where /(a;) denotes a given function of a:.

Ex.12. ^-«'.= i^ = 0.

z = X* {^'{y + 3axi) +ir'{y- Sax^)}

- ^ {«/>(y + 3aa;*) - -^ (y - Sao:*)}.

E-'3- S^/(')-^,-^|-ME....A«..8)

z = x/<fo! -5- ^ {y- /<&/{a;)}+ a;^(y).

H. I. E. 21
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Partial Differential Equations of a higher degree than the first.

121. To integrate F{x,y, z,p,q)=0, when it contains

terras of more than one dimension in^ and q.

In order that ds =j)dx + qdy may be a perfect diiFerential,

we must have

dy^^dz dx^Pdz' ^^>-

If from the proposed equation we determine

^ dg dq

^'dx' dz'

equation (2) becomes an equation for the determination of p of

the form

dx dy dz

the integration of which depends on the integration of one of the

equations

dp — Ldx = 0, dy — Mdx = 0, dz —Ndx — 0.

Let p =f{x, y, z, a) be found from these equations, a being

an arbitrary constant. This value of p and the corresponding

value of q found from the proposed equation, being substituted

in dz = pdx + qdy render it an exact differential ; and thus a

value of z will be obtained involving two arbitrary constants a

and b ; and this will consequently be the complete primitive.

The general primitive may be obtained by putting b = ifr{a),

differentiating the equation with regard to a, and eliminating a.

The result containing one arbitrary function is as general as any

solution which the equation admits.

Ex. 1. / + 2= = 1,

dq _ p dp dq _ p dp
2 — V

1 p , ^^ tJi_n^ dx' dz Vl — io'
<^2

'

dy + ^^-P dz^Vr^" dx^ ->JT^p^ dz~^'
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which is integrable if we can integi-ate the system of equations

dp = 0, pdz — dx = 0, '^\—p^.dz — dy = 0.

The fii-st gives p = a, whence g' = Vl - a",

.•. dz = adx + 'J\—cfdy,

or z = ax + '^l — a^y + <f){a).

Differentiating this with respect to a, we find

=x-—^y + <f>'ia);

between which and the preceding we may eliminate a, when the

form of the function
<f>

(a) is assigned. This is a simple case of

the Problem of finding surfaces of equivalent area to a given

surface, that is, such that any cylindrical surface parallel to the

axis of z, may always intercept equal areas in the required and

given surface. If P, Q denote the values of -3- , -5- in the

given surface, the equation of condition is

/ + 2= = P»+<2^;

which, if the given surface be a plane, leads to the equation of

this example.

Ex.2. p'"q' = c''-

The equation in p to be integrated is

dx mc^ ay \7n j-^ dz

.-. dp = <i, andj9=a", .*. q=ica~^,

.'. dz = aJ'dx + -5; dy,

and « = a"a; 4- ;^3^ + «/>(«),
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= «a"-'a; - -s+i ^ + ^' (a)

;

and it remains to eliminate a between these equations when

the form of <f>{a) is assigned.

If the proposed equation be

and we take new independent variables x and y' such that

dx' 1 dy' e

^- ©"(1)"--
dz' -Y

Now assume s' such that -5- = a"*™ , then the equation becomes

/&Y' (dz\_
[dx'J -{dy')

~^'

and is reduced to the preceding.

Ex. 3. z =pq ;

here, when the form of ^ (a) is assigned, a must be eliminated

between the equations,

= x + 4,{a), /„!^x. = -'^'W-
2/ + a ^^ ^' (y + a)"

Thus if «^(a) = - , then it will be found that z = {c + V^)'.

Non-linear Ei^uations of the Second and Higher Orders.

122. Here, besides the coefficients p and q of the first order

which may be involved together with x, y, and 2, the equation

must contain one or more of the coefficients of the second order

r, s, t; so that in its most general form it will be

F {x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t)=0.

In partial differential equations of the second order, we can-

not be certain of the form of the solution, nor pronounce before-
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hand how many arbitrary functions it ought to contain. For
let

be an equation containing two arbitrary functions of v and w two

known functions of x, y and z ; then p and q will be given by
the equations

^ = — = 0-
dx ^ dy '

and r, s, and t by the equations

d^u _ dd _ d'^u _
dx^ " ' dxdy ~ ' dy^

~

These together with w = make six equations, into which the

six quantities

^{v), -^{lo), <})'{v), f{w), <}>"{v), ylr"{w),

may enter. Consequently, it will not generally be possible to

eliminate these six quantities and obtain a relation between

X, y, z, p, q, r, s, t, independent of the forms of the functions
<f>

and ^fr ; although particular cases do occur in which this can be

effected.

In general, if m = contain n independent variables and m
functions of the form <j){v), where v is a determinate function of

the variables; these functions can certainly be eliminated be-

tween the equations obtained after r differentiations, if

w(w+l), w (w+1) ... (m+r-1) ,

1+W4-
\ g

' + ...+-^ '-j^ '->m{r+l),

the former quantity expressing the number of equations, and the

latter the number of functions.

123. As an example of forming a partial differential equa-

tion of the second order, and of the sort we are now considering,

by the elimination of two arbitrary functions, we may take

u = y — x^{z) — 1^(2) = ;

^= l-x(f>'{z)q--f{z)q = 0;
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••
i' + 2'^ («) = ;

.-. r + s(f) [z) +pq<f)' (z) = 0,

s + t(j>{z)+q''(f}'{z) = 0;

.-. qr -ps + {qs -pt)
(f>

(z) = 0,

or q\ — Ipqs +pH = 0.

124. The eqxiations

(Pz
,
^dz ^

d'z —dz ^ „

where P and Q are functions of x, y and z, must be integrated as

equations between two -variables, y being regarded as constant

in the former, and x in the latter ; and arbitrary functions of

those variables respectively, being introduced instead of con-

stants.

{l-x)z = x'^<^[y)-^>i^{y).

125. The equations

dd ^dz ^
dxdy dx

dd -ndz _

dxdy dy

where P and Q do not contain z, are reducible to the case

of Art. 105, by considering j- or -5- respectively as a simple

quantity v.

Tj, dd ,_E^——
dxdy 1—y '^

'

. dz . .

This being a linear equation in -^ which is made integrable
dx

by the factor
, , we have
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••• z^[^{x) + ^ {y)] Vnp - y (2 + /) (1 - f).

126. Similarly, equations of the forms

x( dz d^z
J.

d''z\ ^

fix V z ^ ^ &c —Uo
may be treated as if they contained only two variables ; arbi-

trary fimctions of y instead of constants being introduced into

the solution of the first, and arbitrary functions of x into the

solution of the second. To this case may also be reduced

the equation

^r'^'^' d^' Wdf ' ' dxT'dyV ~ '

d"z
for by putting -7-^ = v, it becomes

,/ dv d'v
J.

d^v\ ^

dx ' dx' '
' dx^^J

which will give a value of v containing m arbitrary functions

d"z
of y ; and then -j-^ = v will give z involving n arbitrary

functions of x.

127. To integrate the equation of the second order,

Itr+Ss+Tt= V,

where B, S, T, V are functions of x, y, z, p, q. The following

process first given by Monge, may be frequently applied.

By means of the relations

dp = rdx + sdy, dq = sdx + tdy,

eliminating two of the three coefficients, r and t, from the pro-

posed, we get

Rdpdy + Tdqdx - Vdxdy = s [R {dyf 4- T{dxy - Sdxdy],
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which is satisfied by

Bdpdy+ Tdqdx— Vdxdy = i

R {dyY + T{dxy- Sdxdy = J ^

Let M=a, N=b, be two relations between x, y, z, p, q, and

the arbitrary constants a, b, which satisfy these equations ; then

M= <j> [N) satisfies the proposed equation. This will be shewn

by proving that it can reproduce the proposed equation.

Let dy = mdx

;

.'. iJm" — 8m + T= 0.

For each root of this equation, we have

dy — mdx = 0, Rmdp + Tdq - Vmdx = ;

.*. dy = mdx,

y Vm , Bm, , , ,di=^ax--jrdp, ) (2)

dz =pdx +qdy.

Hence M=a gives on diiFerentiation

^ dM , dM , dM , , , ,= -5— . ax + -J— . max + -5— [pdx + qmax)

dM J dM /Vm , Bm , \

+ df^^+d^-[-T^''—T'^^)'

wherein all the known relations (2) having been introduced, dx

and dp must be independent,

„ dM , dM dM
, , , VmdM

dx

dM_BmdM
dp T dq'

dM
dx

( dM . .dM Vm dM\

dM_ Bm dM
dp~ T dq'
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^ dN { dN , .dN VmdN)

dN^BmdN
dp~ T dq'

By differentiating the assumed eqiiation M= ^ {N) we have

dM=
<f>'

(N) . dN.

Now

,,, ( dM , ,dM VmdM]
^^=-r-^+^p+"'i^-d^+-T^

, dM^
dx + ^dy

dM
, J - . Bm dM , dM ,

+ —{pdx + ady) + ^-^.dp + -^.dg_

[dm dM\ , -
J, s 1 dM , „ , „ , tt , s

" Vd^'^^'d^j i^y-""^ +Y di
^^'^p+ ^^- V»^)y

and a similar value exists far dN;

(dM dM\,, ,, ldM,„ , ^, T^ , ^
.•• (-^ +q -j-j [dy—mdx) +-j,-y-{Bmdp + Tdq— Vmdx)

+ -y,-^ (^wic^ + Tdq - Vmdx)
[

.

which may be put under the form

Rmdp + Tdq — Vmdx — w {dy— mdx),

or Rm {rdx + sdy) + T{sdx + tdy) — Vmdx = a>{dy^ mdx),

where dx and dy are independent

;

.•. Bmr + Ts — Vm = —otm,

Rms+Tt= (i>;

.: Iir + Ss+ Tt= V- - {Em'- 8m+T) = V.m ^

Hence, M=^ (N) satisfies the proposed equation.

H. I. E. 22
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According as the roots of

Rm^-Sm+ T=0,

are unequal or equal, we are thus supplied with a total or partial

differential equation for the determination of z.

As the reducing equations (1) may contain

and as these together with dz =pdx + qdy will generally lead to

an equation containing three variables, which will not always

admit of a single primitive (Art. 98), it may happen that the

first integral of the proposed equation cannot be determined ; but

we must not thence conclude that the proposed equation does not

admit of being solved.

128. Hence, to integrate the equation of the second order

Rr+8s+ Tt=V,

the process is to obtain a value of m from the equation

Em' - 8m +7 = 0,

to substitute it in the system

dy — mdx = 0, Rmdp + Tdq = Vmdx, (1)

to satisfy these conjointly or separately, by two relations between

^, y. 2> p> !?>

M= a, N= b,

then to put M= <j> (iV) which will be a first integral of the pro-

posed, and to integrate this equation of the first order. But this

determination of the second integral from the first will often be

attended with great difficulty, on account of its involving an

arbitrary function; and therefore when possible it is often more

convenient to find from the second value of tn another first inte-

gral of the form M' = a/t [N'), and between these to eliminate ja

or q, so as to obtain an equation involving only one differential

coefficient, and which is therefore easily integrated.

129. If R, S, The constant, and V a. ftmction of x and y
only, then the values of m will be numerical, m and n suppose

;

and the integTals of equations (1) will be

y —mx = a, Rmp + Tq = mJdxV+ b.
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where, previous to integration, mx + a is substituted for y in F,

and after integration the value of a, viz. y — mx, is restored : con-

sequently calling this value Fj, since Bmn= T, we have a first

integral of the proposed, viz.

Bp + Rnq =V^ +
<I)'
{y- mx).

Next to integrate this equation of the first order, we have tlie

reducing equations

dy — ndx — 0,

Bdz - [ F, + ^' (3^
- m^\ <ic = ;

.'. y — nx=a,

Rz =jdxY^ +Jdx<f>'{y - mx) + yS,

nx + a. being substituted for y before the integration is performed,

and afterwards the value of a, y — nx, restored ; this gives

jdxV^— F,, suppose,

and jdx<^' [y — mx) =Jdx(f>' [{n — m)x + a]= (^ — "*^)

;

hence, including the constant multiplier under the sign of the

function, we have the complete integral required,

jRa = F,+ (y — mx) + -^{y — nx)

;

which agrees with the result obtained at once by separation of

symbols from the proposed when put under the form

_ , d'z ,d'z „ ,

Ex.1. -T^-<^-3-r, = 0, or r-c't = 0.
dar dy

The two systems of reducing equations here are

dy + cdx =
I

dy — cdx=01
dp + cdq = )

' dp-cdq = )'

from the former we get

y + cx = a, p+cq = b; .•. p+ cq = 2c<f)' {y + cx)
;

similarly the latter gives p— cq= — 2c\|/-' {y —ex)
;

hence, eliminating q, we find

dz
P = -^ = <^' iy + c^") - c^/'' {y - coc),

.-. z = ^{y + cx)+\(,{y-cx).
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Ex.2. r-t +-^ = 0.x+y
Here the auxiliary equations are

dy — dx — 0, dp — dq^-\—^ dx = 0,

dy + da: = 0, dp + dq ^dx = (1).

From the former we find

y—x = a, and therefore dp — dq+ -^_ = 0,

or [dp - dq) {2y -a) + {p-q) 2dy + 2dz = 0,

since dz —pdx + qdy, and y — x = a\

•• (2^-«)(p-?)+23 = J=/(y-a;),

2« f{y-x)
OT p-q +—— =i-i^- '-

.

' ^ x+y ^+y
But from the first of equations (1) we have y + x = a'

;

dz dz 2z _ f{y — x)
_

'

' dy dx a a '

which, being a linear equation, may Be integrated, and we get

(Art. 113)

z=-e'^Jdye '-'^^
,

' +e^<p{x + y)

;

where, after the integration, a is to be replaced hj x + y.

Ex.3. r-^s+^J. = 0,
q q'

n 2

or rdxdy—— sdxdy +-^ tdydx = 0,

or, eliminating r and t,

dpdy — s {dyY sdxdy +A {dqdx — s [dxf] = ;

this resolves itself into

(dyf + 2-^ dydx +^ {dx)" = 0, dpdy+^ dqdx = ;
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whence arise the auxiliaiy equations

dy = —-^ dx, dp — - Jg" = ;

bnt dz =pdx + qdy = 0, /. « = a,

and ^ -^ P^ = ffives -^ = J

:

2 2-

•'• p — 2/(2) = 0, the first integral.

To integrate this equation of the first order, we have

dz = 0, or s = a,

^y +/(«) dx=V), or 2^ + x/(a) = /3

;

this is the equation to the surface generated by a straight line,

subjected to pass through three given fixed curves.

Ex. 4. (I +j>q + f} r + {^ -p') s - {I +pg^+p')t=0,

or (1 +qa)r-ir {q —p)as— (1 +pa) t = 0,

putting p+q= a. The values of m are to be obtained from the

equation

(1 + qa) rt^ — {q —p) am — 1 —pa = 0,

which gives

l+poL
,

l + qa'

and the two systems of auxiliary equations answering to these

values of m, are

dy — dx=Q, {l+qa)dp—{l-\-pa)dq = G,

{\+q(i)dy-\-{\-\-pa)dx=Q, dp + dq=0. (1)

The latter gives p + q = b, or a = b,

x+y + hz=a; .: x + y + {p + q) z = <j> {p + q).

The former system gives y—x = a^; and if we assume p — q = ^,

the second equation of this system becomes

(a= + 2) JyS - a^da = 0, whence /3 = Z>, . (a" + 2)'

;

.:p-q={{p + qy + 2Yf{y-x).
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Next to integrate this equation of the first order, since

we have

dz = \a {dx + dy) + ^/S [dx — dy)

-=\a.{dx + dy)+\{cbi-dy) {a? + 2y -^ (y-x),

this is integrable if we suppose a to be constant, and gives

z + <j>{a)=^a.{x + y) + {«' + 2)» >/', (3? - a)

;

which, combined with

<l>'{a.)=^{x + y)+ jL-^ .^^{y-x),
Va^+ 2

represents the integral of the proposed equation.

IntegTBtion by a Series.

When other methods fail, partial differential equations, like

equations between two variables, can be sometimes integrated

by a series ; and we shall now give an example taken from

Euler of the process.

130. To integrate by a series the equation

hz + a{x + y) {p + g)+[x+ yf s = 0.

Let z=A{x+y)'"<l>{x) +B{x+yr*'<f>'{x)+ C {x+y)''*^<f>"{x) + &c.;

and as the integral must be symmetrical with respect to x and y,

we must, after the determination of m, B, C, &c., replace <f>{x),

(f>'{x), &c. by
(f>

{x) + -^ (y) , <j)' [x) + \l^' {y) , &c. Obtaining the

values of p, q, s, and substituting them along with the assumed

value of z in the proposed equation, we find

0={h + 2ma + m {m - 1)} A {x + yT^{x)

+^B+2{m+\)aB+aA+{m+l)mBJrmA]{x+yy*^4:{x)

+ {6C+2(j)i+2)rtC+a5+(«H-2)(»i+l)C+(»i+l)5}(a;+y)"""f (a:)

+ &C.

which gives for the determination of m and B the relations
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b + 2ma + m{m, — l)= 0,

b+2{m + l)a+ {m + 1) «i = - (a + m) -g (1) ;

or, subtracting the former from the latter,

2a + 2to = - (a + m) -= ,
.-. B=- ^A.

For the determination of C we have

B A
6 + 2(771 + 2) a + (w+2)(wi+l)=-(a+9n+ ])-g=|(a+»7i+l)-^;

or, subtracting equation (1) from this,

2a + 27n + 2 = ^ (a + 7ft + 1) Yi- 2 (a + m)

;

. „ a+»» + l {i-\)A .

• • f^ = ir-^—;::: t: .-\ A = —' ,^ .
—-^ puttmff a + 7« = — j ;

2.2.(2a + 27M + l). 2.2(2^-l)^ "

• -1 1 n -(^-2)^ „ ({-2){{-S)A „
similarly ^=

2'. 2. 3 (2^- 1)
' ^=2\2.B:i{2{-l)i2i-3)'^''-

The series will terminate whenever a + 7>i + 7t = 7i — z is a whole

number, or when b= {a +i) (a — t — l). Thus let 7» = — a, and

therefore J = a (a — 1) ; it is evident, from the formation of the

series, that B= C= &c. = ;

••• a = (a; + 2^r{</>H+^(3^)}.

Let 7M = — a — 2, and therefore & = (a + 2) (a — 3), then

"-
{x + y)"^ 2 {x + yY^' 12 {x+y)'

'

If J = 0, the equation becomes

a{p + q) + [x+y)s = Q;

and we must have a = — i or = t + l , and therefore m = 0, or

»» = — 2* — 1 ; in the former case

z = (i>{x) + My) -hi^+y) Wi^) + ^'{y)]

in the latter, we have {x + yy^^z equal to the same series.
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To this fonn may likewise be reduced the equation (ana-

logous to that of Riccati and integrable in the same cases)

by introducing new independent variables,

when it becomes {u + v) --j—i +w-T-+m-T-=0; and hence s

may be found in a series.

But when m is a positive integer, the solution may be rea-

dily obtained by assuming x= t'*'"" ; thpn

is transformed into

d^ _ 2m dz _ ^ d'z

W '^~r'dt~'^'df'

Hence, for the upper sign, we get (Ex. 5. Art. 120),

/„ dy' <t>{y + ct)+^{y-ct)
_

where, after performance of the operations indicated, we must

replace t by a;'"**"; and for the lower sign the solution is (Art. 65)

^f^-'^ i^ (t^ ^V '/'(y + gO + ^(y-cO ]

.

"'^ -Jt\lVdi) f^' j'

where, after performing the operations indicated, we must replace

t by a;'"^'". The latter result is obtained from observing that,

if M be a solution of -j^ f- — c'y = 0, then a;""" -7- is a
aar x ax ^ dx

, . „ d'y 2m dy ,

solution of -5^2 4 -^—cy = 0.
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Simultaneous Equations.

131. A system of partial differential equations which in-

volve two dependent variables z and u, provided they are linear

and have constant coefficients, may be treated in the same

manner as simultaneous differential equations of the same de-

scription containing only one independent variable. For the

two symbols of differentiation -7- and -5- , since they do not

affect each other, and obey in their combinations the same laws

as ordinary algebraical quantities, may be treated as two inde-

pendent constants.

-c , dz dz ^ du ^
Ex. 1. -j--\-a^ + bz + c-j- = 0,ax ay dx

du du , ,dz„
-j- + a^- + l>u + c -y- = 0.
dx dy dx

Separating the symbols, and for convenience writing d and d'

instead of -7- and -y- , these become
dx dy

{d->r oJ' + &) 3 + cdu = 0, ((f+ (W^' + J) M + ddz = 0.

Now substitute in the former the value of u obtained from

the latter, regarding d and d' as ordinary constants, and we get

{{d^ad!^-})f-ccd''\^ = 0•,

or, if we denote 1 — 4od by — and 1 + "^cc by - -

{d+m [ad' + b)] [d + n {ad' + b)}z = 0,

the integral of which is

z = e"^ (^ {y - amx) + e^-^iy - anx),

where m and n have the values above-written ; and from this u

can be found,

-^ J'z du „ d^u ,dz

dxdy dy dxdy dx

d'z d^u ,^ d'z ,dz „+ « 3—J- = 0, or -j-Tj— ao -

dafdy dacdy
'

doe'dy dx '

•• z=fiy)+x4>(y) + e'-'^f{x).

H. I. E. 23
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132. If U=f{x, y, z, p, q)=(i be a partial differential

equation of the first order, the singular solution if there be one,

as in the case of two variables, will be found by eliminating

p and q between the three equations

-». f=«. f=»

Ex. (s —px — qyf— o^ (1 +^' + 2°) = 0, which expresses that

the surface represented by the complete integral has the per-

pendicular from the origin on the tangent plane of a constant

length. Here

-^ = -{z-px-qy)x-ap = Q,

= -{g-px-qy)y-aq = (i;

eliminatingp and q we find

0!= +/ + «= = a".

133. We shall terminate this part of the subject by the

following geometrical problems ; the first of them being the

well-known solution by Monge of the Problem—to find a sur-

face at every point of which the radii of curvature are equal and

of the same sign. The conditions for this are expressed by the

equations

:

Ex.1. -P—^='^^- -J_^ = l^,
1+^" dx q dx'' \ + ^ dx p dy'

Integrating these, and replacing the arbitrary constant by Y
a function of ^ in the former, and by X a function of w in the

latter, we find

l+/ = 2»r, \ + ^=fX;

But as the object is to find z a function of x and y which shall

satisfy the two proposed equations, the quantities p and q must

by their nature satisfy the condition ;^ =^ > which becomes

\ dX \ dY
(1 + X)« dx (l + r)» dy'
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and is of the form ^{x)—-sfr {y), whatever be the functions X
and Y; it cannot therefore subsist for all values of x and y
which are variables independent of one another, unless each

member is reduced to the same arbitrary constant, —=; suppose;

we then have

2<7 dX , 2C dY

re by integratioi

constants,

(1+X)« dx ' (1+F)« dy

which give by integration, a and h being two new arbitrary

Vi +x ' Vi+r"

Hence the quantities X and T" become known, and then j? and q
may be expressed in terms of x and y from equations (1), and

substituting these values of p and q va dz =pdx + qdy and

integrating, we get

(x~ay-v(2,-by+{^-cy=c\

Ex. 2. To find the surface which cuts at right angles the

surfaces represented by the equation xy + xz+ys = a", when a

assumes all values.

?/ ~4~ z cc "^ z
Here p——- . q = , and the equation of con-

^ x+y ^ ^+y
dition is

de dz

, .dz , .dz

the integral of which is

{x + y+z).{y-zy=<i,{{x + y + z).[x-zy].

Ex. 3. To find the surface which cuts at right angles all

spheres that touch a plane in a given point ; taking the given

point for the origin, and the plane for that of xy, the equation is

2ra-a° = a;*4-/;
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X y
r—s " r—z

and the equation of condition ia

dz dz

or ^xz-^ + 2yz-^ = z^-c^ — f.

Of*

Hence ydx — xdy = 0, or - = a,

2yzdz - (a* - a;' - y^) dy = 0,

2zdz s'dy
. ,, , 2\ 7 A

If the required surface is to be of the second order, we

must have

<f>(^ = b^ + c, .: z^ + x' + y^^bx + cy,

which represents spheres passing through the given point, and

having their centres in the given plane.

By integrating the auxiliary equations

xdy — ydx = 0, dx {r — z) + xdz = 0,

we get x{r — z) =tf>(^].

And if we wish to determine the arbitrary function so that when

y = aa^, z shall equal r + bx, then
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A TEEATISE

CALCULUS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES.

SECTION I.

DIRECT METHOD OP DIFFERENCES.

Definitions and Principles.

Art. 1. The Difference of a Function of one or more vari-

ables is the result obtained by subtracting from one another the

two values of the function that arise from giving to the variables

contained in it, different assigned values.

Thus if M^ denote any fimction of a variable x, and u,^ the

same function of x+h, and if the value of u^ be subtracted

from that of u^^, the result is called the Difference of u^ ; and

the quantity h is called the increment of the principal variable x.

In the Differential Calculus it is the first term only of the series,

arranged according to ascending powers of h, expressing u^^—u^

or rather the coefficient of A in that term, with which we are

principally concerned, and which we usually write h -5-^ . But

in the Calculus of Finite Differences, it is the whole of that

series which forms the object of our investigations, and it is

usually written Au„ so that

2. In deducing the Difference of any proposed function m^,

the increment of the principal variable x is always supposed to

be known and finite ; its value however is not commonly taken

H. D. E. 1



to be an iindetermined quantity h, but to be unity ; both for the

sake of simplicity, and because that is the value which the

increment must necessarily have, in order to pass on to the

succeeding term, when u^ is regarded as the general term of a

Series ; and it is in that light that it is by far the most frequently

regarded in Finite Differences ; so that the operation which the

symbol A prefixed to u^ implies is, for the most part,

A«, = M,^, — u,."°x+i

There are, however, in this Subject, several important

theorems which it is advantageous to investigate on the hypo-

thesis of an indeterminate increment h for the principal vari-

able, instead of unity ; as the process is the same on either

supposition, and the result one of greater generality. And in

any case if it should be desirable to introduce the same hypo-

thesis, the expression f{x) must be prepared by first writing

hz instead of x ; then when z becomes z + 1, hz will become

h (s+l) or hz + h, that is, the corresponding increment of x will

be h ; and if the requisite analytical operations be now performed

upon f{hz), on the usual supposition of A2= 1, we shall get the

result expressed in terms of x, and adapted to the supposition of

an indeterminate increment for x, by restoring j in the place

of z.

3. By a Series is meant a regular progression of terms

increasing or decreasing in magnitude according to a certain

law; hence, when that law is given, and also the place of

any term in the series, the magnitude of the term may be

found, and thus the successive terms of the series may be

produced in order. The place of any term in a series is assign-

ed by giving the number of terms by which it is removed from

some one which is considered as fixed. This number is called

the Index of the term to which it belongs. Thus in the aeries

0, 1, 8, 27, 64, ... x\...

taking the first term as the point of departure, we have the

corresponding series of indices

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... ,r, ...



If the series be continned backwards, the indices must be

considered as negative ; thus the backward continuation of the

above series gives the terms

...-x\ ...-27, -8, -1,

with the corresponding indices

4. Since the magnitude of every term is determined solely

by its index and by the law of the series, it follows that any

term is a certain function of its index, the form of which does

not alter in passing from one term to another, but remains the

same throughout the whole series. Thus in the above series

every term is the cube of its index.

This function analytically expressed is called the general

term of the series
;

(in the above series the general term is a;'
;)

and it is evident that all the terms of the series will be produced

from it in order, by substituting successively for the index ar,

the progression of natural numbers

...-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...

The general term of a series is usually denoted by u^,

where u^ is a certain function of x determined by the nature

of the series. Thus, u^ denoting the general term, the series

will be

Any group of consecutive terms u^, u^^, u,^, &c. are called

successive values of the function %.

5. The excess of any term m^, above that which imme-

diately precedes it, or the function u^^ — u^ is called, as has

been stated, the Difference of the function u^, and is denoted

by Amj,. (In certain cases, which will however be expressly

mentioned, we shall take Am^. to mean m^^ — m^.) Hence the

characteristic or symbol of operation A, prefixed to a given

function of x, denotes the series of operations of changing x into

a; + 1, and of subtracting from the altered value of the function

the proposed value.



It is obvious that u^^^ — u^ is itself in general a certain

function of x, the nature of which is entirely dependent on

that of the original function u^ from which it is derived, and is

susceptible of a difference.

The diiference, consequently, of the function Am,, (which

must be considered as having Am for its characteristic, in the

same manner as u^ has u) is

A (Am,) = Am^, - Am,,

which is usually written A'm,.

In like manner

A(AV) = AX =AVi-AV,

A(AX) = AX = AV.-AX,

6. Hence if in any function of x we change x into x+1,
and from the result subtract the proposed function, we obtain

the first difference of the proposed function ; and the second,

third, &c. differences are formed, each from the preceding, by a

similar operation. To determine these differences of given func-

tions, and to investigate the relations which hold between dif-

ferences of any orders and the functions from which they are

derived, is the object of the direct method of Finite Differences.

We shall now proceed to give instances of finding the dif-

ferences of various functions, according to the above definition.

Differences of Explicit Functions.

7. To find the difference of au^ + c, m, being any function

of X, and a and c quantities independent of x.

A (aw, + c) = aM,^, +c— [au^ + c)=a {u^^ — m,) = aAm, .

Hence, making a = 0, Ac = 0.



8. To find the difference of the sum of any number of

functions of x.

A (m^+ V^ + W^) = M^^i + v^^ + w^, - (m^ + v^+ wJ

= Mx+1 - M:r + Vl - "x + W^, - W,

= Am^ + Avj, + AlCj,.

If some of the fanctions he preceded by negative signs, we
shall find a similar result, viz.

A (m^ -v^ — wJ) = Am^ — Av^ — Aw^.

9. To find the difference of the product of two functions.

A (u^v^) = M^it;^„ - u^v^ = (u^ + AmJ {v^ + Av^) - u^v^

= M^Av, + v^Am^ + Am^ . Av^ = Mj,Av^ + r^,Am^.

10. To find the difference of the quotient of two functions.

A C^ = ^' _ ?^ =K + ^%) Vx- fa+AQ u,

_ «^Am,-m^Ai),

11. To find the difference of the continued product of any

number of successive values of a fanction.

A ("x«:«+, • • • Mx+») = «XMWx+2 • • • Mx^«+l - «x «»+, • • • Wx+n

Hence in the particular case where u^ = a + hx,

since m^»^., = a + 6 (o; + « + 1) = m^ + (« + 1) J,

A (MxMx+, • • • Mx4.») = «x«Mx« • • • M,^.„ . (« + 1) &.

12. To find the difference of a fraction whose numerator

and denominator are the continued products of any number of

successive values of two functions m, and v, respectively.

[^ ^l~ VV ...V
^^^^"^'^^ ^xV^v^J.

V^x'^x+l '•• "z+m' ^x'^x+t "x+m+\



Hence A = = ^^s?—?^^-

,

and in the particular case where v^ = a + bx, and therefore

^'x+m+i = a + i{x + m + l) = v^+{m + l)b,

^ 1
_

(m + l)5

13. To find the differences of any rational integral function,

and to shew that the n^ difference of a rational integral function

of the «"* degree, is constant.

Let u^ = Ax'^ + Bx"'^ + ... + 7«' + Kx + i, be a rational in-

tegral function ; then its first difference is

Au^ = A{{x + lY-x''}+B{{x+ l)''-'-x'"'} + ... + I{2x+l)+K

= nAx"-' + B.x"-^ + ...+I^x + K^,

which is a rational integral function, one degree lower than the

original function. In like manner, for the difference of this, or

the second difference of %, we have

A'u, = n{n-1) Ax'^+ B.x'^-' + ... +1^,

and so on ; and for the w"* difference, we have

AX = w(w-l) ...3.2.1.x

Hence the n* difference is constant, and the differences of

all orders superior to the w**" vanish.

Also A" (a;") = 1.2. 3. ..M.

14. To find the differences of a",

Aa' =a^'-a'- = a^(a-l),

AV = (a - 1) Aa" ^a'^ia- If,

A»a^ = a'(a-1)^

Also Aa"' = a"-*-^"' - a"- = a'- (a^"" - I).
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15. To find the difference of log v^

.

V ( ^v \
A(logv,)=logv,^,-logt)^ = log^ = log 1+—^ .

16. To find the differences of sin v^ and cos v^ .

A sint>^ = sin (t)^ + AwJ — sin v^^ = 2 sm—^ cos («x+-5"^)

= 2 sin^ sin {«, + i (tt + Ay;,)}.

A cos tJ, = cos (Vj. + Avj.) — cos r, = — 2 sin—^ sin f v, H

AzJ= 2 sin -^ cos {v^ + i (tt + Av,)}.

Hence making Vj. — xQ-\-a%o that Av^, = ^, we get

A sin {xS + a) = 2 sin \9 sin {x5 + a + ^ (tt + 6)\,

which shews that the difference of the sine of an angle a;5 + a is

found by adding i('7r+ 0) to the angle, and multiplying by

2 sin \Q.

Hence, repeating the operation n times, we get

A" sin {xQ + a) = (2 sin i^)" sin {a;0 + a + Jw (tt + &)].

Similarly,

A" cos (x0 + o) = (2 sini5)''cos \xG-^a.-^\n (7r + 5)j.

Also A" sin irx = 2" sin tt (x+ w)

,

A" cos irx — 2" cos tt (a; + «).

16*. To find the differences of tan v^ and tan"* v^.

sin i;„, cos v. — cos v^.. sin v^
AtantJ^ = tanv„,-tant),= ^ '- 2±i £

sin {v^^.^ — v^) _ sin At>,



Hence A tan xd —

8

sin 5

cos (a+l) ^cosa;^'

Also A tan"' r , = tan"' v^, — tan"' «, = tan ' r~^

= tan '

l+«x+,«x

Hence A tan"' x6 = tan"'
1 + (x + 1) a;^

•

Relations between the Successive Values and the DiflFerences of a

Function.

17. The successive values of u^ any ftmction of x are, as

has been stated, the values which arise from substituting x + 1,

a; + 2, &c., or more generally x + h, x+2h, &c., for x in u^.

These values are usually written u^^, u^+a, m,^^, «S;c. ; but it is

further requisite that the operation of forming these values

should be denoted by a prefixed symbol, in order that the no-

tation for the successive values of u^ may be analogous to that

for its successive differences, and in order that we may be able

to avail ourselves of the advantages which, in these investiga-

tions, the Method of Separation of Symbols offers. Suppose

therefore 2) to be a symbol of operation implying the change of

X into a;+ A in any function of x to which it is prefixed, so that

-Dm:, = m^; then

which may be written ZJ'm,. = m^,^^ ; similarly I/u^ = u,^^, and

generally ITu^^u^^.

Hence since Au^ = u^^ — u^, we have Am^ = Bu^— u^ , which,

if we separate the symbol of operation I) from that of quantity

M^, may be written Au^={D — l)u^, and expresses that the

operation indicated by A is equivalent to that indicated by

3 — 1. Also since u^^ = u^ + Au^, we have JDu^ = u^+Au^,

which, if we separate the symbols, may be written

i)M,= (l+A)M,,



and expresses that the operation indicated by D is equivalent to
that denoted by 1 + A.

18. To express AX by u^ and its n successive values,

^

We here take h instead of unity for the increment of the
principal variable, as the investigation is precisely the same on
either supposition.

Am^ =m,^ -m^,

AX = u^^ - u,^ - {u^ - u^) = u^^ - 2m^ + u,,

= «x+>» - 3m^« + 3w^^ - M^

.

Now suppose this law of the coefficients, which as far as
we have gone is the same as that of an expanded binomial
whose index is the order of the difference, to hold for the w"'

difference, so that

AX =

then A»+'m,=

- (Mx+«» -Pl'>^xMn-l)H + ••• ±F2«:^a» +Fl'^x^ ±O
= «x+,a4.l)» - (1 +I>l) M^»* + iPl +P^ Wx+^^X)» - • • •

whidi is the same alteration with regard to the coefficients as

occurs in passing from {z — 1)" to (s — 1)"*'. If therefore, for

any value of n supposed a positive integer, the coefficients of the

expansions of AX and {z — 1)" are the same, they will always

be the same; but these coefficients are identical, as we have

seen, when m= 1, 2, 3 ; therefore they are always the same

;

H. D. E. 2
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. An _ n (w — 1)

+ mWx+* ± ^x ;

or, supposing A = 1,

A« w (n — 1) _A M^ = M^^^ - MU^^^, + '^ ^
W„,^2 - • • • + «Mx+i ± «x •

19. If for the descending values u^„ , M^+n-i i
&c- we sub-

stitute their equivalents (Art. 17), the second member becomes

J)'u,-nD'"'u^ + ''^^~^^ i)»X-&c. ... + w.,

or, separating the symbols of operation from those of quantity,

{D" - niy-' + "
^f~

^^ J"^ - &c. ... ± 1) M„

.-. A''M,= (i?-l)X,

each term of the development of (2)— 1)" being understood to be

prefixed to u^ . This formula results immediately from the defi-

nitions of A and D (Art. 17) ; for as the operation denoted by A
is equivalent to that denoted by -0 — 1, if these operations be

performed n times upon the same function u^, we must have

Ax = (i?-i)X.

20. If in the series just investigated, we assign a particular

value to Mj5, we shall readily obtain an expression for its n""

difference. Thus let u^= x"',

.-. A- (a;") = (x+«)" - w (x+ w - 1)"+Uhl^ (a; + n - 2)" - &c.,

in which equation, if n > m, since the former member vanishes

(Art. 13), the second member is zero for every value of x; and

ifm = n, so that A"x" = 1 . 2 . 3 ... m, we get

1.2.3...n=(a; + n)"-n(a;+ n-l)»+^^4^^^(a; + M-2)"-&c.;
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and making a; = 0, since the equation holds for all values of x,

1 . 2 . 3 ... «=n- - n (n - 1)" +^4^^ (n - 2)" - &c.
J. • A

If a; = 0, and A'O" denote the particular value of A"a;"' when
X = 0, we have

A"0'"=n"-n (w - 1)" + "
^f

^^ (« - 2)" -
1 . ^

&c.

Of the numters comprised in the form A"0'", which are called

the Differences of zero, we shall make considerable use in future

investigations ; whenever n>m the value is zero, in other cases

it may be computed by the above formula ; thus,

A0'"=1,

A''0''= 2, AW = 6, A''0*=14, ...

AV = 6, A'O* = 36, AW = 150, . .

.

21. Reversing the order of the series in Art. 18, we find

(- l)''AX = Mx - WWxvl + 12~ Mx+2 - • • • ± Mz4.n •

Also putting Wj, = x", and then supposing m = n, a; = 1

,

we find successively,

(- l)-A-a;" = a;"- n {x + 1)" + "" 1" ~ ^^
(a? + 2)"- ... ± (x+ n)",

(-l)"1.2.3..«=a:"-«(a;+l)"+^^^^(a; + 2)"-... + (a;+n)",

(-l)"1.2.3..n=r-n.2'' +^-^P^ .
3"- ... ± (n + 1)".

22. Hence it may be proved that 1.2.3 ... (p- 1) +1
is divisible by j), if jp be a prime number, (Wilson's Theorem)

Let M^ = a;" — 1

;

.-. A" (a;" - 1) = 1 . 2 . 3...n = (x + w)" - 1 - n {(a; + n - 1)" - 1}

+!L^{(x + n-2r-l}-&c.
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Let x = l, and n + l=p, then x + n=j>, and

i.2.s...{p-i)+i=p''-iT-i){{p-ir'-i}

+ ^p-'^^^-\p-2r-i]-&c.

Now by Fermat's Theorem every term of the second member

is divisible by p when p is a prime number ; consequently

1 . 2 . 3 ... (^ - 1) + 1 is divisible by p.

23. To express u^^ by u^ and its first n differences.

We take h instead of imity for the increment of the principal

variable, the investigation being precisely the same on either

supposition.

Wx+a = M^ + Am^ + A (m^ + AmJ =u^ + 2Am^ + AV ,

Wx+tt = %+ 2Am^+ AX + A (m, + 2Am^ + A'mJ

= M^ + 3Am^ + 3AV + AV-

Now suppose this law of coefficients, which as far as we have

gone is the same as that of an expanded binomial whose index

is the number of increments which the principal variable has

received, to hold for n increments, so that

«x+„» = M. +i?,AM,+^,AX+...+^^A''-'M,+AX,

then m^^^„» = m^+^,Am,4-PjAV+."+PiA"-'m^+AX

+ A {u^ +p^£^u^ +... +i>^"^M + j9,A"-'m^ + AX)

= M^ + (1 +p,) Am^ + {p^ +_pj aX + • •

+ {p. +Pi) ^"'^. + [Pt + 1) AX + A"*'m„

which is the same alteration with regard to the coefficients as

occurs in passing from (1 + a)" to (1 + a)""^'.

Hence if the coefficients of the expansions of u^^ and (1+a)"

are the same for any value of n supposed a positive integer, they
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will always be the same ; but they are identical as we have

seen when n = 1, 2, 3 ; therefore they are always the same

;

••• M.^„* = Mx + »Am=. + ^^ ~ ' A=M, + . . . + mA-V,+AX

,

or, supposing h = l,

1.2Mx+n = «x + nAu^ + \ '

^ AV + • • • + nA""X + AX-

24. This result, if we separate the symbols, may be written

Wx+„= (1 + nA +
"^"~^^

A' + ... + nA"-^ + A") u,,

or M,^„ = (1 + A)"m,,

each term of the development of (1 4- A)" being understood to be

prefixed to u^. The same formula follows immediately from the

definitions of the symbols D and A ; for as i) is equivalent to

1 + A, if the operations denoted by D and 1 + A be performed

n times upon the same function m^, we must have

Z>-M, = (1+ A)-M, ; but Z>"m, = u^„,

••• Mx^„=(l+A)X.

24*. Let M^ = or, then m^„= (ar + w)" ;

and making a; = 0, n" = (1 + A)"0"',

each term of the development of (1 + A)" being prefixed, as said

above, to af and 0", respectively. By the latter formula any

power of a number is expressed by the numbers comprised in the

form A"0'", i. e. by the diflferences of zero.

25. To deduce Taylor's Theorem from the formula

Let nh = t, and let h be infinitely diminished whilst t

remains finite; therefore n is infinitely increased; and since
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h is indefinitely diminished, we have, regarding the differential

coefficient as the limit of the ratio of the simultaneous increments

of the function and the variable,

h dx'

A''u,_d_ /Au^ _ d'u, _ „

h' ~dx\ h )~ dx^'

Hence, preparing the formula as foUows,

, Am. nh (nk — h) A^m, „
u^^ = u^ + nh-f+ \., '^ + &o.,

and taking the limit of both sides by supposing A to be infinitely

diminished and n infinitely increased, their product always re-

maining equal to a finite magnitude t, we get

The Differential Calculus is a particular case of that of

Finite Differences; and the above investigation is introduced

to show how, firom results in Finite Differences obtained with

an indeterminate increment for the principal variable, we may
pass to the corresponding results in the Differential Calculus.

The theorems of Arts. 18 and, 23 have been proved by an in-

ductive process ; they may also be established by the theory of

Generating Functions, the principles of which we shall now pro-

ceed to explain ; as it is a theory which, for its generality and

power, especially merits our attention.

Generating Functions.

26. Let </)(«) be a function of t, susceptible of the de-

velopment

(/> (0 = . .. + M.ir' + M„+ M^< + . .

.

then Mj may evidently represent any function of x whatever,

if we regard this equation as the definition of ^(<). The
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function <l>{t) consequently by its development generates the

coefficients u^, u^, ...u^ annexed to their proper powers of t, and

is therefore called the Generating Function of u^, and is denoted

by Gu^, so that

<i>{t)=Gn,.

Thus since

log (!-<)-' = < + K+4«'+-+^«' +

-

log(l-r=G=^-

Similarly, since

t{i-ty=t + 2e+3f+...+xf+...

t (1 - tr = Ga:.

27. To determine the generating functions of u^„ and A"m,

from that of u^ .

Let <f>{t)= Chi^,

then
<l> (<) = ... +uX + u^^e'-' + ... +u^J^+ (1)

;

.-. r'^{t) = ...+u„ + u^,t+...+u,^^f+...

.: r-ip (t) = Gu^^, or r'Ou^= Gu^„.

Again, f<f) («) = ... + u^ + u_„J+ ... +u^f+ ...

.: f<f> {t) = Ghi^, 0TfGu,= Gu^,.

Hence it follows that the generating function of

Am,, or M^j - M, , is
(^^
- 1

j ^ (<),

for this function being developed will produce the difference of

two series whose general terms are respectively u^^f and uj'

;

... ^(A«,) = g-l)^,.

Similarly,

G (A»M,) =
(7
- l) G^ (^«.) = (7

- ^)Gu.,

and G!(AX) = (7-i)"g^«..
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Also

G (AXJ = g - lJGu^.„= (i - ijeGu^^ (1 - trCU,.

28. If instead of multiplying ^(e) by a power of t, we mul-

tiply it by another function of t, -(^(i) similar to ^ (t), that is,

capable of being developed in a series of integral powers of t

positive or negative, so that

^{t) = ... +PJ-' +p^+pf+pf^... +^,f + (2),

then in the product we find for the coefficient of f,

which may be replaced (Art. 17) by

• • • +P-J>u^ +Po^^ +2>J^' «x +jpj>'^u, + . .
.

;

and this, separating the symbols, may be written

or i^ljAu^, (each term of the development of •^ ( -=
J
being mi-

derstood to be prefixed .to mJ ; which shews that •^ (<) x <^ {t)

is the generating function oi yjr (-j^] u^ ; in other words,

And if in (2) we replace t by <"' it may be shewn in exactly the

same way, that "^fr [-] x
<f>

{t) is the generating function of

f]r{D)u^, that is

Suppose for example, \}r{t) to assume successively the forms T",

(t^ — 1)" ; theii, as before, we ^et

(r' -irxGu,= G{{D- !)»«,} = G (AX).
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29. To investigate the expression for A'm, in terms of

Mx+n> ^x+n-u &c., by Generating Functions.

= irOu,- «r^' Gu, + ^Lzi) r"« G^M, - &c.

/-Y /-» n in — 1) y-v „

A« n{n — \) p
.-. AX = M„„ - WM:^„_, +

\ ^
Mx+«-2 - &c.

for, the generating functions of both being the same, the co-

efficients of f in the developments of those functions must be

identical, however those developments have been effected.

30. To investigate the expression for m^^^ in terms of u^ and

its first n differences, by Generating Functions.

Gu^, = rGu,

= G^. + nG'(A«J +^^^^ G (AX) +&C.

= GfK + «A«. + ^^-^^ AX + &c.)

;

. m (w — 1) .- , »
.-. «^^„= M, + n Am, + -y72- ^V + &c.

31. It is obvious that by transforming the expressions

(1 - l") G«M^, and rGu„

H. D. E. -^
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in different ways, we may obtain various other expressions

for A"Mj and u^^„ besides the above.

Thus to express AX in terms of AX_n. ^"'^V-n_i. &c.,

we have

^{l-tyGu. + nil-ty^'Gu,

+ 'ii!5±l)(i_()"«G=«, + &c.

= G (A»«_) + nG (A»^'«,.„.J + "^-^^ G (A--«_,) + &c.

= G {AX.n + «A"^'m^,-. + ^^J^ A-««.,_, + &C.1

;

.-. A"«, = AX.„ + «A"X-^, +^^^ A""V^, + &c.

32. Again, to express u^^„ in terms of u^, Am^.^, A'u^„, &c.,

we must transform <~" into a series of powers of f ( - — 1 1 , that

is, we must develop r" in powers of x from the equation

which may be done by Lagrange's Theorem ; and we find (see

Herschel's Examples)

n(n + 2r-l) .,

«(n + 3r-l)(m + 3r-2) , „

+ -5^ j-yj-3 AVsr + &c.

This method is obviously not confined to the function

u — M^ ; it is equally applicable to any other combination of the

successive values w„ %+i, m^+s, &c., of the first degree. If we
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take Am^ to mexa au^, + bu^^^ + eu^, then the generating func-

tions of AMj, and A"m^ will evidently he

and the expression for A'u^ in terms of u^ and its successive

values, might be obtained as in the preceding case.

Separation of the Symbols of Operation from those of Quantity.

33. We have seen (Arts. 18 and 23) in the formulse

JTu^ = (1 + A)"«., AX = (^ - 1)X,

instances of the method which consists in separating the symbols

of operation from those of quantity ; the use of which is not con-

fined to simple cases like those just noticed, but may be extended

with remarkable effect to a great variety of investigations con-

nected with this subject.

By symbols of operation are meant certain characteristic

letters placed before any functions, to denote that certain opera-

tions have been performed on them: thus I) placed before a

function of any variable x, denotes the operation of changing in

it X into x + h; and A placed before the same function, implies

that two different values of the variable have been substituted in

it and the results subtracted from one another. By symbols of

quantity are meant the subjects of the operations just mentioned

;

that is, letters taken to represent numbers, or algebraical expres-

sions ; and it must be remarked that these latter may be also

regarded as symbols of operation. For if a be a number, then a

denotes that the unit employed in the investigation, whatever it

be, is to be added to itself n times ; and a" or a . a denotes that

the same operation has been performed on a that was performed

on unity; whenever therefore the two kinds of symbols occur

together in the same formula, as in {Da — 1 )", a must be regarded

as a symbol of operation.

34.* The expressions (1 + A)", {B - 1)" must be taken as

abbreviated forms for their developments ; and when prefixed to

the function m^., each term of these developments is understood to
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be applied separately to that function. And, in general, if

F (A) be a function of A capable of being developed in a series of

powers of A such as

^A« + B6F + &c. ; then for Ah^, + -FA^m^ + &c.

the expression i^(A) u^ is used as an abbreviation ; and the same

notation is applicable to other characteristic symbols, such as

that in their combinations are subject to the same laws as alge-

braical quantities.

Also if we replace A*^^, A%j., &c. by their equivalents,

we get

F (A) 'u, =A{D- \Yu, + B{D- l^u,+ &c.

= {A{D-iy + £{I)-l)P + &c.}u, = F{D-l)u^,

which shews that in any formula the symbols A and D — 1

may be interchanged.

Hence also the successive performance of two or more series

of operations represented by F{A), F' (A), upon the same

function u^, is equivalent to the performance of that series of

operations denoted by their product. The method of separation

of symbols is in every case capable of a strict inductive proof,

and does not rest merely upon accidental analogies; and it

deserves great notice on account of the facility with which it

enables us to conduct many intricate processes. But as the gene-

ralizations which it offers, may present some difficulties to the

student, we shall continue, as we have done hitherto, to obtain

several of the principal results by an elementary process ; before

investigating them by the method of separation of symbols, or

pointing out how they arise from that method.

We shall now give instances of the application of the method
of separation of symbols, to obtain several important results.

34. To find the »* difference of the product of two functions.

We have seen that A {uj)J) = ^u^v^^ + w^Ar,

= AuJ)v, + u^v, = (a2)' + A') MA,
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separating the symbols, and supposing in the second member A
to affect Mj only, and A' and D' to affiect v^ only,

then A'(m,«,) = (AD' + A') A K«J = (AZ>' + A')V,7;,;

and, generally, a" (m^vJ = (aZ>' + aTm^w^

= (A-i?"'+wA"-^A'i)'"-' + !L(!Li11 a"-*A'^Z>'-*+ &c.) M,v,

=AX . v^ + «A"-M^ . A»„,^. + -JT^ A-^M.A'v^^ + «S:c.,

which may be also proved inductively by shewing, as in Art. 1 3,

that the coefficients of the developments oi l^iyi^^ and (l+z)",

which are identical when« = l, undergo the same changes in

passing from w to w + 1.

If the series be reversed or, which is the same thing, if we
develop the formula A" {u^v^ = (A' + aD'^u^v^, we get

A" {u^v,) = M^AX + nAM^-V. + ^^^~^' AXA"-^v^, + &c.

Since A {u^vJ)=u^^^v^^—uJ}^=DuJ)v^ — u^v^ = {DB' — 1) u^v^

where D affects m^ only, and D' affects v^ only, we obtain another

development of A"(mjvJ, viz.

= (D-i>'" _ „i)"->z>"'-' + '^^^-^) jjr-^j)"'-^ - &c.) ujo,

w (w— 1) s

In the formula A" {u^v^ = {DB' - \Yu^v^ suppose v^ = a',

then B'cf = a'^S so that the operation upon c^ denoted by B' is

multiplying it by a,

.-. A" (mX) = (J5a - 1)"mX= a" (^« - 1)"Mx.

Also M^„A"«j.

= (A'i?)X««= (^'-0 + ^ - ^)'*«A

= {(A'2) + A)"- w {A'X> + A)"''A + &c.j v^u^

= A" (va) - nA"-' (v^%) + i« (« - 1) A"-'(y^X) - • • • + I'xAX,

a formula by which m«+„AX is expressed by a series of diifer-

ences with constant coefficients.
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In the above instance we use an accent not to imply that the

operations denoted by A, D, are altered at all, but merely that

A', D', affect v^ only, whilst A, D affect u^ only. The above

result is sometimes written,

A" («,«,)= [DU- l)Xfx= {(1 + A) (1 + A')- l}"M.f.,

replacing D, D' by their equivalents; or, if there are more func-

tions Wj,, z^, &c. and we use A", A'", &c. to imply that in the

second member these symbols only affect w„ z„ &c. respectively;

and similarly for D, D', D", &c. ; we have

A" {u^v^w^^...) = {DD'D"... - l)XVx«'.-

= {(l + A)(l + A')(l + A")(l + A"')...-irM.r,w^....

35. To shew that A"m^= {e^—\Yu„ in which the symbols

of operation are separated from those of quantity.

By Taylor's Theorem, we have

and separating the symbols of operation from those of quantity,

we get

r d n^ fdV w' /dY p ]
"1-

bimilarly, m^^,^, = e '^u^, &c. m^^,= e'^u^;

An "S '"-"^ m(w— 1) (1-2) #

or, again separating the symbols of operation from those of

quantity,

An f "S '»-"^ nln-1) (n-2)/- - ] /^ \»

a celebrated theorem first given by Lagrange.

36. To find a general expression for the n"" difference of a

function in terms of its differential coefficients.
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The development of the second member of the equation

will consist of a series of terms of the form

and A^ is evidently the coefficient of f in the expansion

of (e'-l)".

Now (e' - 1)" = e^ - «e<"-'" + "
^f

'^^

e'"^"- &c.,
1 • i2

and the coefficients of f in the developments of e"*, e'""'", &c.

are respectively

I OT

'

\m , &c.;

from Art. 20.

Now so long as m < n, this vanishes ; and when n = m,

A"0'"= [w

;

• • "^ "' ~
die" +

|

n+l da;"« ^
|

w + 2 rfa;"« ^
°^^-

Ex. Let u^ = x'', then

A" (x") = «i (m - 1) ... (m - n + 1) aT'""

Anrvn+l

+ P-^.m(m-l) ... (w-«) a"*-"-' +&c. + A"0".
In + l

37. If in Lagrange's Theorem for A"m^, w = 1, we have

Am,= (e*^— 1) Mj;, or A = 6*^— 1, the meaning of which is, that

the operation denoted hy A is equivalent to the series of opera-
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tions denoted by e"^ — 1. And generally, the series of operations

denoted by/(A) is equivalent to that denoted by/(6'^— 1). For
lety(A) be developed in a series of the form

/(A) = ^A« + £AP + OAv + &c.,

then /(A) u^ = A^.'^u^+ BiaPu, + CA^m^ + &c.

= A{e^- 1)X+-S (e^- 1)^m^+ C (e^- 1)i'M:,+ &c.

or, separating the symbols of operation form those of quantity,

/(A)m.= [A (e^- 1Y+B{^- ly + G {^- l)v+ &c.} m.

=/(e^-l)w..

Thus, suppose /(A) = (1 + A)",

then /(e^ -!) = (!+/- 1)" = e^

;

therefore, annexing a function u^ for the symbols to operate upon,

as already proved.

Similarly, making w = 1 in the formula m^„ = e '^m^ (Art, 35),

we find Mj^j = e'^M^, or Du^ = e^u^ ; therefore D = e^, the mean-

ing of which is that the operation denoted by D is equivalent to

the series of operations denoted by e*" ; and, generally, the series

of operations denoted by f{D) is equivalent to that denoted

by /(C^), which is expressed by the formula

38. To express the n"" differential coeflScient of any func-

tion by its differences.

Suppose f{D) = (log DY, then /(e«) = {\ogh'= (^)";

.-. ^^ = aog D)X = {log (1 + A)}X.
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39. To find the general term of the expansion of y(e^ in a

series ascending by powers of t.

Writing /(e') in the form /{I + (e* — 1)}, and expanding by
Taylor's theorem, we find

/(«') =/(l) +/' (1) (e*- 1) + j-^/" (1) (e'- 1)' + ...

+ j^/'»'(l)(e'-ir+...

Then taking, as in Art. 36, the coefficient of C in each term

of the second member, and observing that in /(I) it may be

represented by \ — , this quantity being /(I) when m = 0,

and zero in all other cases ; and that in

1 1 A"ft"'

we have for the coefficient of <" in the expansion of /(e'), the

value

= ^/(l+A)0».

a remarkable theorem first given by Herschel ; for the applica-

tions of which, see his Collection of Examples. Hence in the

development of e"' the coefficient of f is

J-e"^0'" = ,—fo-* + AO-'+rri^ A'0"+ ... +^P)

;

|ni \m\ 1.2 \m /

and in the series for -r—z the coefficient of f is

e +1

11 I/O" AO" A'O" .
A'-O^N

|m 2 + A I™ V 2 2" 2 i /

the advantage of using the differences of zero being that any

series of them necessarily terminates at A^O".

H. D. E.
*



SECTION II.

INVERSE METHOD OF DIFFERENCES.

Integration of Explicit Functions.

40. The Inverse Method of Differences has for its object

to determine the primitive function from its given difference; or

from given relations between it and its differences. We shall

begin with the simplest case,

Am^=/(x),

in which it is required to determine a function whose difference

is given explicitly in terms of the principal variable.

41. Since Am^, is the difference of u^ + C, as well as of u^,

it will be necessary, in passing from the given difference Am,,

to the primitive function, to annex an arbitrary constant G, in

order to give the result all the generality of which it is capable.

Also C may be a function of a; as well as an arbitrary constant,

provided its value remains unaltered whilst x changes to a; + 1.

For if Cx denote such a function of x that C^, = C^, or A C, = 0,

we shall have

A(m^+Q = Am^.

It is evident that G^ = <}> {2\itx) has the property in question,

^ denoting any trigonometrical function, sine, cosine, &c., and X
any integer. We shall see further on the importance of this

remark.

42. The symbol S is used to denote the operation by which
we pass from the difference Au^ to the primitive function ; so

that

S (AmJ = u^ + constant

;

hence S and A denote operations the reverse of each other.
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Also, as the same function admits of successive differences,

so a function may be integrated any number of times ; the second

integral of m^, or 2 (Swj,), is written 2'mj,, and the n"" integral

If in the formula X (AuJ) =u^, we suppose the symbols

of operation to be separated from those of quantity, we find

zAm^= M^ ; but on the same supposition A'^Am,, = A'u^ = Wi ; so

that X produces exactly the same effect as A"\ Similarly S"
may be shewn to be identical with A"" ; so that in any formula

a negative power of A may be always replaced by the same

positive power of %, and vice versa.

We now proceed to deduce the integrals of various expres-

sions ; chiefly, by reversing the processes given in Section i. for

finding the differences of functions.

43. It is evident that S (m, + v^ + w^ = %u^ + Sv^, + Sm^ ;

for if we take the difference of both sides, we get the same

result, viz. u^ + v^ + w^. And in the same manner it appears

that S {au^ = a%u^ , and 20 = C.

44. To find the integral of any rational integral function.

Since the difference of a rational integral function is a func-

tion of the same kind one dimension lower, it follows that the

integral of a function of that description is a similar function one

dimension higher ; hence, to find the integral of

we may assume it equal to

ax"*'' + Ja;" + ... + fee + Z;

then upon taking the difference of each side, and equating the

coefficients of like powers of x, there will arise n + 1 simple

equations to determine the n + 1 quantities a, b, c,...k; the last

term I will remain indeterminate, being in fact the arbitrary

constant which must be added to make the integral complete.

Ex. To find S {x* + 1).

Assume X {x* + 1) = ax" + hx* + (^ + dai' + e-x

;

.-. X* + 1 = a (5a;* + lOx' + 10a;' + 5x + l) + b (4a;' + 6x' + 4a; + 1)

+ c{Sa? + Sx + \)+d{2x + l) + ei
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.-. 1 = 5a, = 10a + 4J, = 10a + 6& + 3c, = 5a + ib +Sc+2d,

l = a + b + c+d + e.

Ill 1 J /^
29

•'•«=5'
^ = -2' " = 3' '^=^' '=30'

^ ^ ' 5 2 3 30

45. To find the integral of the product of consecutive terms

of an arithmetic progression, we must annex one more factor at

the beginning, and divide by the number of factors so increased

and by the common difference.

For let Ux = a + bx, then we have seen (Art. 11) that

Am^m^^j . . . m^„ = M^,M^+s, ...u^.{n+l)b,

therefore, taking the integrals of both sides, and wiiting a; — 1

for X, we get

iU,U^, ... U^n.,-
(^ ^ j^ J

+ t',

which proves the rule stated above.

Ex. :S(2. + l)(2. +
f)(2. + |)

Each factor of an expression capable of being integrated by this

rule, must be derivable from the preceding factor by changing x
into 35 + 1.

If one or more factors be deficient in a factorial of this kind,

it may be resolved into others which are complete, as in the fol-

lowing instance

;

(2XH-1) (2x+ 5) (2a; + 7) = (2a;+3-2) (2a! + 5) (2a; + 7)

= (2aj+3) (2a; + 5) (2a;+ 7) -2 (2a;+ 5) (2a; + 7).
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46. A rational integral ftinction may often be resolved into

factorials of the above form, and in this way its integral more
conveniently found, than by the method of Art. 44.

Ex.1. x'+a^ = a?{x+l) = {x-l + l)x{x + l)

= {x-l)x{x + l)+x{x + l);

And in general, any quantity of the form

may be resolved into factorials, by the method of indeterminate
coefficients ; thus, if we assiune

ax' + bx + c = A{x + l){x + 2)+B{x + l) + 0,

making a; = — 1, we get a — b + c=C;

.-. a{x^-l) + h (x + l) = A {x + l){x + 2) + B(x + 1),

or a{x-l) + b = A{x + 2)+£;

make x = — 2, .'. —3a + b = B;

.: a{x — l) + 3a = A{x + 2), .*. A=a.

In practice, however, it is generally easier to resolve a func-

tion by inspection, as in Ex. 1, than by this method, which is

theoretically certain.

47. To find the integral of a fraction whose denominator is

the product of consecutive terms of an arithmetic progression,

and numerator constant, we must efiace the last factor, divide by

the number of factors remaining and by the common difference,

and prefix a negative sign.

For let u^ = a + bx, then we have seen (Art. 12) that
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therefore taking the integral of both sides,

W:tMx+, • • • %+» 'nbu^u^^^ . . . u^^^ '

which proves the rule just stated.

48. If the proposed fraction, instead of having its nume-

rator constant, be

Ax"-^ + 5a;"-' +...+KX + L

(the degree of the numerator being at least lower by two imits

than that of the denominator,) we must reduce the numerator

to a series of terms each of which is the product of consecutive

factors reckoning from the beginning of the denominator ; that

is, assume

Ax''-^ + Bx"-^ + ... + 1^ +L = A' +B\ + C'u.u^, + ...

then, developing the second member, and equating coefficients

of like powers of x, we obtain « — 1 equations for determining

A', B', C, ...K'; and the fraction resolves itself into the fol-

lowing, each of which is integrable,

A' B' „ K'+ + &C. +-

If the degree of the numerator were the same as that of the

denominator, or only lower by one unit than that of the deno-
TJ

minator, we should arrive at a term , of which we are able

to find the integral, only approximately.

Hence also, if any of the factors of the denominator of the

fraction in Art. 47 be wanting, they may be supplied by intro-

ducing them into the numerator and denominator at the same

time ; and then the resulting fraction may be treated as in the

present Article.
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Fx 1
1 {x-l)x{x+l)

' ' a;'-4~(a;-2) ...(« + 2)

(a; + l)(a; + 2) a;(a;+l)(x + 2) (a;-l)a;(a;+l)(x + 2)

+ 6

{x-2){x-l)x{x + l) (x + 2)'

which is got by assuming

{x-l)x{x+ l)=a{x-2){x-l)x + b{x-2){x-l)+c{x-2) + d,

and making a; = 2, 1, 0, successively; taking care to reject the

factor common to both sides, after each substitution.

Ex.2. 2- ' ' 12x'-12:r-l

4^-d 6 (2x-3)(4ic'-l)"

49. The fraction in the preceding Art. may be also inte-

grated when the denominator is the product of any number of

factors X, x + mh, x + nh, x + rh, &c., m, n, r, &c., denoting

whole numbers, and h the increment of x.

For by taking the difference of both members, we perceive

the truth of the result (which, although expressed in a series the

number of whose terms is variable, is often useful)

V ^ - ^ [1
I

1
I

... I

I l...(i).
x{x + mh) mh\x x + h x + {m—l)h)

B t
JgH-^ - ^

I

-^
(2)

X {x + mh) {x + nh) x{x + mh) x[x + nh) '

where A + B=l, {An + Bm) h = a;

so that this fraction is integrable by formula (1). Next multiply

X -^h
both sides of (2) by j-; then the second member of the

result can be resolved by (2) into fractions having a constant

niimerator, and the product of two simple factors for denomi-

nator, and is therefore integrable by (1); and so on to any

number of factors, the dimension of the numerator being always

less by at least two xmits than that of the denominator.
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50. To find the integrals of o", and log v^.

We have seen (Art. 14) that Aa" = (a — 1) a*;

.•.ta^ =-^ + a Also S"a' = - "
a-1 ' """ (a-1)"'

suppressing the part Introduced by the constants, which would

be a rational integral function of the (w — l)*"" degree, and might

be represented by ^"0, since So= C, S'0=Cx+ C", &c. The
formula seems to fail when a = l, as it gives infinity for the

value of "Za' in that case, instead of x ; but if we give the con-

stant C the form C , then
a — 1

a— I

now let a = 1 + A, where h is very small, then

Za = —
^^—

T

—

= x + ^x{x~l)h + &c.

;

therefore, when a= 1, Xa" = x+ C.

Next to find the integral of log v^.

If M:, = log {v^v^v, ... v^^), then

Am^ = log (v.v, ...vj)- log {v,v^ . . . v^,) = log IV

;

.-. S log v^ = u^ + log C= log (<7. VjV, ... v^J = log CPv^^,

using Puj, to denote the product of all the successive values of

the function v^, fi'om some fixed term v, (or more generally v„,

n being independent of a;) to Wj, inclusive.

61. To find the integrals of cos x0, sin x0.

Since A cos a;0 = — 2 sin ^fl sin (a; + ^) 6,

.'. A cos (a; — ^) = — 2 sin ^^ sin x0
;

_j . „ cos (a; — 1) , ^
2 sin ^6
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Also since A" sin {x6 + a) = (2 sin ^6)' sm. [x6 + a. -^ \n {-rr + B)],

(Art. 16), integrating both sides n times, and replacing a by
a — jM(ir + ^), we get

S» sm (.5 4- a) ^—L-^^^ ^
;

the same result as if in the value of A" sin {x6 + a) we had

changed the sign of n ; as we should expect, A"" being equiva-

lent to 2".

Again, A sin a;5 = 2 sin ^0 cos {x + \) 6,

.•. A sin (x — ^) 5 = 2sin^^ cosx5;

_i y, sin (x—i)6 „
.: tco3x9= \ ^' +C;

, <., , a \ COS \xd + a — in (-rr + 6)}
and S"cos(x5 +a)=^ H,

changing the sign of n in the value of A" cos {xd + a) in Art. 16.

52. The preceding expressions may also be integrated by

substituting for them their exponential values ; as in the follow-

ing instance.

2a' cos x0=it (a'e^^'^ + a'e" *^')

ae: —1 ae ^ '—1
.J

_ ^ o cos (a; — 1) g — cos xd ^~
a' — 2a cos ^ + 1

Hence, putting a* - 2ffl cos + 1 = c, and denoting

a* cos xd by u^ , we have c^u.,= a*u^_^— u^
,

c*2V = aV-s — 2a'M^.j + w,

;

and generally

c"SX= a*""^.- wa'"-'w^n*,+
"""^

a'""""...*. - &c. + «,

H. D. E. 5
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This result may be obtained immediately by separation of

symbols ; for we have

tu^= - (aV. - «x) = - («'-»" - 1) «x;
c c

consequently S"mi = -^ (a'-O"' — 1)"m^
;

and this when developed produces the preceding result.

Exactly the same formulae hold for u^ = a" sin x6.

In the same manner the integrals of 0° (sinx^)"*, a" (cos xOy
may be obtained, when the powers of the sine and cosine of x9

have been replaced by the sines and cosines of multiples of x6.

53. To find the integral of
.^^^g J(^+ ^^ g

-

Since A tan xB „
^™

, -r-s ,
(Art. 16*.)

cos xa cos [x+lj a

, _, 1 tan xd
,
™

we have 2 ^ -.
—-—t-t. = . „ + V.

cos xa cos [x+\)d sm

54. To find the integral of tan"* „

.

° p + qx + rx

Since A tan"' (a + Z>a;) = tan"'

;

-. t-t-? v jt- . (Art. 1 6*.)
'

1 + (a+&a;) (a+ 6x + 6)
•

we may assume 2 tan"' » = tan"* [a + 6x)

,

''

p-^-qx-k- rar '

and take the difference of both sides ; then if the proposed func-

tion is capable of being integrated, the indeterminate coefficients

a and h will become known. Also by differencing n" tan"' {0n~^)

we may find an expression of which it is the integral, when
w = 2, 3, &c.

55. The integral of a'uji^^^...u^^^, where u^=pa'^+q,
may be determined by assuming it equal to the same expression

(only with another factor at the beginning instead of a") multi-

plied by an indeterminate coefficient, and taking the difference

of both sides ; for

Am^.jM^ . . . M^„_j = M^M^^j . , , M^^^^ (m^„- M^j)
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a!

Similarly, to find 2 , for the assumption we

must efface the last factor in the denominator, and write instead

of a" an indeterminate coefficient ; for

A ^ u^n-tix _ pa" (a" - 1) .

56. In like manner, if m^ = a + hx, expressions of the forms

[p + qx) f {p+ qx + ra?) C

can sometimes be integrated, by assuming their integrals equal

to expressions of the same form, except that the last factor in

the denominator is effaced, and the polynomial in the numerator

is replaced by another one dimension lower with indeterminate

coefficients. It is of course only when a certain equation of con-

dition between the quantities a, b, p, q, t is satisfied, that this

method succeeds.

Ex.1. Let 2
^+' --^-(*l-^

(2a: - 1) (2a; + 1) 3"^ 2a; -1'

' (2a;-l) (2a; + 1)
3" ^^' \2x +1 2a; - l)

,,. -4(a;+l)
.=^ar

.-. ^ = -1, and 2M,= C-f

Ex. 2. Let 2

(2x-l) (2x+l)'

1

(2a; -1)3'

a?" + 6a; + 12 A+Bx
a;(a; + l) (a;+2)2'' a!(a; + l)2'"'

£C + 3
then A = -&, 5= - 2, and 2„^ = ^~ xirx+l)r
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57. Since A (m^vJ =u^^v^ + v^^Au^, we have

2 (m^O = u,v, - 2 (!!:,«Am,),

the formula for integration by parts, corresponding to the for-

mula

, 7 dv
I.

, du
J axu -j-=uv —J dxv -J-

.

Change v^ into "Zv^, and consequently Ad, into v„

then 2 {u^v,) = u^J-v^ - 2 (Am,2v,^j)
;

hence, by successive substitutions, we get

2 (AM,2t,,,J = Am,2V. - 2 (A'u,2'0.

2 (AX2=0 = AV 2'v,- 2 (A^S'O.

2 (A"M,2Xn) = AX2""t;,,„- 2 (A''"w,2"«t,,,^.)

;

.-. 2 (m,v,) = M,2r, - dLU^^v^, + AX2'»Vj

- &c. + A"M,2"««,^„ + 2 (A"««,2"+^v,^^^).

58. The above formula, replacing in the second member S
by its equivalent A~', may be written

2 (M,r,) = uA-\ - Am, . A^ (Z?«,) + AX • A"' {I)\) - &c.

= (A' + AZ>r'«A,

if we restrict A to affect m, only and A' and D' to affect », only

;

hence 2" (m,«,) = (A' + AD')'^u^v^ ; and generally
•

2"(M,v,)=(A' + AZ)'r«.*'x (1)

= (A'-"-«A'-'-'Ai)'+'^^^A'-"-'^A»i)"-&c.)M,v„

or 2" {m,v,) =M,2"v,-nAM,2"+'«,^j

n (« + 1)

1.2
-AX2"«r^,-&c...(2),

which may be also proved inductively, by shewing that the

coefficients of the developments of 2" (m,w,) and (1 + «)"", which
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are identical when «=1, undergo the same changes in passing

from n to n — 1. This appears from diflferencing both sides of

equation (2). Both the formula (1) for 2" {u^v^), and its de-

velopment (2), result immediately, as we should expect, from

the expressions for A" {u^v^ in Art. 34, by changing the sign

of w.

If in the formula 2" [u^v^) = (A' + £^D')~'u^v^ where A afiFects

«, only, and A', D' affect v^ only, we suppose v^ = a' ; then

A'v^ = (o — 1) a", D'v^ —a.a'';

and the formula becomes

2' (mX) = («-!+ Ao)-"M,a' = a" [Da - 1)""m^,

which agrees with the result in Art. 34 when n has its sign

changed.

If in this last formula we change a into - , we get

and {D — a)~^u^ = oT^ 2 {u^'^).

59. The above formula for 2" {u^v^) always enables us to

find the integrals of functions made up of two factors, one of

which leads to zero, as the value of one of its successive dif-

ferences, and the other admits of successive integrations. Sup-

pose, for example, that u^ is a rational integral function of the

w*" degree, and that v^ = a' ; then

-.
-yi , &c. ; A'u^ = const, A'^'m, = ;

[a — 1)

Am^'^'
,
AXa^ ^ A-M^'^

2«.
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the series terminating with A"m,. Similarly, if t;^= a' cos a;^

;

or if v^ = a' cos"'x6 .sm''xO, since the product cos" a;^. sin" x^

may be replaced by simple dimensions of sines and cosines of

multiples of xd; and it will be noticed that the fraction of

Art. 48 may be brought under this case.

60. Since the performance of the operation 2 upon any

series of terms AA."'u^ + BA'u^ + ... , reduces it to

^A'"-'m, + 5A"-X+ — ;

it appears that prefixing 2 to (J.A" +-BA" + ....) m^ has the

same effect as prefixing A"' ; in other words, % is equivalent

to A"'. And in like manner, since integrating A^m^ n times,

reduces it to A'^^'m^, S" must be equivalent to A"".

-j-j ;

whenever therefore, in separating the symbols of operation from

those of quantity, as in the expression F{A)u^, fl-j-ju^, terms

containing negative powers of A and -j- occur, they must be

understood to be replaced by the corresponding positive powers

of 2 and Jdx. This being premised, we proceed to investigate a

general series for %u^
;
preparatory to which the following pro-

positions must be proved.

61. To determine the generating functions of

from that of u^

.

By virtue of the relations

<?(AX) = (7-i)"g=«. (1)

have (j
- l) (?(Sm') = G (ASO = Gu, ;we
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and G!(SX) = (j-l)'"(?Wx,

the same result as if we had changed the sign of m in (1) and
replaced A~" by S".

62. Again, since

(?M^= ... + M^f + ... +M^^ir*+ ...
;

•• - + C'*^- «.) f+... = {j- i) Gv,

therefore, diyiding both sides by h and then making A = 0,

which we are at liberty to do since h is indeterminate,

... + {^^^*x^j^_«'+ - — log «<^«- = log 7 • ^"

...^(ij=logi.^.

-^^(&)=^4)"^' (^)-

Again, log - G {Jdxu^) = G\j^S <^«»:j = ^»

5

.-. ff(/(?a^,) = ^logi)'(?M,, and(?(/"^a3X)= (logy)'"(?M.;

the same result as if we had changed the sign of n in (1) and

replaced (^)"" by (/da;)".

These values for G [-j^j , G {J'^dx'uJ}, may be immedi-

ately obtained from Art. 28 ; for if in the formula

G{ir{D)u,]=f(^\).Gu,,
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we suppose '^(7) = (^^St) '
*^^°

t(i)) = aogi>r=(ioge^r=(^

and changing the sign of n, and replacing f ^-j by {Jdx)',

63. To investigate a general series for 1u^, involving only

Jdxu^, u,., and the differential coefficients of m„.

G (2w,) = (i - 1)" Gu, = (e"^ - 1)" Gu,

+ (-ir^(iogiyv...}G^.

assuming, as will be proved in the next Art., that ——- can be

expanded in a series of the same form as that within brackets,

and denoting by

1.2' 1.2.3.4' ' ^ ' [2«
•

the coefficients of d', u*, ... v*" in that expansion. Hence
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..S„..;&..-K+j5^§-fSf--

m+1

Ex. 1. Sa;" = -^-— -iar+ IB.nuT-'m + 1 ' ^ '

6 2 ^ 12 12
^

Ex.2. 2 \ =Tlog(a + fa)- „, ^
,

^* + /gf &C.+ C.
2(a + &a;)' 4(a + 6x)*

Similarly 2"mj, may be expressed in terms of the integrals

and differential coefficients of u^ by making n negative in the
d

formula of Art. 35, and expanding e**, which gives

_/<Z 1 <f 1 <f N""

Numbers of BemooiUi.

64. The nmnbers B^, B^, ... which are required in the

general value of '%u^ in the preceding Art., are called the Num-

bers of Bemouilli, and are of great importance in the theory of

Series. They are defined by the equation

_±_ = i_i,+A^_|^+... + (_ir^r±&c.,

H. D. E. 6
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and their values may be computed in the following manner.

If<^W=^, then^(-<)=^ =^.
••• <l>{t)-i>{-t)=-t;

which shews that the only term in the development of if) (t)

which involves an odd power of « is — ^* ; for if any higher odd

power entered, it would occur in
<J3

(t) — <j> (— t) with its coeffi-

cient doubled ; we may assume therefore for
<f>

(t) the form of

development given above, viz.

Now ^y.^iM^^i-w-^)^w-iy--

and if A.^^ be the coefficient of f in this development of the

second member,

I Sn nZn n
J»«

"*"

2w + 1
•

I
2w

all the terms after A^'O*^ vanishing, since A"*0'*' is zero when
m > 2n. Hence

^i^i = (- 1)"^' {- iAO*" + J A'C" - &c. ... +^-l-j A'-O'"}.

By this formula B^, B^, B^, &c. may be readily computed,

supposing the numbers comprised in the form A"0**, or the dif-

ferences of zero to be known ; we find

"^•=6' -^» = 30' -^'=42' -^' = 30' ^• = i'*^-
values that may be easily verified by applying Maclaurin's

Theorem to obtain the development (1).
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65. Also, since

A"'0'- = m'»-OT(m-ir + ^^^^^^(m-2r-&c. (Art. 20)

we may, if we please, eliminate the differences of zero from the

expression for B^^^ ; and we find

[2re

2n+l'
(- l)"^'^^i = - i+i (2'" - 2) - i (3*- 3 .

2=-+ 3) + &c. +

Besides serving to express the general value of Sm^, the

numbers of Bemouilli have various other uses, of which we shall

now give one or two of the most remarkable. Any function that

can be put under the form < -=- (e' — 1) may be expanded in terms

involving those numbers.

66. To find the general terms of the expansions of cot 6 and

tan 6 in powers of 6.

cot I

Now the general term of the expansion of

Jg^ is (- 1)-^ (2^ vCTl)- or -^^^

;

2^B
.". the general term of the expansion of cot 6\a '^' ^"~',

andcot5 = i--=-5,5 " g°-&c.
e 1.2' 1.2.3.4

Also since tan ^ = cot 5 — 2 cot 2d,

the general term of the series for tan 6 is

2'"P^.g^-'
,
, r'B^, (2g)'"-' _ 2» (2" -\.)B„

+ 2
-1.

[2n [2n
[
2»

Hence, by differentiating the above expressions for cot 6 and

tan 6, we may deduce the general terms of the expansions of
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cof 6 and tan' 6 ; and by integrating them, the general terms of

the expansions of log sin 6, log cos 0.

67. To find S the sum of the infinite series

i-4.i- -
Sn "T* o2n "" Q2n *^ • • •

Sincesin^ = ^(l-5)(l-^)(l-35.)...

changing ^ into ^0, we get

»'«-*( -?)(>-S('-S-

therefore, differentiating the logarithm of each member,

^ . 1 20/^ efy' 20 [^ 0X' 20 f^ ff\-' X^cot,r5 = g-^(^l-pj -2i(l-2«j --p(l-3ij -&°-

But the coefficient of ^"' in the expansion of ir cot tt^ is

•
1.2.3...2n'

XT 1,11, Tr'lll TT*
Hence p + 25 + 3-,+ ...= g. ^ + 2-^ + 31

+ - = 90-

Calling ;S^ the sum of this infinite series, we haye

/8U ^ (2« + l)(2n + 2).g^,
^
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B n*
Now suppose n veiy great, then ^'^ = -5 , which proves

an-l

the diyergency of the series formed by the numhers of Ber-

noTiilli; these numhers increase very rapidly, beginning with B^^.

68. To find 8 the sum of the infinite series

— J-4-—
l2n "T" Qi«* ' cSi

. J
I

1- „..
» 2n T^ Qi«* ' c3n '

changing into ^, we get cos^ = (l " la) (^ " 32)
(l —5?) • •

therefore, differentiating the logarithm of each member,

2*^T =t(i-pJ +3^l^-3^J +T'(^-fO +*°-'

and equating the coefficients of ^"'""* in each member, which

are respectively,

weget^=i5^,^!^;i^.

TT 1,1,1.^ I 1 Sit* TT^

Hence p + 3. + 55 + &c.=- .-. j-^ =-.

.,11 11
69. Also TaS ~ oan

"^
'Ssn ~ Ti™' • • •

_i .JL+Jl. _J_ri_4.JL4.i.+ ^~
l""

'' 3"* 5»" 2'"V1'^ 2*^ 3^ 7

1 2"- - 1^ P 1 2'"-'7r^ „
~2^^ "^^ 2*' )2« »^'

_
(2'"-'-l)7r^^^.

|2n
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Since log (l + e-) = «- - ^ 6"*'+ J e •*- &c.,

integrating this 2n — 1 times between the limits 2 = 0, a = co

,

we find for result the series jnst summed

;

.. Udz: )-- log (1 + e-") =^~ ^^ '^^«->
|2w

70. To find an approximate value of

r (x + 1) = 1 . 2 . 3 ... X, when x is very large.

Making Mj,= log x in the formula

we find, (Art. 50) adding log x to both sides,

log {1 . 2 . 3 . . . (x — 1) a;} = C+ a; log sr— a; — ^ log a;

5, 1 i5, 1
,

+T:i5-3:i^+-+i°g^

= C + (a; + i)loga;-a; + log(l + A),

putting log (i +;i)=^-^ +3_.-&c.,

so that A is a quantity continually approaching to zero as x
increases.

Now to determine C, suppose x very large so that A may
be neglected, and change x into 2a;, then

log (1.2.3...2a;)= (7+(2a;+ i) log 2a;- 2x

= C+(2x + i) (log a; + log 2) -2a;,

and log (2.4.6...2a;) = log (2M .2.3 ... a;)

= a;log2 + <7+ (a; + i) log a;-a;;

.-. log {1.3.5... (2x-l)}=a;loga;4-(x + i)log2-a;;
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•'°«
i.l:5:!pf-i)

-g-^*"'g'-*'°^^

= (7+i log 2a; -log 2;

••• 2a-2log2=2log
^_^3-^^-^"ff^p

log2.

_, 2. 2. 4. 4 .6. 6... (2a; -2) 2a;

~ °^ 1.3.3.5.5.7... (2a;-l)(2a;-l)

= log — , by Wallis's Theorem,

since x is indefinitely large

;

.-. C'=ilog2,r;

.-.log (1.2.3 ...a;)=ilog 2Tr+(a;+ J) loga;-a; + log (1 + A)

= log V2^ + log (jj +log {1+h);

.-. 1.2.3...a; = V27ra;.[-j .{l+h),

where h is to be calculated from the series

and in general it will suffice to take the fu'st term only, which

gives

1.2.3... a;=: Vifl^afe"^^;

or, more accurately, 1 .2.3 ... a; = V27ra;a;''e '*", where /i de-

notes a quantity lying between and 1.

Obs. The preceding series, even for large values of x,

becomes divergent after a certain number of terms; this will

happen after n terms if

(2n + 1) (2n + 2)
' oT*^ (2n - 1) 2« aj"'*

'

J^ (2r»+l)(2« + 2)
^'^^^^^ (2n-l)2n '^

'
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but the first member of this inequality never exceeds

(2n + l)(2n+2)
-^ , (Art. 67.)

.'. (2w— 1) 2m>47r*ar', or n>7ra;.

It can, however, be proved that an approximate value of

the series will be obtained by taking the aggregate of the con-

vergent terms only, as will be seen in the next Article.

71. An approximate value of "Zu^ will be obtained by

taking the aggregate of the converging terms only, in the series

for %u^, invoWing Jdxu^, u^, and the differential coefficients of u^;

and the error will be less than the last of the convergent, or the

first of the divergent terms.

We have by Art. 63, (omitting the index of u,. in the second

member,)

^ n . rj 1 ,
B, du B, 8^u

or since in general, by Art. 67,

|2« |(27r)»" ^ (47r)" ^ (Ctt)'* ^ '^''•j '

7?-i-J: ,

1 ,1, l
'^""

'^''~
l(27r)'"«

"^
{^.ttT^ ^ (eTT)""^

"^ ••
I <?a?'"+'

l(2,r)

1 1
I
(f^M

)'"'^* ^
(4-7r)''"^*

"^
(e-n-)*"-^

"*•••
J <^x*"^

f
1 1 1 1^^

"^
t(27r)'^^

"^
(417)'""^

"^
(eTr)*"-**"*"

"•
J d^''^

— &c.;
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or, adding the terms vertically, and calling the resulting aeries

V,, v„ &c.,

where v„

•3

1 d^*'u 1 <f»«a

{2m-7r)^'-' dx'"^' {'im-nf^ da!^
+8

1 d^'^'-'u

{imir)^^ dx^

d'v„

— &c.;

d'v„^ .^ ., 1 rf«"«w

and integrating this by the method of parameters, as in Art. 72,

1
1'.2n+l ) >

since, a; being an integer, the term multiplied by sin 2'mvx

disappears, and cos 2r>nrx = 1 ; and the arbitrary constant is

unnecessary, being already introduced in equation (1)

;

• J? - (dx i
^^"" ^"^ sin 4a^ sin Gxtt .

da^'^

therefore, numerically, 2-B„ is less than

-/ ^ ,
1 1 1 ] d'-'^'u B^.cP'u

(27r)''"
^

(47r)''"
^ (Btt)^ ^

' '

' j ^Zar""-^' [2^ rfcc^"

'

7? /T***"*"^/

which last quantity lies between t|^*^^ ^.nd '^o ^ a-tn

if these be the last of the convergent and first of the divergent

terms respectively of the series for Sm^. Consequently the sum

of all the divergent terms in the series for Sm^. is less than the

last of the convergent or the first of the divergent terms.

H. D. E.



SECTION III.

EQUATIONS OF DIFFERENCES.

72. We now come to the case in which the relation between

the principal variable and any function of it is to be determined

by means of an equation between x, u^, and one or more of the

successive values, or differences, of u^; that is, from equations of

the form

or, /(as, Mx, Awx. ••• AX)=0,

since, by the theorems of Arts. 18 and 23, these forms are con-

vertible one into the other. An Equation of Differences is said

to be of the n* order when the successive value, or the differ-

ence, of the highest order which it involves is the n"". An
Equation of Differences of any order is said moreover to be of

the first, second, &c. degree, when the successive value, or the

Difference, which marks its order, is raised at most to the first,

second, &c. power ; or, when it involves a product of successive

values or differences at most of two, three, &c. dimensions, it is

said to be of the second, third, &c. degree.

73. The complete integral of an equation of differences of

the n**" order will contain n arbitrary constants.

Let ... Mj,, u^^, Mj4.2s, ... be a series of terms corresponding

to the successive values x, x+ h, x + 2h, ...; and let

F{x,u„ a)=0

be the equation by which the general term is determined as a

function of x and a, or the equation of the series, a being an
arbitrary constant. Since this equation must hold for all the

succeeding terms, we shall have

F{x + h, te,^, a)=0.
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Eliminating a between these two equations, we get an equa-
tion between x, u^, and m^^; or, substituting u^+ Au„ for u^^,
an equation between x, u^, and Am^, which is the equation of
differences of the first order whose primitive equation is

F{x, u^, a)=0.

In like manner if the equation of the general term con-
tained two arbitrary constants a and I, as

F{x, u^, a, h) = 0,

we might eliminate a and h by means of the two succeeding

equations,

F{x + Ji, u^, a, l) = 0, F{x + 111, v^^^j,, a, h) = 0,

and thus get an equation between a;, u^, u^^, u^^; or, substi-

tuting

u^+ Am^ for «,^, and u^ + 2Aw^ + AX foi" m^+im

an equation between x, u^, Am^, A^, without the constants a

and b, which is an equation of differences of the second order,

having for its complete primitive the equation

F{x, n^, a, b) — 0.

Hence it appears that every equation of differences of the

first order, or between two successive terms of a series, will

introduce one arbitrary constant into the equation of the series;

every equation of differences of the second order, or between

three successive terms, will introduce two arbitrary constants

into the equation of the series ; and, generally, every equation

of differences of the n^ order will introduce n arbitrary constants

into the equation of the series.

Linear Equation of Differences of the First Order.

74. The general equation of the first order and degree is
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A^ and JS, being functions of x. To integrate it, assume

Mx= •"xW^, ••• "x+x (Wx+ Aw^) - A^v^w^= B^
;

and in order that this equation may resolve itself into two others

each of which admits of being integrated, assume (as we are

at liberty to do, having made only one supposition respecting v^

and w^

or, dividing by v^w^ -Sii= A^.

But A log v^= log -^±3- , .-. A log t)^= log A^,

.: log v,= 2 log A,= log FA,_^
,

(Art. 50.)

or v^ = PA^^, the constant being unnecessary.

The other part of the equation gives u^,Aw^ = 5^,

the complete integral, involving one arbitrary constant.

Taking the diflference of the result

PA^^ - ^ [paJ + ^' "^^ S^* ^PA: PA^'

which shews that „ . is a factor which makes each side of the

proposed equation integrable; and it is generally the most con-

venient way of integrating the equation to multiply it by this

factor.

Ex. 1. M^, — au^= of.

Here A^= a, PA^ = a^
;
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.•.^ = sg) = 2(xV), putting i = a,

„I+2

^ri - («_iy^ + (-^t:t)-3+ ^; (Art. 59.)

a;" 2a; 4- 1 2 ^ ^

1 — a (1 — a) (1 — a)

Ex.2. «^,=2.?^^'
a; + 2

W=r.

1.3.5... (2a;- 1)

' • 1.2.3... (a; + 1)

Ex. 3. w_
,
, — aw. = cos x9.»+i

cos (a; — 1) 6 — a cos x0 „ ,

a'— 2a cos » + 1

Ex. 4. Two vessels which hold a and t gallons respec-

tively are filled, the one with proof spirit, the other with water

;

c gallons are taken from each and poured into the other ; and

this is repeated such a number of times as to make their con-

tents of the same strength ; find the number of times

logifl-"'

logf,-£-"
a b

Indirect Integrals of Equations of DiflFerences.

75. Since the equation of dififerences of the first order,

fix,u^, AmJ=0,

is formed by eliminating the constant a between the equations

u^ = F{x,a), u^ = F{x+h,a),

it follows that we shall arrive at the same equation of differ-

ences, whether a be constant, or be a function of x such as a^,

provided it satisfies the condition

F(x + h,a,^)-F{x+h,a,)=0 (1).
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Now this equation is satisfied ty a^^=a^, which gives

Aa^=0, and a^=a, a constant, and leads to the ordinaiy or

direct equation to the series u^ = F{x, a).

Also the first member of (1) will be divisible by a^^— a^,

because a^ is a value of a,^, which satisfies equation (1) ; and

if dimensions of a^^^ and % superior to the first are involved in

it, the result of this division will be an equation involving a^^

and a^; i.e. an equation of differences of the first order with

respect to a^, the solution of which will give one or more values

of a^ in terms of x and arbitrary constants ; and these being

substituted for a^ in the equation u^ = F{x, a^, will furnish

equations of series, which are primitive equations of

f{x,u^, AmJ=0,

and each involves an arbitraiy constant.

If equation (1) does not involve higher dimensions of a^ and

a^^ than the first, they will disappear from the result when it is

divided by a,^ — a^. In this case a^ will have only one value,

viz. a^= a, and there will be only one equation of a series cor-

responding to the proposed equation of differences. The mode
in which the indirect solutions just treated of are obtained, is

analogous to that in which the singular solutions of differential

equations are obtained; but whereas the latter can contain no

arbitrary constant, indirect solutions of equations of differences

may contain as many arbitraiy constants as the complete inte-

gral itself from which they are deduced.

Ex. u^ = ccAm^ +F (Am^) .

Taking the Difference, we find

Am^ = Am^ + (a; + 1) AV + ^F (AmJ

,

or 0=(a; + l) A'M,+ Ai?'(AMj,

which is evidently satisfied by Am, = a, a constant

;

.•. M, = aa; + a'

;
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and substituting in the proposed equation

ax + a =ax + F{a), .•. a' = F (a)

;

.'. u^=:xa + F{a),

the complete integral, containing one arbitrary constant.

For the indirect solutions we shall have

u^ = xa^ + F{a^),

rtj, being determined from the equation

{X + 1) a^. +F {a,J _ (x + 1) a, - i^ (a,) = 0.

Suppose, for instance, that F{a^) = a\,

• (a; + 1) K« - aj + aV, - a'^ = 0,

or, rejecting the factor a^j — a^,

«x+, + Ox = - (a; + 1);

or«, = -?^+C(-ir;

.-. u, = xa^ + «^. = m^' -iCi-ir+ C\

Linear Equations of Differences of all Orders.

The linear equation of Differences of the /i"" order is

all the coefficients being functions of x ; the first step towards

its integration is to establish the following theorem.

76. If there be n particular values v^, w^, ... z^, which,

when substituted for u^, satisfy the equation
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that has no term independent oiu^, its complete integral is

M^ = a^v^ + a^w^ + ... + a„z^,

a^, a^, ... a„ being arbitrary constants.

For let this value be substituted in the expression

and it becomes, (collecting the terms multiplied by the factors

«1 (^'x+n +PiVx+,u.i + • • +PnVx) + «J (w^+n + ^i^x+n-i + • • • +P^'>^x) +'•

Now since «;,:, lo^, ... z^, satisfy the proposed equation, each

of the quantities included within brackets is equal to zero, there-

fore the whole is identically zero; consequently the assumed

value of Mj, satisfies the proposed equation, and it contains n

arbitrary constants, therefore it is the complete integral of that

equation.

77. To integrate the equation of differences,

all the coefficients and q being constants.

Assume u^ = v^ + k; then by substitution we get

Vx+,+i',Vx+n-i + ••+I>nV, + k{l+p^+... +p„) -q = 0.

Let k = , then the equation becomes

^'x+n +PiV^n-i +i'2'^x+»-2 + • • • +PnVx = (l).

Let v^= a"^, then oT (a" +^^0,"'' +p^a'''^ + -. +Pn) is the value

of the first member ; now this will vanish if a be any root of

the equation (called the auxiliary equation),

/(a) = a" +J9.a"-' +p,a"-^ + ... + p^,a+p„ = 0.
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Hence the n roots of this equation a,, a,, a,, ... a„ will give

n particular values of v^, a', a/, a^ ...a^ which saitisfy equa-

tion (1) ; therefore its complete integral is

and the complete integral of the proposed equation is

"x = CiV + c,a/ + . . . + c^a^ + -^. .

This shews that we may treat the proposed equation as if it

had no term q independent of u^
,
provided we divide that term

^y y(l) t'le sum of the coefficients, and add the quotient to the

value of Mj obtained on the supposition that q = 0.

If we replace c, by c„ — g- -r-/(l), and a, by 1 + A where h is

small, so that very nearly o,'" = 1 + hx, and /(I) = - A/'(l) since

1 +h is a root of f{a) = 0, then reducing and making A = 0, we
get the form which the solution takes when /(I) =0, viz.

M«: = Co + :^\ + &c.
"'o /(I)

78. If the auxiliary equation have equal roots, the above

ceases to be the form of the complete solution ; because, in that

case, it does not involve the due number of arbitrary constants

;

and it must be modified as follows. Suppose two roots a,, a^, to

be very nearly equal to one another, so that a^ = a^ + h, h being

a very small known quantity ; then

cfi,' + c^a," = (c, + c,) a: + c, {xa^'h. + ^yi^^ ""^^^ + ^^^

he
replacing the constants c, + c, by (7, , and —^ by O,

;

now this equation continues true however small Ti be taken, and

therefore when A= ; in which case the second member becomes

.'. u, = {C,+ C,x) a,' + c,a; + &c.

H. D. E. 8
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Similarly, if the auxiliary equation have r roots equal to aj,

the complete solution will be

u^ = {Co+ c^x + c^ + ... + c^.i**"') a^" + c^^ia\^^ + &c ;

of the correctness of which, we may be assured by the following

reverse process. Assume % = d'w^, then

«.+„ = a^ . w^ = a^ a" (1 + A)"«,,= a''{a + aATw,,

and the first side of the proposed equation becomes, when divided

by a%

= {{a + aA)" +p^ (o + aA)""' + &c. + p„} w^

=f{a + aA) w, = {/(a) +/'(«) . aA +/"(a) ^-^ + &c.} w^

=f{a) w^+\ .f\a) . A«. +^ /"(a) • AX + &c. + a'AX-

Now suppose a=aj, and/(a)=0 to haver roots equal to a^

;

this makes the terms as far asy"~""(a) vanish ; and if

«'x = c„ + CjO; + . . . + c^_^d^^, then A'w^ = 0, A'^'w^ = 0, &c.,

and all the remaining terms vanish ; and consequently the equa-

tion is satisfied by

"x= (c„ + CjCC + . . . + Cr.jX*"^) a^.

Hence we see that every root a^ that occurs r times in the

auxiliary equation, gives rise, in the complete integral, to a

term of the form f^_Jix)a^, where ./r-i(^) denotes a rational in-

tegral fanction of x of the (r — l)"" degree involving r arbitrary

constants. The root a, may be either real or imaginary.

79. Also if the auxiliary equation have a pair of imaginary

roots,

m±n V— 1 = p (cos 6 ± V— 1 sin 6),

putting p = Vw" + 71", tan ^ = —
,m

the corresponding terms in the value of u^ will be

Cp' (cos e +V^ sin ey + Cy (cos e -V^ sln^)"^

= p" (Cj cos a;^ + Cj sin a;0)

,

changing the arbitrary constants.
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And if the same pair of imaginary roots occur r times in the
auxiliary equation, the corresponding terms in the value of u^
will be

(a„+ a^o; + .. . + a,_,a;'~') f (cos Q +V^ sin 6)'

+ (60 + ^a; + . . . + J,_,a!-') p'^ (cos Q - V=l sin &f ;

or changing the arbitrary constants,

(c„+c.a;+ ... +c,_^a;'-')p^cosa;5+ (c'„4 o> + ... + cV_j»'->' sin a;^.

Ex. 1. M=r«-2M,„-13M^,+ 14M^, + 24M,= 0.

The auxiliary equation is (a + 1) (a - 2) (a + 3) (a - 4) = ;

••• «- = c. (- 1)' + c,2^ + C3 (- 3)^ + c,4^

Ex. 2. M:^3-5m^j+8m^j-4m, = 0.

The auxiliary equation is (a - 1) (a - 2)' =
;

.-. M»=c,+ (c+c'a;)2'';

and if the second member be q,

Mx = c„ + ja; + (c + c'ic) 2"^.

Ex. 3. u^-u^ = q.

The auxiliary equation is a'- 1=0, whose roots are 1, and

27r
, ,
—- . 2Tr

cos -g- ± '^- 1 s™ "3- '

27rx , . 27rx ,

.-. M^=C(,+ c cos— + c sm -— + i qx.

80.* The Differential Calculus being a particular case of

that of Finite Differences, a strict analogy exists between the

methods and results in the two Subjects, as the reader cannot

fail to have observed; indeed whenever in the latter a result

is obtained with an indeterminate increment for the principal

variable, it is possible to pass to the corresponding result in the

former, by a method similar to that pursued in Art. 25 ; and

which we shall further illustrate by the following instance.
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In the equation u^^ - 2mu,^+ {m" + w") u^ = 0,

putting Mj, = a', we find a={m±n V— 1)*

;

= (mH«')^{c,cos gtan-£) + c,sin (ftan-^)} .

Now the proposed equation is

or, if we replace the known quantities m—1 and n by other

known quantities m^h and nji, the equation and its solution take

the forms

c„ sin T tan 'X \c^ cos
( T tan"^ ;

—

-—5- ) + v„ ».^ , , i,,*!* y , , .

Now take the limits of these expressions when A = 0, and we
i_

find the well-known results, since (1 + 2mfi)'^ becomes e^i,

Ma,= e"*!"" (c, cos w,a; + c, sin WjO;)

.

80. Before proceeding to the general case of linear equa-

tions, we shall consider the case of a linear equation with all its

coefficients constant, but having a function of x, X, for the term

independent of m^.

This equation can be shortly treated by the method of sepa-

ration of symbols. For if we substitute B'^u^ for u^^,^, it be-

comes

{IT +p,JT-' + pjr-^ + ... +p„) u, = X;

or, if fflj, ttj, ... ffl„ be the roots of the auxiliary equation,
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'•
"^=(i)-a,)(i>-a,)...(i)-a.)^ ^^^-

Now resolve this function of D into partial fractions (see

Integral Calculus, Art. 34), so that the values of^,, A^, &c., are

all known in terms of a^, a^, &c. respectively ; then

^^.= (7^ +75^ + ...+ n^)x
But we have seen Art. 58, that (D - a)"'X= cT^t [XaT) + Ca"^'.

.-. u, = Afir"S. {Xa^) + Avar's, [Xa^) + ...-\-A^ar'S, (Xa„-^)

aij arbitrary constant being introduced by each of the integra-

tions, and the product of two or more constants being replaced

by a single constant. The part of the above expression involv-

ing the arbitrary constants is called the complementary function

;

and it is the value of u^ which satisfies the proposed equation

when X=0.

81. If the auxiliary equation have r roots equal to a,, then

from (1)

1 y

and this function of Z> may be resolved into partial fractions, (see

Integral Calculus, Art. 36) so that

-ii^.

I) -a, -0-aJ*r+i

But {D - a)-" Z=d^T {a'X) + a^ {C,+ C,x+ ... + C^.x"-')

,

C , 0,, &c. being the constants introduced after each inte-

gration
;

.-. u=A,ar-^{arX)+A,art' (a.-Z)+ ...+^A"'^^ (V^

+ (c„ + c,a; + . . . + c,.,**"') «/ + Cr+i«%+i + . • • + c„a„'',
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a single constant, as before, being substituted for the sum or pro-

duct of several constants in forming the complementary function.

82. Again, suppose «! = p (cos 6 + V— 1 sin 6) to be an

. A .

imaginary root of the auxiliary equation; then since —^ is a
^1

function of a^ , it will be of the form R (cos a + */— 1 sin a) ; and

the term involving a^ in the value of% will consequently be

i?/)" {cos (x0+a)+V^ sin (x0+a) } 2p"^Z (cos a;0-V^sinx^) ... (1 )

.

Now the term in u^ involving the conjugate root to a,, will

result from this, by changing the sign of V^ ; and therefore

the sum of the two terms introduced into the value of u^ by the

pair of imaginary roots p (cos 6 ± V— 1 sin 6) will equal twice the

real part of expression (1) ; that is,

2iip^ cos [xB + a) (Sp'^'X cos xB + 0)

+ ^Rp' sin {x6+a) (Sp'^Xsin xQ + C)
;

where

iRp" C cos [xd + a), ^Rp" C sin {xd + a)

are the terms introduced into the complementary function ; and,

if we alter the constants, may be replaced by

p'' (c cos xQ + c' sin xd).

83. Exactly in the same way, if the imaginary root

a, = p (cos 6 + V— 1 sin ff),

occur r times in the auxiliary equation it will produce in the

value of M^, r terms of the form Ajx^"Sr(a^X) ; or, since

—^ is a function of a, and may be assumed
«i

= i?„ (cos a„ + V- 1 sin aj

,

of the form

i?^^ {cos {x6 + a„.)

+ V^sin {x6 + aJ } 2V (cos xO - vTT sin xd) X . . (2)

.

But the root conjugate to a, will produce a term exactly the
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same as this, except with — V'^l instead of + V— 1 ; conse-

quently the sum of these terms will equal twice the real part of

(2) ; that is,

25„p"' {cos (cc^+O £" {p-''cosxeX)+sbi{xe+(x^)-sr{p^Bmx0X)},

and to get all the terms introduced by the pair of imaginary roots

p (cos 6 ± V^^ sin 0) that occur r times in the auxiliary equation,

m in the above formula must receive all values from 1 to r. Also

we see that the part of the complementary function introduced

by these roots, by substituting a single constant for the sum or

product of other constants, will take the form

(c„ + c,a;+ ... +Cr_^x'~'^) p''coaxd+{c\+c\x+ ... + c'^^^x''^)p'Bmxd.

We shall now give an instance of each of the cases that have

been examined. It may be observed, that for equations capable

of being reduced to either of the forms

fin) «, = a^ or f{D) u, =^„x"' +j>^x-' + &c. +p^,

the process may be greatly simplified. For in the former case,

since Btf = a.<f, the symbol D is equivalent to the factor a,

and may have a substituted for it in the formula m^= .. ^ a^ ; so

that the solution of the equation /(/>) u^= (f is u^= jr^+ com-

plementary function. And in the latter case, if jTjy: = ttz—ly.

can be expanded in the form A^ + A^A + A^^ + &c., then

+ complementary function.

Ex. 1. «^3-9M^„ + 26M^+,-24M^=5^

or {ir-diy + 26D - 24) m, =/(J9) u, = 5';

5^ _/l 1 1 1 1 \^^
•• "--(i)_2)(i)-3)(i)-4) [2l)-2 l)-3'^2D-ir

.l..".g)-3".(5)Vl.."S0)-
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a result we could have foreseen because/ (5) = 3.2.1 = 6.

Ex. 2. a'Mjt^.j — 2aUx+i + u^= a'x,

or (aZ> — lyu^ = a'x

;

.-. M, = fi) - -^x =^ S' (xa^) = 4s («^V- 2S'a^')
V aj a ^ a '

^

1 { xa" la^^ „ ^,]

'a'-^\{a-\Y (a-1)

a^x 2a'_ a^x 2a' , .1_

OtheiTvise,

..= (l-l+Af..= |(l-lf-2(l-l)"A + &c.}.

Ex. 3. %^.2 — 2a cos Qu^^ + a^w^ = X,

or (i)'-2acoseD + a'')M^ = X;

X 1 / JT X \
•' "- - (D _ as) (i) _ az-') ~a{z- s"') Vi> - az -D - ag-V

'

putting 2 cos ^ = a + s~\ and consequently 2 V^ sin 5 = s — z~^

;

Now the value of the former of these integrals is

—T=z fcos (x—l)0
2^-1 sin 61^

+ V'^ sin {x-l)0}'ZXar^{cosx6-'^~lsmxd);
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hence, taking twice the possible part of this expression, we have

M« = -^^ (sin (a;- 1) 6t (AVcosa;^) -cos {x-\) 6% (Za-^sin x&)\,

the complementary ftmction being

o£' (c cos xQ + c sin xB).

If we suppose X = a*, then as we could have foreseen

Wi= irr-, Tin + <'^ (c cos xd+ c' sin x&).
2 (I — cos w) ^

'

The case of ^ = wiU be presently noticed.

Ex. 4. Mx+«+i',Mx+3+i'8Wx+a+i>3M^, + P,M:, = X,

where the auxiliary equation is supposed to have two pairs of

imaginary roots of the form a (cos 6 + V^^ sin 6), and conse-

quently the proposed equation is of the form

[P - "ia cos QB + a^u, = {D- azf {D - as"')V = X.

Now by the preceding example we have

2aV^ sin 6 _ _J ]

{D-az){D-az-^)~ D-az D-az'"'

•*•

{D - azY {D - az-'f
~ {D - azy

V^ / 1 1 \ 1
* ^^m5 Vi> - as D-az-')'^ {D-az-'f'

.: - 4a' sin' du, = [az)'^ S' {az)-^X

+ \, (az)'^'!, (a2)-^Y+tenns in az''

= a"^{cos {x-2) e + V^sin {x-2) 0}

X 2'a"^X (cos xd —V^ sin xff)

+ " ~^
{cos (a;-l)5+\/^sin(a;-l)5}

X ta'^'X (cos a;^ - V-^sIncc^) + &c.,

H. D.E. 9
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and taking in these terms only the possible part, and doubling

it, we have — 2 sin'^a-'^M^

= sin e cos (a; - 2) ^S' {a"^Xcos xO)

+ sin ^ sin (a; - 2) 6%^ {a'X sin x6)

+ cos (a; — 1 ) 6% {a"X sin x6) —sm{x — \) 6% {a'"X cos x6)

,

the complementary function being

{b + h'x) a" sin x9 + {c + c'x) a" cos xd.

If X= a", the result will be, as we are aware,

a
" 4(1 -cos 6')'

+ complementary function.

84. To integrate the linear equation of differences of the w"*

order, the coefficients being functions of x,

on the supposition that it can be solved when X= 0.

If s^, '^z^, ... '~^Zx be n particular values of v^ in the equa-

tion

with which the proposed coincides when its second member is

zero, we have (Art. 77)

^z = c^^x + c^\ +- c.,% +... + c^i'''\.

If we now divide both sides by z^ and take the diflference,

we shall eliminate c^ ; next dividing both sides by the coefficient

of c, in the new result, which suppose y^, and taking the dif-

ference, we shall eliminate c^ ; again dividing by w^ the co-

efficient of Cj and taking the difference, we shall eliminate Cj ; and

proceeding in this manner till all the constants are eliminated,

our final result will be of the form (each A affecting the whole of

the expression that follows it)

AiAl...AlAfl^),
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in which expression the coefficient of v^„ is evidently

'x+i War+2 * • • 3'ii:+n_i ^i+n

therefore, dividing by this coefficient, we get the expression

.,,_.,.„AiAl...AlA(j),
ilx

which must be equivalent to the first member of equation (1).

Therefore the same expression, only with u^ instead of v^, must
be equivalent to the first member of the proposed equation, and

consequently equal to X; hence, equating these equals, and
integrating, we get

'n-I W^, . . . yx+n-i ^^.n

(each S afiecting the whole of the expression which follows it)

which is a general formula for ,the integration of any linear

equation of difi'ereuces whose solution can be effected when X=0.

In the case of constant coefficients if the auxiliary equation

contain equal or imaginary roots, this method is still applicable

;

it is only necessary to assume for v^ the value belonging to the

case of equal or imaginary roots, as will be seen in some of the

foUovring instances.

Ex. 1. Suppose the coefficients of the equation to be con-

stant, and a^, flj, ... a„ to be the « roots of its auxiliary equation.

Then V, = Cj a\ + c,a\ + c,a\ +...+c„a\,

changing, both in this, and in the similar succeeding steps, the

arbitrary constants

;

-©-^.-©"--©"
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Mi)^©^?.-©----e

in which expression the coefficient of v^^„ is evidently

therefore, dividing by this coefficient, and replacing v^ by m,,

we get

(-.,>X.A(^)"^(^)-...A@-A^.Z.

or, if we choose to introduce the arbitrary constant after each

integration,

u^ = cy^ + c^a"^ + ... c^a'^.

-<-)-F.«-^©'^©'-^fcT^©
This result may be readily obtained by separation of symbols,

and so shewn to agree with that obtained in Art. 80. For the

proposed equation is

i>X +p^ir-\i, + ... +p,^,Du, +p„ii, = X,

or {D - «„) {D - a^,) ... (Z» - «.) u, = X;

.: {D-a^,) {D-a^,) ... (D-aJ «, = (i)-a„)-'X=ar'2 {a^X)

= a\X„ suppose, where X„ =— S (a„~'-30 ;

= a^r t (;^T^» = «V,^^, , where X,^. = -^ 2 (^)\,
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and 80 on till we arrive at

«. = {D- aya\X, = ar t [^Jx,, when X, = i S g) X,.

Hence restoring the values of X^ , Xg . . . X„ , we get

since «,«,... a„ = (- 1)>„,

.=,->,- i<.g)-xg)-....(^)-x©,

where each 2 affects the whole of the expression that follows it.

Ex. 2. aX+2 - 2aM^, + m^ = a'X.

Here v^ = (c + c'a;) — ; .-. A" (aX) = 0,

in which expression, the coefficient of v^^^ is a"^; therefore,

dividing by this quantity, and replacing v^ by %, we get

^ A» (aX) = ^; .-. «. = ^ S' (Xa-^).

Ex. 3. u^^ — 2mu^^^ + (ni' + n^ u^= X.

Here v^ = c^p" sin x0 + c^p" cos x0,

ft

where p' = m!' + m°, tan ^ = — :

V.——^—3 = c, tan a;^ + c,

;

p cos X0 ^
"

• A f
—?^5^^ - CiSin

[^p" cos a;^/ cos x0 cos (a; + 1) ^
'

.-. Acosa,ecos(a, + l)eA(^-,^)=0,

COS f3? "4" 1 1 V
in which expression, the coefficient of v^^ is \^ - ; there-

fore, dividing by this coefficient, and replacing v^ by u^, we get

p-
cos (a;

-—T-5 A cos a;5 cos (a; + 1 ) ^A
(

^—^-^ = X

;

+ 1) ^ \p cos X0J
'
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.-. u^ = p cos xdZt sec x6 sec (a; + 1) PZ
\

\^—— ;

to which we may add the terms c^p'' sin x6 + c^p" coaxB, if we
suppose a constant to be added after each integration.

84*. Having given a particular integral of the equation

^x+2 + ^xU^l + Sji^ = 0,

to find its complete solution.

Let v^ be a particular integral, then

Hence, eliminating A^, we find, putting — = z^,

'Xf^l^^'^''' appose;

or Alog(Az^) = logw^,

..Az,= CFw^„ (Art. 50)

85. If we know a particular integral of a linear equation

of any order that has no term independent of u^ , we may reduce

it to another equation of the same kind of the order immediately

inferior.

Let Mj. = w^ be a particular integral of a linear equation of

differences of the w"" order reduced to the form

AX + ^.A--^+ ?, A-'-^M, + ...+q^u, =/(A) M, = (1)

.

Assume u^ = v^Xw^ ; then

AX = (A + i)A')XtM7„

where A and D affect v^ only, and A' affects Sw» only (Art. 34),

and the proposed equation becomes
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Now /"(A + i)A') is a rational integral function of A and A',

which we wish to arrange according to powers of A' , and this

may be done at once hy Taylor's theorem, which gives

/(A) +/ (A) D^' +^A (^) ^^'^+ ... + ^"A'".

Hence, observing that /(A) v^ = 0, since v^ substituted for w_,.

satisfies the proposed equation, we get the depressed equation

wj, (A) Vi +~ AwJ, (A) V,,,+ ...+ Ar-\o, . v^,„ = ;

or, reversing the order of the terms, {since f^ (A) means the same

function of A, that '{ r <io6s of a;},

"x+n •

+ {^^^^ A\v»-. + (« - 1) iA^^^. + 2.^..»-.} A"-z<;. + . .

.

+ {nA'-^^.+ in-l) q^A'-^v^.+ .-. + q^.v^,} w, = (2),

a linear equation of the {n — l)*"" order, of the same form as the

original one.

Similarly, if we know another particular value of u^, z^,

then A ( — ) will be a value of w^ in equation (2), which may be

depressed to another of the same form of the (« — 2)*'' order

;

and if we know r particular solutions of equation (1), we may
in this way depress it to an equation of the same form of the

{n—rY^ order. As a linear equation of differences of the first

order and degree can always be solved, it appears that to obtain

the complete integral of a linear equation of the «"" order, we

must know n — 1 particular solutions.

Equations of DifiFerences which admit of being reduced to Linear Equations.

Simultaneous Equations.

86. Besides linear equations of differences, and such equa-

tions as can be reduced to that form, veiy little is known of

equations of differences of the second and higher orders and
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degrees. Where such equations can be solved, it is generally

by means of particular substitutions adapted to the form of the

proposed equation; or by transformations of a more intricate

character. The following are instances of equations which admit

of being reduced to linear equations with constant coefficients,

by particular substitutions.

^x+n—1 "'x+il—

2

1- U^+n +i'il'x+„Mx+n-, + A'"i+»'^x

where p^, j}^, &c. are constants, and v^ is any function of x.

Assume u^ = w^Pv^, then the equation becomes divisible by

Pvj-^n, and is reduced to the linear equation with constant co-

efficients,

Ex. u^^,-2 (a; + 2)M^,-3 {x + 2) {x+l)u^ = 0.

u^=[a3^ + h{-lY} X 1.2.3...£C.

2. ":»+„ +i?ja°°Wx+>^, +P/i'^u^^^ + ... +p„aru^ = 0.

Assume u^ = v^a^^'^^-*'\ then any termj?XX+n-r becomes

— I'r'^x+n-r"' • " >

therefore the equation becomes divisible by a^^"*^*^', and is

reduced to the linear equation with constant coefficients,

3. u^, + {a + b{-iy}u^, + cu,= 0.

Let u^ = «^ Va + i (- 1)%

then M^, = v^, 'Ja — b{- If,

4. Mj+iMj; + aw^i + Jmj, + c = 0.
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Assume «. + a = -^^ , then w^^, + a = -^^

,

or u^2- (a - 5) «^^j + (c - a5) v^ = 0.

The two arbitrary constants which will appear in the value

of t)j, must be reduced to a single constant by the condition of

the proposed equation being satisfied.

Ex. ujii^^ - 2m^+ 1 = 0. M, = 1 + (a; + c)*\

5. M^„ . M^^^i ...«/=X
If we take the logarithm of both sides, and assume log u^=v^,

we get

Vx+» +i'«^n-i + 2'«^x+a-2+ . . . + rv^= logX

;

from which we can determine v^-, and then we have m^ = e*'.

Thus, if u^u^^^ • Wx = 1> then u^, - 2j;^, + v^ = ;

.*. v^ — c^ + c^x, andM^= C". C^

Again if u^^ . m^, . m"" = o, then v^^ + 2mr^j +wX= log a

;

which is the value of log u^

.

6. m'^, + m. = 2.

Assume u^= 2 cos r^ , then 4 cos'' v^„ + 2 cos v^ = 2,

.-.2 cos" u^i = 1 - cos «;^ = 2 sin' J t),

,

or cos v^, = cos i {" — v^

.

••• Vx+, + i v^ = if, which gives v^ = | . i^ + c (- J^)'',

.-. M, = 2cos{j7r + c(-in.
H. D. E. 10
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Similarly, m^^, - 2m', + 1=0, by assuming u^= cos r,, gives

cos v^^^ = COS 2v^, .'. ?;,^,,
— 2v^ =0, v^ = C2°', and

M, = cos r, = i (e"-^^ + e- •"^) = i (c-''' + c^) putting c = c*^^'.

7. M^,M:, -X (m^i - mJ + 1 = 0.

Let M^=tan?;,, .-. X(tan v^, -tanv,) =1 +tanv^, tanw,,

or tan {v^^^ ~ ''^^ ~T '
•*• ^'"'' ~ ^^~^

T'

and u^ = tan f (7+S tan"' -^j

.

If X=l + a; + a;', «x = i3^-

Similarly m^+jM^,Mx = aw^ + « ("i+i + "x«)>

by assuming u^ = Va . tan v^ , becomes

tan v^ (1 — tan v^, tan Vj^.^) + (tan v^^ + tan r,^,) = 0,

or tan v^ ± tan [v^^ + tv^.,) = 0,

.*. v^^,+ v^^ ±v^= nr, where r is any integer
;

, 2wa; , . 27ra;
.-. v^ = Jm- + c cos —- + c . sm-—-

,

o o

or v^ =r7r + c ^2 sin ^j + cW - 2 sin
-j^j ,

according as the upper or lower sign is taken ; and then

u^= Va tan V,.

87. We shall next give some examples of equations which

by particular substitutions are reduced to linear equations of the

first order.

1. {ax + h) A^u^ + mx^u^ + mnu^ = 0.

Assume «, = A"~'»x

;

.-. {ax + b) A''*^ + »»a;AX + mnA''\ = 0.
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But putting u^ = x — n in the formula for transforming M^^„A"t;,

(Art. 34), we have

a;AX = A" {(a; — n) vj — nA""V^,

.-. oA-"-' {(a; - w - 1) v^| - a (w + 1) AX
4- iA"""?;^ + wA" {{x-n) v^] = 0,

or A {a {x - n - 1) +b} v^- {a {n + I) -m{x-n)}v^ = '%*(),

.'. {a {x — n) + b] v^j + {{x — n){m — a)—na — b] v^ = S"0,

a linear equation of the first order, which will famish the value

of Vj:, and thence the complete integral of the proposed ; the

supernumerary constants contained in

S"0 = c„ + Cjo; + . . . + c„_ja;"-'

being determined hy substituting the value of u^ in the proposed.

For a particular solution, supposing S"0 = 0, and putting

. _ {a — m) (x—n) +na + b
'^ a{x-n) + b

'

we get v^= C.PA^^, and m^= CA""' (P^^J.

2. {ax^ + h) AX + (»• + mx) Am, + (»n - w) (re + 1) u^ = 0.

Let M, = A""'dj, then

(03^" + J) A""'X+ (y + wa;) AX+ (w-w) (« + 1) A""X = 0-"(l)-

But if in the formula for transforming m^^AX (-^^ 34) we
make % = a; — w, (a; — w)', successively, we get values of xA'v^

,

ar'A"'^'Wj; and substituting these values in (1), we find

aA"-"' [{x-n-iy V,} - a (« + 1) A" {(2a; - 2m - 1) v,}

+ a (m + 1) wA""'«;, + iA""*''«, + rAX + 'w^" {(a; - n) v^]

- «jwA"''«, + (»i - w) (m + 1) A''"X= 0,

or A"-''{a(a;-w-l)'' + 6}v,

- A" \a {n + 1) {2x - 2n -l)-m{x-n) - r} v^

+ {(« -l){n+l)n + vi} A"-'i., = 0,
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which is integrable in several cases by the disappearance of one

of its terms ; thus suppose o = 1, m = 0, then

A{{x-n-iy+b]v^-{{n + l){2x-2n-l)-r}v^ = f0,

or {{x- ny +b}v,^^~{x^-n{n + l) + h- r] v^ = S"0,

a linear equation of the first order, from which v^ and % = A''"Vj,

may be determined; and the arbitrary constants contained in

%"0 must be reduced to the proper number by substituting the

value of Wj. in the proposed equation. But if we suppose the

complementary function ]S"0 to vanish, we may readily obtain

two particular values of v,, ; for let

oc'—n{n + l) + b — r_ .

[x-nY+b ~ "'

then «,„

-

A^v^ = 0, v^= G . PA^^^

.

Now replace n by —(« + !) which amounts to assuming

u^ = A~""^v^ , then v^= C . PA'^_^ , where

a? — n{n + l) +b — r _ .,

{x + n + iy+b "'

then M, = CA- (P^^,) + C'S"« {PA'^J,

the complete integral of the proposed equation.

Several other examples of the like kind may be seen in the

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal.

87*. The solution of/(Z>) u^ = b" in the form (Art. 83)

u^ = jTy: + Ca^ + &c.

fails, if b be equal to a root of the auxiliary equation f{a} = 0.

Suppose that J = a, a root that occurs twice in /(a) = ; then

the value of u^ by changing the constants may be put under

the form

u^ = jrgr {b" - a/ - xha^'^^) + (c„+ c^x) a^ + &c.
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Now suppose i = a, + A, where h is very small ; then since

/{«,) = 0, /'(a,) = 0, we have

^a (a: - 1) AV^ 4- &c. , x « p^-=
U'/"K)V&c. +(^o + c.^)< + &c.;

therefore, making A = or S = a^, we get

a; (x — 1

)

M« = -^77^ a,^ + (c„+ c,a;) a,' + &c.

And if the root to which h becomes equal occur r times, the first

term in the value of% will be

x{x-l)...{x-r + l)ar -/"'
(«.)•

Hence in u^^^ - 2a^u^^ + a^u^ = a^,

since f{a) = {a- a,y f{a^) = 2,

w^ = ^x{x- 1) a,"^" + (c„ + c^x) a^

;

and in examples 3 and 4 of Art. 83 if ^ = 0, the first term in the

value of Mj. becomes

^x{x-l)a''^, and —x{x-l){x-2){x-3)ar*,

respectively.

88. In simultaneous equations, instead of one equation be-

tween the independent variable x, and the successive values or

differences of the dependent function u^, we have given two or

more equations between x and two or more of its functions u^

,

v^, &c. and their successive values or differences; the object, as

before, being to determine each of the imknown functions in

terms of x. When the proposed equations are linear with con-

stant coefficients, we may separate the symbols of operation fi-om

those of quantity ; and then obtain by the ordinary processes of

elimination an equation containing only one of the unknown

functions ; for as the symbols of operation here employed com-

bine according to the same laws as ordinary algebraical quanti-

ties, they may be treated precisely as if they were symbols of

quantity.
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1 . Mj^j + cv^^., — c'm, = a'

,

= a .

These may be written

{Ir-^)^l^+cDv^ = a'',

which give by the elimination of v^

{If - &jy + c*) u,= (P- c) a' - cDaT ;

••• *^- =
a- - cV + 0- - 1 - cV + cV + ^^"'"Pl^'^^^t^^y f^°^faon.

Now if c be greater than 2,

i/- c»i)^+ c*= (i?- a') {ly-^),

and consequently the complementary function

= c, a^ + c, (- ar + 03/3^+ c, (- /Sr

.

If c= 2, the values of a and /3 become equal to one another;

or imaginary if c < 2 ; and the corresponding values of the com-

plementary function may be determined in the usual manner.

The value of u^ being known, we have

2. M^^, = 2z^ + 12m,
, y^^ = Uz„

Upon introducing the symbol D, and eliminating m, and y^, we
find {D - 6) (-D+ 2) (D - 14) s, = 0, which gives

z^=a.G'' + b. (-2)^ + c(14)';

then y, = 14^^, =^ 6' - 76 (- 2)' + c (14)%

«x=-?6^-|(-2)^ + «(14)'.
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89. It may be observed that the knowledge of the genera-

ting ftinction of the second member of a linear equation will

sometimes lead to the solution of the equation. For since

(Art. 28)

Now suppose \lf{I>)u^ =X to be an equation of Differences, and

let <}){t) be the generating function of X, and therefore of its

equal yjr {D) u.,, then

and if this value of Chi^ can be developed in a series of powers

of t, and have w^ for the coefficient of f, then the solution of

•^ {D) Mj. =X is Mj,= to^ + complementary function.

Thus, for M^j— 2 cos 0u^^ + Mi = sin x0,

*W = n:iS^^=- + *^---^+- (Trig- Art. 155)

^fA . I (^\ <' sin
it) -ty = (i_2<cose+<T=-

f
+ ^ »/i tsina:0 — ascos (a;— 1) ^sin^} + ...

2 sm p

'

\ / J

the latter expansion being derived from the former by dif-

ferentiating relative to 6, and reducing

;

•'• **! = ,^ {sin x6 — X cos {x—\) 9 sin ^} + complementary

function

,

cos (a;— 1) ^ + c cos xd+ c^ sm x6.~
2 sine

Again, let the proposed equation be (B — \Y'^u^ = x, then

(Art. 26) <^(«)=i!(l-«)"^,

1
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. „. ^ x{x-l)...n _ x{x-l)...{x-n + 2)
_

''~ 1.2.3. ..{x-n+l)~ 1.2.3...(w-l) '

x{x-l)...(x-n + 2) ^ ^ „.,

which agrees with the result obtained by direct integration of

Equations of Partial Differences and Mixed Differences.

90. If in M^y a function of two independent variables x

and y, x be changed into x + h, and y into y + lc, the resulting

value Mi4A,y+«: is called the first total successive value of u^y, and

is denoted by Du^_y, so that Du^^ = Ux+h,y^ j consequently

and as M:^.j+t = e'^
""'«*x,i/) -^^ is here equivalent to e*^ "**. Also

if from the altered value of the function we subtract the original

value, the result is called the first total difierence of Mj,„, and is

denoted by Am^„, so that

Consequently we have, as in the case of a function of one vari-

able, A equivalent to Z) — 1 ; and 1 + A equivalent to D ; hence

we must have

AX^ ={B- \Y M,,, , J^w,,„ = (1 + A)' «... , &c.

;

and generally

AX„ = (i> - 1)" w,,„ , Z>X,„ = (1 + A)" «,_„

;

which become by development

AX , = i>X,„ - wi?"-X,v +
"^"~^^

i>"X. - &c.

^«xj, = Mx,»

+

«am, „

+

^^"2 ^Xt/ + '^°-

;

where A, D express total operations that refer to both of the

independent variables.
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If there be given Am^„ =f{^: y), a rational and integral

function of x and y, we may find the value of m^„ by the method
of Art. 44 ; thus if Am^„ = x+y + \, then

where G^_y denotes any function oix — y, the increments of both
variables being taken equal to unity.

91. Again, if in u^y we change x into x + h without alter-

ing y, the result u^^^ is called the first partial successive value

relative to x, and is denoted by B^u^^, so that JDji^y = %^ „

;

consequently

and as M,j^j, = e '^m^,„, -Dj, is equivalent to e '^. Exactly in the

same way we have, relative to the other variable y,

^V^x.tj — ^x,v+t > -^y ^x,v = '^x.y+nk )

d_

Dy being equivalent to e ""; hence D = D^.Dy. Also the dif-

ferences M;c4ji,y — Mx.yj ''x.K+i
— W3,_y, are called the partial dif-

ferences of u^y relative to x and y respectively, and are denoted

by A^, A„; so that

^xWx,» = "x+».» - Ux.v = (^x - 1) Wx,!/

;

\Ux_y = 2(^.„+i
- u^,y = (D„ - 1) u^_y

;

and generally

A.X„ = (2>x
- 1)" %..> K = (A - 1)" %.,

;

and the symbols S^,, S^, which are equivalent to A^"\ A^"', are

used to denote the operation of integrating w^„ with respect to

the variable x only, and the variable y only, respectively.

In the investigations which. follow, the values of h and k

will be taken equal to unity, unless the contrary be stated.

H. D. E. 11
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92. By Equations of Partial Differences are meant relations

between a function of two independent variables m^_„, some of its

partial successive values or differences, and the variables x and y.

As the symbols of operation here employed combine in subjection

to the same fundamental laws as algebraical quantities, we may,

by separating the symbols, resolve these equations when linear

or otherwise, by the same processes as ordinary equations of

differences of the like class: but we shall first employ an

elementary method.

Ex. 1. M^^„,„ +i'iW^+n-i.»+. + ••• +i'nMx,v+» = (l). t^C COCffi-

cients being constant, and the sum of the subscribed indices the

same in every term. If the second member be q instead of zero,

it is easily seen that the value of %,„ determined from (1) would

have to be increased by -2^

.

Assume u^^ = d'. G^y, where Cj.^„ is any function of the

binomial a; +y, then the first member of (1) becomes

a'' (a" +p,a"-'+ ... +p„) C^^^,.

which is reduced to zero if a be taken equal to any one of the

roots real or imaginary, a^, o^, ... a„ of the auxiliary equation

/(a)=a"+^,a"-'+...+^„ = 0.

Hence, if Oj, a^, &c., be all unequal, the complete value oiu^^^

involving n arbitrary functions is •

M,,, = a^ C'^y + 0/ C"^y + . . . + a/ C (1)

which shews that arbitrary functions of the binomial a; + y here

stand in the places of the arbitrary constants that enter into the

solutions of ordinary equations of Differences. But if a^ = a
,

first suppose a^ = a^+h where h is very small, then
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=< • c'^y + c\^, . xa,' {l + \{x-\)- + &c.},

replacing the arbitrary functions

C'x+« + C"^ and - C"^„

by other arbitrary functions c\^ and c"^„; now make h = 0,

then the equal roots a,, a^ produce in the value of m^„ the terms

'''i (<'W» +^c"^J. If a^, a^ be a pair of imaginary roots and

= p (cos 6 ± V^ sin 6),

then it is easily seen that a' G'^^ + a/ C"^^ takes the form

p" {c^y cos a;0 + c'^y sin a;^).

It may be observed that the assumption u^,y — a" . C(^„ is

symmetrical with respect to x and i/, for it may be replaced by

ay
n..y=[^.a^.G^y = V.C'^y.

b
Ex. 1. u^+i,y — O'Ux.y+i = b. Here u,x.v — « • ^x+y +

J _ 3 •

Ex. 2. M^j,„ - 2aM^^.,.„^, + aV^,„^j = h
;

W:r,„ = «" (Cx+„ + a; • C';^„) + -r-, .

^1 — «j

Ex, 3. u,^,,„ - 2a cos 0m^„,,+, + aX, «+2 = i-

u..y = a"^ (c^« cos a;0 + c'^„ sin xd) + ^_g^^^gg^^, .

93. The preceding results can of course be readily obtained

by separating the symbols; but that method may be applied

with still greater advantage to the case where the second member

is Fa function of x and y. For the proposed equation may be

written

{{Dj)ir+p, {Bj)-r-'+ ... +Pn] D;u..y= v,

instead of Wa^+n,!, +i'i«*+,i-i,i/+i + ..• +i'»%.i/+n= ^-
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Let a be a root that occurs singly, and h a root that occurs m
times, in the auxiliary equation z" +^,3""' + . . . +jo„ = : then

by resolution into partial fractions we shall have

.

B„
. -^m-i ,

I

-"i
I (fee

z''+p,z"-' + ...+p„~ z-a^ {z-hr^ {z-br-'^-^z-b

where ^, jB„, &c. are known in terms of^,, p^, &c. ; hence sub-

stituting D^D~^ for z, we get

•-" li).-ai)/ {D^-bD,r {D^-hD,r

. B,D..
i>rv;

but A (Z>, - aD.YD,-^^' V= A {aD^y't, {aD,)-^D,-^*' V; &c.

;

since the operations denoted by B^, By, are independent of one

another

:

.-. «,,„ = A (aB„r 2. {aB^r A"^" V

+ BJJ>B,r^ tj" {bB,r B^*""V+ &c.

Instead of reserving the complementary functions under the sign

of integration, we may obtain them explicitly by supposing

V= ; then since

1,0 = c„, S/0 = c\ + xc\ + a?c\ + . . . + a^^-V""",

and B^''\ = c^y_^, X)„""c„ = c^^„.„,

the part of the complementary function due to the root a and the

m roots h will be, changing the arbitrary functions,

Aa^c^,+ BJf {cV« + xc',^, + . . . + aj'^'-^S^"},

and similar terms will be introduced by the other roots of the

auxiliary equation.

If any of the roots a, h, &c. be imaginary, these results may
be transformed into real expressions, as shewn above.
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Ex. 1. M^,„ - M^ „^, = xy,

or {D^-D,)u,^,=.xy, .: u^.y = {D^-D,rxy = {D,r't,D;^^ •

but D^xy = a; (y — a;) = X (^ + 1) — a; (a; + 1)

;

.
_j,^A{x-\)x{y^-\) {x-\)x{x^\)

\

= J (a; - 1) a? (a; + 33^ - 2) + C^,.

Ex. 2. M^2, „ - 2m^,_^^j + M^,„^j = a; + y,

or {D^-D^Yu^_y = x + y;

.: u,,,= {D,-D,r{x +y)=B,'^V^r (s^ + v)

= i?/-^S/y = A"^ {i (a; - 1) a;y + a:C, + C;|

= ^ (a;-l)a;(y + a;-2)+ax;^„ + c',^„.

Ex. 3. M^^.3,, - 12m^^.,.^^, + 1 6m^ „^3 = c''"',

or (D, - 2Z)J' (i). + 4Z)„) M,.„ = c^

;

and since D^, Z>„, applied to c°^ are each equivalent to multi-

plying it by c,

Mx„ = + &c. =10^-^ + 2^ (c^, + a^'^,) + (- 4)'c';

Ex. 4, M^^.„ - 2a cos ^M^r+i.^+i + oX.n.2 = J^-

«... =«^ ^^fe^^rS.(a-^ cos x0i?,— F)

- q^ cos(a;-l)g
sin«02?„--' F)

Binp 1/ i\ tf

+ a* (cos x^ . c^^y + sin a;5 . c'^^y).

Ex. 5. [D, - a) [D,- 1) «,., = V,

or M^i.y+, - OM^.,^, - iu^+i,y + ahux.y = ''^5

.-. {Dy-b) «,,„= (Z),- a)-F= a-'S^-^F+ «-(?„,



If V= (f^, since D^, D^ are in that case equivalent respec-

tively to c and c~'

;

en
{c-a){c-'-b)

Wx.» = /. _ „s ,„-! _ j.^ + ^'c'x + a'c"r

Equations of Mixed Differences.

94. Equations of Mixed Diflferences axe those in which the

differential coefficients of the dependent variable u^, as well as its

differences or successive values, are involved along with the prin-

cipal variable x. When the equation is linear with respect to

the successive values and their differential coefficients, and the

coefficients of the several terms are constant, solutions may be

obtained by proceeding in the same way as for linear equations

of differences of the like kind. It is plain that any differential

equation

/(^' y> S ' ^^ '

&C-) = 0,
dx ' da?

which admits of a solution y = X, will lead by substituting

y = Ux^n +PiU^n-i + • • +i'»Mx ,

where ^,,^j, &c. are constants, to a linear equation of differences

of the kind that has been solved.

Multiplying both sides by e"" and integrating, we get

an ordinary linear equation of differences. Thus suppose the

proposed equation to be

then u,: = Cm" + C (- a)", where m = e"'.
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then u^, - 2m,= ^^-^ + C/^

;

3. (1 + ae"^') «;,+!
- 6 (1 + oe"^) ^ M^ + hu^ = c.

Assume u^ (1 + ae") = v^

;

.-. aeX+(l + «O^«.-5 = 0,

and multiplying this by h and adding it to the proposed, we get

Now, letv^=e"" + A;

let k + hk = c, then e" — (m — 1) 6 = ; and if ^ be a value of m
which satisfies this equation, then a particular value of u^ is

nb(^^+iT-^)'

95. The following are examples of Equations of Mixed

Partial Differences.

or I>A» -^ «:».» = <'»

..».,.=(i>.-i)-.=(ir^(ir-i''.}'

putting -7- (7„ for an arbitrary function oiy;
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•• *'-="+(!;) ^'""

and if c = 0, we have for the equation

2. M,^j.„-a^M,.,= F;

Suppose V=x^, then the effect of any power, positive or

negative, of -5- upon V, is to multiply it by 1

;

.•...(«|)-V.«..-«=^.--<|ji^+.4c.,

........(-.-«^/-(«|P'("-|)>-

Let F= xe", then proceeding as in the last example.

4. A^M,.„-a^M^.„= c.

As this may be written

A. (Mx,» -"')-'*^ (''-.v
-«")=<>>
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we may integrate it supposing c = 0, and then add ex to the

result. Assume !<j„=a°'e °Vi,„;

or f.«,, -^ v.,„ = ; .-. iv,„ =
(^^j

C,. (Ex. 1) ;

Continued Fractions.—Functional Equations.

96. The determination of the values of continued fractions

in certain cases gives rise to equations of differences which can

be integrated as linear equations.

1. To determine the value of the continued fraction,

«, = to a; fractional terms
;

"^ a+ a+ ... a

c , ,

•'• ""^1 = rz:;7 >
°^'

"^m-i ("x + «) = c
;

V
Assume u^+a= -^±i

, then v^^^ — av^^^ — cy^ = ;

.'. v^= c^ol" + c^^, a. and /3 being roots oih'' — a'k — c = 0;

= -^^^rjrzfw~' smcea + /9 = «;

c 1 + C3 /3

H. D.E. 12
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If a and /9 be imaginary, so that

l^-ak-c = ¥ -2kp co%e + p\

sin x6
then Ux = — p —.—7

—

, t\ a •
'^ sm {x+lj

2. To find the value of the continued fraction

c c c c

"' ""^ a+... ^ 6
'

to a; fractional terms, the last term being -j .

Proceeding as in the last example, we find

a^' + c,^-'

and M, = T = c

If c = — 1, a = 2 cos ^, b = cos 0, then it will be found that

_ cos(a!— 1)^
* ~"

cos xd

3. To find the value of the continued fraction to x fractional

terms,

1 1 1 1

'''~a+ b+ a+ b+ ...'

1 u
Here M^, = —, or-

—

^—=b + u^.

a' + c,^ '
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05^ ^x+3 - (2 + ah) V, + r^, = 0,

of which the auxiliary equation is

A*- (2 + fli) t=+ 1 = (i'- V^A;- 1) (F+ V^ife-1) =0.

Let a, , — a, -
, be the roots of this equation, then

v^ = a"K + c, (- 1)''} + ^ {c. + c, (- 1)^},

' 1+ab a' + »,a-"

.•.^, = l=C-0', .-. (7= 0, C7' = -l, and^, = (-l)',

.-. au^ = l "^ '-

a-*> +(_!)-«--''

4, Suppose h to be essentially negative and = — c, so that

the continued fraction is

a+ — c+ a+ —c+...

and let VoF = V^ Vac = 2V^ sin 6, then

;t»_2\Airi sin ^ A- 1 = 0, anda = co3^ + V^ sin^;
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therefore, according as x is odd, or even,

sinfx — 1)^ , cos (a;— 1)0
aw, = 1—:—

7

-4-7i , or 1
)
——rra •

sin(x+ l)0' cos(a;+l)0

Functional Equations.

97. If a function <^ (x) is of such a nature that when it is

twice performed on a quantity, the result is the quantity itself,

that is {(^ [x)] or ^^ {x) = x, then it is called a periodic function

of the second order ; and if ^ {x) be such that ^" {x) = £c, then

^ (a;) is termed a periodic function of the m"" order. Any sym-

metrical function of x and y, put equal to zero, will ty resolution

give for the value of y a function of x, which is a periodic func-

tion of the second order. Consequently,

a X 1 —
x' ' x-V 1 + x'

Vl-x",

are all periodic functions of the second order. Examples of

periodic functions of the third order are , ^/l — x"': and of
1 — x12.

the fourth order ^ , . Functional equations involving

these expressions may be frequently solved by a simple elimi-

nation ; as will be seen in the following instances.

Ex.1. {fia^)Y.f(lz£j^c'x;

1 — X .

here, since is a periodic function of the second order,

1 — x
replacing x by , we get

{f{\^)]'fi^i'^-\?.-

hence dividing the square of the proposed equation by this,

we have

{f{^)Y = \^^c^x\ or-/(x) = (l±|c'-^*

Ex.2. /(.)+../(_!_) =1;
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here since is a periodic function of tlie third order, re-

placing X twice in succession by , we get

Now multiply the second of these equations by — a, and the

third by a', and we find by adding them together,

98. Other functional equations may be sometimes solved

by the aid of the Calculus of Finite Differences, or by particular

artifices.

Ex.1. f{x)+f{a-x)=c\

Assume x = u,, a — x = m^,
;

.-. V, + Mr = a, or M. = C'(-l)' + ia.

But /(m^i) +/(m.) = c', which may be written

v^,. + n = c'

;

... ^, = C (- 1)' + ic' =-^ («. - ia) + \e =f{u,) ;

•'• /W =m{x-^a) + ic^

m being an arbitrary constant.

In the same way we may find a particular solution of the

equation

f{a + x).f{a-x)=a'-Qc';

or we may use for that purpose the following artifice,

f(a + x) f(a — x)
, ± / \ J / \ 1

'' ^ —'- /-^ = 1, or A (a;) .d>{—x) = l,

a + x a — x 1- \ / r \
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which is satisfied by
(f)

{x) =C

;

.: f{a + x) = {a + x) C^ ={a + x) C'"*'^-'

;

..f{x)=xC''-\

Ex. 2. f{bx) = nf{x}.

Let bx = !/^j , x — u,;

.-. M^, — bu, = 0, OT u, = -b' = x;

.-. v. = n'.<^(cos27ra)=n'°"x</)jcosL—^logca;jV (Art. 41),

but v,=f{u,)=f(x),

Ex.3. / (a + te) =«/(«).

Assume a + bx = u^^ , x = u,; then proceeding as in the last

Example we have
log"

and for a particular value, when c = 1 , and
<f>

(cos 27r«) = 1

,

Ex. 4. /(x) ./(^) =/(x + y) +/(a; - 3/)

.

Expanding the second member by Taylor's theorem and

dividing both sides hjf{x), we get

/W
-^l^

+ ty^^)- j^2 +1.2. 3.
4
-/(a;)- t^x*

+ '^•^j •
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But as f{y) does not involve x, the coefficients oiy\ y\ &c. in
the second member must te constants ; let b be the value of the
coefficient of y^, then

••• /W = 2 (1 + ^by' + 172^ ^y + '^^•'''

or replacing i by another constant - c^

f{y) = 2 (1 - icy+ Y^gig^ cy - &c.) = 2 cos c^,.

99. We shall conclude this Section by two or three Problems,
the solution of which is effected by equations of Differences.

1. To find the value of m, = v 2 — v'2 — ViTT to x terms.

Since u^, = V2-M, , u\, + u, = 2;

of which the integral is m^ = 2 cos {c (- ^)'' + ^tt}
;

(Art. 86)

••.^ = 2cos(-| + |)
= V2 = 2cosf, .-.0 = 1;

.-. «, = 2 cos
1^

(- i)^ + j|
= 2 sin I {1 - (- i)^.

2. A swan breeds three cygnets in its second year, and four

every succeeding year ; and the young ones all breed according

to the same law ; required the number at the end of the cc"" year.

Let u^= number at end of a;*'' year

;

then in (a; + 1)"* year, there will be bred three each by those in

their second year, and four each by all the others

;

.'. ?<^^j = M, + 3 K_j - Mi.,) + 4m^_, = m, + 3m^, + M,.,

;

• M«3 - «i+2 - 3«;r+, - Mx = ;
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/. m'-nt'-Bm-l=m {rri' - 1) - {m + 1)' = ;

.-. m =- 1, and 1 + V2;

.'. M,= a(-l)'" + 5(H-V2)-+c(l-V'2)^

u^= = a+b + c,

M, = 1 = -a + & (1 + V2) + c (1 - Vi),

Mj = 4 = a + 6 (3 + 2^2) +c(3-2V2);

If the law of increase be one in the second and every succeeding

year,

V5u,= i(i+V5r-i(i-V5r.

3. If a person possessed of a given capital of £n, spends in

the first year the whole of the interest receivable at the end of

that year ; and in the second year twice the interest receivable at

the end of the second year; and in the third year thrice the

interest receivable at the end of that year, and so on ; to find how
long it will be before his capital is exhausted.

Let u^ = reduced capital in pounds at the end of the a;"" year,

r = interest of £l for a year ; then ru^ = interest receivable at end

of (aj+l)*"" year, and (x + l) rM^ = expenditure in (x+l)"" year,

therefore reduced capital at end of {x + 1)"" year, is

M^ + ru^ — (x+l) ru^ = (1 — rx) u^ ;

•• Mx+i - (1 - '•^) u^ = 0;

.'. M, = n (1 -r) (1 -2r) ... {I - {x - 1) r],

since when a; = ] , m. = n. Now this vanishes when a; = 1 + -

,

which expresses the number of years the capital will last.
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100. The follomng are instances of Geometrical Problems,

which admit of laeing solved by Finite DiiFerences.

1. To find a curve in which the chord QP joining the

extremities of any two ordinates PN, QM at a given distance

from one another, when produced shall meet the axis of the

abscissae at a constant distance from the foot of either ordinate.

then (y,^ - y,) -r /< = «/,
-=- ~^ ;

ov y= C»i* is the equation to the curve.

2. To find a curve such that the portion of a sfraight line

drawn through a fixed point in its plane and terminated by the

curve, shall be of a constant length. Let p =fifi) be its equa-

tion, then we must have for all values of 9,

As IT is here the increment of ^, let^ = 7r«, and let/(7rz) be

denoted by «,, then m,+, + m.= c ;

••• w.=ic+c,(-ir,

where C. denotes any function of z that does not alter in value by

the change of z into z+ 1. Now {—!)'= cos irz, and F (cos 2irz)

ftilfila the condition to which C, is subject

;

.-. p =/(5) = i c + ^ (cos 26) . cos 0,

the equation to the required curve. If i^(cos iff) = b, this be-

comes p = ^c + & cos ^ ; which represents a circle if 6 = 0.

3. To find a curve such that any n radii drawn through a

fixed point in its plane so as to make equal angles with one

H. D. E. 1-^
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another, and tenninating in the ciirve, shall have theii sum
invariable.

^^P=f{^) be the equation to the curve, and A denote the

angle between two consecutive radii, we have

f {0) +f{0 + h) + ...+f{6 + {n-l)h}=c. ..{!),

or making = hz, and f{hs) = «,,

M^^i + M»+„-2+... + M. = C (1),

the solution of which is

1 „, iiTZ „„ 4t7rz

«, = - c + O, cos h C, cos
71 71 n

+ cr cos^ + &c. + Cr^ cos ^llt3ll ,n n

for it is seen by summing the resulting series that any one of

the values cos , cos , &c. for u,, satisfies (1), when c= 0.

„ , 27r ,, 27r» mhz md j /-,, ,

xsovT suppose ft =— , then = =— , and (J. may be

replaced by f^ (cos 27r«) =f^ (cos mff), &c. ; consequently the

required equation to the curve is

1
, ^, as ''^0

, xf a\ 2to0p=- c+f^ (cos mvj cos h/j (cos mff) cos 1- . .

.

,
- , ^\ (n — l)m0

+j^, (cos?«t/) cos-^^ .

If in = 71, f^ (cos mff) = J, and if the rest of the arbitrary

functions vanish, we get

1 -

p = -c + b cos „n 0,

4. To find a curve such that the product of the two seg-

ments of any straight line drawn through a fixed point in its

plane to meet the curve, shall be constant. li p=f{0) be the

equation to the curve, then
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f{e) .f{6 + tt) = c* ; let = trz, and /(ttz) = u,
;

.•. M^j., . w, = c', which gives (Art, 86)

u, = cCy^y = c . {F{coB 27rs)}"»'",

since G, is any function of z that does not alter in value when z

is changed into z+1, and (— 1)' = cos ttz ;

.-. p = c[F {coa20)}">*\

Now i^ (cos 20) denotes any function of cos 20 whose value does

not alter by the change of into 9r+ 0; and may therefore be
replaced by

<

(F{co3 26) + cos ) ""sfl

ti^(cos20)-co8 0J '

which evidently has the property of not being altered by the

substitution of tt + for ;

p _ r.F'(cos2g) + co3 |"

'
c ~ti?'{cos20)-cos0j '

which gives algebraic curves by assigning an algebraic form to

the arbitrary function F. Thus if « = ^, and

F(coa 20)= J , then <- = ,

b
'

c 'Jd'-b^

the equation to a circle. Several other interesting Problems of

this description may be found in Herschel's Examples.

The following example supplies an omission at the end of

Art. 84*. It is evident that v^ = a* satisfies the equation

M^j- a (1 + B^) M^i+ a'Bji^= 0,

.-. w,= CB, and u,= a' [C'+Ct (P-B^J).

„ „ x+1 ., „„ 2. 3. ..03 1

Suppose B,=—^ , thenPF^^=^^^_^-^ =
(^^^^^^^^^

,

C f C \
.: S (P-BLi) = r ; and m, = a" (

' +——- ) is the solution of

{x + 3) u^-2a {x + 2) u^^ + a' (x + 1) u, = 0.



SECTION IV.

SUMMATION OP SERIES.

Integration of the Greneral Term.

101. One of the most direct and important applications of

the Calculus of Finite Diflferences, is the general method which

it furnishes of assigning the sum of any number of Terms of a

Series, of the general term of which we are able to take the inte-

gral. There will be two cases to consider, according as the

general term is given explicitly in terms of the index, or is only

given by means of an equation of diflferences. We shall begin

with the former case, by shewing that the sum of any number of

terms ending with the general term u^, is equal to the integral

of the following term, together with a constant.

Let iS, denote the sum of the first x terms of a series whose

general term is u^,

then S^ = u,+Uj+ ... + u^,

Making x = 0, 8„= = tu^^+ C;

or, as it is usually written, = Smj + C,

In general the arbitrary constant will be determined by the

term with which we make the series commence. Thus, if we
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make it begin with m, instead of u^, this amonnts to supposing

the sum of the terms preceding m,, that is, Xu^ to be zero ; and

therefore to determine the constant, we have

102. As the summation of series, where the general term is

given explicitly as a function of the index, thus resolves itself

into the cases of integration treated of in Section II., it will

only be necessary to give a few numerical examples; every

expression integrated in that Section gives the sum of a series of

which it is the general term.

1. To find the sum of the first x terms of any progression of

fignrate numbers. In the r* order the general term is

x{x+i){x + 2) ...{x + r-2)
'*'"

1.2.3...(r-l) '

•^t..., = "^"Y.^,••^"!;-^^
C7, (Art. 45)

tu^ = 0+ C=0;

„ _ x{x + l)...{x + r-l)
1.2.3...r

Similarly, for the series of inverse figurate numbers, except

when r = 2, that is, for the series l + i + J + 1+... + -.

1.2.3...(r-l)
For we have »x = ^(^ + i) ...(^ + ,_2) '
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"^^ ^'^

^^V-2 (a;+l)(a; + 2)...(a; + r-2)J'

and ;SL = r.
r — 2

2. To find the sums of the squares and cubes of the natural

numbers. Here u^= x'= {x — 1) x + x;

. _. _ {x-l)x{x+l)
.
x{x+l)

, ^

J < n /-« A . c a: (a; + 1) (2x + 1)and Sm, = 0+ C/ = 0; /. 0^=—^^ -^ -.
6

Again, «,. = a' = a; (a?" — 1) + a;

;

_, (a; - 1) a; (a; + 1) (x + 2) ,
£B (a; + 1) ,

„
••• ^M:r4.i

=
^

+
2

"^
'

2m. = 0+ C=0;

... s = '"(^+^) j(x-l)(a;+2)
_!_

1 ^ (a;(x + l) l'_

Similarly, l"+ 3'+ 5=+ ... + (2a!- l)'=?i^^^ .

l'+ 3'+5'+...+ (2a;-l)' = 2x*-x'.

3. To sum the series l'-2'+ 3'-4''+... ± ar'.

HereM„={-l)^V;

S„,.(i:iCli-P£±^(:il):+iyr+c, (Art. 59)
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.-. 5f,= (-ir'^^^ii-^ Similarly,

2 . 1*+ 2' . 2'+ 2'
. 3'+ ... + 2V = 2'*' (a; + 1) (x- 3) + (2""-!) 6.

4, To find the sum of x terms of the series

1 1 1 »

2'^_3* 4'- 3' 6''- 3'

"- =1^^^ = {2x - 3H2^ + 3) '
""^^^ ^^"^ "^^'^ ^'^- ^^'

„1 x+1 1 6a; +5
18 (2a;+l)(2a;+3) 6' (2a;- 1) (2a;+ 1) (2a; + 3)

'

and 'S;»=— . Similarly,

+ -z—x—7 + ;;

—

-,
—

r + &c. to X terms = 2 — -

1.2.32.3.43.4.5 (a; + l)(a; + 2)'

5. 2. 4. 7 + 4. 7. 13 + 8. 13. 25 + 16. 25. 49+&C. to aterms.

Here u^ = 2^ (3 .
2*-' + 1) (3 .

2' + 1).

Assume Sm^^ =^ (3.2^'+l) (3.2=' + l) (3 .2-^'+
1); (Art. 55)

.'• «.« =^ (3 . 2' + 1) (3 .
2"*' + 1) {3 .

2*" + 1 - (3 .
2^-' + 1)}

= ?i^.2'^'(3.2^+l)(3.2^'+l); which gives ^ =^ ,

2«„. =^ (3 •
2'-'+

1) (3.2' + 1) (3 .
2^^' + 1) + C;

2«,=^.f.4.7
+ C=0;
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... Sr, =^ (3 . a'-' + 1) (3 .
2' + 1) (3 .

2"=*' + I) -^.

^" 3T3~3.9"'"9. 15 15.33

Here m^ =
{(-2r-ii{(-2r'-i}'

•'
'^^ ""

9
"^

3 ^2)""'^ '

^^'^^' ^^^' ^^^ '^-' "
9

16 21 2
,

26 /2V „ ^ ,

Here « - L^Jlli^^i) (_!)-

Assume St..,. =
(^^ 3/(^^3)

(- 1)% (Art. 56)

then^=-3,and -•• ^. = i -
(, ^,)%^ 1)

(- r-

Similarly for the sum of x terms of the series

19 1 28 1 39
J_

52 1_

1.2.3"4 2.3.4'8"^3.4.5'16'^4.5.6"32"^""

"^
a;(.T + l)(x + 2)^^^ '

*"• (x + l)(x + 2)^*^ •

8 1
-

I
1 L &C

COS cos 20 cos 20 cos 30 cos 30 cos 40

to a; terms.

Here m^ = ^ r

—

,
,, „ ; therefore (Art. 53)

cos x0 cos (a; + 1)
^ '

_, tan (a; + 1) , ^, .^ tan
, ^ ^

+' sm0 ' sm0
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„ _ tan {x+l)6 — tan 6

9. 1 cos + 2 cos 26 + 5 cos 30 + &c., to x tenns.

Here m^, = (o; + 1) cos {x + 1) 0,

S.^. = (. + l) ^^^(-+^y-^Ssin (.4-1)0 (Art. 59)

^ (a! + 1) ain (a: + ^) g cob (a; + 1) „

2sm^0 "^
(281040)"

^"• = *+(2sini0)'+^ = ^' •• ^=~(2lmW

•••^--
"tsint0^' +2iI^0^^^"(-+*)^^^'^^^--^°'^('-+^)^^

a; sin {x + ^) 6 . /sin ^ a;i/sin^aigx"

* Uin i y
~ 2 sin 4

Hence also, if /S, = 1 cos' + 2 cos' 2 + 3 cos' 3 + &c.

then 28^ = 1 (1 + cos 20) + 2 (1 + cos 40) +&c.

„ _ x{x + l) X sin (2 X + 1) _ . /sin xOV
•••*.-

I
+

4gi^^ *Vsin0/''

10. aco80 + 2a'cos 20 + 3a'cos 30 + &C., toa:terms.

Here % = a^" cos a;0 = xv^ , suppose

;

.-. Xu^ = xXv^ — S'Wi+i

= ? (a'i>-' - 1 ) 1,, - i {a'D-' - 1)' ij,„ ;
(Art. 52)

c c

1 -I -t

c c

H. D. E. 14

= ± (o»- o cos 0) - ^ (a* - 2a' cos + a' cos 2 0) + C

;
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where v^= a" cos x9. Similarly, if the general term be oe'a'- cos x0.

to a; terms

;

M, = tan :—» = tanl+x + x'' l+x{x+l)'

.: tu^ = tan"' x+C, (Art. 54)

.-. S, = tu^, - %u, = tan-' (x + 1) - Itr.

Here m^, = 2' tan'' ^33x^3 ^.g. J

.-. t u^, = 2nan-' p+ C, (Art. 54)

•. S^ = tu^^-tu^ = 2''txDr''%-t&n-^e, and ^„ = ^-tan-'^.

And we may similarly shew for the series whose (x+1)* term is

^ ^ ^27.3*^ + 180\3"-^;'

that S^ = S'' tan"' |i - tan"' ^, and 8^= d - tan"' 0.

13. log cot + ^ log cot 26 + 1 cot 4^ + &c. to x terms.

Here m,^ = ^ log cot 2^^ = 2A^ log (2 sin 2'0)

;

.'. S,= .^k log (2 sin 2^6) - 2 log (2 sin 6).
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Recurring Series.

103. We next come to the case where the general term is

not given explicitly in terms of its index, but only certain rela-

tions between the consecutive terms, or these and their indices

are expressed.

The equation of differences which determines the form of

the general term, cannot always be solved ; when however the

equation is linear with constant coefficients, its solution, as we
know, can be effected ; and this happens for Recurring Series

—

the most remarkable class of this sort of series.

This equation when integrated will involve the same number

of arbitrary constants as is expressed by its order: implying

that that number of consecutive terms may be regarded as inde-

terminate, and the remaining terms formed according to the law

which the equation to the series expresses.

A recurring series is a series in which an equation of the

first degree with constant coefficients, holds good between a cer-

tain definite number of consecutive terms, in whatever part of

the series they be taken. For example, in the series

3+ 5 + 9 + 17 + 33 + «&;c.

we have 9 = 3.5 — 2.3, 17 = 3.9 — 2.5, &c. ; and in general

M««=3w^, -2m^. (1)

The integral of this is m^. = c .
2"^ 4- c' ; and assuming a and h

for the first two terms of the series of which m, is the general term,

a = 2c + c', J = 4c + c'; .•. c = \{b — a), c' = 2a — b,

so that u^={b- a) 2'^' + 2a - J

;

and the series that has (1) for its equation is, in its most general

form, o + S + (3& - 2a) 4- (7J - 6a) + &c.

But for the series —^ +-^ + —-5 -I- &c. we have
71+ 1 n +2 n + 6

(x + n + 2) u^-2a {x + n+l) «„,+ a' (x+ n) m,= 0,

. • a' {c + c'x)

an equation with vanable coefficients, givmg m,=—^^— •
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104. The general equation of every recurring series is

The series of coefficients which connects any term with the

preceding ones is called the Scale of Relation. Thus

is the scale of relation of the recurring series whose equation is

Mx+»+i'.«^+n-l+"-+i'»''=» = (!)•

105. A recurring series may generally be resolved into two

or more geometric progressions.

For if a,, a^, ttj, ... a„ he the roots of the equation

a'-+p,ar-'+p^ar-^+... +p„ = (2),

the complete integral of the equation of the series is

u, = c^a,' + c,a,'^+ ... + ca", (Art. 77)

.-. M, = Cja, + c,aj + C3a,+ ...+c„<7„,

u^ = c^a' + c^a^ + Cfi^ + . . . + c„rt„',

t/„ = cfi^ + Cji^ + C3< + . . . c^a„',

and the proposed series consequently is transformed into

c, (ai + a/+...+0+ <^Mi + ^i+ •• +««") +&C.

106. In the particular cases in which equation (2) has equal

or impossible roots, the recurring series can no longer be resolved

into geometric progressions ; for the complete integral of the

equation of the series becomes in those two cases, respectively,

Mx = K+ CiX + c^aj" + . . . + c,_^x'-') a^ + c,^,<^, + . . . + c^a^,

u^ = (f„ + c,a; + . . . + Cr.iX*"') f cos xO

+ (fl'o + c> + . . . + c',.,*'""') p" sin xe + Cj,^,a'j,+, + . . . + c„a/.
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107. Hence, to find the general term of a recurring series,

we must integrate the equation expressing the relation between

its successive terms, and determine the arbitrary constants by
making the general term u^ coincide with a sufficient number

of given terms. When a series is known to be recumng, its

equation may be determined by assuming it to be of the form

(1) ; and then forming a sufficient number of equations for find-

ing the coefficients p^, j>^, &c. p„, by substituting the given

terms in order.

108. To find the sum of x terms of a recurring series.

First, let its general term be of the form

u^ = c^a^ + c^a^ +... + cji' ; then 8^ = Sm>+i - Sm,

a, — a, . a„ — a."' a,-l + ^ a,-l +••• + "'•• a„-l

Secondly, let the general term be

Mx = (Co + c,a; + c,a^ + . . . + c^^a;""') o/ + «,+,«%+, + &c.

;

then since

tx^a' = - 7 TT^ + 7 TTF - &c. (Art. 59),
a — 1 (a — 1) (« — 1)

2«.« = o„^ + c, |--^i-^ -
^^-y,} + &c.

;

.'. ;S, = tu^^ - Smj , is determined.

Thirdly, let

«, = p" (c„ cos xd + c„' sin xd) + p'x (c, cos xd + c,' sin xd)

+ p'x* (CjCOS x9 + Cj' sin xff) + &c.,

then each term to be integrated will be of the form

x'p'caa {x6+a.),
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the integral of which may be found by Art. 58, because

Xycos(a;^ + a)

is always assignable.

Ex. 1. To find the sum of x terms of the series

1 + 5 + 17 + 53 + &c.

Let the equation be u^^ +i'Mi+i + 2'Wi = '>

then 17 + 5p + gr = 0, 53 + 17p + Sgf = 0, which give f — —\,

q=3, so that m^^., — 4m^, + Su^ = 0.

Let u^ = d'; then a''— 4a +3=0; a = 3 orl;

.: u^= c,S'' + c.^, l = 3Cj + c„ 5 = 9c.+ c„

which give Cj = f, 0^ = — 1, so that m^ = 2 .
3"^'—

1;

.-. S,= 2.^-x+C, 0=l + (7;

.-. S, = 3'-a;-l.

Ex. 2. 2-a-a'+2a^-a*-a^+2a°-a' -&c.

u^ = 20^^ cos
.x-i„_(2«-2)7r.

„ _ 2a'^' cos ^ (2x - 2) -TT — 20" cos § Tra; + a + 2
"~

a^' + a + l

Ex. 3. 1 + 2 + 3 + 8 + 13 + 30 + 55 + 116 + &c.

«x4, - 3«^> - 2m, = 0, M, = ^ 2^ + i (3a; - 4) (- 1)^

*^~9^ 4+^ ^^ • 36 •

Ex. 4. 1 4- 4 + 18 + 80 + 356 + «S:c., to x terms.
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Here m^^j — 4^^^, — 2u^ = ;

.-. 2V6m^={2 + V6)"^-(2-V6)==; and

o ^/qS - (2 + '^6)'^' -_(2 + ^^) (2 - Ve)""' - (2 - V6)

i + Ve 1-V6

Application of the Integral Calculus to the Summation of Series.

109. As integrals are often expressed by Series, so, con-

versely, tte latter may be represented by integrals; and it is

often desirable to find the integral of which a proposed series

is one of the developments, in order to subject it to the methods

which we possess for calculating, at least approximately, the

value of any integral taken between assigned limits. We
proceed therefore to notice one or two processes given by Euler

for effecting this; they consist chiefly in performing certain

operations on the series, by which it is transformed into another

series which we are able to sum, or which is similar to the pro-

posed one.

110. Series which proceed according to the powers of some

quantity t, affected with coefficients consisting of factors in

arithmetic progression either in the numerator or denominator,

may be summed by the aid of the Integral Calculus, the deno-

minators being taken away by differentiation and the numerators

by integration.

t 2t° 3t°

Ex.1. Let5 = - + -g- + -j +«S:c. (toco),

log(l-<) 1 . ri
.-. s = -2-i; <- + -—-, smce C= -l.
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_, „ a + b a + 2b „ a + nb -
_ . .

Ex. 2. s = 5<+ ^a ^+--- -, r+... to »i terms;

/. ^^(s^)= ... + {a+rd,)rr'+ ...

dt

t-1
... + e *+... = i-:if <* '

111. Series like the above in which the coefficient of every

term is the same function of the index of that term, may be

readily summed by separation of symbols. Thus if we put t = e*,

and denote j^ by d, so that/(<^ e^ =f (m) e'^', the series in

Ex. 2, taken to infinity, may be written

e ,jde-^ J 1-e' ^/3"l-e»

a

a^-ba -? (j f b t

which may be easily shewn to coincide with the preceding

result when m is infinite. And in general the series

/('O «" +/(« + r) t"^ +f{n + 2r) <"«' + &c. to m terms,

d_

dd'
becomes by putting <= e*, -ja^d,

1 «mrfl

f{d) (e«» + eC-^)" + c<«+2rw + &c.) =/(^ e»« .^j^

.
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Thus the infinite series

5(1° 6<* ^^
,, X.

: + TT-^—7 + 7.
—;—r + <*c. becomes

1.2.3 2.3.4 3.4.5

^3»

IS

_ /I _ 3 2 \ e^

~U (Z-l''"<Z-2/l-.

= frf,_^_3e»/d5^+2e-/.^^^

112. In the following instances the coefficient of any term

of the series is not a function of the index of an invariable form.

a+ /3 (a + /3) (a + 2/3)

a(a + b) (a + 2J) j p ,. n

o(a + 5) ^|t.

1 r |-^_ <> tb

j^jdtst -„_j+„^.^+(„ + ^)^ + 2)8)

o (o + _
,

'^(a+/3)(a + 2/8)'(a + 3^)''' +&«•;

H. D. E.
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hence, performing the diflferentiation, we find

(/3<-J0§+(«-«*)« = a,

a linear equation of the first order for finding s.

For the sum of m terms, we shall evidently have from

equation (1)

I dt
f"' fdtsr^=-±-^r

J j _ a{a + h)...{a+{m-2)b} ,]

^ T {a + /3)(a + 2y3)...{a + (m-l)/3l' j'

M j/i+b jO+26

^^•^-
a +^FT^ + a(a + &)(a + 25)

+'^^-(^°'")-

s = e^' (c+jdte~^'\f-'y

If we suppose a = J = 3, we get s = e — 1.

Ex.3. . = i + -.-«+-^-^-^-^«^

+ r:273 7(7+l)(7 + 2)
'^ + **'•^*°*^•

(«'-<)5+{(«+/8+l)«-7}|+a/8.=0,

which is satisfied by s= (1 — <)"*, when /3 = 7.

113. When consecutive denominators have only a single

factor in common, or none at all, the following is a convenient

mode of summing the series.

Ex 1
I

1

a (a + b){a + 2b) {a+2b) {a + 3b) {a + 4.b)

+ &C. (to 00).
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(a + od>) {o + (a; + 1) h] {a + (x + 2) Jj a + xb

1
+

c + (x + 1) 5 a + (x + 2) J

'

resolving all the terms by means of this formula, by putting

x=0, 2, 4, &c., we find

2J»^=i_^ _2 __2 _2 _^
a a+h a + lh a + ib a + ib

J„ l + a;" a

Similarly, -^—^^^—^^^^—^

"^
(a + 3J) (a + 45) (a + 5i) {a + 6b)

"^ '^'^' ^*° * ^

_ 1 /I p x'*'-' •]

~6b'\a~^J, l + x' + xV-

ll^. We may obtain an expression for the sum of the

series

a; #(^) x' cf {</,(.)}' x' ^lliM!, .

^"^1- & "^1.2 cfe' '*'l.2.3 dz'
"^

'

where <^ («) is any function of z, by Lagrange's Theorem.

For ify = s + a;^ (y), then

.
xd,l>{z) x' d^mzW

,

. dy 1

where -^4>{y) must be obtained in terms of x and z, fi:om the
dy^

equation y = z + x^ {y). Suppose, for example,

'^(3^)=i(3''-l), then^ = y,
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a.ni t/ = z + ^{y'-l), .-. 1 - scy = Vl - 2zaj + »';

X I rf(g'-l) x* 1 <?'(z'-l)'' 1

''"l'2 rfz "^1.2'2'" d^ -Jl-izx + a?'

Hence if

(1 - 2za; + a?)-^ = 1 + Z^x+Z^^ + ... +Z„a;" + ...,

thenZ„=2n^^
rfz«

115. The function Z„ has some remarkable properties, of

which the following may be noticed.

From the formula

J \/{a + bx){c + ex) Veb ^l V e
^ ^|

it is easily shewn that

r..(l-2a.. + aVr^.(l-^.H-^y=llog(l±-3,

.-. f'dz (1 + Z^ar + Z,aV + ...) . (l + Z. ^ + Z.^+ ...)

Hence the definite integral of every term of the product

forming the first member that is not independent of r, must

equal zero

;

.-. ^Jz {Z^Z^) = 0, and fdz (Z,)^ =^-L^ .

116. To find an expression for the sum of the reciprocals of

the n"* powers of the values of y, in the equation

where <^ {y) denotes any function of y, and z a quantity inde-

pendent of y.
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Let z -y + <i>(2D
= C {a^- y) {a^-y) ... {a„-y),

1-^^^y) 11 1

Now dcYeloping the two members of this eqiiation in powers

of y, the general term of the second member is

and by Taylor's theorem the general term of the first member,

putting 1 - ^ «^ (y) =f(y), and regarding f{y) -i-iz-y) as a

function of z and ^ {y) as the increment of s, is

f(y)<f>'-{y) ^ ( 1— f—

V

-Rufxi fiy) = A, + A^y -^ ... + A^ + ...,

1 1 V 3^"
,

since =- + -^ + ... + 4h+ •••,z—yzz z

therefore the general term of"^-^ is "^-^ y", whatever be the

fiz)
form of /(z), if -s?r ^ restricted to such terms only as in-

volve negative powers of z ; consequently the general term

^^fJMM istm^ .y, and therefore of
z — y z

"

1 dr
(/(y)0-(y)l.,. 1 d' im^M,r.

i; dz' t 3-y r \r'd^ 1^=^' \y '

hence equating coefficients of y* on both sides of equation (1),

*-"-• - i^ + e?4 ;r-« j +1.2 ^1 3"« [ + *°-
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Now putting for f{z) its value, the general term may be

resolved into

or
1 (T'

{<ir' (z) f (g) i
« + i ^ f^)l

- 1 Si^ I
5^=^^^

J
\r dz^' \ z-« J

I

r — 1 c?a'

1 J-
{<f>'{z)4,'{z)\

\rdz^\ 2"« J'

of which the first and last will be destroyed by the correspond-

ing parts in the preceding and succeeding terms; therefore,

changing n into n — 1,

1 n (j)iz) n d <<!>'' (z)] n d'^^ ((!>' {z

z \ z 1.2 dz tg"" j
•• \r_dz'-'- !«"*'

&c.

But the second member of this equation is what Lagrange's

Theorem gives for the development of ^~", in the equation

^ —y + ^ iy) = ; therefore s_„ is equal to the sum of those

terms of the development of y~" which involve negative powers

of z.

117. By the help of the preceding Proposition it may be

shewn that Lagrange's Theorem, applied to the solution of

the equation

gives an approximation to the least root. By what precedes,

we have

1 n <f>{z) n d {^^ (z)|

«_„ 2" 1 z"*' 1.2 dz z"-^' J
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be taken ad infinitnni. But whatever be the value of n, if both

series go on ad infinitum, the value of the second member is

^ =/ = .' + ^-.-<#, (.) +^^ I {.-^» (.)] + &C.,

as given by Lagrange's Theorem, and which may be verified by
actual multiplication ; therefore when n is infinite,

limit of -^=/,

(y denoting that function of z which is given for the develop-

ment of y*" by Lagrange's Theorem).

But if Oj be the least of the roots a^, a,, a„ &c., we have

also (Theory of Algebraical Equations, Art. 156)

s
limit of -^^ = a,'', when n is infinite

;

.•. y' = o,', and y = a, the least root.

118, To find the sums of the series

sin a 2 sin 2a 3 sin 3a

I' + F^ 2'' + A' ^ B^ + fe'

- + «&c. (tooo ),

COS a cos 2a ,
cos3a , „ u ^\

, n sm na i r,m cos na
or the values of */S°° ^ , „ ,

'^°°
, ,

,« •

First, we have {Triton. Art, 155)

0- ~P^ ^
,

g-fa + 2 (»cosa;+ycos2a;+/cos3a; + &c.) c"**,

1 — 2p cosa;+^
and integrating both sides from a; = to a;= a, and putting j? = 1,

we get •7r=^(l-e"*') +

-wsinna „, -taiam cosna . . , „« k
2e-'^»!^I^«_2yfee-'5" ,^^+2'5'-^^^-^«e « FT»?"^ " ^ + «'
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Again, integrating from a; = to a; = 2ir, and putting jt = 1,

we find

which gives 2 '8- j^-^.=-'r .\±^ - ^

,

and substituting this value in the foregoing result, and calling

the two sums we are in search of, 8^ and 8^, we have

27reIL_, =
l-28,

+ ,k8,;

and changing the sign of k,

-2^^"*°
}:^28-2k8-i-e^ ~ k ' "

therefore, adding and subtracting,

wsinna ,r e^"^"'
-€"*<'""

8, = '8°

8 = '8'

f£' + n' 2 e*'-e-*' '

, coswa _ TT e*''-' + e~*""" 1

^ + w"
~ 2k e" - e'" 2A^

'

These formulae were first given by Poisson, and may be con-

sidered as embracing the chief results which have hitherto been

obtained relating to the summation of series of the sines and

cosines of multiple angles.

119. The definite integrals required in the preceding in-

vestigation may be found as foUows. Suppose

_ (l-y')e^
1 — 2p CQS X +p*

to be the equation to a curve ; and let it be proposed to find the

limiting value of its area, from a; = to a; = a, on the supposition

that p approaches continually to unity. First, we observe that
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all the ordinates will be ultimately evanescent except those cor-

responding to a; = 0, 27r, iir, &c., which will be very large,

because for those values -—^ becomes a factor of the expression

for y. We will begin by supposing that a < 27r ; and therefore

the only ordinates that we are concerned with are those imme-
diately succeeding that through the origin; so that, making

^ = 1 — p, and then supposing x very small, we get successively

p (2 - p) e-*" 2p , , . , ,

y=
p^ + 4(l-p)sin'ix ='7fi^'

ultimately;

.*. I dxy = 2 tan ' - , and I dxy^\ = tt, making p = 0.

' 9 •'o

Next, suppose that the area is to be found from a; = to

a!=27r; then, besides the area just found, there will be another

portion immediately preceding the point for which x = 2'jr; to

find this latter portion put x = 2ir—x', and call the ordinate y ;

then y' = } J' ,
, ,

= ^^y,^ 1 — 2pcosa; +p^ ^

therefore the portion of the area immediately preceding the

second limit = Tre-***;

/,

2<r

dxy^^i = IT + "Tre-^'.

120. As the following important theorems in Definite Inte-

grals are based upon the preceding investigations, we shall here

give the proofs of them. As in Art. 118 we have

y =
^^ ^'^•^^'^^

=f{x) + 2'>S-p»cosn (c -x) - .f{x) •

l — 2p cos {c — x)—y-p

.-.
f "^<%p=i

= j^dxf{x) + 2'8°' r^dx cos n (c -x) - .f{x).
J _a J —a. J —a ff

Now, suppose c to be less than a, then for all values of x
between x= — a and x = + a, y is evanescent, except when x = c;

if therefore we write x = c-\-z, supposing z exceedingly small,

H. D. E. 16
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and then integrate with respect to z, from g = to 2 = 7 any-

small finite value, and double the result, and make p = \, we

shall obtain the value of dxy^^i. But making^= 1 — p, we

have

^^ p(2-p)/(c + .) ^J^ ^^^.^^^^^^

.

irz
p» + 4(l-p)sin^^ p»+-^

.•.rcZ.3,=^tan->^J;
f^.y.^.

= ,/(c)

;

Jo T pa Jo

.-. 2a/(c)= rja;/'(a;)+2'fi'- T'c^ajcosn (c-x)-./(x). (1)
J —a J —a ^

121. Hence

^^"^ "^ / /"^-^^"^^ "^
a /"^.^

^*^°^ ^"^

" *^ a
^'•^^

+ cos (c — a;) — -/(a;) + cos (c — x) — -fi^) + •••};

therefore, making a infinite,

flc)=— limit of — I dx {cos (c — a;) — + cos (c — a;) 1- &c.| fix),

1 r°° r r*" i

or, /(c) = - / <?z -^ I die cos (c — £c) 2 ./(x) (Integ. Cal. Art. 116),

a theorem given by Fourier, and included, as we see, in the

theorem (1), which was first given by Poisson.

122. When in physical questions a definite integral arises

whose value cannot be exhibited in finite terms, or in a form

convenient for numerical calculation, the method of Quadratures

is used as a substitute for Integration. This method consists

in taking a series of values of the function to be integrated,

multiplying these by the differences of the corresponding values

of the independent variable, and adding together all the results.

The sum of such results approximates to the value of the de-
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finite integral, as the intervals of the independent variable are

diminished. The method is equivalent to adopting, for the area

of a curve which a definite integral gives, the sum of the areas

of a system of inscribed or circumscribed polygons.

Let the equal intervals into which the independent variable

X is divided be taken equal to unity, and let f{x) be the func-

tion of X to be integrated between assigned limits a and h. Take

a value of itf{a + n — ^) at the middle of the n"* of the intervals

into which Z> — a is divided. If the intervals be very small, f{x)

may be considered constant from

x = a + n — 'l to x = a + n,

or A'y(x) may be neglected ; and the value of the definite in-

tegral is 2/(a + w — ^), where n is to receive in succession the

values

1, 2, 3,...b-a.

For greater accuracy, suppose A^y(x) to be constant from

x = a to x = b,

or A'/(a;) to be neglected. Then

f{a + n-^ + z)=f{a+n-i)+zAfia+n-is) + ^^Ay{x),

and the integral for the interval in question is

Jdgf{a + n—^ + s), from a = — ^ to z = i,

=f{a + n-^)+l(^l + l)Ay{x)=f{a + n-i,)+^Ayix).

The integral, consequently, from a to J, is

n receiving the same successive values as in the former case.

In calculating the value of a definite integral by this method,

the intervals are to be taken smaller as the variation of the func-

tion is more rapid.
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Convergency and Divergency of Series.

123. A series u^ + u^ + u^+ ...+ M„+...(to oo ) is called con-

vergent, if the sum «„ of any numter n of its terms approaches

continually to a finite quantity s as its limit, when n is indefi-

nitely increased ; and divergent in the contrary case.

When a series is convergent, the sum of any number of

consecutive terms after the n"" continually tends to zero, as n

increases. For

therefore, as n increases, the value of the first member con-

tinually approaches to s—s, or zero, as its limit. This being

true when m = 1, we see also that u^^, or the general term m„

continually tends to zero as n increases ; that is, each term is

greater than the following one ; but this, although a necessary

condition, is not sufficient to insure the convergency of a series.

Thus in the series

M„ = - continually approaches to zero as n increases ; but

11 1
+—--r+...+-'^'" " w + 1 n + 2 n + m

is evidently greater than > A, if m = n ; and therefore
^ ° n + m

the sum of n consecutive terms after the w"", does not diminish

indefinitely as n increases ; consequently the series in question

is divergent.

124. In the geometrical progression

a + ax + ax'+ ... + ax"~^+ ... (1),

l-x" _ l-a;""^

1 -x'"
*iinn ~ *n — '"•'' • 1 ^

I — X
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Hence if a; < 1, when n is infinite x' = 0,

.-, s = -
; also M„ = 0, Vm-«n = 0;

1 — X

both which results shew that the series is convergent.

But if a; > 1, then m„ = ax"'^ increases indefinitely with n,

which alone shews that the series is divergent.

Hence the geometrical progression (1) is convergent or diver-

gent, according as x is less or greater than unity ; and it may
be used as the test of the convergency or divergency of other

series. For if a proposed series can be shewn to have no term

greater than the corresponding term of (1) when x < 1, then that

series is convergent; or if a proposed series can be shewn to

have no term less than the corresponding term of (1) when

X > 1, then that series is divergent.

Thus in the series for e the base of the natural logarithms

1 + 1+1+1^+...+.. 1 .

11.21. 2.

3

|

w-l

the terms which follow the w*, viz.

are evidently less than the corresponding terms of the geome-

trical progression

1,1 1,1 1 , ^
In \n n \n n

the sum of which is

11 11
\-l\_\ VV-L 1

' n-l'

and continually tends to zero as n increases. Therefore the

proposed series is convergent; and the error in taking the

aggregjtte of its first n terms for its sum, is less than the quo-

tient of the n"" term divided by n - 1.
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125. From tke measure of convergency or divergency which

a geometrical progression furnishes, we shall now proceed to

deduce one or two other tests as given hy Cauchy {Cours

d''Analyse Algiirique).

The series m^ + m^ + ... +m„ + m^i ... is convergent if the

limit of the ratio of u^^ to m„ when n is infinite, be less than

unity ; and divergent in the contrary case. Suppose that as n

increases indefinitely, the ratio -^^ continually tends to become

equal to a finite quantity k as its limit ; and let i denote a num-
ber less than the difference between k and 1, so that the quanti-

ties Jc — i and Jc + i are both less than 1 when k is less than 1,

and both greater than 1 in the contrary case. Then by giving n

a sufficiently large value the ratio —^^ may be made to lie

between k — i and k+ t for all superior values of n ; and in the

series

w„ + u^{k- i) +u„{k- iy + ...

u„ + M„ [k + i) + M„ [k + »)"+...

every term of the second will be intermediate in value to the

corresponding terms of the first and third. But the first and

third series evidently decrease indefinitely if m„ does so, as n is

increased without limit, provided k be less than 1 ; therefore the

second series which is intermediate in value to these is conver-

gent under the same circumstances ; and therefore the proposed

series is convergent provided the limit of the ratio of u^^ to m„

when n is infinite, be less than 1. Also the three series above

written will all increase indefinitely if k be greater than 1, and

the proposed series is in that case divergent. The test of con-

vergency or divergency is here presented in the form most

convenient for application ; but it may be changed into the fol-

lowing : if A; = 1, the test gives no result in either form.

126. The series m, + Mj+ ... + m„+ ... is convergent, or will

become so, if the superior limit of (m„)" be less than 1, when n is

infinite ; and divergent in the contrary case.
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Let h denote the superior limit of (m„)" when n is_ infinite

;

and first suppose h<\; also, let a be any magnitude between

Tc and 1, so that A<a< 1 ; then when n is increased indefinitely,
i_

(m„)" cannot approach indefinitely near to Ic without finally be-

coming constantly less than a. Therefore it will be possible to

take for n so large a value, that for that and all superior values,

we may constantly have

(m„)" < a, M„ < a".

ConsequentlyT the proposed series will finish by always

having its terms less than the corresponding terms of the geo-

metrical progression

a + a^ + ... + oT + a"*'' + ...

;

and as this series is convergent, a being < 1, it follows that the

proposed series will a fortiori end by being convergent.

Secondly, suppose h>\; and take, as before, a between 1

and k, so that k>a>\. Then, when n is indefinitely increased,
1

(m„)° cannot approach indefinitely near to k without finally

becoming constantly > a ; we shall therefore be able to satisfy

the condition (m„)° > a, or m„ > a", by taking n sufiiciently large

;

and consequently we shall always find in the series

M, + M^ + ... + M„ + M„+, + ...
,

ail indefinite number of terms greater than the corresponding

terms of the geometrical progression

which is divergent, a being > 1 ; and therefore the proposed

series will end by being divergent.

127. It may be shewn that if as n increases indefinitely m.

remains positive, and the ratio -^^^ continually tends to become

1

equal to a finite quantity k as its limit, the expression (m„)"
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continually approaches to the same limit. For as in Art. 125,

by giving to m a value large enough, we may make each of the

ratios -^^^ , -^^^a^
, ... -^^^!±5- differ from ;fc hy a quantity as small

as we please; and consequently the geometric mean between

these ratios r?f5±5 j" may, by sufficiently increasing n, be made to

differ from yfe by a quantity i as small as we please. "We shall

therefore have, taking n sufficiently large,

Now suppose n infinite, so that ^ becomes equal to zero, and we

get

limit of (m„)L== ^= limit of C^") .

128. Suppose that the series u^ + u^ + u^+ ... consists of

both positive and negative terms; then if v^, v^, -y,, &c. be the

numerical values of these terms, so that m, = + Vj, u^= -t *'s)
&c.,

it is evident that the sum of the proposed series can never surpass

that of the series v^-\-v^ + v^ + ...; if therefore the latter series

be convergent, that is, if
(-^^'

J <1, the proposed series will

be convergent; or if the latter series finish by having terms

greater than any assignable magnitude, that is, iff-^^j > 1,

the same thing will happen to the proposed series, which will

consequently be divergent. Hence the above test is applicable

to series consisting of both positive and negative terms, provided

we use the numerical values of the terms without regard to

signs ; and it fails, as in the preceding case, when ^ = 1.

129. Let a^+a,x+a.ff+...+a„x'-+ ... (1)

be a series arranged according to positive and ascending powers

of the variable x ; the coefficients being positive or negative

;

then, by what has been proved, this series will be convergent or

divergent, according as he,
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where h = (0.)"= -^^^ when n is infinite,

is numerically less or greater than 1. Hence for all values of

X tetween — 5; and + -r the series will he convergent, and for

all values of x beyond those limits it will he divergent.

Here -^** = = — 1, when n is infinite

;

o„ « + l

therefore the series is convergent or divergent, according as x

lies between + 1 and — 1, or without those limits.

3 8
T-, - a a a „

M. = — , .". -!t!i= = a when n is infinite

;

n M„ n +

1

therefore the series is convergent or divergent, according as

a < or > 1.

T^ „ 111 1
Ex.3. T+ TH + i?+-- + r'

1
^

|2
^

1^ «

0, when n is infinite,
M, n+

1

therefore the series converges. Similarly, it will appear that

the series for sin x and cos x are always convergent ; and that

for tan"* x convergent for all values of x situated between +

1

and — 1.

130. The series Mj + «,+ •••+«« + ••• is convergent, or

will become so, if the inferior limit of ^ " be > 1, when n

log-° n

is infinite ; and divergent in the contrary case.

H. D. E. 17
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Let k denote the inferior limit of
" when n is infinite,

log —
° n

and first suppose ^ > 1 ; also let a be any number between k

and 1, so that k>a>l. Then when n is indefinitely increased,

, log —
—aJ^ or its equal

,
cannot approach indefinitely near to

1 1 ^ log n
log-

k without finally becoming constantly greater than a. There-

fore it will be possible to take for n so large a value, that for

that and all superior values we may constantly have

log — > a log n > log n", or — > n", or u„<—:i.° u„ ° °- M„ n

Consequently the proposed series will finish by always having

its terms less than the corresponding terms of the converging

series (Ex. Art. 131)

111 1 1 „

1 2 3 n {n + 1)

and therefore will itself end by being, h fortiori, convergent.

Similarly, if i < 1, it may be shewn that the proposed series

will finish by being divergent.

131. The series M„ + Mi + Mj+M3 + M^4-M5 + &c (1),

each term of which is less than the immediately preceding term,

and the series u^ + 2Mj + Am, + 8m, + 16m„ + &c (2)

,

are convergent or divergent at the same time.

Suppose series (1) to be convergent and that its sum = s,

then M„ = M„, 2Mj = 2u^, iu^ < 2u^ + 2m„

8m, < 2m^ + 2M5 + 2m, + 2m„ &c. ;

.'. M(, + 2Mj + 4Mj+ 8m, + 16m,5 + &c.

<m, + 2(m, +m,+ m, + &c) <2s-«„
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consequently series (2) is convergent. Next, suppose series (1)

divergent, then

"o = «o> 2mj>Mj + Mj, 4m, > Mj + m^ + Mj + Mj, (Sbc.;

.-. Mj + 2m, + 4m3+ 8m, + &c.>m,+ ?*j + Mj + m,+ &c.,

and is therefore divergent.

Ex. Let series (1) he ^ + ^+-^+ L + &c (3),

then series (i) ia — + .^^ + —^ + .^^ + &c.,

a geometric progression convergent when m > 1, and divergent

in the contrary case ; consequently series (3) will be convergent

ii m>l, and divergent if jw = or < 1.

132. The alternating series u^ — u^ + u^ — u^ + &c., is con-

vergent, if the numerical value of the terms decreases without

limit.

For, by writing it in the forms

M, - (Mj - M,) - (m, - «,) - &C.,

Mi-M,+ K-M,)+&C.;

we see that it is > m, — Mj and < m, , and therefore is convergent.

Thus the sum of the series 7 — 5 + 5 — 7 + &c.,
1 A o 4

lies between 1 and - ; also the series^ — rs + oS - Tsr + &c.,

is convergent for all positive values of j».

133. It is also shewn in the Work from which these tests

of convergency are taken, that two converging series all whose

terms are positive, will by their addition or multiplication pro-

duce new converging series, whose sums result from the addition

or multiplication of the sums of the former. If the proposed
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aeries be imaginary, having its general term of the form

v„ + w„ V— 1, it may be resolved into the two series

v, + Vj +...+«„+..., V^(w,4-W2+ ... + «?„ + ...) ... (1),

to which the foregoing tests may be applied separately. If we
assume

v„ + w„ V~l = p, (cos 0„ 4-V^ sin 0„)

,

then v°„ + »'„ = p\, so that v„ and w„ are both less than p, ; if

therefore the series of moduli p, + Pj + ••• +p» + ... be con-

vergent, then each of the series (1) will be convergent.

Interpolation of Series.

134. When a series of values of a quantity has been obtained

either by observation or calculation, it is of great importance to

be able to insert other values between them, such as would have

resulted from a similar observation or calculation, without the

labour of performing these. This is the object of Interpolation

;

and in this the Calculus of Finite Differences finds one of its

chief uses. More strictly, Interpolation of Series is the inserting

among the terms of a given series, new terms subject to the

same law as the first. In doing this, the terms of the series are

considered as particular values of the function which expresses

its general term, corresponding to a given regular succession

of indices; and it is the business of Interpolation to discover

that general term ; or at least to assign such a function of the

index as shall represent the given series of values, and, approxi-

mately, all intermediate values. The problem thus requiring us

to assign the analytical expression of a function from a limited

number of its numerical values, is plainly indeterminate ; it is

the same as to form the equation to a curve which shall pass

through a limited number of points, whose abscissae represent the

values of the independent variable, and the ordinates those of the

function, vrithout giving the species of the curve ; which, as is

evident, may be done in an infinite variety of ways. But if the

given terms are numerous and near to each other, the expression
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for the general term, within the limits of the given quantities,

may be found to a great degree of accnracj.

135. There are two principal cases to be considered ; first,

when the given values of/(x), namely,

/K). /K + A), f{x, + 2h),... f{x,+ {n-l)h},

as we shall write them, correspond to values of the independent

variable, a;,, x^ + h, x^ + 2h, &c., x^+ {n—l)h, in arithmetical

progression. And secondly, when the"given values /"(ar,), f(x^,

...f{x^, or M,, M„...M„ correspond to values x^, a?,, ...a;,, of the

independent variable, not obeying any assigned law.

136. Having given m,, «,, «,, &c. m„, n values of a function

f{x), corresponding to the n values of the independent variable

a;,, x^ + h, ...x^+{n—\) h, to find an expression for any inter-

mediate value/{a;i+ k).

Since f{x + nh) =f{x) + nAf{x) +
"^"~^^

Ay{x) + &c.

(Art. 23), changing x into a;,, and then replacing nh by k, and n

oy
I
^^ get

k{k-h)...{k-in-2)h}
.+

|n-l.A-' ^ ""

in which, since

Am, =Mj-m„

A\ =m,-2m,+ m,,

A.-1 / ,\ (n — 1) (n— 2) pA"X = ««-(«-l)".-.+-^^
f7^

^W,^-&C....±M„

(2)

if we make k = 0, h, 2h, &c., (n — 1) A, the second member

assumes the n values u,, u,,...u„; and not only this, but if we

assume for k any value whatever between and (n — 1) A, we
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shall obtain the value of the fiinction corresponding to that value

of the independent variable.

137. In applying the above formula, the simplest mode

is not to calculate Am^, A'm, , &c., by equations (2), but by

continued subtraction of the given terms ; that is, we must

write down the series of given values m,, m^, ... m„, and subtract

each from the succeeding one ; next subtract each of these dif-

ferences from the succeeding difference ; then perform the same

operation upon the new differences ; and so on, till the process

terminates ; the first terms of these series of diflferences are the

values of Am,, A'm,, ... A""'u,. Unless the terms of the given

series by continued subtraction lead to a constant difierence, the

expression for /(a;,+ k) will have as many terms as the given

series of values has.

Ex. I. Having given the values of sin 30', sin 31", sin 32°,

sin 33°, to find sin (30° + k'),k being between and 180'. Here

u,= .5
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Ex. 3. Having given u,, u^, u„ u^, four right ascensions

(declinations, longitudes, &c.) of the Moon at intervals of 12

hours, to find its value t hours after the time corresponding to

the second value. Here A = 12, 4 = 12 + <, and if the required

right ascension = m, + S, then

«. f- t\A (< + 12)«A. (<+12)«(«-12) .,

12Va 6^2 \UJ ^6 \12j '

when developed in powers of — , A' being written for Am^, A'

for A*«j, &c.

138. Between every two consecutive terms of a given series,

to interpolate any number of equidistant terms.

Let Mj, M,, Mg, &c., M„ be the given series, and let m — 1 be

the number of equidistant terms to be inserted between every

two consecutive terms ; then the new series will be

m mm "•

If therefore r,^., denote the r + 1** term of this series, we

r . r (r — m) .f ,»

have

Hence, taking r from 1 to m - 1, we get the terms inserted

between u^ and m, ; next taking r from »n + 1 to 2»* — 1, we get

the terms between m, and «, ; and ao on. The differences Aw„

A'«„ &c., are to be computed by continued subtraction as in

Art. (137) ; and the series for «,^., will have as many terms as

the proposed series has, unless those terms by continued sub-

traction lead to a constant difference.

Ex. To insert three equidistant terms between every two
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consecutive ones of the series 1, 7, 15, 28, 49, &c. Here »» = 4,

and

A, e, 8, 13, 21,

A» 2, 5, 8,

A' 3, 3,

_ 6r r (r-4) r (r-4) (r- 8) _ 128 + 192r-4r'+r''
_' "••+•" *"T'''^^6 "^ 128

~
128 '

,,, . . , 317 504 695 „ 1113 „
andthesenesisl, — , — , — , 7, — , &c.

139. The formula of Art. 136 may be presented under a dif-

ferent form by changing k into x — x^, which gives

., . x — x (x-xj (x —x—h) , „
f{x) = M, + —^ Am. + '

i,2.h* •
"^ *'^-

jx-x,) {x-x,- h) ... {x-x^-{n- 2) h]
^

where f{x) is a function of a; which, as x assumes the n values

a;,, x^ + h,&c., x^+{n — 1) h, successively assumes the corre-

sponding values Mj , Mj , . . . M„ ; and for any other value of x within,

or not far beyond, the limits x^ and x^+ {n — 1) h, it gives the

value of the corresponding interpolated term. If we put A = 1,

the formula is adapted to the case where the increment of the

principal variable is unity.

140. In any series of consecutive equidistant values of a

function, where one is deficient to insert that one.

Let M,, M,, Wg, &c., u„ be the values of the function cor-

responding to the values x,, x, + A, ...a;, + (« — 1) 7* for x. Then
assuming that A""'Mj = 0, or that the (»— 2)"' differences are

constant, which will almost always be the case in tabulated

results, we have

A-X = „„-(„- 1) „^, +
{n-l){n-2)

^^^ _ ^^ ^^^^^^
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an equation of the first degree from which any one of the values

as u, may be found, if the rest be known. Having thus com-

pleted the system of values, we may interpolate any intermediate

term /(a;, + k) by the method of Art. 136. If two values out of

n are deficient, then we must suppose

A""*Mj = 0, A"'^Mj = 0, or

/ „^ (n-2)(n-3) „ ,

M^,- {n - 2) w^+ ^ ^ -' ««_,- «fec. ± w, = 0,

/ c»\ (w - 2) (n - 3) p

which equations will suffice to determine any two of the values in

terms of the rest. In the same way any number of deficient

terms may be inserted.

Ex. 1. Given the cube roots of 121, 122, 124, 125, to find

that of 123.

«,= 4.946088, M. = 4.959675, m, = 4.986631. m, = 5,

A*Mj = Mj— 4m^ + 6m,— 4m, + Mj = ;

•'• "s =
fi

{* K + "<) - «i- "si = 4.973190.

Ex. 2. Given M„ «,, m,, m,, to find m,, u^,

A\ = Mj — 4m^ + 6M3 — 4m, + m, = 0.

A*M, = Mg — 4m, + 6m^ — 4m, + m, = ;

••• "a= iQ
(- 3m, + 10m, + 5m, - 2m,),

M, = ij (- 2m. + 5m, + 10m, - 3mJ.

Ex. 3. Given the logarithms of 121, 122, 125, 126 equal

respectively to 2.0827854, 2.0863598, 2.0969100, 2.1003705;

shew that the logarithms of 123, 124, are equal respectively

to 2.0899051, 2.0934217.

141. We next come to the case where the given values

/(a-,), /(a;,), «Scc., /(x,), or m„ m„...,m„,

H. D. E. 18
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correspond to values x^, x^, ...x„, not obeying any assigned

law; and it is required to determine a rational integral function

of n — 1 dimensions, /(x), which shall assume the n given values

M„ Mj, ... M„, when for x the values x,, aj^, a?,, &c., x„ are succes-

sively substituted.

Since f{x) is of (w — 1) dimensions, we may assume

{x — x^){x — x^)...{x — x„) x — x^ x — x^ '" x—x^'

••• /(*) = C; (a; - ajj (aj - a;,) ... (x-x„)

+ C^{x-x,) (x-x^ ... (a3-a;„)+&c.+ (7„(a:-a;J {x-x^ ...{x-x^^).

Now make a; = a;,, ajj, &c., a;„, successively ; and observing

that the corresponding values of the first member are m„ u^,...u„,

we get

^1 = <^i (*i
- ^s) (».-»;,)... (a;^ - x„),

w, = a, (a;, - xj (ajj - x,) . . . (a;, - x„)

Mn= C>, (x,-a;,) (x„-Xj) ... (x„-x,^J;

• • -^ ^ ''

' {x^-x^ (a;,-a;J ... (x.-a;„)

+ „ {x-x;){x-x,) ...{x-x„)
^ ^^

'
(»i!
- ».) K - a:,) . • . (a;,- Xn)

^^ (x - xj (x - xj ... (x - x,^,)

" (a;» - a;,) («„ - Xj) . . . (x„ - x^i)
'

which is Lagrange's Theorem for interpolation.

Ex. To find a function of x which, when x= 1, 3, 6, 12,

shall assume the values 1, 7, 10, — 8.

(x-3)(x-6)(x-12) (x-1) (x-6)(x-l2)
•'^*^~ 2.5.11

"^'"
27379

(x-1) (x- 3) (x- 12) (x-1) (x-3) (x-6)
3.3 11.9.3

142. To determine the maximum or minimum value of a

function, from three of its values near its maximum or mini-

mum, and the three corresponding values of the independent

variable.
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If Mj, u,, M3 be the given values of «, and a;,, a;,, x^ those of

X, we have

'K -
25,) (», - a!.)

»
K- a,) (a;,- a;,) » (x, - a;J (a;, - x,)

"

Hence, putting -5- = 0, we find

«i (^s
- a^a) (2a;- a;, - a;,) + m, (a;, - a;,) (2a;- a;. - a;J

+ u, [x^-x^ (2a;- Xj - x,) = 0;

. ^ _ M, (a;,'- X,') - M, (x,'- x,°) + M. (x.' - x/)

2Mi (x, - X,) - 2m, (Xj- xJ + 2m, (x,- x,)

'

the value of x at which u is a maximum or minimum. This

formula is usefiil in various Astronomical problems, as for

instance, to determine the meridian altitude of a heavenly body,

when an observation exactly on the meridian cannot be ob-

tained.

Cambridge; Printed at the UnivertUy Praa.
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Famibes, reduced to a System of Easy Prac-
tice in a Series of carefully-tested Seceipts,
in which the Principles of Baron Liebig and
other eminent Writers have been as much as

possible applied and explained. Newly-re-
Tised and enlarged Edition j with 8 Plates,

comprising 27 Figures, and 150 Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8to. 7s. 6d.

Acton's English Bread-Book for Do-
mestic Vse, adapted to Families of every
grade : Containing the plainest and most
minute Instructions to the Learner, and
Practical Receipts for many varieties of
Bread ; with Notices of the present System
of Adulteration and its Consequences, and
of the Improved Baking Processes and
Institutions established Abroad. Fcp. 8vo.
price 4s. 6d. cloth.

Aikin.— Select Works of the British
Poets, from Ben Jonson to Beattie. With
Biographical and Critical Prefaces by Dr.
AlExir. Sew Edition, with Supplement by
laUcr AiEiN ; consisting ofadditional Selec-

tions from more recent Poets. 8vo. price 18s.

Arago (F.)—Biographies ofDistinguished
Scientific Men. Translated by Admiral
W. H. Smyth, D.C.L., F.R.S., &c. ; the Bev.
Baj)EnPo"Wei,i,,M.A. ; andEoBEET G-bant,
M.A., F.R.A.S. 8vo. 18s.

Arago's Ueteorological Essays. With an
Introduction by Babon Humboij)t. Trans-
lated under the superintendence of Lieut.-

Colonel E. Sabine, R.A., Treasurer and
V.P.E.S. 8to. 183.

Aiago'a Popular Astronomy. Translated and
edited by Admiral \V. H. Smyth, D.C.L.,

F.R.S. ; and Robert G-bant, M..\.,F.R.A.S.
In Two Volumes. Vol. I. 8vo. with Plates

and Woodcuts, 21s.

Arnold.—Poems. By Matthew Arnold.

Third Edition of the First Series. Fcp.
Svo. price 5s. 6d.

Arnold.—Poems. By Uatthew Arnold. Second

Series, about one-third new ; the rest finally

selected from the Volumes of 1849 and 1852,
now withdrawn. Fcp. 8yo. price 5s.

Lord Bacon's Works. A New Edition,
revised and elucidated ; and enlarged by the
addition of many pieces not printed before
Collected and Edited by Robeet Leslie
Ellis, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge; James Speddins, M.A. of
Trinity College, Cambridge ; and Dottglas
Denon Heath, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

—

The publication has commenced with the
Division of the Pliihsophical ll'orf.s, to be
completed in 5 vols., of which Vols, I. to
III. in 8vo., price 18s. each, are now ready.
Vols. IV. and V. are in the press.

Joanna BaUlie's Dramatic and Poetical
Works : Comprising the Plays of the Pas-
sions, Miscellaneous Dramas, Metrical Le-
gends, Fugitive Pieces, and Ahalya Bace.
Second Edition, with a Life of Joanna
Baillie, Portrait, and Vignette. Square
crown Svo. 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in

morocco by Hayday.

Baker. — The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon. By S. W. Bakeb, Esq. New
Edition, with 13 Illustrations engraved on
Wood. Fcp. Svo. 43. 6d.

Baker. — Eight Years' Wanderings in Ceylon.

By S. W. Bakee, Esq. With 6 coloured
Plates. Svo. price 158.

Barth. — Travels and Discoveries in
North and Central Africa : Being the Jour-
nal of an Expedition undertaken under
the auspices of Her Britannic Majesty's Go-
vernment in the Years 1849—1855. By
HeneyBaeth, Ph.D.,D:C.L., Fellow of the
Royal Geographical and Asiatic Societies,

&c. Vols. I. to III., with 11 Maps, 100
Engravings on Wood, and 36 Illnstrations

in tinted Lithography, price 633.—Vols. IV.
and v., completing the work, are in the press.

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents and
Tillages, and Claims of Tenants upon
Quitting Farms, at both Michaelmas and
Lady-Day ; as revised by Mr. Donaldson.
Seventh Jidiiion, enlarged and adapted to the
Present Time : With the Principles and
Mode of Valuing Land and other Property
for Parochial Assessment and Enfranchise-
ment of Copyholds, under the recent Acts of

Parliament. By Robeet Bakee, Land-
Agent and Valuer. Svo. IDs. 6d.
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NEW M'ORKS ASD NEW EDITIOSS

A Month in the Forests of France. By
the Hon. Geantlet P. Beekklet, Author
of lieminiscences of a HunUma.i. 8to. with
2 Etchings by John Leech (1 coloured).

[Nearly ready.

Black's Practical Treatise on Brewing,
based on Chemical and Economical Princi-
ples : "With Formulae for Public Brewers, and
Instructions for Private Families. New
Edition, with Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Blaine's Encyclopsedia of Rural Sports

;

or, a complete Account, Historical, Prac-
tical, and DescriptiTe, of Hunting, Shooting,
Fishing, Eacing, and other Field Sports and
Athletic Amusements of the present day.
New Edition, revised by Haeet Hieovxb,
Ephemeea, and Mr. A. Gbahau. With
upwards of 600 Woodcuts. 8to. SOs.

Blair's Chronological and Historical
Tables, from tho Creation to the Present
Time : With Additions and Corrections from
the most authentic Writers ; including the
Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the
Period from the Exode to the Temple.
Under the revision of Slb Hbbet Eujb,
K.Q. Imperial Svo. 31s. 6d. half-morocco.

Bloomfield. — The Greek Testament,
with copious English Notes, Critical, Phi-
lological, and Explanatory. Especially

adapted to the use of Theological Studeuts
and Ministers. By the Eev. S. T. Bloom-
PIELD, D.D., F.S.A. Ninth Edition, revised.

2 vols. Svo. with Map, price £2. 8b.

Dr. Bloomfield's College and School
Edition of the Greek Testament : With
briefEngUsh Notes, chiefly Philological and
Explanatory, especially formed for use in

Colleges and the Public Schools. Seventh
Edition, improved ; with Map and Index.

Fcp. 8to. 78. 6d.

Dr. Bloomfield's College and School
Leric^n to the Qreek Testament. New
Edition, carefiUly revised. Fcp. 8to. price

10s. 6d. clotli.

Bourne. — A Treatise on the Steam-En-
giae, in its Application to Mines, Mills,

Steam-Navigation, and Railways. By the
Artisan Club. EditedbyJohnBoueke.C.E.
TTew Edition; vrith 33 Steel Plates and 349
Wood Engravings. 4to. price 27b.

Eonrne'E Catechism of the Steam-Eogine in
its various AppUcations to Mines, Mills,

Steam-Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-

ture : With Practical Instructions for the
Manufacture and Management of Engines
of every class. Fourth Edition, enlarged

;

with SO Woodcuts. Fop. Svo. 63.

Bourne.— A Treatise on the Screw Pro-
peller: With various Suggestions of Im-
provement. By John Bouene, C.E. New
Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected.

With 20 large Plates and numerous Wood-
cuts. 4to. price 38s.

Boyd.— A Manual for Naval Cadets.
Published with the sanction and approval
of the Lords Commissioners of the Admi-
ralty. By John JM'Neili, Boyd, Captain,

B.N. Witli Compass-Signals in Colours,
and 236 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Braiide.—A Dictionary of Science, Litera-

ture, and Art : Comprising the History,

Description, and Scientific Principles of

every Branch of Human Knowledge ; with
the Derivation and Definition of all the
Terms in general use. Edited by W. T.
Bbanse, F.R.S.L. and E. ; assisted by Db.
J. Cattvin. Third Edition, revised and cor-

rected ; with numerous Woodcuts. Svo. 6O3.

Professor Brande's Lectures on Organic
Chemistry, as applied to Manufactures

;

including Dyeing, Bleaching, Calioo-Print-

ijig, Sugar-Manufacture, the Preservation

of Wood, Tanning, &c. ; delivered before the

Members of the Royal Institution. Arranged
by permission from the Lecturer's Notes by
J. ScoFFEEN, M.B. Fcp. Svo. with Wood-
cuts, price 7s. 6d.

Brewer.— An Atlas of History and Geo-
graphy, from the Commencement of the
Christian Era to the Present Time : Com-
prising a Scries of Sixteen coloured Maps,
arranged in Chronological Order, with Illus-

trative Memoirs. BytlieKev J. S.Bbewee,
M.A., Professor of English History and
Literature in King's College, London.
Second EdU'wn, revised and corrected.

Royal Svo. 12s. 6d. half-bound.

Brodie. — Psychological Inquiries, in a
Scries of Essays intended to illustrate the
Influence of the Physical Organisation on
the Mental Faculties. By Sib Benjauik C.
BBOSiE,Bart. Third Edition. Fop. Svo. 5s.

Bull.— The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease. By
T. Btjix, M.D., Member of the Royal
College of Physicians ; formerly Physician-
Accoucheur to the Finsbury Midwifery
Institution. New Edition. Fcp. Svo, 5b.

I
Dr. T. Bell's Hints to Mothers on the Uanage-

1 ment of theii- Health during the Period of

I

Pregnancy tt:jd in the Lying-in Room : With
an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion

I

with those subjects, &c. ; and Hints upon
1

Nursing. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 53.



liONQMAN, BROWN, asb CO.

Backingham.—Autobiogniphy of James
SIUe Buckingham : Including his Voyages,
Travels, Adventures, Speculations, Suc-
cesses and Failures, frankly and faithfully

narrated ; with Characteristic Sketches of
Public Men. Vols. I. and II. post 8vo. 21s.

Bnnsen. — Christianity and Mankind,
their Beginnings and Prospects. By
Chhietiah Chaeles Josias Buwsbn, CD.,
D.C.L., D.Ph. Being a New Edition, cor-

rected, remodelled, and extended, of Hip-
polytua and Ait Jge. 7 vols. 8vo. £5. 5s.

%• This Second Edition of the HiMiclvtu* is composed
of three distinct works, wliich may be had separately, as
follows :

—

1. Hippolytna and his Aee; or, the Begiuninss ar.d

Prospects of Christianity. 2 vols. 8a'o. price £1 . Viz.

2. Outline of the Philosophy of Universal Histoiy riJ-

plied to Langaa^c and Religion : Containinj^ an Ac-
count of the Alphabetical Conferences. 2 vols. 8ro.
price £1. 138.

S. Analecta Ante-Nicsua. S vols. 8vo, price Li. 29.

Bunsen.— Lyra Gennanica: Hymns for

the Sundays and chief Festivals of the

Christian Year. Translated from the

German by Cathebiub Winkwobth.
Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. Bs.

•*• This selection of German Hymnr has been made from
a coUectionpublished in (jermany by the ChevalierUukskk ;

uud forms a companion volume to

Theologia Gennanica: Which scUeth forth

many fair lineaments of Divine Ti uth, and
saith very lofty an'l lovely things touching

a Perfect Life. Translated Dy Susanna
WlHKWOBTH. With a Preface by the Rev.
CHABiiEsKjNCaSLEr; and R L-^ttep by Clicva-

lier Btthsen. Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. Ss.

Bunsen. — Egypt's Place in Universal

History: An Historical Investigation, in

Five Books. By C. C. J. Bunsen, D.D.,

D.C.L., D.Ph. Translated from the Ger-

man by C. H. CoTTEELi, Esq., M.A.
With many Illustrations. Vol. I. 8to. 28s. ;

Vol. II. 8vo. 30s.

Burton (J. H.)—The History of Scotland

from the Revolution to the Extinction of the

ILast Jacobite Insurrection (1689-1748). By
John HiUi Bubton. 2 vob. 8vo. 263.

Bishop S. Butler's General Atlas of

Modem and Ancient Geography j compris-

ing Fifty-two full-coloured Maps; vrith

complete Indices. New Edition, nearly all

le-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved.

Edited by the Author's Son. Royal 4to.

24s. half-bound.

5

The Modem Atlas of !8 fUll-coloorea Maps.
Royal 8vo. price I2s.

The Ancient Atlas of 24 full-ooloored Maps.
Royal Svo. price 12s.

Biahop 8. Bntler's Sketch of Hodem and

Ancient Geography. New Edition, tho-

roughly revised, with such Alterations intro-

duced as continually progressive Discoveries

and the latest Information have rendered

necessary. Post 8vo. price 78. 6d.

Bepaiately

Burton.—First Footsteps in East Africa

;

or, an Exploration of Harar. By Richabu
P. Bubton, Captain, Bombay Army. With
Maps and coloured Plates. 8vo. ISs.

Burton. — Personal Narrative of a Pil-

grimage to El Medinah and Meccah. By
RiCHABD F. Bubton, Captain, Bombay
Army. Sec(;Mrf7i'rfz7io», revised; with coloured
Plates and Woodcuts. 2 vols, crown Svo.
price 24s.

The Cabinet Lawyer: A Popular Digest
of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal

;

with a Dictionary of Law Terms, Maxims,
Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct
Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp Duties,
Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties;
Fost-Office Regulations ; and Prison Disci-
pline. 17th Edition, comprising the Public
Acts ofthe Session 18.57. Fcp. Svo. lOs. 6d.

The Cabinet Gazetteer: A Popular Expo-
sition of All the Countries of the World :

their Government, Population, Revenues,
Commerce, and Industries; Agricultural,
Manufactured, and Mineral Products ; Re-
Ugion, Laws, Manners, and Social State

;

With brief Notices of their History and An-
tiquities. By the Author of The Cabinet
Lawyer. Fcp. Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth ; or 13s.
bound in calf.

" The author has neglected
no modem sources ofijiform-
ation, and all his short, suc-
cinct, and neat descriptions
of the different places are
quite conformable to present
kjiowledge. Sarawak, for
example, in Borneo, is not
omitted, and of tJan Fran-
cisco there is quite adetailed
description. The work is

compiled with considerable
care, and in the 912 pages

that It contains there is a
vast amount of geographical
and topographical inlorma-
tion pleasantly condensed.
The Cabinet Gazetteer^
though not intended to
supersede more elaborate
works, will, to some extent,
have that effect ; but it will
be sure to find a large and
permanent circulation of its
own."

iCOXOlIIST.

Calendar of English State Papers, Do-
mestic Series, of the Reigns of Edward VI.,
Mary, Ehzabeth, 1547—1580, preserved in

the State Paper Department of Her Ma-
jesty's Pubhc Record Office. Edited by
Robert Lemon, Esq., F.S.A., under the
direction of the Master of the Rolls, and
with the sanction of Her Majesty's Secre-

tary of State for the Home Department.
Imperial Svo. 15s.

Calendar of English State Papers, Do-
mestic Series, of the Reign of James I.,

1603—1610 (comprising the Papers relating

to the Gunpowder Plot), preserved in the

State Paper Department of H.M. Public
Record Office. Edited by Mabt Anne
Everett Green, Author of The Lives of the

Frincesses of England, &c., under the direc-

tion of the Master of the Rolls, and with
the sanction of H.M. Secretary of State for

the Home Department, Imperial Svo. 15s.
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NEW WOBKS ASD KEW EDITIONS

Calvert. — The Wife's Manual ; or,

Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on Several

Occaeion6 of a Matron's Life. By the Ber.
W. Caivebt, M.A. Ornamented from De-
signs by the Author in the style of Queen
Blinabeth'a Prayer-Book. Second Edition.

Crown 8to. 10a. 6d.

Carlisle (Lord).—A Diary in Turkish and
Greet Waters. By the Bight Hon. the
Eaklof Caelisle. Fifth Edition. Post 8to.

price 10s. Gd.

Catlow.—Popular Conchology; or, the
Shell Cabinet arranged according to the
Modern System : With a detailed Account
of the Animals, and a complete Descriptive

List of the Families and Genera of Becent
and Fossil Shells. By Agnes Cati.ow.
Second Edition, much improved ; with 405
Woodcut Illustrations. Post 8vo. price 143.

Cecil.— The Stud Farm; or, Hints on
Breeding Horses for the Turf, the Chase, and
the Boad. Addressed to Breeders of Bace-
Horses and Hunters, Landed Froprbtors,
and especially to Tenant Farmers. By
Cecil. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, 5s.

Cecil's Stable Practice ; or, Hints on Training

for the Turf, the Chase, and the Boad;
with Observations on Bacing and Hunt-
ing, Wasting, Eace-Biding, and Handi-
capping : Addressed to Owners of Bacers,
Hunters, and other Horses, and to all who
are concerned m Bacing, Steeple-Chasing,
and Fox-Himting. Pep. 8to. with Plate,

price 5s. half-bound.

Chapman. — History of Gustavus Add-
phus,an(f of the Thirty Years' War up to the
Eing's Death : With some Account of its

Conclusion by the Peace of Westphalia, in

1648. By B. ChajJCAN, M.A., Vicar of
Letherhead. 8vo. with Plans, 12b. 6d.

Chevreul On the Harmony and Contrast
of Colours, and their Applications to the
Arts : Including Painting, Interior Decora-
tion, Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured
Glazing, Paper-Staining, CaUco-Printing,
Letterpress-Printing, Map-Colouring,Dress,
Landscape and Flower-Gardening, &c. &c.
Translated by Coaslss Uabiil. Second
Edition ; with 4 Plat«B. Giawn 8to.
price IDs. 6d.

Connolly.—History of thfi Royal Sappers
and Miners : Including the Services of the
Corps in the Crimea and at the Siege of
Sebastopol. By T. W. J. CoOTfOiliT, Quar-
termaster of the Boyal Engineers. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged ; with 17 co-

loured plates. 2 vols. 8to. price 303.

Conybeare and Howson.—The Life and
Epistles of Saint Paul : Comprising a com -

plete Biograpliy of the Apostle, and a

Translation of his Epistles inserted in

Chronological Order. By the Kev. W. J.

CONTBBABE, M.A. ; and the Bev. J. S.

HowsoK, M.A. Second Ediiion, revised and
corrected ; with several Maps and Wood-
cuts, and 4 Plates. 2 vols, square crown
8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

•«* The Original Edition, with more numerous llluBtra-
tJous, in 2 vols. 4to. price 48s.—may also be had.

Conybeare.—Essays, Xcclesiastical and Social

:

Eeprinted, with Additions, from the
Edinburgh Reciew. By the Eev. W. J.

CoNXBEAEE, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. 8vo. 12s.

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of Practical
Medicine : Comprising General Pathology,
the Nature and Treatment of Diseases,

Morbid Structvu^s, and the Disorders es-

pecially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and
to the different Epochs of Life ; with nume-
rous approved Formulae of the Medicines
recommended. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price
£3 J and Parts X. to XVIII. 4s. 6d. each.

%• Part XIX., completing the work, is nearly ready.

Cotton.— Instructions in the Doctrine
and Practice of Christianity. Intended
chiefly as an Introduction to Confirmation.
By G. E. L. Cotton, M,A. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

Cresy's Encyclopsedia of Civil Engi-
neeiing, Historical, Theoretical, and Prac-
tical. lUuatrated by upwards of 3,000
Woodcuts. Second Edition, revised and
brought down to the Present Time in t>

Supplement,comprisingMetropolitan Water-
Supply, Drainage of Towns, Eailways,
Cubical Proportion, Brick and Iron Con-
struction, Iron Screw Piles, Tubular Bridges,
&?. 8to, 63s. cloth.— The SuECiJiuliri
separately, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

The Cricket-Field; or, the Science and
History of the Game of Cricket. By the
Author of Principles of Scientific Baiting.
Second Edition, greatly improved; with
Plates and Woodeuts. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.

Crosse.— Memorials, Seientific and Li-
terary, of Andrew Crosse, the Electrician.
Edited by Mrs. Ceosse. Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.

Cmikfihank. — The Life of Sir J<dm
Falstaff, illustrated by George Cruikshank.
With a Biography of the Enight, from au-
thentic sources, by Bobebt B. Bboitge,
Esq. Boyal 8vo.—In course of publication
monthly, and to be completed in 10 Num-
bers, each containing 2 Plates, price Is.

The first 6 Numbers are now ready.



FUBUBOXD BY EOHGllAK, BXOWIT, in CO.

Lwfy Cast's Invalid's Book.— Th« In-
alid's £>ini Book : A Collection of Becipes
flom Tsrioas Books and varioag Conntries.
By the Honourable Lady Cttbt. Second
Edition. Fop. 8to. price 2b. Sd.

Dale.—The Domestic Liturgy and Family
Cbaplain, in Two Parts : Past I. Church
Services adapted for Domestic TJne, with
Friers for Every Day of the Week, selected

from the Book of Common Prayer ; Pakt
n. an appropriate Sermon for Eveiy Sunday
in the Year. By the Key. Thomas Dale,
M.A., Canon Beaidentiary of St. Paul's.

Second Edition. Post 4to. 21s. cloth

;

31s. 6d. calf ; or £2. 10s. morocco.

Separately |
The Family Chaplaut, 12s.

ThjS I>0aiB8T10 LlTUBGT. lOs. Oil.

Davy (Dr. J.) — The Angler and his

friend ; or. Piscatory Colloquies and Pish-
ing Excursions. By John Datt, M.D.,
F.B.S., &c. Pep. 8ro. price 6b.

The Aaglar in the Lake DiBtrict : Or, Piscatory
Colloquies and Fishing Excursions in West-
moreland and Cumberland. By Jon::^

Davy, M.D., P.E.S. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Delabeche.—Report on the Geology of
Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset. By
Sib H. T. Deiabechb, F.R.S. With Maps,
Plates, and Woodcuts. 8vo. price 14s.

BelaBive.—A Treatise on Electricity
in Theory and Practice. By A. De I.A Bite,
Professor in the Academy of Geneva. Trans-
lated for the Author by C. Y. Waleee,
F.B.S. In Three Volumes ; with numerous
°Vfoodcuts. VoL I. 8vo. price IBs. ; Vol. II.

price 28e.—Yol. III. is in the press.

De Vere.—May Carols. By Aubrey de
Yebb, Author of The Search after Prosperine,

Ae. Fcp. 8to. 5*.

DiscipUne. By the Author of " Letters
ta my Unknown Friends," &c. Second
Sdition, enlarged. ISmo. price 2s. 6d.

Dodd.—The Food of London : A Sketch
of the chief Yarietiea, Sources of Supply,

probable Quantities, Modes of Arrival, Pro-

ecmes of Manufacture, suspected Adultera-

tion, and Machinery of Distribution of the

Food for a Community of Two MiUions and
a Half. By Geoege Dodd, Author of

Britith Uanufaeturet, &e. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Bstcoort.—Music the Voice of Harmony
in Creation. Selected and arranged by
Mary Jane Estcourt. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit to a
BeligiouB Sceptic. ^thEdition. Fcp. 8to. Ss.

Defence of The lelipse of Paith, by its
Author: Being a Rejoinder to Professor
Newman's Reply : Inclnding a full Exami-
nation of that Writer's Criticiam on the
Character of Clirist ; and a Chapter on the
Aspects and Pretensions of Modem Deism.
Second Edition, reviaed. Post 8vo. 63. 6d.

The Englishman's Greek Concordance of
the New Testament : Being an Attempt at a
Yerbal Connexion between the Greek and
the English Texts ; inchiding a Concordance
to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Qreek-
Enghsh and English-Clreek. New Edition,
with a new Index. Boyal 8vo. price 42s.

The Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Con-
cordance of the Old Testament : Being an
Attempt at a Yerbal Connexion between
the Original (md the English Translations

;

with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names
and their Occurrences, &c. 2 vols, royal
8ro. £3. 13s. 6d. ; large paper, £4. Us. 6d.

Ephemera's Handbook of Angling;
teaching Fly-Fishing, TroUing, Bottom-
Pishing, Salmon-Pishing : With the Natm-al
History of River-Fish, and the best Modes
of Catching them. Third Edition, corrected
and improved; with Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo.5s.

Ephemera. —The Book of the Salmon: Com-
prising the Theory, Principles, and Prac-
tice of Fly-Fiahing for Salmon; Lists of
good Salmon Fhes for every good River in
the Empire ; the Natural History of the
Salmon, its Habits described, and the best
way of artificially Breeding it. By Ephe-
MEBA ; assisted by Ajtdbew YoiiirG. Fcp.
8to. with coloured Plates, price 14s.

Fairbaim.—Useful Information for En-
gineers ; Being a Series ofLectures delivered

to the Working Engineers ofYorkshire and
Lancashire. With Appendices, containing
the Results of Experimental Inquiries into

the Strength of Materials, the Causes of
Boiler Explosions, &c. By William;
Faibbaibw, F.R.S., P.G.S. Second Edition ;

with numerousPlates andWoodcuts. Crown
8vo. price 10s. 6d,

The Fairy Family : A Series of Ballads
and Metrical Tales illustrating the Fairy
Mythology of Europe. With Frontispiece

and Pictorial Title. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Flemish Interiors. By the Writer of
A Glance behind the Gnlle) of ReligUnie

Houses in Trance. Fcp. 8vo. 73. 6d.
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Forester.—Travels in the Islands of Cor-
sica and Sardiiiia. By Thouas Fobester,
Author of Rambles in Norway. With nume-
rous coloured Illustrations and Woodcuts,
from Sketches made during the Tour by
Lieutenant- Colonel M. A. Bidsttlph, B.A.
Imperial 8vo. \In the preas.

Garratt.—Marvels and Mysteries of In-

stinct ; or. Curiosities of Animal Life. By
G-EOEQE Q-AEHATT. Secoitd Edilion, revised

and improved ; with a Frontispiece. Fcp.
Svo. 4s. 6d.

Gilbart.—A Practical Treatise on Bank-
ing. By Jaues William G-ilbaet, P.R.S.,

General Manager of the London and West-
minster Bank, Sixth Edition, revised

and enlarged. 2 vols. 12mo. Portrait, I65.

Gilbart.— Logic for the Million: A
Familiar Exposition of the Art ofKeaaoning.

By J. W. GiLBABT, F.R.S. 5th Edition ;

with Portrait of the Author. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

The PoeticalWorks of Oliver Goldsmith.

Edited by Bolton Cobkey, Esq. Illustrated

by Wood Engravings, from Designs by
Members of the Etching Club. Square

crown Svo. cloth, 21s. ; morocco, £1. ISs.

Gosse. — A Naturalist's Sojourn in
Jamaica. By P. H. GossB, Esq. With
Plates. Post Svo. price 14s.

Green.—Lives of the Princesses of Eng-
land. By Mrs. Mabt Akne Etebett
Geeen, Editor of the Letters of Rot/al and
Illustrious Ladies. With numerous Por-
traits. Complete in 6 vols, post Svo. price

IO3. 6d. each.—Any Tolume may be had
teparateli/ to complete sets.

Mr. W. R. Greg's Essays on Political

and Social Science, contributed chiefly to the

Edinburgh Review. 2 vols. Svo. price 24b.

Greyson.— Selections from the Corre-

spondence of B. E. H. Gbeysoit, Esq.
Edited by tho Author of The Eclipse of
I'ailh. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 123.

Grove, — The Correlation of Physical
Forces. By W. B. Geotb, Q.C, M.A.,
F.B.S., &c. Third Edition. Svo. price 7s.

Gumey.—St. Louis and Henri IV. : Being
a Second Series of Historical Sketches.

By the Bev. John H. GmsNET, M.A., Kector

of St. Mary's, Marylebone. Fcp. Svo. 63.

Evening Becreations ; or, Samples from the

Lecture-Boom. Edited by the Bev. J. H.
GuENEY, M.A. Crown Svo. 58.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture,
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By
Joseph Gwilt. With more than 1,000
Wood Engravings, from Designs by J, S.

Gwilt. Third Edition. Svo. 42b.

Halloran.—Eight Months' Journal kept
on board one of H.M. Sloops ofWar, during
Visits to Loochoo, Japan, and Pootoo. By
Alfeed L. Halloean, Master, K.N. With
Etchings and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s, 6d.

Hare (Archdeacon).—The Life ofLuther,
in Forty-eight Historical Engravings. By
GUBTAT KoNlG. With Explanations by
.Aechdeacon Habe and Susanna Wrsx-
WOBTH. Fop. 4to. price 2S8.

Harford.—Life of Michael Angelo Buon-
arroti: With Translations of many of his

Poems and Letters ; also Memoirs of Savo-
narola, Raphael, and Vittovia Colonna. By
John S. Habeoed, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.,
Member of the Academy of Painting of
St. Luke, at Rome, and of tlie Roman Arch-
eeologieal Society. With Portrait and
Plates. 2 vols. Svo. 25s.

niustrations, Architectuial and Pictoiial, of

the Genius of Michael Angelo Buonarroti.
With Descriptions of the Plates, by the
Commendatore Canina ; C. B. Cockeeell,
Esq., RA. ; and J. S. Haefoed, Esq,,
D.C.L., F.B.S. FoUo, 733. 6d. half-bound.

Hairison.—The Light of the Forge ; or,

Counsels drawn from the Sick-Bed oi E. M.
By the Bev. W. Habbibon, M.A,, Domestic
Chaplain to H.B.H, the Duchess of Cam-
bridge. Fcp. Svo. price 5b.

Harry Hieover.—Stable Talk and Table
Talk ; or. Spectacles for Young Sportsmen.
By Haeby Hieoyeb. New Edition, 2 vols.

Svo. with Portrait, price 24s.

Harry EieoTer.—The Hnnting-lield. ByHarry
HiEOTEB. With Two Plates. Fcp. Svo.
5s. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. — FracUcal Horsemaiuhip.
By Habey Hieoteb. Second Edition ; with
2 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 53. half-bound.

Harry Hieover.—The Pocket and the Stud; or,

Practical Hints on the Management of the

Stable. By Haeby Hieoteb. Second
Edition; with Portrait of the Author. Fcp.
Svo. price 5s. half-bound.

Harry Hieover.—The Stnd, for Practical Pur-
poses and Practical Men: Being a Chiide

to the Choice of a Horse for use more than
for show. By Haeby Hieoteb, With 2
Plates. Fcp, Svo, price 58. half-bound.
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Hassall.—Adulterations Detected; or,

Plain Instructions for the Discovery of

Frauds in Food and Medicine. By Abieiti!.

HiLi. Hassall, M.D. Lond., Analyst of The
Lancet Sanitary Commission, and Author of

the Keports of that Commission published
under the title of VooA and its Adulteratiotu

('which may also be had, in 8vo. price 28s.)

With 225 Illustrations, engraved on Wood.
Crown 8vo. 17s. 6d.

HassaJl.—A History of the British Fresh
Water Algse : Including Descriptions of the
Desraide«e and Dictomaceae. With upwai-ds
of One Hundred Pktes of Figures, illus-

trating the yarious Species. By Aethur
Hill Haesall, M.D., Author of Micro-
scopic Anatomy cf the lltimaii Bodi/y &;c. 2
Tols. 8vo. with 103 Plates, price £1. 15s.

Col, Hawker's Instructions to Young
Sportsmen in all that relates to Quns and
Shooting. 10th Edition, revised and brought
down to the Present lime, by the Author's
Son, Major P. W. L. Haweeb. With a
Portrait of the Author, and numerous
Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Haydn's Book of Dignities : Containing
Kolls of the Official Personages ofthe British
Empire, Civil, Fcclesiastical, Judicial, Mili-

tary, Naval, and Municipal, from the Earliest

Periods to the Present Time. Together
with the Sovereigns of Europe, from the
Foundation of their respective States ; the
Peerage and NobUity of Great Britain ; &o.
Being a New Edition, improved and conti-

nued, of Beatson's FoUtical Index, 8vo.

25s, half-bound.

Sir John Herschel.—^Essays from the
Hdinhurgh and Qiiarterhj Revietca, with Ad-
dresses and other Pieces. By Sir John
F. W. Heesohel, Bart, K.H., M.A. 8vo.

price ISs.

Sir John Herschel,—Outlines of Astro-

nomy, By Sib John F. W. Hebsceel,
Bart., E.H., M.A. New Edition; with
Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo. price ISs,

Hill.—Travels in Siberia. By S. S, Hill,

Esq., Author of Tiaveh on the Shores of
the Baliic. With a large Map of European
and Asiatic Bussia. 2 vole, post 8vo, 249.

Hinchliff.—Summer Months among the
Alps : With the Ascent of Monte Boss.

By Thomas W. Hixchliff, of Lincoln's

Inn, Barrister-at-Law. With' 4 tinted

Views and 3 Maps. Post 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

Hints on Etiquette and the Usages of

Society : With a Olance at Bad Habits.

New Edition, revised (with Additions) by a

Lady ofRank. Fcp.Svo. price Half-a-Orown,

Holland, — Medical Notes and Reflec-
tions. By SiE Henex Holland, Bart.,
M.D., F.R.S., &c.. Physician in Ordinary
to the Queen and Prince Albert. Third
Edition. 8vo. ISs.

HoUana.-Chapterg on Mental Physiology. By
SiB Henet Holland, Bart., P.E.S., &c.
Pounded chiefly on Chapters contained in
the First and Second Editions of Medical
Notes and Reflections by the same Author.
8yo. price 10s. 6d.

Hook.—The Last Days of Our Lord's
Ministry: A Course of Lectures on the
prmcipal Events of Passion Week. By
the p«v. W. F. HooE, D.D. New Edition,
Fcp. 8vo. price 6s,

Hooker,—Kew Gardens; or, a Popular
Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of
Kew, By SiB William Jackson Hookee,
K.H., &c.. Director. New Edition; with
many Woodcuts. 16mo. price Sixpence.

Hooker. — Mosenm of Economic Botany ; or, a
Popular Guide to the TTseful and Remark-
able Vegetable Products of the Museum
in the Royal Gardens ofKew. By SiE W. J.
Hookee, K.H., &c., Director. With 29
Woodcuts. 16mo. price Is.

Hooker and Amott.—The British Flora

:

comprising the Phsenogamous or Flowering
Pliinta, and the Ferns. Seventh Edition,
with Additions and Corrections ; and nu-
merous Figures illustrative of the TTmbelli-
fcrous Plants, the Composite Plants, the
Grasses, and the Ferns. By SiE W. J,
HooKEB, F.R.A. and L.S., &c. ; and G. A.
Waxkke-Abnott, LL.D., F.L.S, 12mOi-
with 12 Plates, price 14s. j with the Plates
coloured, price 21b,

Home's Introduction to the Critical
Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scrip-
tures, Tenth Edition, revised, corrected,
and brought down to the present time.
Edited by the Rev. T. Haetvtell Hoene,
B.D. (the Author) ; the Kev, SamtjeIi
Datidbon, D.D, of the University of Halle,
and LL.D, ; and S. Peidbattx Teeoelles,
LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Vignettes and
Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo. £3. 13s. 6d.

•»• The Four Volumes may also be had leparatelv us
follows :—

Vol. I.—A Snmmaiy of the Evidence for the Genuineness
Antlienticity, UncorTDpted Preservation, and Inspiration of
theHoly Ucriptnres. Bythe Rev. T. H. Home, B.D. . 8vo. 15s

.

Vol. n.—The Text ofthe OldTatammt considered : With
a Treatise on Sacred InterDretation; and a brief Introduc-
tion to the Old Testament fioolcs and the Apocrvp/ta. Bv S
Davidson, D.D. (HaUe) and LL.D . ._ 8voTl58.
Vol. HI.—a Summary of Biblical Geography and Anti-

quities. By the Bev. T. H. Home, B.D . : . , . 8vo. 18s.

Vol. IV.—An Introduction to the Teitual Criticism of theNew Talament. By the Bev. T. H. Home, B.D. The
Critical Part re-written, and the remainder revised and
edited by S. P. Tiegelles, LL.D 8vo. I8s.
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Home. — A Compendious Introduction
to the Study of the Bible. By the Rev.
T. Habtweli. Eobite, B.D. New Edition,

with Maps and lUustratione, 12mo. 9b.

Hoskyns.—Talpa ; or, the Chronicles of
a Clay Farm : An Agricultural Fragmeut.
By Chandos Wken Hoskyns, Esq. Fourth
Edition. With 24 Woodcuts from the

original Designs by Q^EOKas CBtTlESHANZ.
16mo. price 5s. 6d.

How to Nurse Sick Children : Intended
especially as a Help to the Nurses in the
Hospital for Sick Children ; but containing

Directions of service to all who have the
charge of the Young. Fcp. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Howitt (A. M.)— An Art-Student in

Munich. By AiTNA Mabi Howitt. a
vols, post 8ro. price 14b.

Howitt.—The Children's Year. By Mary
Howitt. With Pour Uluatrations, from
Designs by A. M. Howitt. Square 16mo. Ss

.

Howitt.—Tallangetta, the Squatter's
Home : A Story of Australian Life. By
WxLLlAM Howitt, Author of Two Tears in

Victoria, &c. 2 Tob. post 8to. price 18b.

Howitt.— Land, Labour, and Gold;
or. Two Tears in Victoria : With Visit to

Sydney and Van Diemen's Land. By
WiLLiAJi Howitt. 2 vols, post 8vo.. 2l8.

Howitt.—Visits to Remarkable Places

:

Old HaUs, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustra-

tive of Striking Passages in Finglish History
and Poetry. By William Howitt. With
about 80 Wood Engravings. New Edition,

2 vols, square crown 8vo. price 25b.

William Hewitt's Boy's Coimtry Book : Being

the Keal Life of a Country Boy, written

by himself; exhibiting all the AmuBements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the

Country. New Edition; with 40 Wood-
cuts. Fop. 8vo. price 6s.

Howitt. — The Bnral Life of England. By
William Howitt. New E^tion, cor-

rected and revised j with Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo. 21s.

Hue- Christianity in China, Tartary,.

and Thibet. By M. I'Abbe Hwo, formerly
Missionary Apostolic in China ; Author of

The Chinese Emfire, &o. 2 vols. 8»o. 21s.

Hue—The Chinese Empire: A Sequel
to Hue and Gabet's Journey through Tartary

and Thibet. By the Abbe Hue, formerly
Missionary Apostolic in Chma. Second
Edition; with Map. 2 vols. 8to.. 24a..

Hudson's Plain Directions for Making
WUls in conformity with the Law : With a

clear Exposition of the Law relating to the

distribution of Personal Estate in the case

of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills, and much
useful information. New and enlarged Edi-

tion ; including the Provisions of the Wills

Act Amendment Act. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Hudson's Executor's Guide. New and
improved Edition ; with the Statutes

enacted, and the Judicial Decisions pro-

nounced since the last Edition incorporated,

comprising the Probate and Administration

Acts for England and Ireland, passed in the

first Session of the New Parliament. Pep.

8vo. [Just ready.

Hudson and Kennedy.—Where there's

a Will there 'a a Way : An Ascent of Mont
Blanc by a New Eoute and WitBont Guides.

By the Bev. O. Httdsok, M.A., St. John's

College, Cambridge ; and E. S. Kenitedt,
B.A., Caius College, Cambridge. Second

Edition, with Two Ascents of Monte Rosa ; a

Plate, and a coloured Map. Post 8vo. 5b. 6d.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Translated, with
the Author's authority, by Mbs. Sabinb.

Vob. I. and II. 16mo. HsJf-a-Crown each,

sewed ; 3s. 6d. each, cloth : or in post 8yo.

12s. each, cloth. Vol. III. post 8vo.

12s. 6d. cloth : or in 16mo. Part I. 2s. 6d.

sewed, 3s. 6d. cloth ; and Part II. 3b. Bew«d,
48, cloth.

Humboldt's ABpects of Nature. Translated,

with the Author's authority, by Mes.Sabine.
16mo. price 6s. : or in 2 vols. 3b. 6d. each,

cloth ; 2b. 6d. each, sewed.

Humphreys. — Parables of Our Lord,
illuminated and ornamented in the style of

the Missals of the Benaissance by Henby
Noel Humpheets. Square fcp. 8vo. 21s.

in massive carved covers ; or 30s. bound in

morocco by Hayday.

Hunt. — Researches on Light in its

Chemical Selations ; embracing a Con-
sideration of all the Photographic Processes.

By Kobebt Httnt, F.B..S. Second Edition,

vrith Plate and Woodcuts. 8vo. lOs. 6d.

Hutton.—A Hundred Years Ago? An
Historical Sketch, 1755 to 1756. By James
Htttton. Post 8to.

Lile.—Hints on Shooting, Fishing, Ac,
both on Sea and Land, and in the Pieah-
Water Lochs of Scotland : Being the Ei|)e-

liences of C. Id£E, Esq. Pep. Svo. 6*.
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Mrs. Jameson's Legentk of tbe Saintff

and Martyrs, as represented in Christian

Art : Porming the Krst Series ofSacred and
Iiegandary Art. Third Edition, revised and
improved ; with 17 Etchings and upwards
of 180 Woodcuts, many of which are new
in this Edition. 2 vols, square crown 8vo.

3l3. 6d.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the monastic

Orders, as represented in Christian Art.

Forming the Second Series of Sacred and
Legendary Art. Second Edition, enlarged ;

with 11 Etchings by the Author, and 88
Woodcuts. Squaie crown 8vo. price 288.

Hrs. Jameson's Legends of the Hadonna,
as represented in Christian Art : Forming
the Third Series of Sacred and Legendary

Art. Second Edition, revised and improved

:

with numerous Etchings from Drawings by
the Author, and upwards of 150Woodcuts.
Square crown 8vo. [Nearly ready.

Mrs. ^kuneson's Commonplace-Book of
Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, Original

and Selected. Fart I. Ethics and Character

;

Part II. Literature and Art. Second Edit.

revised and corrected ; with Etchings and
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 18b.

Hrs. Jameson's Two Lectmrea on the Employ-
ment of Women.
1. SxsiBBS of CilABiTT, CathoHc and Protestant,

Abroad and. at Home. Sacond Edition^ wilii new
Preface. Fcp. Svo. 4a.

2. The CoafMTTNTON qf Labour : A Second Lecture ou
the Sociiil Emplojinents ofWomen. Fcp. Svo. 3s.

Jaqxtemet's Compendium of Chronology

:

Containing the most important Dates of

Oeneral History, Political, Ecclesiastical,

and Literary, from the Creation of the

World to the end of the Tear 1854. Edited

by the Kev. J. AxcoBN, M.A. Second

Bdiiion. .Post 8to. price 78. 6d.

Lord Jeffrey's Contrifeutions to The
Edinburgh Review. A New Edition, com-
plete in One Volume, with a Portrait en-

graved by Henry Robinson, and a Vignette.

Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth ; or 30s. calf.

—Or in 3 vols. 8to. price 42s.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire Works

:

With Life by Bishop Hebeb. Revised and
corrected by the Rev. Chables Paox Edbn,
FeUow of Oriel College, Oxford. Now
complete in 10 vols. Svo. lOs. 6d. each.

Joluu.:—The Land of Silence and tbe
Land of Darkness. Being Two Essays on
the Blind and on the Deaf and Dumb. By
the- Rev. B. G'. Johns, Chaplain of the

BUnd School, St. George's Fields, South-
wark. Fcp. 8to. price 4s. 6d.

' Johnston.—A BietitAaay of Geography,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical,and Histori-

cal : Forming a complete General Gazetteer
of the World. By A. Keith Johnstoic,
F.B.S.E., F.B.G.S., F.G.S., Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordinaiy to Her Majesty.

Second Edition, thoroughly revised. In 1

vol. of 1,360 pages, comprising about 50,000
Names of Places. Svo. 36s. doth ; or half-

bound in russia, 41s.

Kemble.—The Saxons in England: A
History of the English Commonwealth till

the Norman Conquest. By John M. Kesi-
BLE, M.A., &c. 2 vols. Svo. 23s.

Kesteven.—A Manual of the Domestic
Practice of Medicine. By W. B. Kfstetbn,
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England, Sua. Square post Svo. 7b. 6d.

Eirby and Spence's Introduction to

Entomology ; or. Elements of the Natural
History of Insects : Comprising an Account
of Noxious and Useful Insects, oftheir Meta-
morphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations,

Societies, Motions, Noises, Hybernation,
Instinct, &o. Seventh Edition, with an Ap-
pendix relative to the Origiu and Progress
of the work. Crown Svo. 5s.

Mrs. S. Lee's Elements of Natural His-
tory ; or. First Principles of Zoology : Com-
prising the Principles of ClasBification, inter-

spersed with amusing and instructive Ac-
counts of the most remarkable Animals.
New Edition ; Woodcuts. Fcp. 8to. 7s. 6d.

Letters to my Unknown Friends. By
a Lai>y, Author of Letters on MappiaicM,
Fourth Edition. Fcp. Svo. Ss.

Letters on HappineBs, addressed to a Friend.

By a Lady, Author of Letters to my Unknown
Friends. Fcp. Svo. 63.

L.E.L.—The Poetical Works of Letitia

Elizabeth Landon ; comprising the hnpro-

visatrice, the Venetian Bracelet, the Golden
Violet, the Troubadour, and Poetical Remains,
New Edition ; with 2 Vignettes by B. Doyle.
2 vols. 16mo. 10s. cloth ; morocco, 21s.

Dr. John Lindley's Theory and Practice

of Horticulture ; or, an Attempt to explain
the principal Operations of Gardening upon
Physiological Grounds : Being the Second
Edition of the Tluory of Horticulture, much
enlarged ; with 98 Woodcnts. Svo. 2I3.

Dr. John Lindley's Introduction to
Botany. New Edition, with Corrections and
copious Additions. 2 vols. Svo. with Six
Plates and numerous Woodcuts, price 24b.
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LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPEDIA
Of BiBtory, Biography, Literatnre, the Arts and Sciences^ Hatnral Hutoiy, and Kann&ctnieu.

A Series of Origiaal Works by

Sir John Herschri,,
Sir Jamrs Mackintosh^
Robert South ey.
Sir Dayid Brewster,

Thomas Keiohtley,
John Forster,
Sir Walter Scott,
Thomas Moorf,

akd other Eminent Writeri

Bishop Thirlwall,
The Ret. G. R. Gleio,
J. C. L. De Sismondi,
John Phzlmfs, F.R.S., G.S.

Complete in 132 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, price, in cloth, Nineteen Guineas.

The Works teparaielyt in Sets or Series, price Three Shilling's and Sixpence each Volume.

A List of the Works composing the Cabinet Cyclop-bdia :

—

1. Bell's Histoo' of Rnssifi 3 vola. 10a. Cd. I SI. Lardner on Heat 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

2. Bell's Lives of British Poets 2 vols. 7g. - 35,

3. Brewster's Optics 1 vol. 3s. 6vl.

4. Cooley's Maritime and Inland Discovery 3 vols. 10s. Cd.

5. Crowe's History of France 3 vols. 10s. Cd.

6. De Morgan on Probabilities 1 vol. 3a. 6J.

7. De Sismondi's History of the Italian

Republics 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

8. De Sismondi's Fall of the Roman Empire 2 vols. 7b.

0. Donovan's Chemistry 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

10. Donovan's Domestic Economy 2 vols. 78.

11. Dunham's Spain and Portugal 5 vole. 178. 6J.

12. Dunham's History of Denmark, Sweden,

and Norway 3 vols. 10s. Gd

.

13. Dunham's History of Poland 1 vol. 3b. 6d.

14. Dunham's Germauic Empire 3 vols. 10s. Gd.

15. Dunham's Europe during the Middle

Ages ^ vols. 14s.

16. Dunham's British Dramatists 2 vols. 7s,

17. Dunham's Lives of Early Writers of

Great Britain 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

18. Fergus's History of the United States , . 2 vols. 7s.

19. Fosbroke'B Grecian& Roman Antiquities 2 vols. 7s.

20. Forster's Lives of the Statesmen of tlie

Commonwealth 5 vols. 17s. 6d.

SI. 01eig*s Lives of British Military Com-
manders 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

22. Grattan's History of the Netherlands .. . 1 vol. Ss. Gd.

23. Henslow's Botany 1 vol. 38. 6d.

24. HerBcheVs Astronomy 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

25. Herschel's Discourse on Natoral Philo-

sophy 1 vol. 3b. 6d.

28. History of Rome 2 vols, 78.

27. History of Switzerland 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

28. Holland's Maunfactures in Metal 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

29. James's Lives of Foreign Statesmen 5 vols, I7s. 6d.

30. Katcr and Lardner's Mechanics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

31. Keightley's Outlines of History 1 vol. Ss, 6d,

32. Lardner's Arithmetic 1 vol. Ss, 6d.

SS, Lardner's Geometry 1 vol. 3s, 6d.

Lardner's Hydrostatics and Pneumatics 1 vol. Sa. 6d.

36. Lardner and Walker's Electricity and
Magnetism 2 vols. 7s.

37. Mackintosh, Forster, and Conrtenay's

Lives of British Statesmen 7 vols. 24e. 6tl,

38. Mackintosh, Wallace, and Bell's History

of England 10 vols. S5s.

30. Montgomery and Shelley's eminent Ita-

lian, Spanish, and Portuguese Authors 3 vols. lOs. 6d.

40. Moore's History of Ireland 4 vols. 14b.

41

.

Nicolaa's Clironology of History 1 vol. Ss. 6<1.

42. Phillips's Treatise on Geology 2 vols, 78,

43. Powell's History of Natural Philosophy 1 vol. Ss, 6d.
44. Porter's Treatise on the Manufacture of

Silk iToLSe.Cd.
i5. Porter's Manufactures of Porcel^n and

Glass 1 vol. Ss. Cd.
46. Roscoe's British Lawyers 1 vol. Ss. 6d,
47. Scott's History of Scotland 2 vols. 78.

48. Shelley's Lives of eminent French
Authors 2 vols. 7s.

49. Shuckard and Swunson's Insects 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

50. Southey's Lives of British Admirals 5 vols. 17e. 6d.

51. Stebbing's Cliurch History 2 vols. 7a.

52. Stebbing's History of the Reformation. . 2 vols. 7a.

53. Swainson's Discourse on N^:ural History 1 vol. Ss. Cd.

54. Swainson's Natural History and Classi-

fication of Animals 1 vol. Ss, Gd.

55. Swainson's Habits and Instincts of
Animals 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

56. Swainson's Birds 2 vols, 7s.

57. Sw^nson's Fish, Reptiles, Ac S vols. 7b.

58. Swainson's Quadrupeds 1 vol. Ss. 6d.

59. Swainson's Shells and Shell-Fish 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

GO. Swainson's Animals in Mena^riea 1 voL Ss. fid.

61. Swainson's Taxidermy and Bi<^rapby of

Zoologists 1vol. 3s. 6d.

63. Thirlwall's History of Greece 8 vols. 886.

Linwood.—Anthologia Oxoniensis, sive

Horilegium c Lusibua poeticis diTersorum

Oxoniensium Gracis et Latinis decerptum,

Curante Guliblmo Linwood, M.A., .^dis

Christi Alumno. 8to, price 143,

Lorimer's (C.) Letters to a Young Master
Mariner on some Subjects connected with

his Calling. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopffidia of Gardening:

Comprising the Theory and Practice of Hor-

ticulture, Floriculture, Arhoriculture, and

liandscape- Gardening. With many hundred

Woodcuts. New Edition, corrected and

improved by Mes, Loudon. 8vo. 503.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees and
Shrubs, or Arboretum et Fruticetum BrUaw
nicum abridged : Containing the Hardy Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and
Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly De-
scribed. With about 2,000 Woodcuts,
8vo. 50s.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agricultnre

:

Comprising the Theory and Practice of the

Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improve-

ment, and Management of Landed Property,

and of the Cultivation and Economy of the

Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agri-

culture. New and cheaper Edition j with
1,100 Woodcuts, 8vo. Sis. 6d.
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Loadon's Encyclopsedia of Plants: Com-
prising the Specific Cluiracter, Descriptioii,

Culture, Histoiy, Application in the Arts,
and every other desirable Particular respect-

ing all the Plants found in Qreat Britain.

New Edition, corrected by Mes. IiOTJDON.

With upwards of 12,000 "Woodcuts. 8vo.

£3. 13s. 6d.—Second Supplement, 21s.

London's Encyclopedia of Cottage,

Farm, and Tilla Architecture and Furniture.

NewEdition, edited by Mbs. Loitdon ; with
more than 2,000 Woodcuts. 8to. 63s.

London's Self-Instraction for Young
Gardeners, Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stew-

ards, and Farmers; in Arithmetic, Book-
keeping, Geometry, Mensuration, Practical

Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surreying,
Levelling, Planning and Mapping, Architec-

tural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection

and Perspective. 8vo. Portrait, 7s. 6d.

London's Hortns Britannicns ; or, Cata-
logue of all the Plants found in Great
Britain. New Edition, corrected by Mbs.
LoTmov. 8vo. 31s. 6d.

Mrs. London's Lady's Country Compa-
nion ; or. How to Enjoy a Country Life

Bationally. Fourth Edition, with Plates

and Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Mrs. London's Amateur Gardener's

Calendar, or Monthly Guide to what should

be avoided and done in a Garden. 16mo.
viith Woodcuts, 7b. 6d.

LoVsElements of Practical Agriculture;

comprehending the Cultivation ofPlants, tlie

Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and

the Economy of the Farm. New Edition
j

with 200 Woodcuts, 8vo. 21s.

Macaulay.—Speeches of the Right Hon.

Lord Macaulay. Corrected by Himsbip.

Svo. price 128.

Macanlay. — The History of England
from the Accession of James II. By
the Bight Hon. Lobd Macaulat. New
Edition. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price 32s.

;

Vols III. and IV. price 36s.

Lord Macaulay's Critical and Historical

Essays contributed to The Edinburgh

Beview. Four Editions, as follows :

—

L A LieaiBT Ebiiiok (the Eighth), in 3 vols. Svo.

price 36b,

i. Complete in Oira Voinra, with Portrait ind Vig-

nette. Square crown Svo. price 21b. clotb ; or

30e. calf.

g. Another Nbw Edition, In 3 vols. fcp. Svo. price

21b. doth.

4, The Pboplb's Edition, in 2 vols, crown Svo. price

8s. clotb.

Macaulay.—Lays ofAncient Rome, with
Ivry and the Armada. By the Kight
Hon. LoED Macaulay. New Edition,
16mo. price 48. 6d. cloth; or lOe. 6d.
bound in morocco.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and
from the Antique, drawn on Wood by
George Scharf, jun., and engraved by Samuel
Williams. New Edition. Fcp. 4to. price

2l8. boards ; or 423. bound in morocco.

Mac Donald. — Poems. By George
Mac Donald, Author of Within and With-
out. Fcp. Svo. 7s.

Mac Donald.—Within and Without : A
Dramatic Poem. By Geoboe Mac Donaid.
Second Edition, revised ; fcp. Svo. 48. 6d,

MacdonaJd. — Villa Verocchio; or, the
Youth of Leonardo da Vinci : A Tale. By
the late Miss D. L. MACDOifAiD. Fcp. Svo.

price 63.

MacDongall.—The Theory ofWar illus-

trated by numerous Examples from His-

tory. ByLieutenant-Colonel MAcDouOArx,
Superintendent of Studies in the Boyal
Military College, Sandhurst. Post Svo. with

10 Plans of Battles, price lOs. 6d.

M'Dongall.—The Eventful Voyage of
H.il. Discovery Ship Resolute to the Arctic

'Regions in Search of Sir John Franklin and
the Missing Cretcs of H.M. hiscovery Ships

Erebus and Terror, 1852, 1853, 1854. To
which is added an Account of her being

fallen in with by an American Whaler, after

her abandonment in Barrow Straits, and of

her presentation to Queen Victoria by the

Government of the United States. By
Geokge F. M'DouaALi,, Master. With a
coloured Chart ; 8 Illustrations in tinted

Lithography ; and 22 Woodcuts. Svo. price

21s. cloth.

Sir James Mackintosh's Miscellaneous
Works : Including his Contributions to The
Edinburgh Review. Complete in One
Volume ; with Portrait and Vignette.

Square crown Svo. 21b. cloth ; or 30a. bound
in calf: or in 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 2l3.

Sir James Haddntosh's Eistoiy of England

from tlie Earhest Times to the final Esta-

blishment of the Reformation. Library Edi-

tion, revised. 2 vols. Svo. 21s.

Macleod.—The Theory and Practice of

Banking: With the Elementary Principles

of Currency, Prices, Credit, and Exchanges.

By HeNET DtTKNINO MACLEOD, ol the

Inner Temple,Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols,

royal Svo. price SOs.
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Macnanght.—The Doctrine of Inspira-
tion : Being an Inquiry concerning tlie In-
Mibility, Inspiration, and Authority of
Holy Writ. By the Kev. John Mac-
NAUQHT, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

Crown 8vo. price 43. 6d.

M'CuUoch'a Dictionary, Practical, Theo-
retical, and Historical, of Commerce and
Conunercial Navigation. Illustrated with
Maps and Flans. New Edition, corrected
to the Present Time ; with a Supplement.
8vo. price 50s. cloth ; half-rusaia, 55s.

M'CuUoch's Dictionary, Geographical,
Statistical, and Historical, of the various
Countries, Places, and principal Natural
Objects in the World. lUuatrated with Six
large Maps. New Edition, revised; with a
Supplement. 2 vols. 8vo. price 63s.

Maguire.—Rome ; its Ruler and its In-
stitutions. Uy John Feakcis Ma&uibe,
II.P. With a Portrait of Pope Pius IX.
Post 8vo. price lOs. 6d.

Maitland.—The Church in the Cata-
combs ; A Description of the Primitive
Church of Home. Illustrated by its Sepul-
chral Ilcmaius. By the Hev. Chakles
Maitlamd. New Edition ; with several
Woodcuts. 8vo. price 148.

Qut-of-Doors Drawing.— Aphorisms on
Drawing. By the Kev. S. C. Malan, M.A.
of BaUiol College, Oxford ; Ticar of Broad-
Tvindsor, Dorset. Post Bvo. 3s. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemis-
try, in which the Elements of that Science
are familiarly explained and illustrated by
Experiments. New Edition, enlarged and
improved. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 14s.

Mrs. Harcet's Conyersations on Natural fhi-

losophy, in which the Elements of that
Science are familiarly explained. New Edi-
tion, enlarged and corrected ; with 23 Plates.

Sep. 8vo. price lOs. 6d.

Martineau.—Endeavours afterthe Chris-
tian Life : Discourses. By James Mar-
TINEAU. 2 vols, post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Uartineau.— Hynms for the ChTistian Church
and Home. Collected, and edited by jAjfES
Mabtineait. Eleventh Edition, 32mo. 3s. 6d.
cloth, or 5s. calf; Fifth Edition, 32mo. Is. 4d.
cloth, or Is. 8d. roan.

Uartinean.—Hiscellanies ; Compiising Essays
on Dr. Priestley, Arnold's Life and Corre-

sfondence. Church and State, Theodore
Parker's Biscoune of Religion, " Phases of
Faith," the Church of Englaiid, and the
Battle of the Churches. By Jambb Mab-
TINEAT7. Post 8vO. 99.

Mannder's Scientific and Literary Trea-

sury : A new- and popular Encydopeedia of

Science and the Bielles-Lettres ; including

all branches of Science, and every subject

connected with Literature and Art. New
Edition. Fcp. 9vo. price lOs. cloth ; bound
in roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Biographical Treasury ; con-

sisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief

Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Personsof
All Ages and Nations, &om the Earliest

Period of History : Forming a new and com-
plete Dictionary of Universal Biography.

Ninth Edition, revised throughout. Fcp.Svo.

10s. cloth ; bound in roan, lis. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge, and
Library of fieference. Comprising an Eng-
lish Dictionary and Grammar, a Universal

Gazetteer, a Classical Dictionary, a Chrono-
logy, a Law Dictionary, a Synopsis of the

Peerage, numerous useful Tables, &c. New
Edition, carefully revised and corrected

throughout : With Additions, Fcp. 8vo.

10s. cloth ; bound in roan,.12a. ;.- call^ 128>6d.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural History;

or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated
Nature : In which the Zoological Character-

istics that distinguish the difibrent Classes,

Genera, and Species, are combined vrith a
variety ofinteresting Information illustrative

of the Habits, Instincts, and General Eco-
nomy of the Animal Eingdom. With 900
Woodcuts. New Edition. Pep. 8vOi price
lOs. cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Historical Treasury ; com-
prising a General Introductory Outline of
Universal History, Ancient and Modem,
and a Series of separate Hiatories of every
principal Nation that exiata; theii' &iae,

Progress, and Present Condition, the Moral
and Social Character of their respective In-
habitants, their Beligion, Manners and Cus-
toms, &c. New Edition ; revisedthrou^-
out, with a new Geneeai Indbi. Fcp.. 8vd.
10s. cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Geographical Treasury.—
The Treasury of Geography, Physical, His-
torical, Descriptive, and Political ; contain-
ing a succinct Account of Every Country in
the World : Preceded by an Introdnctoiy
Outline of the History of Geography ; a
Famihar Inquiry into the Varieties of Race
and Language exhibited by different Nations;
and a View of the Belations of Geography
to Astronomy and the Physical Sciences.

Commenced by the late Samuei, Maundee ;

completed by WiitiAM HvasES, F.E.G.S.,
late Professor of Geography in the College
for Civil Engineers. New Edition ; with f
Maps and 16 Steel Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.

cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d..
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Melville. —The Confidence-Man: His
Maaquerade. By HsBUAir Mxlyille, Au-
thor of T^pee, Omoo, &c. Fop. 8to. 53.

Merivale. — A History of the Romans
under the Empire. By the Sier. Chables
MsBiVAXK, B.D., late Fellow of St. John's
College, Cambridge. 8to. with Maps.
YoIb. I. and II. comOTising the History to the Fall of

Juliue Caaar. Seooud Edition. 288,

Vol. III. to the eBtablishment of the Monarchy by Au-
ffitttut. Second Edition 149.

Vols. rv. and V. from Auffustut to Claudiui, B.C. 27 to
A.B. 54 32s.

Merivale.—The FalloftheRomanBepab-
lic : A Short History of the Last Century of
the Commonwealth. By the Rer. C. Mbbi-
VAiE, B.D., late Fellow of St. John's College.

Cambridge. New Edition. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Merivale.—An Account of the Life and Letters

of Cicero. Translated from the German of

Abbebn ; and Edited by the Bev. Csaxleb
Hbeivaxb, B.D. 12mo. 9s. 6d.

Merivale (L. A.)—Christian Records: A
Short History of Apostolic Age. By L. A.
Mebitaxe. Fcp. 8to. 7b. 6d.

Miies.—The Horse's Foot, and How to

£eep it Sound. Eighth Edition ; with an
Appendix on Shoeing in general, and Hunters
in particular, 12 Plates and 12 Woodcuts.
By W. Mj£ES, Esq. Imperial 8to. 12s. 6d.

%• Two Casta or Models of Off Fore F«et, No. 1, Sladfar
AU Pvrpotex, No. 2, Sliod with Leattter, on Mr. Milea'e plan,

may be had, price 3s. each.

Hiles.—A Plain Treatise on Horse-Shoeing.

By William Miles, Esq. With Plates and
Woodcuts. Small 4to. price 5b.

Milner's History ofthe Church of Christ.

With Additions by the late Key. Isaac

MiLKBE, D.D., F.B,.S. A New Edition,

reyised, with additional Notes by the Bev.

T. <a-BANTHAM,B.D. 4 Tols. 8to. piioe 52s.

Montgomery.—Memoirs of the Life and

Writings of James Montgomery : Including

Selections from his Correspondence, Remains

in Prose and Terse, and ConTersations. By
JoHH HoLLAiTD and Jambs Etbbbtt. With
Portraits and Vignettes. 7 vols, post 8to.

price £3. 13s. 6d.

James Montgomery's Poetical Works:
Collective Edition ; with the Author's Auto-

biographical Prefaces, complete in One

Volume; with Portraitand Vignette. Square

crown 8vo. price lOs. 6d. oloth; morocco,

21b.—Or, in 4 toIs. fop. 8vo. with Portrait,

d 7 other Plates, price 14s.

Moore.—The Power of the Soul over the
Body, considered in relation to Health and
Morals. By &eoeqe Moobe, M.D. Fifth
Edition. Pep. 8vo. 6s.

between mind and body
so necessary to human
enjoyment We would
say, Head the book.*'

Athe.n.£Dm.

"It shows that unless
the inward principle be
disciplined, purified, and
enlightened, vainly must
we look for that harmony

Koore.—Han and his Motives. By George
MooEE, M.D. Third Edition. Fcp. 8yo. 68.

Moore.—The Use of the Body in relation to the
Mind. By GEOBes Moobe, M.D. Tkied
Edition, Fcp. 8to. 63.

Moore.— Memoirs, Journal, and Corre-
spondence of Thomas Moore. Edited by
the Right Hon. Lobd John Eusbeu, M.P.
With Portraits and Vignette Illustrations.

8 vols, post 8vo. price 10s. 6d. each.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works : Com-
prising the Author's recent Introductions
and Notes. The Traveller's Edition, com-
plete in One Volume, printed in Ruby Type ;.

with a Portrait. Crown Svo. 123. 6i cloth

;

morocco by Hayday, 2I3.—Also the Library
Edition complete in 1 vol. medium Svo. with
Portrait and Vignette, 21s. cloth ; morocco
by Hayday, 42s.— And tlio Tirst collected

Edition, in 10 vols. fcp. Svo. with Portrait

and 19 Plates, price 35s.

Moore. — Poetry and Pictures from
Thomas Moore : Being Selections of the

most popular and admired ofMoore's Poems,
copiously illustrated with highly-finished

Wood Engravings from original Designs by
C. W. Cope, R.A.
E. C. COBBOULD,
J. CaOFSET,
E. DtlJfCAN,
BiBKET FOSTBB,

F. R. PiCKEHSGILL, R.A.
S. Head,
G. Thomas,
F. TOPHAM,
H. \VABJtEIf,

J. C. HOBSLET, A.R.A. Harbison weih, and
H. Le jBuina, F, Wtbuhd.

Fcp. 4to., printed on toned paper, and ele-

gantly bound. \_SearUj readti-

Moore's Epicurean. New Edition, with
the Notes from the collective edition of

Moore's Poetical Works ; and a Vignette en-

graved on Wood from an original Design by
D. Maclise, K a. 16mo. 63. cloth ; or

12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Songs, Ballads, and Sacred
Songs. New Edition, printed in Buby
Type ; with the Notes from the collective

edition of Moore's Poetical Works, and a

Vignette from a Design by T. Creewick, B.A.
32mo. 23. 6d—An Edition in 16mo. with
Vignette by B. Doyle, price 58..J or 12s. 6d.

morocco by Hayday.
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Moore's Lalla Bookli: An Oriental

Bomauee. With 13 highly-finished Steel

Plates from Original Designs by Corbould,
Meadows, and Stephanoff, engraved under
the superintendence of the late Charles
Heath. New Edition. Square crown 8to.

price 15s. cloth ; morocco, 28s.

Uoore's Lalla Bookh. Hew Edition, printed

in Ruby Type ; with the Preface and
Notes from the collective edition of Moore't

Foetical Works, and a Frontispiece from a

Design by Kenny Meadows. 32mo. 28. 6d.
—^An Edition in 16mo. with Vignette, Ss.

;

or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Irish Melodies. A New Edi-
tion, with 13 highly-finished Steel Plates,

&om Original Designs by

C. W. Cora, E.A.
T. Cheswick, R.A.
A. L. EoQ, A.R.A.
W. P. Fpith, R.A.
W. E. Frost, A.R.A.
J. C. HoBSLEY,

D. Miciisi, K.A.
J. E. MILL1.IS, A.Rjl.
W. MxaREADY, R.A.
J. SjUfT,
F. Stoke, A.B.A.! and
E. M. WiKD, R.A.

Square crown Svo.price 2l8. cloth ; or 31s.6d.

handsomely bound in morocco,

Uoore's Irish Melodies, printed in Bnby Type

;

with the Preface and Notes from tlie col-

lective edition of iloore^s Poetical Works, the

Advertisements originally prefixed, and a

Portrait of the Author. 32mo. 2s. 6d.

—

An Edition in 16mo. with Tignette, Ss. j

or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

Uoore's Irish Uelodies. Qloatrated by D.

Maclise, E.A. New Edition; with 161
Designs, and the whole of the Letterpress

engraved on Steel, by P. P. Becker. Super-

royal 8vo. 31s. 6d. boards j £2. 12b. 6d.

morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Irish Melodies, the Mnsic with
the Words; the Symphonies and Accom-
paniments by Sir John Stevenson, Mas. Doc.
Complete in One Volume, small Music size,

convenient and legible at the pianoforte, but
more portable than the usual form of Mu-
sical publications. Imperial Svo. 31s. 6d.

cloth ; or 42s. half-bound in morocco.

Moore.—The Crosses, Altar, and Orna-
ments in the Churches of St. Paul's, Knights-
bridge, and St. Barnabas, Pimlico : A con-

cise Report of the Proceedings and Judg-
ments in the Cases of Westerton r. Liddell,

Home, and others, and Beal v. Liddell,

Parke, and Evans ; as heard and determined
by the Consistory Court of London, the
Arches Court of Canterbury, and the Ju-
dicial Committee of H.M. Most Hon. Privy
Council. By Edmund F. Moobb, Esq.,

M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. price

123. cloth.

Morell.—Elements of Psychology : Part

I., containing the Analysis ofthe Intellectual

Powers. By J. D. Moeeix, M.A., One of

Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Post

Svo. 78. 6d.

Morning Clouds. [A book of practical

ethics, in form of letters of counsel, en-

couragement, and sympathy, specially ad-

dressed to young women on their entrance

into hfe.] Post Svo. price 7s.

Moseley.—The Mechanical Principles of

Engineering and Architecture. By H.
Moseley, M.A., F.R.S., Canon of Bristol,

&c. Second Edition, enlarged; with nu-

merous Corrections and Woodcuts. Svo. 249.

Memoirs and Letters of the late.Colonel
Abhine S. H. Moxjntain, C.B., Aide-de-

Camp to the Queen, and Adjutant-General
of Her Majesty's Forces in India. Edited
by Mrs. Mountain. With a Portrait drawn
on Stone by R. J. Lane, A.E.R.A. Post
Svo. 8s. 6d.

Mure.—A Critictd History of the Lan-
guage and Literature of Ancient Greece.

By WnxiAK Muse, M.P. of Caldwell.

Second Edition. Vols. I. to III. Svo. price

36b. ; Vol. IV. price 15s. ; Vol. V. price 18s.

Murray's Encyclopedia of Geography

;

comprising a complete Description of the
Earth : Exhibiting its Relation to the
Heavenly Bodies, it« Physical Structure, the
Natural History of each Conntiy, and the
Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions,

and Civil and Social State of All Nations.

Second Edition ; vrith 82 Maps, and upwards
of 1,000 other Woodcuts. 8vo. price 60s.

Neale.— The Closing Scene ; or, Chris-
tianity and Infidelity contrasted in the Last
Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Rev. Ebseine NeaIiE, M.A. New Editions.

2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 6b. each.

Oldacre.—The Last of the Old Squires.
A Sketch. By Cedbic Oldacbe, Esq., of
Sax - Normanbury, sometime of Christ

Church, Oxon. Crown Svo. price 9s. 6d.

Osbom. — Quedah ; or, Stray Leaves
from a Journal in Malayan Waters. By
Captain Shebabd Osbobit, R.N., C.B.,
Author of Stray Leaves from an Arctic Jour-

nal, and of the Narrative of the Bitcovery of
the North-Weat Passage. With a coloured
Chart and tinted Illustrations. Poet Svo.

price 10s. 6d.
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Osbom.—The Discovery of the North-
West Passage by H.M.S. Inveitigator, Cap-
tain K. M'ClTTEB, 1850-1854. Edited by
Captain Shebabd Osbobn, C.B., from the
Iiogs and Journals of Captain B. M'Clure.
Second Edition, revised ; with Additions to
the Chapter on the Hybernation of Animals
in the Arctic Beg;ions, a Geological Paper
by Sir Bodebick I. Mubohison, a Portrait
of Captain M'Clure, a coloured Chart and
tinted lUustiations. 8vo. price 15s.

Owen.— Lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate
Animals, delivered at the Boyal College of
Surgeons. By BiCHABD Owen, F.R.3.,
Hunterian Professor to the College. Second
Edition, with 235 Woodcuts. 8vo. 2l3.

Frofeuor Owen's Lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate
Animals, delivered at the Boyal College of
Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. With numerous
Woodcuts. Vol. I. 8vo. price 14b.

Memoirs of Admiral Parry, the Arctic
Navigator. By his Son. the Eev. E. Paeet,
MJl. of BaUiol College, Oxford ; Domestic
Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of London.
Third Edition ; with a Portrait and coloured
Chart of the North-West Passage. Fcp.
8vo. price &s.

Dr. Fereira's Elements of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics. Third Edition,

enlarged and improved from the Author's
Materials, by A. S. Taylob, M.D., and
G. O. Bees, M.D. : With numerous Wood-
cuts. Vol.L8vo.283.; Vol. II. Part L 21s.

;

VoL II. Part II. 248.

Dr. fereira's Lectures on Polarised Light,

together with a Lecture on the Microscope.
2d Edition, enlarged from Materials left by

the Author, by the Eev. B. Powelx, M.A.,

&c. Fcp. Svo. with Woodcuts, 7s.

Perry.—The Franks, from their First

Appearance in History to the Death of King
Pepin. By Waltee C. Peebt, Barrister-

at-Law, Doctor in Philosophy and Master

of Arts in the University of Gottingen.

Svo. price 12s. 6d.

Feschel's Elements of Physics. Trans-
lated from the German, with Notes, by

E. WxST. With Diagrams and Woodcuts.
3 vols. fcp. Svo. 2l8.

Ida Pfeiffer's Lady's Second Journey
round the World: From London to the

Cape of Good Hope, Borneo, Java, Sumatra,

Celebes, Ceram,the Moluccas &c., California,

Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the United

States. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s.

Phillips's Elementary Introduction to
Mineralogy. A New Edition, with extensive
Alterations and Additions, by H. J. Beooke,
F.E.S., E.G.S. ; and W. H. Milebe, M.A.,
P.G.S. With numerous Wood Engravings.
Post Svo. 18s.

Phillips.—A Guide to Geology. By John
Phillips, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c. Fourth
Edition, corrected to the Present Time

;

with 4 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Phillips. — Figures and SescriptionB of the
Paleeozoic FossUs of Cornwall, Devon, and
West Somerset ; observed in the course
of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that
District. By John Phiixips, F.B.S., F.G.S.,
&c. Svo. with 60 Plates, price 9s.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and Methods
of Obtaining the Odours of Plants : With
Instructions for theManufacture of Perfumes
for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders.
Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums,
Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, Sua. ; and an
Appendix on the Colours of Flowers, Arti-
ficial Fruit Essences, &c. Second Edition,
revised and improved ; with 46 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. 83. 6d.

Captain Portlock's Report onthe Geology
of the County of Londonderry, and of Parts
of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and
described under the Authority of the Master-
General and Board of Ordnance. Svo. with
48 Plates, price 24s.

Powell.—Essays on the Spirit of the
Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of Worlds,
and the Philosophy of Creation. By the
Eev. Baden Powell, M.A.,F.B.S.,F.R.A.S.,
F.G.S., SavUian Professor ofGeometry in the
University of Oxford. Second Edition, re-

vised. Crown Svo. with Woodcuts, 12b. 6d.

Pycroft's Course of English Reading,
adapted to every taste and capacity : With
Literary Anecdotes. New and cheaper
Edition. Fcp. Svo. price Ss.

Raikes.—A Portion of the Journal kept
by Thouas Baikeb, Esq., from1831 to 1S47:
Comprising Beminiscences of Social and
Pohtical Life in London and Paris during
that period. Vols. I. and II. {Second Edi-
tion), post Svo. 21b.; Vols. III. and IV.
with Index, completing the work, price 21b.

Reade. — The Poetical Works of John
Edmund Beade. New Edition, revised and
corrected ; with Additional Poeuis. 4 vols,

fcp. Svo. price 20s.
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Dr. Eeece's Medical Guide : ComprisiBg
a, complete Modem Dispensatory, and a

PracticalTreatiseonthediBtmguislmig Symp-
toms, Causes, Prerention, Cure, and Pallia-

tion of the Diseases incident to the Human
Frame. Seventeenth Edition, corrected and
enlarged by the Author's Son, Dr. H. Beecs,
M:R.C.S., &c. 8vo. 12b.

Bich's Illustrated Companion to the
Latin Dictionaryand Greek Lexicon : Form-
ing a Glossary of all the Words representing

Visible Objects connected with the Arts,

Manufactures, and Eyery-Day Life of the

Ancients. "With about 2,000 Woodcuts
&om the Antique. Post Sto. 21s.

Kchardson. — Fourteen Tears' Expe-
rience of Cold Water : Its Uses and Abuses.

By Captain M. Kichaedson, late of the

4th Light Dragoons. Post 8yo. -with

Woodcuts, price 6s.

"The first object of
Captain Richardson's
book is to extend the use
of the cold-water cure to

the bumbler classes, by a
simpler mode ot treat-

ment. This simplicity
principally consists in the

tain Richardson considers
the bandage not only more
beneficial medically than
the sheet, but much move
easily applied, while it

does not interi-uptaman's
avocations, but can be
worn even at work. The

substitution of wet ban-
[
general expositions are

da^es covered by dry ban- i followed by directions for

dagesforthewetslieetand i the treatment of diseases

other processes of estab- ! under the Captain's sys-

lished hydropathy. Cap- | tern." Spectator.

Horsemanship ; or, the Art of Riding
and Managing a Horse, adapted to the Guid-
ance of Ladies and Gentlemen on the Koad
and in the Field: With Instructions for

Breaking-in Colts and Young Horses. By
Captain Bichakdson, late of the 4th Light

Dragoons. With 5 Plates. Square crovra

8to. 148.

Household Prayers for Four Weeks;
With additional Prayers for Special Occa-

sions. To which is added a Course of

Scripture Heading for Every Day in the

Year. By the Kev. J. E. Kiddie, M.A.,
Ineumbent of St. Philip's, Leckhampton.
Crown 8vo. price 3b. 6d.

Riddle's Complete Latin-English and
Enghsh-Latin Dictionary, for the use of

CoUeges and Schools. New and cheaper

Sdition, levised and corrected. 8to. 21s.

separately \i^^ LaJin-Eiigiiali Dictionary, las.

Biddle's DSaraoBd Latin-Engliah DietiOBary.

A G^iide to the Meaning, Quality, and
right Accentuation of Latin Clasncal Words.
Boyal 32mo. price 4e.

Riddle's Copious and Critical Latin-
English Lexicflm, founded on the German-
Latin XHctionaries of Dr. William Freund.
New and cA^op^rEditioB. Po8t4to. 31b. 6d.

Rivers's Rose-Amatenr'g Guide ; contsia-

ing ample Descriptions of all the fineWading
varieties of Boses, regulariy clamed in their

respective Families ; their History and
Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected

and improved. Fop. Svo. 3s. 6d.

Dr. £. Robinson's Greek and English
Lexicon to the (Jreek Testament. A New
Edition, revised and in great portle-written.

8vo. price 188.

Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays selected from
Contributions to the Edinburgh Review.

Second and cheaper Edition, with Additions.

3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21s.

Dr. Roget'a Thesaurus ofEnglish Words
and Phrases classified and arranged so as to

facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist

in Literary Composition. Sixth Edition,

revised and improved. Crovm 8ro. IGs. 6d.

Ronalds's Fly-Fisher's Entomology

:

With coloured Representations of the

Natural and Artificial Insect, and a few Ob-
servalions and Instructions on Trout and
Grayling Fishing. Fifth Edition, thoroughly
revised by an Experienced Fly-Fidier ; with
20 new coloured Plates. 8vo. 14b.

Rowton's Debater : A Series of complete
Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions
for Discussion; with ample References to the
best Sources of Information. New Edition.

Fcp. Svo. 6s.

The Saints our Example. By the Author
of Letters to my JJninoum Friendt, &c. Fcp.
8to. price 7s.

Scherzer.—Travels in the Free States of
Central America : Nicaragua, Honduras,
and San Salvador. By Dr. Cabi. Schebzeb.
With a coloured Map. 2 vols, post 8vo. 16b.

meisofpasteboardandtinsel;
now swinging in a hammock
is a filthy hovel; anon re-
ceiving the President of a
State by the light of a candle
stodiinabettl*. Altogether
having a hardandhazardous
lifb ot it. But he does not
complain. A cheerier and
braver traveller seldom baa
made his way in ontlandiBh
tracks far beyow) the llmitB
of the civilised world
The Central American qnes-
tion will probably endow Dr.
Scherzer B book with an aA-
ditioBaii attiadliott."

GlKIU.

Dr. L. Schmitz's History of Greece, firem
the Earliest Times to the Taking of Corinth
by the Romans, B.C. 146, mainly based upon
Bishop Thirlwall's History. Fmirth Ediiimt,

with Supplementary Chapters on the Lite-
nture and the Arts of Ancient Greece ; and
Ulnstrated with a Map of Athens and 137
Woodcuts, designed from the Antique by
G. Seharf, jnn., F.S.A. IZmo. 7s. 6d.

"Central America iB not
an inviting place for the
lounging traveller. The
roads are bad; there are no
inns: food is scarce; the
people are dishonest; sconn-
urela swaim ; neither life

nor property is safe. Dr.
Scherzer travelled with
guides of doubtfid fidelity,

was forced to keep his hand
on his gun and revolver,
sometimes compelled to eat
a few black beans or starve;
now gropingat night through
a forest, now escorted hv
barefooted soldiers with hel-
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Sciivenor's History of tiie Iron Trade,
trom the EarHest Bacordt to the Praaent
Period. New EditioB, coROpted. 870.
price 10s. 6d.

Sir Edward Seaward's Narrative of his

Shipwreck, and eonaequent Discoreiy of
eertain Islands in ^te Caribbean Sea.

Third Edition. 2 Tob. post 8to. 2l8.—An
AsBiDaiCBHl, in 16mo. price 2s. 6d.

The Sermon in the Mount. Printed by
C Wluttingham, nniformlj vith the Thami
Biile ; bound and clasped, 64niio. 1*> 6d.

SewelL— Amy Herbert. By a Lady.
Edited by the Rev. William Sbwell, B.D.,
Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford.
New Edition. Ecp. 8to. price 63.

Sewell.—The Earl's Daughter. By the
Author oi Amy Heriert. Edited by the Rev.
W. Sewjell, iB.D. 2 Tols. fcp. 8ro. 98.

Sewell.— Gertrude : A TaJe. By the
Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. Sewell, B.D. Fop. 8to. price 6s.

Sewell. — Margaret PercivaL By the
Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. Settbil, B.D. 2 toIb. fcp. 8to. price 12s.

By the same Author, Neto Editions,

Ivors. 2 Tola. fcp. 8to. price 128,

Cleve Hall. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 12b.

Katharine Ashton. 2 vols. fcp. 8to. 12s.

The Experience of life. fcp. 8vo. ^ce 7s. 6d,

^""^"" Parsonage : A Tale for Childrea, on
the Practical Use of a portion of the Church
Catecliism. 2 vols. fcp. Sro. price 12s.

Readings for Every Say in I>ent : CeB{ttled

from the Writings of Bishop Jebehy
Tateob. Fcp. 8*0. price Gs.

BoadiBgs fsr a Honth {nroparotoiy to Confinna-

tion : CompQed fiom the Works of Writers

of the Early and of the English Chnreh.

New and cheaper Edition. Fep. 8to. 4o.

Bondler's Family Shakspeare: Iniriiieh

nothing is a/j<^ to the Original Text ; but

those words and exprassions are omitted

which cannot with propriety be read aloud.

Illustrated with Thirty-six "Vignettes en-

graved on Wood &om origiBal Designs by

a. COOKE. B.A.
S. COOKB,.
a..aoTABi>. B.A.
H.SUf0LBI02r,
B. BIOBKB, B.A.

T. BVOTHABD, B.A.
H. THOHeOir, B.A.
B. VBOCALl., B.A.
B. WOBSVOBSB, BO.

Neie Edition, printed m a more convenient

form. 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 30s. doth;

separately, 5s. each.

•*• The LiBEAET EDinojr, with the same lUastratioiiB,

in One Volume, medium Sro, price 21b. cloth.

Sharp's New British Gazetteer, or Topo-
graphical Dictionary of the British Islands
and Narrow Seas : Comprising concise De-
scriptions of about Sixty Thousand Places,

Seats, Natural Features, and Objects ofNote,
founded on the best authorities. 2 vols.

8vo. price £2. I63.

*' We have already had oc-
casion to mention this boolc,
and a careful examination of
its contents has cominced us
of its CTcat value. The re-
markaDle clearness n'ith
which its condensations and
abhreviations are made a^
pears to us its most aa-
mirable feature. We have
no book of similar bulk in
the language containing any-
thing lilte the amount of in-
formation of various kinds
BO well arrani^ed and so easily
accessible as in tlis new ga-
zetteer. Every article bears
the mark of studied, careful,
and exact compilation. It
comprehends both the topo-
graphy and the hydrography
of the United Kingdom, and

is constructed on the plan
of facilitating reference by
bringing together as many
articles as possible under
distinct heads All the 110-

sLtions have beau retaken
from the maps; and not only
the county out the quarter
of the county given in which
a name might be looked for.
We must, in shoit, repeat
with a liberal acftuiescence
what Mr. Sharp himself re-
marks of his five years' dili-

gent labour, that it will be
round to comprise, in a clear
and legible type, more sub-
stantial inform.ation, coUect-
cdfromoriginalsources, and
put into a convenient tbrm,
than the bulkiest of its
class." EXAMlirZB.

Short Whist; its Rise, Progress, and
Laws : With Observations to make any one a

Whist-Player. Containing also the Laws of

Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte, Cribbage, Back-
gammon. By Major A. New Edition ; to
which are added. Precepts for Tyros, by
Mrs. B. Fcp. 8vo. 33.

Sinclair. — The Journey of Life. By
OAlEEBrNE SlircLAiB, Author of The Busi-
ness of Life. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Sir Boger De Coverley. Prom the Spec-
tator. With Notes and Illustrations, by
W. Heitby Wills ; and 12 Wood Engrav-
ings &om Designs by F. Tatlib. Second
and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. IDs. 6d.

;

or 21s. in morocco by Hayday.—An Edition
without Woodcuts, in 16mo. price Is.

The Sketches: Three Tales. By the
Authors of Amy Herbert, The Old Man's
Some, and Hawkstone. The Third Edition ;

with 6 Illustrations in Aquatint. Fcp. Svo.

price 4s. 6d. boards.

Smee's Elements of Electro-Metallurgy.
QDhird Edition, revised, corrected, and con-
uderably enlarged ; with Electrotypes and
numerous Woodcuts. Post Svo. IO3. 6d.

Smith (G.)— History of Wesleyan Me-
thodism : Vol. I. Wesley and his Tinjes.

By Geoeoe Smith, F.A.S., Member of the

Royal Asiatic Society, &c. ; Author of Sacred

Annals, or Researches into the History and
Belv/ion of Mankind, &c. Crown Svo.

with 8 Facsimiles of Methodist Society

Tickets, price IO3. 6d. cloth.
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Sinith(G.V.)—The Prophecies relating
to Nineveh and the Assyrians. Translated
from the Hebrew, witli Historical Intro-
ductions and Notes, exhibiting the principal
Results of the recent DiscoTCries. By
Geoege Vance Smith, B.A. Post 8vo.
with a Map, price lOs. 6d. cloth.

Smith (J.) —The Voyage and Shipwreck
of St. Paul : With Dissertations on the Life

and Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and
Navigation of the Ancients. By Jaices
Smith, of Jordanhill, Esq., P.R.S. Second
Edition ; with Charts, Views, and Wood-
cuts. Crovm 8vo. 8s. 6d.

A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney Smith.
By his Daughter, Lady Holland. With
a Selection from his Letters, edited by
Mbs. Austin. Nev> Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 28b.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Miscellaneous
Works : Including his Contributions to The
Edinburgh Review. Three Editions :

—

1. a LlBSi-ST EDrnoiT (the Fourth), in S vole. Bvo.

with Portrait, 36s.

2. Ck)mplete in OifB VoLtrME, with Portrait and Vig-

nette. Square crown 8vo. price 21b. cloth ; or SOs.

bound in calf.

3. Another New Edition, In 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 218.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Elementary
Sketches of Moral Pliilosophy, delivered at

the Royal Institution in the Years 1804,
180S,andl806. ThirdEdition. Fcp.8vo.7s.

Snow.—A Two-Tears' Cruise off Tierra
del Fuego, the Falkland Islands, Patagonia,

and the River Plate. A Narrative of Life

in the Southern Seas. By W. Pakkeb
Snow, late Commander of the Mission

Tacht Allen Gardiner; Author of "Voyage
of the Prince Albert in Search of Sir John
Frankhn." With 3 coloured Charts and 6
tinted Illustrations. 2 vols, post 8vo. 24s.

Islands, with the dangers of
their navigation and the pe-
culiar character of the River
Plate, have a novelty beyond
the common run ofvoyaging.
The adventures in Tierra del
Fuego are very interesting."

Spectaxob.

" A Robinson-Crusoe style

of narration, and a kind of
rongh and picturesque treat-
ment, sustain the interest of
the nautical descriptions
more than mii^iit be sup-
posed ; the wild and violent
weather of the Falkland

Robert Southey's Complete Poetical

Works ; containing all the Author's last In-

troductions and Notes. The Library Edi-

tion, complete in One Volume, with Por-

trait and Vignette. Medium 8vo. price 21b.

cloth ; 428. bound in morocco.— Also, the

Vint collected Edition, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo.

with Portrait and 19 Vignettes, price 35s.

Select Works of the British Poets ; from
Chaucer to Lovelace inclusive. With
Biographical Sketches by the late Robeut
SoTJTHEY. Medium 8vo. price SOs.

Southey's Correspondence.— Selections

from the Letters of B,obert Southey, &c.

Edited by his Son-in-Law, the Kev. John
Wood Waetee, B.D., Vicar of West
Tarring, Sussex. 4 vols, post 8vo. price 423.

The Life and Correspondence of the late Robert

Southey. Edited by his Son, the Rev.

C. C. SoUTHET, M.A., Vicar of Ardleigh.

With Portraits and Landscape Illustra-

tions. 6 vols, post 8vo. price 63s.

Southey's Doctor, complete in One
Voltime. Edited by the Rev. J. W. Waetbb,
B.D. With Portrait, Vignette, Bust, and
coloured Plate. Square crown 8vo. 21s.

Southey's Commonplace-Booki, complete in

Four Volumes. Edited by the Rev. J. W.
Wabteb, B.D. 4 vols, square crown 8ro.

price £3. 18s.

Each Commtmplaee-Book, complete in itself, may be
had separately, as follows :—

FIBST Sbbibs—CHOICE PASSAGES, &c. 18s.

Secosd SxErES— SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. 18s.

Thihd Seeibb -ANALYTICAL READINGS. 21s.

FOITBTH Sbbies— ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, &c. 21«.

Southey's Life of Wesley ; and Rise and
Progress of Methodism. New Edition, with

Notes and Additions. Edited by the Rev.

C. C. Southey, M.A. 2 vols. 8to. with

2 Portraits, price 28s.

Spottiswoode. —A Tarantasse Journey
through Eastern Russia, in the Autumn of
1856. By William Spottiswoode, M.A.,
P.R.S. With a Map of Russia, several

Wood Engravings, and Seven Illustrations

in tinted Lithography from Sketches by the

Author. Post 8vo. price lOs. 6d.

Stephen.— Lectures on the History of

France. By the Right Hon. SiB James
STEPHEN,!K.C.B.,LL.D.,ProfesBor ofModem
History in the University of Cambridge,
Third Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. price 24s.

Stephen.—Essays in Ecclesiastical Bio-
graphy ; from The Edinburgh Review. By
theRightHon. SiB James Stephen, K.C.B.,

LL.D., Professor of Modem History in

the University of Cambridge. ThirdEdi-
tion. 2 Tola. 8ro. 24s.

Stonehenge.—The Greyhound : Being a
Treatise on the Art of Breeding, Rearing,

and Training GhreyhoundB for PubUc Run-
ning ; their Diseases and Treatment : Con-

taimng also Hules for the Management of

Coursing Meetings, and for the Decision of

Courses. By Stonehenge. With Frontis-

piece and Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo.

price 21s. half-bound.
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Stow. — The Training System, Moral
Training School, and Normal Seminary for
preparing Schoolmasters and OoremesseB.
By David Stow, Esq., Honorary Secretary
to the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary.
Tenth Edition ; with Plates and Woodcuts.
Fost 8to. price 6s.

Strickland. — Lives of the Queens of
England. By Agnes Stbickiaitd. Dedi-
cated, by express permission, to Her Ma-
jesty. Embellished with Portraits of every
Queen, engraved from the most authentic
sources. Complete in 8 vols, post Svo.prace
7s. 6d. each.— Any Volume may be had
teparaieJi/ to complete Sets.

Memoirs of Bear-Admiral Sir William
Symonds, Knt., C.B., P.R.S., late Surveyor
of the Navy. Published with the sanction
of his Executors, as directed by his Will

;

and edited by J. A. Shabp. 8to. with
Plates and Wood Engravings.

[/;» the preaj.

Taylor.— Loyola: and Jesuitism in its

Budiments. By Isaac Iatxob. Post 8vo.
price lOs. 6d.

Taylor.— Wesley and Methodism. By
Isaac Tati,oe. Post 8vo. Portrait, 10s. 6d.

Thacker's Courser's Annual Remem-
brancer and Stud-Book : Being an Alpha-
betical Betui-n of the Kunning at all the
Public Coursing Clubs in England, Ireland,

and Scotland, for the Season 1856-57 ; with
the Pedigrees (as iar as received) of the
Dogs. By Bobebi Abkam Wei.sh, Liver-
pool. 8vo. 2 Is.

*** Published annnaUy in October,

Thirlwall.— The History of Greece. By
the Bight Bev. the Lobs Bishop of St.

David's (the Bev. Connop Thirlwall). An
improved Library Edition ; with Maps. 8
vols. 8vo. price £3.—An Edition in 8 vols,

fcp. 8vo. with Yignette Titles, price 288.

Thomas.— Historical Notes relative to
the History of England; embracing the

Period from the Accession of King Henry
Vlil. to the Death of Queen Anne inclusive

(1509 to 1714) : Designed as a Book of in-

stant Beference for the purpose of ascer-

taining the Dates of Events mentioned in

History and in Manuscripts. The Names
of Persons and Events mentioned in History

within the above period placed in Alpha-

beticaland Chronological Order, with Dates;

and the Authority from whence taken

given in each case, whether from Printed

History or from Manuscripts. By P. S.

Thomas, Secretary of the Public Becord
Department. 3 vob. royal 8to. price £2.

Thomson's Seasons. Edited by Bolton
Cornet, Esq. Illustrated with 77 fine
Wood Engravings from Designs by Mem-
bers of the Etching Club. Square crown8vo.
ais. cloth ; or 363. bound in morocco.

Thomson (the Rev. Dr.)—An Outline of
Uie necessary Laws of Tliought : A Treatise
on Pure and Applied Logic. By Wilmam
Thomson, D.D., Provost of Queen's Col-
lege, Oxford. Fourth Edition, carefully re-
vised. Fcp. 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

Thomson's Tables of Interest, at Three,
Four, Four-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent.,
from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and from
1 to 365 Days, in a regular progression of
single Days ; with Interest at all the above
Bates, from One to Twelve Months, and
from One to Ten Years. Also, numerous
other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Db-
counts. New Edition. 12mo. price 8s.

Thombury.—Shakspeare's England ; or,

Sketches of Social History during the Eeign
of Elizabeth. By G. W. Thoenbuet,
Author of Hittori/ of the Buccaneers, &o.
2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

" A work which stands unrivalled for the variety
and entertainins character of its contents, and which well
deBer\-eB a place on the librar>--shelf, by the side either of
the historians of England or the prince of di-amatists."

John BtTLL.

The Thumb Bible ; or, Verbum Sempi-
temum. By J. Taitloe. Being an Epi-
tome of the Old and New Testaments in
EngUsh Verse. Beprinted from the Edition
of 1693; bound and clasped. 64mo. Is. 6d.

Bishop Tomline's Introduction to the
Study of the Bible : Containing Proofs of
the Authenticity and Inspiration of the
Scriptures ; a Summary of the History of
the Jews ; an Account of the Jewish Sects

;

and a brief Statement of Contents of seve-

ral Books of the Old Testament. New Edi-
tion. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Tooke.—History of Prices, and of the
Stat« of the Circulation, during the Nine
Years from 1848 to 1856 inclusive. Form-
ing Vols. V. and VI. of Tooke's History of
Prices from 1792 to the Present Time ; and
comprising a copious Index to the whole of

the Six Volumes. By Thomas Tooke,
F.B.S. and William Newmaeoh. 2 vols.

8vo. price 52s. 6d.

Townsend.—Modem State Trials revised
and illustrated with Essays and Notes. By
W. C. Townsend, Esq., M.A., Q.C. 2 vols.

8vo. price 30s.
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COMPLETION

THE TRAYELLER'S LIBRARY.

Summary of the Contents of the TRAVELLER'S LIBBARY, now complete in 102
Parts, price One Shilling each, or in 50 Volumes, price 2«. M. each in cloth.—
To be had also, in complete Sets only, at Five Guineas per Set, bound in cloth,

lettered, in 25 Volumes, classified as/olloiBS

:

—
VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

IN EUROPE.
A CONTINENTAI TOUR BTj.BAEROW.
ARCTIC VOYAGES AND 1 ,, „ mavott
DISCOVERIES ; BTF. MAYKE.

BRITTANY AND THE BIBLE BT I. HOPE.
BRITTANY AND THE CHASE BT I. HOPE.
CORSICA BY F. GREGOaOVIUS.

''T¥^illii'''^''^'.°n B-S.LAINQ.
ICELAND BT P. MILES.
NORWAY, A RESIDENCE IN BT S. LAING.
NORWAY, RAMBLES IN BT T. FORESTER.
RUSSIA BT THB MARQUIS DE CUSTINE.
RUSSIA AND TURKEY .. BT J. R. M'CULLOCH.
ST. PETERSBURG BT M. JERRMANN.
THE RUSSIANS OF THE SOOTH, BT S. BROOKS.
SWISS MEN AND SWISS 1 „ inrROtKsnvMOUNTAINS / BT K. itKOUSON.
MONT BLANC, ASCENT OF BT J. AULDJO.
SKKTOHES^ 0F^NATURE}3,

F. VON TSCHUDI.
VISIT TO THE VAUDOiSI __ - T,irKT=
OF PIEDMONT J '' '^- I'AIKI.S.

IN ASIA.
CHINA AND THIBET BT THB ABBE" HTTC.

SYRIA AND PALESTOrE "EOTHEN."
THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, BT P. 6IB0NIEBE.

IN AFRICA.
AFRICAN WANDERINGS BT M. WEBNE.
MOROCCO BT X. DI7RRIEU.
NIGER EXPLORATION . . BT T. J. HUTCHINSON.
THE ZULUS OF NATAL BZO.E. MASON.

IN AMERICA.
BRAZIL btE. WILBERFOBCE.
CANADA BT A. M.JAMESON.
CUBA btW. H. HUBLBUT.
NOBTU AMERICAN WILDS .... BXC.LANMAN.

IN AUSTRALIA.
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES BT W. HtrGKES.

ROUND THE WORLD.
A LADY'S VOYAGE BT IDA PFEIFFER.

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
MEMOIR OP THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
THE LIFE OF MARSHAL 1 BY the REV. T. O.
TURENNE I COCKAYNE.

SCHAMYL... BT BODENSTEDT iin> WAGNER.
FERDINAND L AND MAXIMl- 1 ,^ dawi-u
LIAN II ; =^ BANKE.

FRANCIS ABAGCS AUTOBIOOBAPHY.
THOMAS HOLCEOFrS MEilOIBS.

CHESTEBPIELD k SELWYN, BT A. HATWARD.
SWIFT AND RICHARDSON, btLOED JEPFBEY.
DEFOE AND CHURCHILL .... BT J. POBSTEE.
ANECDOTES OF DB. JOHNSON, BT MBS. PIOZZI.
TUBKEY AND CHRISTENDOM.
LEIPSIC CAMPAIGN, BT thb BEV. O. B. GLEIG.
AN ESSAY ON THE LIFE AND1 BT HENRY
GENIUS OF THOMAS FULLEBJ ROGERS.

ESSAYS BY LORD MACAULAY.
WARREN HASTINGS.
LOEO CLIVE.
WILLIAM PIXT.
THE EARL OP CHATHAM.
EANKE'S HISTOKY OF THE POPES.
GLADSTONE ON CHURCH AND STATE.
ADDISON'S LIFE AND WRITINGS.
HORACE WALPOLE.
LORD BACON.

LORD BYRON.
COMIC DRAMATISTS OF THE BESTOBATION.
FREDEBIC THE GBEAT.
HALLAM-S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTOBY.
CBOKEB'S EDITION OF BOSWELL'S LIFE OF
JOHNSON.

LORD MACAULATS SPEECHES ON PABLIA-
MENTABY REFORM.

WORKS OF FICTION.
THE LOVE STORY, PBOM SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR.
SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY. . . . } spHtATOB
MEMOIRS OF A MAITRE-D'ARMES. BT DUMAS.
CONFESSIONS OF A
WORKING MAN ^

} ^^ ^- SOUVESTBE.

AN ATTIC PHILOSO* I ^«. t cai i v I'gTPT*
PHEB IN PAEIS.. J

BT t. HUUVtBlJU!,.

SIB EDWABD SEAWABD'S NABBATIVE OF
HIS SHIPWRECK.

NATURAL HISTOBY OF I __ tit, j ETmrp ICREATION / "^ ""• ^- •'Ji'MP.

INDICATIONS OP INSTINCT, BT DE. L. KEMP. I

NATURAL HISTORY, &e.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH, Ac. btDB. G. WILSON.
OUE COAL-FIELDS AND OUB COAL-FITS.
COBNWALL, ITS MINES, MINERS, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.

LECTURES AND ADDRESSES {=^J^|j5s^
°'

SELECTIONS FROM SYDNEY SMITH'S
WRITINGS.

PRINTING BT A. STARK.

^^1^^It"p°0?^ .*^.}- "H. SPENCEB.
VOBMONISM . . BTTKB BEV. W. J. CONTBEARE.
LONDON BT J. B. M'CULLOCH.
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The Traveller's Library beingaow com-
plete, the Publishers oall attention to this

collection ae well adapted for TraveUers end
EmiffranUt for School-room lAbrariet, the Libraries

of Mechanics* InstitutionSy Young MenU lAbraries,

tb£ Librariet of Ships, and similar purpofies. The
separate Tolumes are suited for School Prizes,

Presents to Young People, and for general instmc-
tioD and entertainment. The Series comprises
fODrteen of the most popular of Lord Macaulay's
Etsaps, and hia Speeches on Parliamentary Reform.

The department of Travels contains some account
of eig^ht of the principal countries of Europe, as

well as travels in four districts of Africa, In four of

America, and in three of Asia. Madame Pteiffer's

First Journey round the World is included ; and a
g^eneral account of the Australian Colonies. In

Biot^raphy and History will be found Lord Macau-
lay's Biofrrapbical Sketches of Warren Hastings,

Clive, Pitt, Walpole, Bacon, and others ; besides

Memoirs of VFW/t»^fon, Turenne,F. Arago, &c. ; an
Essay on the Life and Genius of Thomas Fuller,

with Selections from his Writinors, by Mr. Henry
Rogers ; and a history of the Leipsic Campaign, by
Mr. Gle^g, — which is the only separate account of

ibis remarkable campaign. Works of Fiction did

not come within the plan of the Traveller's Li-
brary ; but the Confessions of a Working Man, by
Soorestre, which isindeed afiction founded on fact,

has been included, and has been read with unusual
intereet by many of the working classes, for whose
use it is especially recommended. Dumas's story

of the Maitre-d*Armes, though in form a work of

fiction, gives a striking picture of an episode in the

history of Russia. Amongst the works on Science
and Natural Philosophy, a general view of Creation

is embodied in Dr. Kemp's Natural History of
Creation; and in his Indications ofInstinct remark-
able facts in natural history are collected. Dr.

Wilson has contributed a popular account of the
Electric Telegraph. In the volumes on the Coal-

Fields, and on the Tin and other Mining Districts

of Cornwall, is given an account of the mineral

wealth of England, the habits and manners of the

miners, and the scenery of the surrounding country.

It only remains to add, that among the Miscella-

neous Works are a Selection of tlie best Writings of

the Rev. Sydney Smith ; Lord Carlisle's Lectures

and Addresses ; an account of Mormonisnij by the

Rev. W. J. Conybeare; an exposition of Railway
mmaKement and mismanagement, by Mr. Herbert

Spencer ; an account of the Origin and Practice of

Printing, by Mr. Stark; and an account ofLondon,

by Mr. M*Culloch.

•' Ifwewere called upon to
lay the first atone of a Me-
emuiics' Institute or Book-
Society'b Ccllection, it should
be composed of the hundred
and two parts of the Tra-
veller's Library. It is the
beBt ShilUne beries extant.
Here are Mr. Macaulay's
bestwritiniEB, the antbologia
of Sydney Smith, some ad-
mirable literary eseays by
different authors, several ex-
cellent TolumeB of science,

luuTsUves of travel in eight
£nropeam, four American,
lour African, and three Asi-

atic countries, and examples
from the works of SoovestTe
and Dumas. Bound together,
they form twenty-five con-
venient volumes, which any
Hociety of a hundred and five

members may possess, upon
payment of one shilling each.
An association of tliis kind,
formed in every small town,
would thus create Bufhcieni
basis for a free library upon
a modest scale. Good books
are not beyond the reach of
working men, if working
men will combine to obtaiu
them." Leader.

TroUope.— Barchester Towers. By An-
THONT TBOiiiiOFE. 3 volfl. post 8vo. price

31b. 6d.

" Barchester Towers (»>

kindofaequeUncofituiuation
of Mr. TroUopfi'B foimer
novel The Warden) does
not depend only on story for
its interest ; the careful
writing, the good humour
with a t£nden(7 often to be
Shandean in its expression,

Trollope.—^e Warden.
Post 8vo. 10b. 6d.

and the sense and right
feeling with which the way
is threaded among questions
of high chureh and low
church, are very noticeable,
and secure for it unquestion-
able rank among the few
really well-written tales that
every season produces."

£xi.iiiir£E.

By Antliony Trollope.

1^* The Traveller^s Library may also be had
as originally issued in 102 parte, Is. each,

forming 50 vols. 28. 6d. each ; or any separate

parte or volumes.

Sbaron Turner's Sacred History of the
"World, attempted to be Philosophically

considered, in a Series of Letters to a Son.

New Edition, edited by the Rev. S. Tubneb.
3 vols, post 8to. price 31b. 6d.

Sharon Turner's History of England
during the Middle Ages: Comprising the

Beigns from the Norman Conquest to the

Accession of Henry VIII. Fifth Edition,

revised by the Rev. S. Tttbitee, 4 vols.

8vo. price 50s.

Sharon Turner's History of the Anglo-
Saxons, from the Earliest Period to the

Norman Conquest. Seventh Edition, revised

by the Kev. S. Tubneb. 3 vols. 8vo. 368.

Dr. Turton's Manual of the Land and
fresh-Wat-er Shells of Great Britain. New-

Edition, thoroughly revised and brought up
to the Present Time. Edited by Dr. J. E.
Geat, F.R.8., &e., Keeper of the Zoological

Department in the British Museum. Crown
Svo. with Coloured Plates. \ln the press.

Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufac-
tures, and Mines : Containing a clear Expo-

sition of their Principles and Practice.

Fourth Edition, much enlarged ; most of

the Articles being entirely re-written, and
many new Articles added. With nearly

1,600 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. price 60s.

VanDer Hoeven's Handbook of Zoology.

Translated from the Second Dutch Edition

by the Bev. William Clabs, M.D., F.R.S.,

&c., late Fellow of Trinity College, and Pro-

fessor of Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge \ with additional References fur-

nished by the Author. In Two Volumes.

Tol. I. Invertebrate Ammah; with 15 Plates,

comprising numerous Figures. Svo. 30s.

Vehse.—Memoirs of the Court, Aristo-

cracy, and Diplomacy of Austria. By Dr. E.

Vehse. Translated from the German by
Fbakz Demmlee. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s.
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Von Tempsky. — Mitla : A Narrative of
Incidents and Personal Adventures on a
Journey in Mexico and Guatemala in the
Tears 1853 and 1854: With Observations
on the Modes of Life in those Countries. By
Ot. P. Von Tempskt. Edited by J. S. Bell,
Author of Journal of a Residence in CircasHa
in the Tears 1836 to 1839. With Illustra-

tions.in Chromolithography and Engravings
on Wood. 8vo. [In. the press.

Wade.— England's Greatness : Its Rise
and Progress inGovernment, Laws, Religion,

and Social Life ; Agriculture, Commerce,
and Manufactures ; Science, Literature, and
the Arts, from the Earliest Period to the
Peace ofParis. By John Wabe, Author of

the Cabinet Lawyer, &o. Post 8vo. 10s. 6 d.

Waterton.—Essays on Natural History,
chiefly Ornithology. By C. Watbeton, Esq.
With an Autobiography of the Author, and
Views of Walton Hall. Kew and cheaper
Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price lOs.

Waterton's Essays on Natural History. Third
Series ; with a Continuation of tlie Auto-
biography, and a Portrait of the Author.
Ecp. Svo. price 63.

Webster and Parkes's Encyclopaedia of

Domestic Economy ; comprising such sub-

jects as are most immediately connected with
Housekeeping : As, The Construction of
Domestic Edifices, with the Modes ofWarm-
ing, Ventilating, and Lighting themr—A de-

scription of the various articles of Furniture,
with the nature of their Materials—Duties of
Servants—&c. New Edition ; with nearly

1,000 Woodcuts. Svo. price 50s.

Weld. — Vacations in Ireland. By
Chaeles Richaed Weld, Barrister - at

-

Law. Post Svo. with » tinted View of

Birr Castle, price lOs. 6d.

Weld.—A Vacation Tour in the ITnited States

and Canada. By C. R.Weld, Barrister-at-

Law. Post Svo. with Map, lOs. 6d.

West.— Lectures on the Diseases 'of

Infancy and Childhood. By Chaelbs Wist,
M.D., Physician to the Hospital for Sicl
Children ; Physician-Accoucheur to, and
Lecturer on Midwifery at, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital. Third Edition. Svo. 14s.

Willich's Popular Tables for ascertain-
ing the Value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and
Church Property, Renewal Fines, &o. With
numerous additional Tables—Chemical, As-
tronomical, Trigonometrical, Common and
Hyperbolic Logarithms; Constants, Squares,
Cubes, Roots, Reciprocals, &c. Fourth
Edition, enlarged. Post Svo. price 10s.

Whitelocke's Journal of the English

Embassy to the Court of Sweden in the

•Years 1653 and 1654. A New Edition,

revised by Hensy Rebtb, Esq., F.S.A.

2 vols. Svo. 24b.

Wilmot's Abridgment of Blackstone's

Commentaries on the Laws of England, in-

tended for the use of Young Persons, and

comprised in a series of Letters from a Father

to his Daughter. 12mo. price 6s. 6d.

Wilson (W.)—Bryologia Britannica: Con-

taining the Mosses of Great Britain and

Ireland systematically arrangedanddescribed

according to the Method of Sruch and

Schimper; with 61 illustrative Plates. Being

a New Edition, enlarged and altered, of the

Ifuscologid Britannica of Messrs. Hooker and

Taylor. By William Wilboii, President

of the Warrington Natural History Society.

Svo. 423.; or, with the Plat^ coloured,

price £4. 4s. cloth.

Yonge.-ANew English-Greek Lexicon

:

Containing all the Ghreek Words used by
Writers of good authority. By C. D.
YoNOE, B.A. Second Bdiiion, revised and
corrected. Post 4to. price 21s.

Yonge's New latin Gradns : Contaiaiiig

Every Word used by the Poets of good

authority. For the use of Eton, West-
minster, Winchester, Harrow, Charterhouse,

and Rugby Schools; King's College, Lon-

don ; and Marlborough College. Hfth
Edition. Post Svo. price 9s.; or with

Appendix of Epithets classified according

to their English Meaning, 12s.

Youatt.-The Horse. ByWilliam Youatt
With a Treatise of Draught. New Edition,

with numerous Wood Engravings, from

Designs by William Harvey. (Messrs.

Longman and Co.'s Edition should be or-

dered.) Svo. price 10s.

Youatt. — The Dog. By William Tonatt. A
New Edition; with numerous Engravings,

from Designs by W. Harvey. Svo. 63.

Young. — The Christ of History: An
Argument grounded in the Facts of His
Life on Earth. By John YoiTKa, LLJ).
Second Edition. Post Svo. 73. 6d.

Young.—The Hystery; or, Evil and God. By
John Youno, LL.D. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Zumpt's Grammar of the Latin Lan-
guage. Translated and adapted for the

use of English Students by Db. L. Scemitz,
F.R.S.E. : With numerous Additions and
Corrections by the Author and Translator.

4th Edition, thoroughly revised. Svo. 14ii.

lOctoler 1857.
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